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ABSTRACT 

This study is in response to the widespread dissatisfaction of Information 

Scientists in the Muslim World, who feel that Islamic literature deserved and 

required an Islamic classification scheme. Conceptually Muslim Information 

Scientists have attempted to establish an analytical subject bibliography which 

could help to develop a particular classification scheme. This has involved 

providing abstracts, directories and indexes to record the subject contents of all 
the materials relating to Islamic Studies. However, the classical Qur'anic 

exegeses and Hadith collections represent a particular problem to Information 
Scientists: indexing the Qur'anic exegeses and Hadith collections requires an 
initial operational list of subject headings of both the Qur'anic and Hadith texts. 

This study is based on an investigation of the terminology in Qur'anic text for 
the purpose of designing a Qur'anic retrieval system. The study makes use of 
conceptual verses and words as partial examples for the required task. These 

examples are used to test the factors affecting the design at both manual and 
automatic levels. At the manual level - the stage of presenting the Qur'anic 
text in a printed form - the examples are used to examine the effects of 
Qur'anic terminology on the commentators and to see how it affects the 
performance of the retrieval system. Also the characteristics of the Arabic 
language, as represented in Qur'anic vocabulary, are examined against the 
problems known to be encountered in constructing an efficient information 

retrieval. On the automatic level - the stage of presenting the Qur'anic text on 
a screen - the examples are used to examine the possibility of the Qur'an, in its 

stylistic form, being processed by the computer. 

The study is subdivided into six chapters. The first chapter outlines the 
demands that are placed upon Muslim Information Scientists. Also it gives a 
brief overview of the background to current researches on the Islamic literature, 
and shows the methodological framework used in the present study. The 

second chapter highlights the major philological, historical and theological 
aspects as indicated by various interpretations and tests the effect of these 
opinions on the performance of the retrieval system. The third chapter analyzes 
the function of vocabulary control as applied to the Qur'anic terminology and 
examines such a control in relation to features of the Arabic (Qur'anic) 
language. The fourth chapter examines the various treatments in the 
computational analysis area in relation to the Qur'anic style of calligraphy and 
structure. The fifth chapter presents the guidelines and recommendations to 
establish the Qur'anic retrieval system. Finally, the sixth chapter offers two 
examples of the Qur'anic retrieval system as it is applied to natural and social 
sciences. 
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PREFACE 

The transliteration system used in this study exemplifies the problem in the 

Qur'anic language in relation to information retrieval. Note that there is no 

agreement as to the transliteration of Arabic words into the English alphabet. 

Because the system must meet the needs of this study, and the non-Arabic 

reader has to identify at a glance the Arabic characters of each transliterated 

word, the presentation of this study uses the written transliterated word as 

represented by the characters in chart one (page 4), rather than phonetic 

transliteration. However, in order to avoid mistransliteration, Arabic references 

have been cited in Arabic at the end of the thesis. 

On the other hand, a common problem in translation is that a word is distorted 

once translated, no matter how much care has been taken in finding the most 

suitable English equivalent. For instance, an Arabic word, depending on the 

context in which it is used, may suggest different conceptions to different 

persons; in addition, mistranslation sometimes affects the noblest of meanings. 

In fact, in most cases the word-for-word translation can be misleading rather 

than enlightening. Therefore, for the benefit of non-Arabic readers, the words 

and the verses of the specified examples have been quoted in English. 

However, after testing the available translations, the one that is used in this 

study is the translation of Khatib, M. The Bounteous Koran, Cairo, with slight 

changes as the study requires. Reference numbers of the Qur'anic verses are 

positioned at the end of each verse so that the reader can refer to the original 

script. The numbers are indicated by two part digits, the chapter number 

followed by the verse number. The corresponding chapter names. are listed in 

chart two (page 5). 



Appearance Pronunciation 

CONSONANTS 

Pronounced as English letter "a" in alight 
Ile b Pronounced as English letter "b" in bite 

t Pronounced as English letter "t" in tight 
`"' 1h Pronounced as English letters "th" in theft 

j Pronounced as English letter "j" in just 
No English equivalent 

Ah No English equivalent 
d Pronounced as English letter ""d" in doubt 
dh Pronounced as English letters "th" in that 
r Pronounced as English letter "r" in right 
z Pronounced as English letter "z" in zest 
S Pronounced as English letter "s" in sight 
ah Pronounced as English letters "sh" in shout 
s No English equivalent 
d No English equivalent 

No English equivalent 
No English equivalent 

ý. ` No English equivalent 
t No English equivalent 

f Pronounced as English letter "f' in fight 
q No English equivalent 
k Pronounced as English letter "q" in quiet 
1 Pronounced as English letter "1" in light 

in Pronounced as English letter "m" in might 
n Pronounced as English letter "n" in night 
h Pronounced as English letter "h" in height 
w Pronounced as English letter "w" in white 
y Pronounced as English letter "y" in yet 

SHORT AND LONG VOWELS 

a Pronounced as English letter "u" in but 
Pronounced as English letter "i" in bit 

u Pronounced as English letters ` oa" in boat 
ä Pronounced as English letter "a" in bat 

`F 1 Pronounced as English letters "ea" in beat 
ü Pronounced as English letters `too" in boot 

Chart 1: the English transliteration of the Arabic writing system. 



No. The names of the chapters No. The names of the chapters 

1 sürat al fdtihah The Opening I:. Wl i».. 58 sürat al-mujadalal The Disputation 21att&ll i j.. 
2 sarat al-bagarah The Cow 11L111Jj- 59 sürat al-Ijashr The Mustering tl ».. 
3 s4rat dl 'Imrdn The Family of 'Imran ejIj,. s J1 i».. 60 swat al-mumtahana The Tested one L"-:. j Js. - 
4 s4rat al-nisd' The Women . L.: A ljj- 61 sürat al-soff 

' 
The ranks ,. L il 1J j- 

5 s4rat al-m& idah The Table 14t+1l is j.. ah 62 sürat a! -Jum Friday 1.. 0 ji- 
6 sßrat al-an'dm The Cattle f. 1., "SºI iiy,. 63 s4rat al-mundfiqün The Hypocrites 0�ii4;. i1 J). - 
7 s4rat al-a'rdf The Ramparts , jl , ey)1 , 

64 sarat al-Tagtidbun Mutual Disillusion &; U: 1 ji- 

8 sürat al-anfdl The Spoils . . ýI i ý 
65 sürat al-taldq The Divorce ýjý1S. 711jý., 

9 sürat al-tawbah The Repentance 
Al 

1ý? "" 
66 sürat aJ-lahrim The Prohibition rY: t1 isl.. 

10 s4rat Yünus Jonah v,,; s,, 1 J j- 
67 sürat al-mulle The Sovereignty awl 9Jj. W 

11 sürat Had Hud J JA J j- - 
68 s4rat al-qalam The Pen . jt its.. 

12 s4rat Yüsuf Joseph 1j" 69 sürat al-Hdgqah The Unquestionable UL%Jl jl.. 
13 sürat al-ra'd The Thunder 4&jjl 1Jj 70 sürat al-ma drij The Ascent t».. 
14 s4rat Ibrdhim Abraham 'Ir1 iss,,,,, t- 

71 s4rat NO Noah irr 

15 sarat al-Hijr The Hijr . 
y.. 

yl 
cy,,, 

72 s4rat al-jinn The Jinn &* Jl 1j" 
16 s4rat al-nah! The Bee I 73 sürat al-Muzzammil The Mantled One 
17 sürat al-isrd' The Night Journey ,I 

AI 
li s- 

74 s4rat al MuddaLhir The Enshrouded One ý; a. ll icy.. 
18 sürat al-kalif The Cave - 

"S4 , il iJ. *.. 
el h 75 sürat al-n The Resurrection LLtt its.. 

19 sürat Maryam Mary r'r 'ý 
s n 76 süral a! -insel The Man l 

20 s4rat Ta Hd Ta Ha Lt ZJ 77 sürat a! -mursaldt 
' 

The Sent Angels ")t.. s. Ji ij?., 
21 s4rat al-anbiyd' The Prophets . I. 'yl is" l. 

78 sürat al-Nab 
' 

The Tidings L i1 ijj.. 
" 22 sürat al-hajj Pilgrimage The x. 11 its.. 

dt 79 sürat al-ndzi The Pluckers . ls WI 1- js 
23 
24 

sürat a! -mu'minün 
4 

The Believers iJi 
80 s4rat abass 
81 straf al-takwIr The Cong Up The Coiling 

25 
rat al-nür s 

sürat al-Furgdn 
The Light 
The Distingisher 

»u I ij}"' 
uti jlll' J" 

82 sürat al-inf{dr The Cleavage ýt Lu Ii ý ý 
26 s4rat al-, h'ard' The Poets a-1Jt i»ý.. , 

83 sürat al mutafifin The Skimpers i l .. 
27 s4rat al-naml The Ant j J&111 sl.. 

84 s4rat al-inýgdq The Splitting Asunder j-tv-11 bi- 
28 s4rat al-gasas The Story ý iil ss.. 

85 sürat al-burüj The Star Clusters tsjJI ij... 
29 s4rat al-`ankabut The Spider Q j.. d . 11 j-' 

86 sürat a! -Tdriq 
87 s4rat a! -A'Id 

The Night Star 
The Sublime 

Jail is... 
ell isl.. 30 

31 
sürat al-Raum 
s4rat Lugmdn 

The Romans 
Luqman 

8111 isles' 
51 i 1 

88 s4rat al-QbA hiyah The Enveloping � 
} W{ i si 

32 s4rat al-sajdah The Prostration ,X cy.. . 
i j. %. jl i».. 89 sf+rat a! fajr The Daybreak yW1 ill.. 

33 sürat aJ-a&db The Confederate Clans yt j 
yl; J#.. 

90 sdrat al-belad The City . DWI i».. 
34 s4rat Saba' Sheba L 91 s4rat al-St tams The Sun is j. - 
35 s4rat fdlir Originator sL0 ill,,, 

92 sürat al-layl 
93 s4rat al-duhd 

The Night 
The Forenoon 

1 ii" 
b" 36 

37 
sürat Ydsin 
sürat al-Sdfdt 

Yasin 
The Rangers 

ism 94 sürat al-, arh The Dilation X71 iýk". 
38 s4rat sdd Sad 95 sArat a! -ýfn The Fig tl tos.. 
39 s4rat al-zummar The Hordes 96 s4rat al- alaq The Blood Clot Pa11 si,.. 
40 sürat gMfu" Forgiver sm 

97 sürat al-Qadr The Decree . jLlI 1».. 
41 s4rat fussilat Expounded 98 s4rat al-bayyinah The Elucidation LLJI isl.. 
42 s4rat at-, ýiürd The Counsel sýyý7i is},,, 99 s4rat al-zalzalah The Earthquake Ilý1 ll ill.. 
43 sürat al-zuJruf The Ornamentation J Jipl ihr. 100 sürat al- ddiydt The War Steeds "ýýWI iý?.. 
44 s4rat al-dukhdn The Smoke iýý ý 01 " 

101 sürat al-Qdri ah The Rapping L till i».. 
45 saran al. Jdthiyah The Crouching Down ' I,, ' , ii i jý.. LI 102 sürat al-: akdthur The Multiplication s., ltit i».. 
46 seZrat a! -ahgdf The Sand Dunes ý isr 

103 sürat al- asr The Time x,.. 11 isr. 
47 s4rat Muhanvnad Mohammed 104 s4rat al-hummazah The Traducer 
48 sürat al-Fach The Victory tý; UI ij1j). 105 sürat al fl The Elephant J 1iI Zs. 
49 sürat al-Hujurdt The Chambers :, Iy.. il its. 106 s4rat Qurayth Quraish 
50 s4rat qdf Q 107 sürat al-md ün The Benevolence 00Lj i».. 
51 s4rat al-dhäriydt The Scattering z. L. sILI iý:.. 108 s4rat a! -Kawlltar The Copious Provision ?. ytll isl.. 
52 saran al-Tar Mount Tur s jWl 

109 sürat al-kdfrin The Unbelievers jj WI 1J" 
53 s4rat al-najm The Star iý 110 sürat al-narr The Succour s.. U) iJj.. 
54 s4rat al-Qamar The Moon l isk- 111 s4rat al-masad The Plaited Rope , x... 11 iJj.. 
55 s4rat al-Ralvndn The Most Benignant 112 saran al-itlds The Pure Religion 'm Ub I 1».. 
56 sürat al-Wdgi'ah The Occurrence 141 ids� 113 sürat al-falaq The Creation j. Wt llis- 
57 s4rat al-haddd The Iron u,, ý ijý sirrst of-Wels 114 The Men ýti71 icy. 

Chart 2: the names and the numbers of the chapters of the Qur'an 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Information Science: An Overview 

All societies are information societies to the extent that no community can be 

imagined to exist without a pattern of information flow. Much of the 

information flow is personal communication; it is not intrinsically confined to 

speech or writing, since it could also include music, pictures, sketches, colours, 

traffic marks, highway and smoke signals, Morse codes, deaf and dumb signs, 

club badges, uniforms, bodily posture, nods of the head, facial expressions, eye 

movements etc. Moreover, in relation to cultural communication, information 

flow deals with institutions and governments. 

For any system or organization to survive, an effective flow of information is 

needed; this has become even more important in contemporary societies. Some 

societies have had governments or quasi-official institutions laying down the 

regulation and control of information flow. These institutions vary in their 

objectives and aims; some provide information for specific groups, others are 

more concerned to provide it for a wider spectrum of society. 

In handling their everyday services and operations, organizations and 

governments use information for different purposes, such as planning, 

management, and decision making. The advent of computer-based data 

processing enables institutions to deal with an immense flow of information. 

Information, therefore, is unquestionably an indispensable resource for all 

societies and organizations. The field which has emerged to study such 

information flow and the services rendered thereby is "information science". 

However, there are conflicting views about what constitutes information 

science, and about who is entitled to be referred to as an information scientist. 
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The discussion of such views is beyond the scope of this study. 1 Yet, the term 

"information science" still remains to be defined. The definition that has been 

adopted in the context of this study is the one put forward in a brochure by the 

American Society for Information Science (n. d. ), Washington D. C. 

"Information Science as a discipline seeks to create and structure a 
body of scientific, technological, and systems knowledge related to 
the information transfer chain... As a discipline, Information Science 
investigates the properties and behaviour of information, the focus 
that governs the transfer process, and the technology required to 
process information for optimum accessibility and use. Its interests 
include information representations in both natural and artificial 
systems: the use of codes for efficient message transmission, storage 
and recall: and the study of information processing devices and 
techniques such as computers and their programming systems. 

It is an interdisciplinary field derived from and related to 
mathematics, logic, linguistics, psychology, computer technology, 
operations research, librarianship, the graphic arts, communications, 
management, and similar fields. 

Information Science has both a pure science component, which 
inquires into the subject without regard to application, and an 
applied science, which develops services and products. " 

1.2. Information Science: An Islamic Context 

It is an undeniable fact that dealing with the challenges of the information age 

requires a depth of understanding and an ability to work in integrated and 

co-operative modes. New fields have emerged and still others are emerging; the 

language barrier has always provided a delay factor, and the production of 

publications is increasing exponentially. Thus, it is a fact that no single body or 

organization can cater for all the various information needs of a nation and 

co-operation between organized national centres and international information 

services to complement one another is an essential part of any information 

policy. 

Unfortunately, although all this seems elementary and self-evident, it is the 

regrettable situation today that many of the services dealing with the Islamic 

materials have developed in isolation from each other and the research output is 

1 For detailed reports and analyses see Wellisch, H. (1972), From Information Science to 
Informatics: A Terminological Investigation, Journal of Librarianship, 4(3), pp. 157-187. 
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often repetitive, poor in quality and lacking in imagination. It is true that 

Muslim librarians have incorporated entirely new disciplines, such as Islamic 

economics and Islamic anthropology. It is also true that the Islamic legacy has 

been accumulated over 1400 years and that most of it has yet to be published. It 

is again true that there has been recently an exponential increase in the number 

of publications involving writings on Islam. Also it is a fact that the publication 

of books and articles on Islam and the Muslim world has been distributed in 

several languages, and there is also no doubt that the vehicle of information 

varies from manuscripts to microfiche, but the fact still remains that Muslim 

libraries and information services suffer from the lack of both the material 

resources to take stock of this all pervasive information explosion and of an 

intellectual strategy to overcome their bibliographic deficiency. On the one 

hand, the resources of the Islamic legacy and literature which originated in 

Muslim lands are hopelessly dispersed, and on the other hand, Muslim 

librarians are still wasting their energy and time, trying to adapt to the situation 

and to modify in a pragmatic way to fit in with the Western system. 

It is worth noting that library science as developed in the West is bound to 

reflect the image of Western civilisation and ethos. Classification schemes, the 

rules of cataloguing, lists of subject headings and other techniques of library 

science employed to exploit the available material, all reflect the Western way 

of life. Thus to restrict "Islam" to the heading "religion" as the Dewey Decimal 

Classification scheme does, which reflects a Western conceptualization, violates 

the basic concept of Islamic principles. By listing disciplines such as "Islamic 

economics" and "Islamic anthropology" under the main headings Economics 

and Anthropology in a Library of Congress Subject Headings List, a whole 

array of new disciplines has emerged which is not looked at in these lists. 

Furthermore, if the names of Muslim women are entered by their surnames in 

catalogues, following Anglo-American catalogues rules, Muslim searchers will 

be unable to find them. 
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It is, therefore, the belief of certain Muslim information scientists as well as of 

many Muslim thinkers that Islam has its own world view of human affairs, and 

that, therefore, Islamic literature naturally has its own unique characteristics. 

However, when innovative systems of classification, bibliographical indexes 

and lists of subject headings and other adaptations of these tools are adopted in 

ways which fail to reflect properly the universality of Islam, the task of analysis 

and synthesis of the Islamic material becomes impracticable. The paramount 

intellectual problem and the most devastating argument against the 

indiscriminate amassing of information facing Muslim information scientists in 

establishing their own systems, stems from the attendant theory of knowledge. 

Knowledge, with a capital K, covers far more than a set of statements, it is, in 

fact, a theory leading to an authentic classification of Knowledge. In other 

words, the classification of Knowledge is so fundamental to Islamic 

epistemology that it constitutes the first point in the dialectical relationship 

between facts and value. 

Muslim scholars of the classical period knew well that, when information is 

divorced from its value context, it becomes meaningless. This fact was so 

obvious to the early Muslim thinkers that they propounded their own 

classification schemes before setting up their projects. The schemes of 

al-Kind! (died 252 A. H. /866 A. D. )2; al-Färäbi (died 339 A. H. /951 A. D. )3; 

al-Khawarizmi (died 380 A. H. /990 A. D. )4; Ibn Sinä (died 428 A. H. /1037 

A. D. )5; al-Ghazäli, (died 505 A. H. /1112' A. D. )6; and Täsh Kubri Zädah 

2 al-Kindi, Ya`qüb ibn Ishäq ibn a1-Sab5h (n. d. ), kitdb mdhiyat al-'ilm wa agsdmuh, Cairo. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 

3 al-Faräbi, Muhammad In Muhammad ibn Uzla` (1968), ihsd' al-'ulüm, Cairo. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

4 al-Khawärizmi, Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn YQsuf (1981), mafdtih al-`ulüm, Cairo. [Arabic 
text, reproduced] 

5 Ibn Sina, al-Iiusayn In `Aliyy al-Bak Iii (1947), al-ishdrdt wa al-tanbihdt, Cairo. [Arabic 
text, reproduced] 

6 al-Ghazäli, Abü Hamid Muhammad In Ahmad al-Tüsi (1982), ihyd' `ulüm al-din, Beirut. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 
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(died 968 A. H. /1561 A. D. )7 must be regarded as the most notable. Al-Färäbi 

and Ibn Sind, for instance, divided the sciences according to whether they were 

nazariyyah x..., Ja or `amaliyyah Z (practical). Some, like 

al-Khawärizmi, divided them into `ul12m `Arabiyyah 7. ßc p. L (Arabic 

sciences) and `ulüm a ̀ jamiyyah L.. *tci 4,, j-k, (foreign sciences). Others such 

as al-Ghazäli adopted the bifurcation of all knowledge into `ulüm naqliyyah 

(revelational sciences) and `ullm 'aqliyyah 2 t. ue p (rational 

sciences). 

However, specific subject-based classification had been undertaken by Muslims 

much earlier than this general classification of Knowledge. For instance, the 

classification of Hadith in the first, second, and third century of Hijrah8 by 

Mälik (died 93 A. H. / 712 A. D. ) in his "muwatta"'9, al-Tayälisi (died 204 

A. H. /820 A. D. ) and Ibn Hanbal (died 241 A. H. /855 A. D. ) in their "mas4ndi"10; 

al-Bukhäri (died 256 A. H. /870 A. D. ) and Muslim (died 261 A. H. /875 A. D. ) in 

their "slfiäh"i 1; and Abu Dawüd (died 275 A. H. /889 A. D. ), al-Tirmidhi (died 

297 A. H. /910 A. D. ), Ibn Mäjah (died 275 A. H. /889 A. D. ), and al-Nasal (died 

303 A. H. /916 A. D. ) in their "sunan"12. - Specifically, Malik, al-Bukhm, 

Muslim, Abu Däwüd, Ibn Mäjah, 'al-Tirmidhi, and al-Nasä'i arranged their 

collections on the basis of a juridical subject classification, while al-Tayälisi 

and Ibn Hanbal classified their collections on the-basis of the narrators. 

7 Täsh Kubri ZAdah, Ahmad ibn Mustafä ibn Khalil al-Rümi (1985), mtftäh al-sa'ddah wa 
misbäh al-siyddah fI ma`rifat al-'ulüm, Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 

8 Hijrah refers to the migration of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina in 622 A. D. 
This incident has been taken as the beginning of the Muslim era. 

9 Malik, Mü1ik ibn Anas (1987), muwatta' al lmäm Malik, Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
10 al-TayalIsi, Sulaymän ibn Düwüd ibn al-Järüd (n. d. ), musnad Abu^ Ddwüd, Beirut; 

Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad (1958), al-musnad, Cairo. [Arabic text, reproduced] 11 al-B an, Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Ismail (n. d. ), sahih al-Bukhär?, Istanbul; 
Muslim, Abü al-Husayn Muslim ibn al-Hajjäj al-Qushayrt (n. d. ), sahth Muslim, Cairo. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 

12 Abü Däwüd, Sulaymän ibn al-Ash'ath al-Sägistäni (1953), sunan Abü Dawüd, Cairo; 
al-Tinmidhi, Abü 'IsA ibn Muhammad ibn 'IsA (n. d. ), sunan al-Tirmi4hY, Beirut; Ibn MAjah, 
Abü 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Yazld al-Qazwini (n. d. ), sunan Ibn Mäjah, Istanbul; 
al-NasA'I, Abü `Abd al-Rahmün (1986), sunan al-Nasä'i, Halab. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
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With the invention of printing, the philosophic classification of Knowledge 

became confused with the classification of books. In Hulme's words, this is 

because: 

"Books ... are concrete aggregates of facts selected from the 
common stock of knowledge, and are produced under the laws of 
supply and demand to meet the wants of the various bodies of 
community. The result is a welter of cross classifications and of 
overlapping areas of definition for the reception of which the frame- 
work of philosophic classification is quite insufficient. "13 

Hulme's alternative idea of classification in a scheme of classes and 

subdivisions is justified and involves the establishment of real classes of 

literature on particular subjects. 14 This means that the classification scheme is 

neither philosophically nor theoretically based, but empirically derived for the 

subjects of the publications. By any standards, bibliographical guides ought to 

belong to the least ideology-infected genre of academic writings. However, 

bibliographies present serious problems of bias that are structural and not 

personal. For instance, the first important contribution among Islamic 

bibliographies "al fihrist"15 was divided into ten areas of bibliographical 

Islamic literature: Qur'an, grammar, history and belleslettres, poetry, scholastic 

philosophy, law, philosophy and science, legends and fables, sects and creeds, 

and alchemy. The author, Ibn al-Nadim (died 385 A. H. /995 AD. ), who was a 

bookseller, divided the work into chapters, each dealing with a particular 

subject, its development, and its authors whom he had either met or heard about. 

Some 650 years later a monumental work of Islamic bibliography was compiled 

by Häjji. Khalifah (died 1067 A. H. /1657 A. D. ). For his "kas al-zunün `an 
_kf 

asämi al-kutub wa al funQn", Häjji Khalifah spent some twenty years collecting 

the materials. During this period the book was compiled on the basis of 

alphabetical lists of titles of all the works written in Arabic, Persian and Turkish 

which he had personally seen or was informed about. For each title he gives 

13 gee, E. W. (1911), Principles of Book Classification, Library Association Records, 13, 
pp. 446-447. 

14 ibid. 
15 Ibn al-Nadim, Muhammad In Ishäq (1978), al-fihrist, Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
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details of the author, date of compilation, and criticisms that the work had 

received. 16 

Hajji Khalifah's attempt has continued in the early twentieth century in the 

monumental works of Brockelmann's Geschichte der Arabischen Literatur, 

Sezgin's Geschichte des Arabischen Schrift toms and Storey's Persian 

Literature. However, Brockelmann's work was published originally between 

the period 1898-1902, -. &rtd three supplementary volumes appeared between 

the years 1937 and 1942. The first and the second provide a list of surviving 

Arabic manuscripts from printed catalogues of collections, while the third of 

Ehern treats modern Arabic literature since the period of Napoleon's invasion 

of Egypt. Likewise, Sezgin's work which appeared in 1967 dealing with 

Arabic manuscripts, have issued several volumes covering Qur'anic sciences, 

theology and history, some of the natural sciences and poetry of the period 

before 430 A. H. Unlike Brockelmann who organized his material on a 

chronological basis, Storey arranged his subject-wise. However, Storey's work 

covered material in Persian language, in which notes on the principal editions, 

translations and criticisms of the individual writers have been provided. 17 

It was in 1799 that the first coverage of Islamic studies published in the West 

was presented by Schnurrer in Bibliotheca Arabica. Its second edition (1811) 

provides a subject classification, with detailed annotations and a chronological 

index of works published in Europe during the period 1505-1810.18 This is 

followed by Zenker's Bibliotheca Orietalis which purported to give the titles of 

all Arabic, Persian and Turkish books following the invention of printing. 19 

16 ji Khalifah, Muýtafä ibn 'Abd Allah al-Qustantini (n. d. ), ka-shif al-; unün 'an asämi 
al-kutub wa al fun: Tn, Baghdad. [Arabic text, reproduced]; see also Gibb, H. (1960), 
Encyclopedia of Islam, voll, p. 1198. 

17 Brockelmann, C. (1898-1902), Geschichte der Arabischen Literatur, Berlin, 
Supplementbände I-III, Leiden 1937-1942,2. den Supplementbände Angepasste Affi., 
Leiden 1943,1949; Sezgin, F. (1967), Geschichte des Arabischen Schrifttums, Leiden; and 
Storey, C. A. (1927 - ), Persian Literature, London, in progress. 18 Schnurrer, C. F. (1799-1811), Bibliotheca Arabica: Actum Nunc Atque Integram, Leipzig. 

19 Zenker, J. T. (1840), Bibliotheca Orientalis, Leipzig. 
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In fulfilling his ambition to continue Schnurrer's work, Chauvin compiled 

Bibliographie des Ouvrages Arabes ax Relatifs aux Arabes Publie's dans 

l'Europe Chretienne de 1810 d 1885, in twelve volumes, published between the 

years 1892 and 1922. The tenth volume lists some 400 entries relating to the 

Qur'an and Hadith20 As a cumulative bibliography, Index Islamicus was first 

published in 1958. In Index Islamicus Pearson has attempted to list the 

periodical articles for the fifty years from 1906 to 1955. In 1977, the Quarterly 

Index Islamicus was introduced as a recurrent series covering the growing 

volume of the Islamic literature. 21 

As far as Muslim Organizations go, the Organization of Islamic Conferences' 

(OIC) Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture (IRCICA) has 

inaugurated a bibliographical control for published translations of the Qur'an in 

all languages. 22 Efforts to cope with the information flow in the Muslim world 

have been made by two secondary sources magazines: the quarterly Muslim 

World Book Review, and the annual majallatal-Muslim al-mu`dsir. 23 The 

former concentrates on the publications in European languages, while the latter 

presents a combination of English and Arabic language materials. The two 

magazines cover in its entirety the bibliographical information available through 

Muslim sources, encompassing books, articles, dissertations, and conferences. 
More recently the production of similar, somewhat specialized, bibliographies, 

dissertation indexes, citations, and research abstracts has been undertaken by 

Sattar and Sajjadur Rehman24 on Islam; Usmani25, Isbäg26, and Anees27 on 

20 Chauvin, V. (1892-1922), Bibliographie des Ouvrages Arabes a>t Relatifs aux Arabes 
Publie's dans 1'Europe Chrdtienne de 1810 d 1885, Paris. 

21 Pearson J. D. (1958), Index Islamicus, Cambridge. Supplementary after 1977, to be found in 
publications under the auspices of the Royal Academy for Islamic Civilization. 

22 Binark, Ismet and Eren, Halit; comp. (1986), World Bibliography of Translations of the 
Meanings of the Qur'an: Printed Translations 1515-1980, Istanbul: Research Centre for 
Islamic History, Art and Culture. 

23 The Islamic Foundation, The Muslim World Book Review, U. K., Leicester, in progress. 
Dar al-Bu(iüth al-11miyyah, majallktal-Muslim al-mu'6sir, Kuwait, in progress. 

24 Sattar, A. and Sajjadur Rehman (1985), Coverage of Islamic Literature in Selected Indexing 
Services, International Library Review, 17, pp357-370. 

25 Usmani, M. A. (1984), Islamic Studies - Literature on Qur'an in English Language: 
A Bibliography, Karachi. 
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Qur'an; Anees and Athar28 on Sirah and Hadith; Denffer29 on Hadith; and 

Sluglett3O and Usmani and Siddiqui3l on theses and dissertations on Islam. 

Finally, some preliminary work on institutional development has been covered 

by Anees32 and Anwar. 33 

From the foregoing state-of-the-art review of information management for 

Islamic literature it is heartening to note that in recent years there has emerged 

an increasing awareness among Muslim individuals and organizations of the 

need to initiate some sort of bibliographical control. However, these efforts 

have been very limited both in their scope and their method. The material is 

varied and wide, new disciplines and languages have emerged, and the 

publication of books and articles on Islam is extensive and is now beyond the 

control of individual scholars in a given discipline. Global control of the 

Islamic material, therefore, cannot be conceived without the help of an 

integrated circuit of services or multi-national organizations. More than a 

decade ago, Pearson called for a "total bibliographic control of Islamic Studies". 

However, his argument rests on Western assumptions in dealing with Islamic 

bibliography. 34 A few years later, similar concern was expressed by Anwar 

who has suggested the establishment of a "World Islamic Bibliography Centre". 

Unfortunately, he did not recommend a conceptual design for the realization of 

26 Ishäq, ̀Aliyy Shawäkh (1984), mu'jam musannafät al-Qur'dn al-karlm, Riyadh. [Arabic 
text] 

27 Anees, M. A. (1985), Islamic Studies-Publish and Perish? Book and Periodical Citations on 
tafsir al -Qur'an in Western languages; Muslim World Book Review, 5(2), pp. 55-68. 

28 Anees, M. A. and Athar, A. N. (1986), Guide to Sira and Hadith Literature in Western 
Languages, London. 

29 Denffer, Ahmad (1981), Literature on Hadith in European Languages: A Bibliography, 
U. K.; Denffer, Ahmad (1982), Hadith: A Selected and Annotated Guide to Material in the 
English language, U. K. 

30 Sluglett, P. (1983), Theses on Islam, the Middle East and North-West Africa (1880-1978), 
Accepted by Universities in UX. and Ireland, London. 

31 Usmani, M. A. and Siddiqui, A. H. (1985), A Bibliography of Doctoral Dissertations on 
Islam, Karachi. 

32 Anees, M. A. (1983), Utilization of Computer Technology in Islamic Studies, Search: 
Journal of Arab and Islamic Studies, 4(1-2), pp. 73-76. 

33 Anwar, M. A. (1985), Information Services in Muslim Countries: An Annotated Bibliography 
of Expert Studies and Reports on Library, Information and Archive Services, London. 

34 Pearson, J. D. (1975), Towards Bibliographic Control of Islamic Studies, British Society for 
Middle Eastern Studies Bulletin, 2(2), pp. 112-116. 
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such a universal bibliographical control of Islamic literature 35 In the past few 

years, Muslim scholars have paid some attention to evolving new classification 

schemes. Earlier Abü al-Nür developed a scheme of his own based on a literary 

warrant of publication in Arabic language. This was followed by Sardar who 

worked out a scheme based on a general idea taken from Ranganathan's Colon 

Classification. But a review of these two schemes shows that neither of them 

can be used by all Islamic countries. Abu al-Nür initiated his scheme on the 

basis of the Arabic alphabet and Indian numbers, while Sardar based his on the 

English alphabet, so that neither is suitable for use in the majority of Muslim 

countries. 36 Sabzwari, who listed at least nine other different classification 

schemes that had either been proposed or were already in use in different 

Muslim countries and universities, concluded that "none of these could be 

adopted in toto by all the Islamic countries". 37 Instead, he suggested a 

Universal Islamic Classification, which has not yet been subjected to full 

discussion or analysis. 

Therefore, it is the belief of the author of this thesis that the basic issue in 

initiating a method of global control of Islamic materials, both conceptually and 

physically, is the need to establish a full subject index of the Hadith collections 

and the Qur'anic text. Unless such indexes are provided, the subject-content of 

the rich yet diffused literature of the Islamic legacy will remain confused in 

terms of classification criteria. The argument is based on two points: first, that 

when authors write in the field of Islamic Studies, they are used to make 

reference to Qur'anic verses and Hadith traditions in order to justify their claims 

or to prove their points. This however requires two things: authors have either 

to refer to the Qur'anic and Hadith exegeses or they have to depend on their 

35 Anwar, M. A. (1983), Towards a Universal Bibliographic System for Islamic Literature, 
International Library Review, 15(3), pp. 257-261. 

36 Abü al-Nür, ̀ Abd al-Wahäb (1973), dirdsah r manhaj i'däd anzimat al-to, cnIf ma` tatbigih fi 
i'dhd nizäm tasnIf lil-din al-Islam!, Cairo. [Arabic Text] Sardar, Z. (1979), Islam: Outline of 
a Classification Scheme, London. 

37 Sabzwari, G. A. (1982), Universal Islamic Classification, Pakistan Library Bulletin, 13(2), 
p. 16. 
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own understandings and interpretations. If authors do refer to the Qur'anic and 

Hadith exegesis, they probably would have difficulty in locating their 

information because traditional exegeses follow the same arrangement of both 

the Qur'anic text and the Hadith collections and without a proper subject 

indexing to gather the scattered related material, they would have no chance to 

reach all the material they need. However, if authors do depend on their own 

understanding and interpretation they may need to review all the material 

dealing or relating to their request. This requires instantaneous access to the 

secondary sources viz, books, articles, dissertations, and reports, which the user 

can find in bibliographies, periodicals, dissertations' indexes and conference 

proceedings. Without these material being classified in a systematic way 

whereby the author may find what he needs without inconvenience, the user 

will again reach nowhere. By contrast, in seeking access to the primary sources 

viz, the Hadith collections and the Qur'anic texts themselves, the task still needs 

an enhanced subject index to gather the scattered related subjects. The second 

argument to emerge is that the writings of these authors themselves, from the 

point of view of the librarians, make reference to Qur'anic and Hadith subjects 

and in order to classify it on shelves they are in need of an analytical subject 

classification scheme to place these publications in their most suitable locations. 

Again without a proper classification scheme, searchers will not find their 

requests easily. 

Therefore, the proposed system requires as a first step the establishment of 

Qur'an and Hadith retrieval systems; this means analyzing contemporary 

Arabic-Islamic writings together with the Islamic legacy through the combined 

use of two retrieval systems. Through this treatment, the generation of a multi- 

use classification scheme of literature dealing with Qur'an and Hadith topics 

will become a preliminary step in the task of establishing a bibliographical 

framework for global control of Arabic-Islamic literature dealing with the 

Qur'an and Hadith literature. Both the classification scheme and the 
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bibliographical base classified according to micro-classification classes of the 

resources of the Islamic legacy and civilisation in languages other than Arabic 

as well as those which originated in the Muslim lands can be brought to an 

integration system that will form the base of a universal Islamic classification 

scheme and a universal Islamic bibliography. The conception of a micro- 

classification of the classical and contemporary Arabic writings will result in a 

framework for an integration system that will form the base of a national Arabic 

classification scheme and a national Arabic bibliography. Figure 1-1 draws the 

steps in this integration system and the relation between its parts. 

But we must still start with the Hadith collections and the Qur'anic text. The 

Hadith collections that is, for example, the works by Mälik, al-Bukhäri, Muslim, 

l isi and Ibn Hanbal are Abu Däwüd, Ibn Majah, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nasa'i, al-Taya 

not without limitations; in seeking a Hadith, in many cases the user must first 

have prior knowledge of the narrator or else guess which chapter contains the 

Hadith. This has been appreciated by many scholars, notably Wensinck38 and 

`Abd al-Bägi39 both of whom initiated an index for the above mentioned works 

on Hadith. Wensinck compiled a comprehensive word index, while 

`Abd al-Bägi compiled a detailed subject index. An analysis of these works is 

beyond the scope of this study and must remain an area of future investigation. 

As regards to the Qur'anic verses, their arrangement does not follow any 

chronological order, and the subjects are scattered throughout the texts. Several 

notable works have been compiled, both manually and automatically, in order to 

establish both a word and subject index. However, these works were not 

undertaken for the purpose of an analytical subject classification, but instead, 

they were efforts undertaken for their own purposes. An analysis of these 

works will be made in the following section. 

38 Wensinck, A. J. (1983-69), Concordance Et Indices De La Traditional Muslmane, Leiden. 
[Arabic Text] 

39 'Abd al-B qi, Muhammad FO'äd (1978), mt ftäh kun4z al-sunnah, Lahore. [Arabic text] 
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Figure 1-1: a chart representing the proposed integrated system for both conceptual 
and physical control of the Islamic literature. 
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1.3. The Early And Modern Qur'anic Indexes 

The Qur'an is to Muslims the very word of God revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad (pbuh) through the archangel Gabriel, in the manner of earlier 

books sent to David, Moses and Jesus. The Qur'an plays an important role in 

Muslims' lives. Only the Arabic text is considered authoritative and appropriate 

for recitation and revealing the word of God. Moreover, the Qur'an itself, while 

reaffirming the truth of previous revelations, comprises all truth for the 

whole of mankind for all times. In furthering this aim it seeks to create faith in 

God through revelation of His signs; it makes provision for the welfare - 

material, moral, and spiritual - of mankind. Through such promotion of human 

welfare in every sphere, it expounds and explains all that is, or may be, needed 

by mankind for complete fulfilment of life: in the matter of devotion, it explains 

the five pillars of Islam, viz, submission to God, prayers, fasting, alms giving, 

and pilgrimage. On sociological matters, it deals with institutions like marriage, 

divorce, inheritance, care of the orphans and widows etc. At the individual 

level, the Qur'an teaches good conduct, discusses Islamic ethics and lays down 

rules guiding inter-relationships among the members of society. On the 

educational level, the Qur'an gives lessons as to what happened to earlier 

people who were evil characters, and other good examples based on the lives of 

the prophets and the messengers. Finally on the spiritual level, the Qur'an is a 

constant reminder that life in this world is short and people will have to account 

for their deeds in the life hereafter. 

The Qur'an in comparison to other religious scriptures is a book of medium 

size. The book is divided into 114 chapters, arranged roughly according to 

length. All these chapters are a mosaic of verses of revelations uttered by the 

Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) at different places over a period of 23 years. The 

arrangement of the verses does not follow any chronological order, and the 

subjects are scattered throughout its text yet showing a unique kind of unity and 
homogeneity. In view of the absence of mass printing facilities, mankind 
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subsequently became accustomed to, the method adopted for safeguarding the 

revelation and the tradition was to commit it to a person's memory. In that 

sense the scattering of subjects over the Qur'anic texts was not an obstacle for 

the memory retrieval. The amount of information that can be passed on in this 

way, however, is limited. Moreover, society began to make advances when 

information of various kinds came to be recorded in a relatively permanent 

form, a factor which could be seen as a substitute for the human memory. So 

instead of the store of information recorded in a person's memory, we now have 

the printed copy of the Qur'an; instead of a natural memory there is an artificial 

memory: the index. I 

In this connection, four eras have to be considered' in respect of Qur'anic 

- indexes. The first of these eras was the polymath era, 4° which represents the 

time when the sum total of human knowledge was sufficiently small for one 

man to be able to comprehend it all. Throughout history, generations of Muslim 

scholars have devoted themselves to interpreting the Qur'anic text. However, 

because interpretation is dependent upon the meanings behind words, this led to 

the use of linguistic and related disciplines. Undoubtedly, this was due to the 

tremendous need felt by Muslims to know the Arabic language of the Qur'an, 

which became the official language of established Islamic states. Consequently, 

the study of Arabic grammar was intimately linked with Qur'anic analysis and 

especially with the science of al-gird'dt c1.1, I (readings). By the end of the 

first century of the Hijrah (the eighth century A. D. ), grammarians organized 

large scale linguistic surveys to collect the largest possible amount of linguistic 

data and then refined and systematized the earlier generation's methods of 

analysis. From these surveys, they were able to pronounce the exact linguistic 

structure and its effect on the communicators of the language in their efforts to 

40 The term has been borrowed from Foskett, A. J. (1982), The Subject Approach to 
Information, London, p. 3. 
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capture its various representations which must indeed be taken into account in 

formalizing the structure of the Arabic language 41 

As a consequence of these formalizations, attempts to compile the Qur'anic 

contents were subjected to further analysis and this gave rise to the study of a 

variety of issues as, for example, in readings and modes of recitations taken up 

by Ibn al-Jazri (died 833 A. H. /1430 A. D. )42 in his "al-nashr ft al-gira'dt 

al-`ashr" and al-Dani (died 444 A. H. /1052 A. D. )43 in his "kitäb al-taysfr fl 

al-gird'dt al-sab"'; synonyms and homographs by al-Damagh-Wi (died 478 

A. H. /1085 A. D. )44 in his "gamfas al-Qur'dn" and by al-Tha`älibi (died 429 

A. H. /1038 A. D)45 in his "al-ashbdh wa al-nazä'ir"; abrogation and abrogated 

verses by Ibn al-Bärizi (died 738 A. H. /1337 A. D. )46 in his "näsikh al-Qur'dn 

al-`azfz wa manss2khuh" and by Ibn Du`ämah (died 117 A. H. 1735 A. D. )47 in his 

"al-nasikh wa al-mansükh ft kitäb Allah ta`ald"; ambiguities by al-Asfahäni 

(died 502 ARA 109 A. D. )48 in his "mu jam mufraddt alfäz al-Qur'an" and by 

Ibn `Abd al-Salam (died 660 A. H. /1262 A. D. )49 in his "fawd' id ft musJ kil 

al-Qur'an"; occasions of revelations by al-Suyüti (died 911 A. H. /1505 A. D. )50 

41 In Khaldün, 'Abd al-Rahmän Muhammad (1981), muqadimat Ibn Khaldün, Beirut, 
pp. 437-440. [Arabic text, reproduced] 

42 Ibn al-Jazri, Muhammad ibn Muhammad, (1926), al-nasf r fl al-gird'ät al-'astir, Damascus. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 

43 al-D ni, 'Uthmän ibn Said, (1984), kitäb al-taysir j al-gir4'ät al-sab', Beirut. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

44 al-Damaghani, al-Husayn ibn Muhammad (1983), gämüs al-Qur än, Beirut. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

45 al-ja' bi, 'Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad, (1984), al-ashbdh wa al-nazä'ir, Cairo. [Arabic 
text, reproduced] 

-, 46 Ibn al-B rizi, Mat Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahim (1988), nasikh al-Qur'dn al-'aziz wa 
mansükhuh, Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 

47 Ibn Du'ämah, Qatädah al-Sadüsi, (1988), al-näsikh wa al-mansükh fl kitdb Allah ta'älä, 
Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 

48 al-Asfahäni, al-Räg_hib Abü al-QAsim Iiusayn ibn Muhammad (n. d. ), mujam mufradät alfäz 
al-Qur'an, Beirut. [Arabic text, reproduced] 

49 Thu 'Abd al-SalAm, al-'Izz, (1982), fawd'id fl mushkil al-Qur'dn, Jiddah. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

50 al-Suyüti, Jaläl al-Din 'Abd al-Rahmän, (1983), lubäb al-nuqül ft asbdb al-nuzül, Beirut. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 
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in his "lubäb al-nugtil fi asbäb al-nuzal" and by al-Wähidi (died 468 A. H. /1076 

A. D. )51 in his "asbäb nuzfil al-Qur'dn"; metaphors by AbO `Ubaydah (died 209 

A. H. /824 A. D. )52 in his "majdz al-Qur'dn"; similes by Ibn Nägiya (died 485 

A. H. /1092 AD. )53 in his "al jumdn fl tashbthdt al-Qur'an"; repetitions by 

al-AsädabädI(died 415 A. H. /1024 A. D. )54 in his "mutshäbih al-Qur'an" and by 

al-Karamani (died around 500 A. H. /1107 A. D. )55 in his "asrdr al-tikrdr fl 

al-Qur'an"; and norms of readings by Ibn al-Anbäri (died 328 A. H. /940 

A. D. )56 in his "kitäb idäh al-waqf wa al-ibtidd' fi kitäb Allah". 

This vast literature of specialized exegesis have served as a crude form of 

thematic accession to `ulam al-Qur'dn OT, I plc , 
(the sciences of the Qur'an) 

as well as a systematic expression of the relevance of the Qur'an for issues of 

everyday life. This could of course be of purely historical significance, but it 

may also be regarded from the technical point of view as a first attempt at 

indexing. 

The second of these eras was the problem-oriented era, 57 which started in effect 

with the development of printing. The technology of writing and illustrating 

instruments advanced considerably during this period which lasted until well 

into this century. This era was characterized by the need to solve particular 

problems, using whatever disciplines might be necessary, regardless of whether 

they belonged together or not. This could probably be referred to as the 

beginning of word indexing. As a matter of fact, the term "index" has come 

51 al-Wähidi, Abü al-Hasan `Aliyy, (1983), asbdb nuzül al-Qur'än, Jiddah. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

52 Abü 'Ubaydah, Mu'ammar ibn al-Muthannä (1954), majäz al-Qur'än, Cairo. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

53 Ibn NAgiyä, Abü al-Qäsim 'Abd Allah (1974), al - umän fc tashbihät al-Qur'dn, Alexandria. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 

54 al-As Ad;, "Abd al-Jabbär ibn Ahmad, (1969), mutshdbih al-Qur'dn, Cairo. [Arabic text, 
reproduced] 

55 al-Karambi, Muhammad ibn Hamzah ibn Nasr (1978), asrär al-tikrär ji al-Qur'an, Cairo. 
[Arabic text, reproduced] 

56 Ibn al-Anbäri, Muhammad ibn al-Qäsim ibn Muhammad (1971), kitäb idäh al-waqf wa 
al-ibt dä' fukitäb Allah, Damascus. [Arabic text, reproduced] 57 Foskett, op. cit., p. 2. 
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originally from the Latin meaning "he who, or that which, points the way". 

Later, in the sixteenth century, it became fully anglicized and then acquired its 

literary sense58. Literally, the term "index" means that which shows, indicates, 

manifests, or discloses; a token or indication. "59 Technically, "an index is a 

systematic guide to items contained in or concepts derived from a collection. - 

These items or derived concepts are represented by entries arranged in a known 

or stated searchable order, such as alphabetical, chronological or numerical"60. 

However, in the broader sense of the word index, the first European attempt to 

index the Qur'an namely Concordantic Corani Arabicus was undertaken by the 

German Orientalist Gustav Flügel in 1812. This is one of the most concise and 

comprehensive Qur'anic concordances ever compiled by an European. 61 Not 

surprisingly, of course, the first attempt to index the Qur'an was undertaken by 

an Orientalist. The perceived need to have easy access to the contents of the 

Qur'an cannot be questioned and this initial attempt to index the Qur'an was 

quite understandable. In attempting to compile the work, Flügel arranged the 

words alphabetically according to their roots. Unfortunately, a major 

disadvantage of Flügel's concordance is shown in its rendering of the words 

according to their roots, since he followed no systematic criterion nor did he 

adopt any well known arrangement. This is why many of the words have been 

rendered wrongly in terms of their original roots. Also, in his compilation of 

the concordance he followed a self-adopted verse numbering system which he 

derived from a special copy of the Qur'an which he had prepared specifically 

for his concordance. This again offered an unfamiliar verse number to the user, 

in comparison to the generally used copy of the Qur'an. These two 

58 Knight, G. N. (1980), Indexing, The Art of, London, p. 17. 
59 Webster's International Dictionary, 2nd cd. 
60 Rothman, J. (1974), Index, Indexer, Indexing, in: Encyclopedia of Library and 

Information Science, 11, p. 286. 
61 FIdgel, G. (1812), Concordantiac Corani Arabicus, Leipzig. [German text]; Also published 

under the title Concordance of the Koran; compiled alphabetically and according to the roots 
of words, Lahore, 1978. [English Text]. Known in Arabic as nujüm al furgän fl aträf 
al-Qur'an. 
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disadvantages have been overcome by `Abd al-Bagi's "al-mu'jam al-mufahras 

11-alfd; al-Qur'an al-karfm" 62. In his work, `Abd al-Bägi has translated 

Flügel's concordance into Arabic and noted the errors in words rendered by 

Flügel according to their original roots. He also revised the verse numbers and 

adopted the system used in the structured King Fu'ad copy of the Qur'an. 

Unquestionably `Abd al-Bägi's concordance has become one of the most 

common, widespread, and admired works in the Muslim world until now. 

However, some notable disadvantages can also be seen in his concordance. 

These are as follows: First, the searchers have to make an intellectual effort to 

reduce the natural form of the words into their roots. For instance, searching for 

a word md' . t. (water) requires that the word be rendered into the root m-w-h 

-ý --t. This process requires a competent knowledge of Arabic grammar. 

Secondly, words that have different forms in their derived state can be 

incorrectly reduced to an original root. For instance, the word hadan $Ji , 

may be reduced to the root h-w-d o-j-. A in one dictionary, while the word 

yahad j. in the same dictionary may be reduced to the root y-h-d J- . 0.4,63 

Thirdly, the concordance is constructed on the basis of three radical roots. This 

leave the two, four, and five radical roots to positions not clear to the searcher. 

Fourthly, the reduction of the words to their root forms is extended to names, 

such as Müsd ,,. rý.. (Moses) which is reduced to m-w-s -! -, a 

controversial and doubtful reduction. 

Other works similar to 'Abd al-Bägi's concordance are hiddyat al-rahmdn 

1-alfdz wa äydt al-Qur'dn by al-Bindäg64 and mu'jam al-Qur'dn by 

al-Masri, 65 who follow `Abd al-Bagi's arrangement, though their works are 

distinguished by their indexes and supplements. In addition, two Qur'anic 

62'Abd al-B541, Muhammad FO'Ad (1984), al-mu'jam al-mufahras li-alfdz al-Qur'an al-karim, 
Istanbul. [Arabic text] 

63 Ibid., p. 739 & p. 775. 
64 al-Bindäq, Muhammad Sä1i4 (1981), hidayat al-rahman li-alfäz wa ayüt al-Qur'an, Beirut. 

[Arabic text] 
65 al-Masri, 'Abd al-Ra'üf (1948), mujam al-Qur'an: gämrls al-mufradät al-Qur'äniyyah wa 

gharibahd, Cairo. [Arabic text] 
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concordances have also been produced, viz, mujam alfäz al-Qur'an al-karIm 

by Majma' al-Lughah al-`Arabiyyah, 66 and mujam al-alfdz wa al-a`läm 

al-Qur'aniyyah by Ibrahim 67 The two works are distinguished by having the 

lexical meaning accompanying the words. The latter recognized `Abd al-Bägi's 

weakness of reducing the names to roots, in that he provides them in the 

concordance without any derivation and places them in their alphabetical order 

in the concordance. Among the works in English, similar to `Abd al-Bägi, are 

Miftahul Qur'an by Käzim, 68 and A Concordance of the Qur'an by Kassis69. 

However, a distinctive feature of Kassis's concordance is that it consists of two 

parts. Part one consists of a list of brief Qur'anic citations in which the name of 

God occurs, arranged in transliterated Arabic alphabetic order according to the 

key Arabic term with which the holy name is associated. A similar list of 

citations covers the occurrences in the Qur'an of all other words except 

common words (prepositions, articles, etc. ). Part two consists of an index of all 

the English words except common words that occur in Arberry's translation of 

the Qur'an, arranged as in Part one. 

Other attempts, with a back index of the copy of the Qur'an, are provided by 

al-Hims170 and Muhammad7l in the Arabic language, and by Ramyär72 in the 

Persian-Arabic language. Less similar, yet following the same approach are 

dalil al-hayrdn ft al-kaste `an dydt al-Qur'dn by Na? im73, fath al-rahmdn 

li-tälib äyät al-Qur'än by al-Magdisi, 74 al-mujam al-mufahras li-äydt 

66 Majma' al-Lughah al-'Arabiyyah (1970), mu'jam alfäz al-Qur'an al-karIm, Cairo. [Arabic 
text] 

67 Ibrahim, Muhammad Ismä'il (1968), mu jam al-alfäz wa al-a`läm al-Qur'äniyyah, Cairo. 
[Arabic text] 

68 Keim, A. (1979), Mfftahul Qur'an: Concordance and Complete Glossary of the Holy 
Qur'an, Chicago. 

69 Kassis, H. E. (1983). A Concordance of the Qur'an, Calif.: Berkeley. 
70 al-Himsi, Muhammad Masan (1984), Qur'an karim: tafsir wa bayän ma`a fahäris kämilah 

111-mawädi' wa al-alfäz, Beirut. [Arabic text] 
71 Muhammad, `Abd al-Ralamän (n. d. ), al-mushaf al-mu`alim, Cairo. [Arabic text] 72 Rämyar, Bukshüsh Mahmüd (n. d. ), Qur'an majid mulEzaq bihi fahris kalimät wa matälib, . Tehran. [Persian-Arabic text] 
73 Näzim, Salih (n. d. ), dalil al-bayrän fi al-kaste ̀ an äyät al-Qur'an, Beirut. [Arabic text] 74 al-Magdisi, Zädah Fayd Allah (1906), fath al-ralunän 11-(4lib äyät al-Qur'an, Beirut. [Arabic 

text] 
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al-Qur'an al-karim by al-Dimaghgi, 75 al-murshid il& äyät al-Qur'an al-karim 

by Barakät, 76 al-dalfl al-kamil 11-ayät al-Qur'an al-karfm by al-Shäf'I77 and 

mu`jam äyät al-Qur'an by Nassär. 78 These works attempted to list the 

Qur'anic verses alphabetically rather than simply compiling the words. 

However, the approaches are not as far removed from a word methodology as to 

deter one from calling them Qur'anic concordances. 

Turning to the multilingual Qur'anic dictionaries, A Dictionary and Glossary of 

the Koran by Penrice, 79 and Vocabulary of the Holy Qur'an by al-Nadawi80 

have supplied Arabic-English Qur'anic dictionaries. Penrice's dictionary is 

based on Flügel concordance. Each word is placed under its verbal root; where 

none exists the word is alphabetically placed in its position in the dictionary. 

The vowel of the aorist is given where it is known. However, one major 

drawback in Penrice's dictionary, as identified by the author in the preface, is 

that he failed to notice the variant readings of disputed passages, or the 

numerous interpretations of the same passages which abound in the 

commentaries. Al-Nadawi's dictionary, though it covers this gap, is no 

different. The author notes in the preface the names of commentaries he used. 

Also his work is distinguished for its supplemented indexes for the roots of the 

words used. Similar works which have been undertaken in other languages are 

Qur'an Ki Char Bunyadi Istelahat by MawdüdI81, which is a work of basic 

terms in Urdu rendered into Arabic, Dictionary al-Qur'an by Syamsu82 for 

75 al-Dimashq!, Muhammad Munir (1984), al-mu'jam al-mufahras li-äyät al-Qur'an al-karim, 
Cairo. [Arabic text] 

76 Barakät, Muhammad Faris (1939), al-murthid ilc äydt al-Qur'an al-karim, Damascus. 
[Arabic text] 

77 al-ShAWi, IIusayn Muhammad (1972), al-dalil al-kämil li-aydt al-Qur än al-karim, Cairo. 
(Arabic text) 

78 Nassar, Husayn (1965), mu'jam dyät al-Qur'an, Cairo. [Arabic text] 
79 Penrice, J. (1985), A Dictionary and Glossary of the Koran, London. Known in Arabic as 

salk al-bayän f: managib al-Qur'an. 
80 al-Nadawi, A. A. (1983), Vocabulary of the Holy Qur'an, Jiddah. Known in Arabic as 

gamüs alfäz al-Qur'an al-karim. 81 Mawdüdi, Syed Abi al-A'la (1979), Qur'an Ki Char Bunyadi Istelahat, translated into 
English by Abü Asad, Lahore. [Urdu-Arabic text] 

82 Syamsu, N. (1977), Dictionary al-Qur'an: Indonesian-English Denoting Books and Verses, 
Djakarta. [Indonesian-English text] 
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Indonesian-English Qur'anic terms, and Middle Turkic Glossaries of the 

Ryland's Interlinear Koran Translation by Eckmann83 with a Turkic-English- 

Arabic-Persian glossary. 

The third era, the discipline-oriented era, 84 is characterized by the division of 

knowledge into more or less watertight compartments or disciplines and results 

in a growth in specialization and a development of disciplines in their own right. 

Based on this development, works on selected topics in the Qur'an have been 

published in the English language by Kherie's A Key to the Holy Qur'an, 85 

Afzalur Rahman's Qur'anic Sciences, 86 and Sherif's A Guide to the Qur'an, 87. 

Also attempts to list relevant verses under specific headings have been 

undertaken in Afzalur Rahman's Subject Index of Qur'an88 and Khan's 

An Index to Qur'anic Teachings. 89 However, the first comprehensive subject 

headings of the Qur'an was introduced by the French Orientalist La Beaume 

La Koran Analyse. This work is divided into eighteen major broad subject 

headings which are further subdivided into 350 items. The work was translated 

into Arabic by `Abd al-Bägi under the name tafsil äyät al-Qur'dn al-hakim. 

During the translation process, ̀Abd al-Bägi added to the work a further 100 

items from Montet French translation of the Qur'an which he called 

al-mustadrak. 90 Similar works to `Abd al-Bägi's translation are tabwib dyl 

al-Qur'dn mina al-ncahiyyah al-mawdü ̀iyyah by Muhannä91, al jilmi ` 

11-mawddi ` dydt al-Qur' än al-karFm by Barakat92, and al-fahris al-mawdü ̀i 

83 Eckmann, J. (1976), Middle Turkic Glossaries of the Ryland's Interlinear Koran Translation, 
NewYork. [Turkic-English-Arabic-Persian text] 84 Foskett, op. cit. 

85 Kherie, A. B. (1979), A Key to the Holy Qur'an; Index-cum-Concordance for the Holy 
Qur'an, Karachi. 

86 Afzalur Rahman (1981), Qur'anic Sciences, London. 
87 Sherif, F. (1985), A Guide to the Qur'an, London. 
88 Afzalur Rahman (1983), Subject Index of Qur'an, Lahore. 
89 Khan, A. (1987), An Index to Qur'anic Teachings, Islamabad. 
90 `Abd al-Bägi, Muhammad Fü'äd (1969), tafsil dydt al-Qur'än al-hakim wa al-mustadrak, 

Beirut. [Arabic text] 
91 MuhannA, Ahmad Ibrahim (1983), tabwIb dyi al-Qur'an mina al-nähiyyah al-mawdü'iyyah, 

Cairo. [Arabic text] 
92 Barakät, Muhammad Faris (1985), al jämi` li-mawädi` äyät al-Qur'an al-karim, Beirut. 

[Arabic text] 
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li-dyät al-Qur'an al-karim by Mubammad 93 Moreover, Muhannä divided his 

work into eighty-seven subjects, Barakät divided his into twenty-four broad 

subject headings and Muhammad into twenty-nine broad headings. 

Other attempts, but into a back index of the copy of the Qur'an, have been 

undertaken by al-Himsi94 in the Arabic language, and by Ramyär95 in the 

Persian-Arabic language. Al-Himsi divided his work into fifteen broad 

headings, while Ramyär divided his into thirteen. Also, in his index, Ramyär 

listed all the unknown persons mentioned in the Qur'an separately at the end of 

the index. 

Finally, an exhaustive and comprehensive subject index is that of al-fahris 

al-mawdü`Y lil-Qur'an al-karfm by Fäni and Khorramshähi in Persian-Arabic 

languages 96 This work which is based on an alphabetic arrangement of 

subjects is not divided into broad subjects, but rather indicates the entries 

directly in alphabetical order. The index includes 7000 entries, together with 

cross-references. Also, variant readings, occasions of revelations and different 

interpretations are taken into consideration in the number indicated by the 

authors in the preface. However, although there is no doubt that this is the most 

successful and advanced Qur'anic subject index, it has three main 

disadvantages: first, the entries are arranged alphabetically and not under broad 

headings. This calls for an intellectual effort from the user who has to guess the 

word before searching thus reducing his recall of subjects to his ability to recall 

particular words. Secondly, the reference to the verse and chapter numbers 

alone without the text of the Qur'an requires the user to refer to the copy of the 

Qur'an before finding his material. Though this ultimately reduces the size of 

the index, it creates the irritation of doubling the effort. Thirdly, the fact that 

93 Muhammad, Muhammad Mustafa (1984), al-fahris al-mawda`i li-dyät al-Qur'an al-karim, 
Baghdad. [Arabic text] 

94 al-Himsi, op. cit. 
95 Ramyär, op. cit. 
96 Fei, KAmrAn and Khorramshähi, BahA' al-Din (1986), a! fahris al-mawdü'i lil-Qur'dn 

al-karim, Tehran. [Persian-Arabic text) 
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the two authors are from a Shiite background means that their Shiite thought is 

reflected on several occasions in the index, for example, referring to the claim 

that some verses were revealed in the cause of Fätimah and `Aliyy (see the 

index under Fätimah and `Aliyy). 

Considerable efforts have been made to adapt contemporary technology to the 

Qur'an to produce a screen presentation of the Qur'anic text to facilitate easy 

search and retrieval. Among these works are: Salsabeel97, al-Raed 10098, 

Qur'an Database99, al-Qur'dnic Database100, and al-Qur'dn al-karim101. 

However, Salsabeel is essentially a software word index. It provides whole 

word matching, but does not retain the Qur'anic calligraphy nor does it display 

the essential diacritical marks. Similarly, al-Raed 100 provides the text of the 

Qur'an in the English and Arabic languages. Like Salsabeel, the search strategy 

is by whole word matching, though it does display the essential diacritical 

marks. Again, al-Qur'änic database presents the text of the Qur'an in the 

English language, and provides whole word matching, and synonym searching 

through Boolean logic. More advanced, Qur'an Database displays the Qur'anic 

text in Arabic, English and Thai. The software is supplied with an indexing 

system that provides for searching and retrieval both by words and by subjects. 

Finally, al-Qur'an al-karim software maintains the diacritical marks and the 

original calligraphy of the Qur'an. The search strategy is by whole words and 

roots, vowelled and unvowelled. It also provides for searching through 

subjects, together with some other features that help the user in the field of 

Qur'an studies. 

97 Applied Microsystem Technology (1987), Salsabeel: An Electronic Index of Qur'an, 
London. 

98 Computer Technology Corporation (1987), Al-Raed 100: An Electronic Index of Qur an, 
California. 

99 Siamwalla and Company (1986), Qur'an Database: An Electronic Index of Qur'an, 
Bangkok. 

100 Islamic Computing Center (1987), al-Qur'änic Database: An Electronic Concordance of 
the Meanings of the Qur'an, London. 

101 Al-'Ala, iyyah, (1988) al-Qur'an al-Karlm: An Electronic Library of Qur'an, Kuwait. 
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Despite the fact that they could be regarded as unique attempts in the area of 

Qur'anic word and subject retrieval, they all show (except for that of Fani and 

Khorramshähi) some important deficiencies. First, the division of the subjects 

does not reflect the actual range of the Qur'anic contents, but is rather arbitrary. 

This is reflected in the variety of the divisions found in these works. For 

instance, eighteen broad headings are used in La Beaume, fifteen in Rämyär and 

twenty-nine in Muhammad. Secondly, the selection of the broad headings does 

not follow any consistent criterion. This is illustrated by the appearance of 

some specific topics alongside their general headings. For instance, al-akhl&q 

al-dhamimah Z. *., LI jyt. &I (immorality) and al-nifdq j=1 (hypocrisy) by 

Barakät. Thirdly, these indexes depend on only one popular reading in the 

Islamic world, that is "the reading of Hafs", as is clearly shown by al-IIimsi. 

This eliminates other possible interpretations of the verses that could have 

resulted from the different readings. Fourthly, the occasions of revelation are 

not taken into consideration and this can highlight some historical interpretation 

for the verses. Fifthly, the works do not acknowledge whether or not the 

placement of the verses is through the compiler's own choice or a result of 

consultation of specific commentaries. Sixthly, the cross-referencing is poor, 

and lack of control vocabulary (i. e. plural-singular, derived nouns, synonyms) is 

apparent in the selection of the key words. 

It is evident, however, that the authors of the above mentioned works did not 

commit themselves to establishing an analytical subject classification; they 

were, 'instead, doing it for self-satisfaction alone. Needless to say now that there 

is a fourth mission-oriented era, 102 in which demands for information can span 

a whole range of disciplines, the old barriers between disciplines have been 

removed, even if shadow boundaries among the specialized fields have been 

retained. This process (i. e. analyzing the Qur'an with a view to establishing an 

analytical subject classification), therefore, emphasises that the distinction 

102 Foskett, op. cit., p. 3. 
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between word and subject indexing is worth defining. Specifically, in word 

indexing, the indexer is inextricably tied to the words in a text, regardless of 

their meanings: if the word appears in the text, it is selected; if it does not 

appear, it is not. In that sense, word indexing requires little skill in the field of 

indexing nor does it require subject-matter training on the part of the indexer. 

However, word indexing leads to the dispersal of related subjects since the 

meanings of the words are not taken into account, yet it is this type of indexing 

which is performed effectively by the computer. In contrast, in subject 

indexing, the indexer frequently appeals to the meanings of the words and 

makes a careful selection of the terminology used in the subject enquiry to 

avoid dispersion of related subjects under different headings. This type of 

indexing, therefore, requires a great deal of subject-matter training on the part of 

the indexer and necessitates a high skill in indexing as well. In terms of 

machine searching it has had little success and has a long way to go. However, 

in the present study the process of indexing concentrates not simply on selection 

of words or keywords in the text, but on the contents studied, emphasized, 

organized, or expanded in the text. It requires the indexer to abstract the 

subjects that are apparent as well as those that are hidden in the text, and to 

either convert the words into single-word form or combinations of words that 

best express the ideas. This type of index has not lent itself to machine 

searching, therefore, a number of researchers are now active in examining the 

potential of such an index. However, in the context of this study this is the form 

of index which will be referred to as a retrieval system. 

1.4. Qur'anic Retrieval System 

The Qur'anic retrieval system, as explored in this study, is a system designed to 

augment human knowledge and to aid human activity by storing items from 

Qur'anic texts that need to be processed, searched, retrieved, or disseminated to 

various user populations. To compile a Qur'anic retrieval system, two main 

factors should be considered: the abstraction of hidden allusion to the subject 
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from the Qur'anic texts, and the ability to identify them by words even if they 

are mentioned by means of different phraseology in the text. In the construction 

process, two complementary features are involved: the different interpretations 

applied to a verse or verses by different commentators, and the form and 

organization of the headings that are likely to describe the verses in the retrieval 

system. From the indexing point of view, the difference in interpretations could 

lead to the placing of verses under different headings. On the other hand, the 

efficiency of the retrieval system would be seriously affected if the compiler 

were not to use the headings in a strictly controlled way so as to provide the 

user with easy access to the system. In many cases where the criteria for 

placing the verses and selecting the headings are not specified in the 

construction of the retrieval system, the user may feel that the information he 

seeks is not provided, although in fact it is provided, but placed somewhere else. 

This is probably the most important simple aspect in subject indication. In 

terms of its general form (i. e. for the purpose of a library catalogue) Cutter, who 

followed an empirical approach to the basic problems of subject indication, 

provided four rules which govern the formation of classes by literary warrant 

which are103: polytopical books must all be entered under a distinct subject 

heading104; each work must be entered under its subject-heading, not under the 

heading of a class which includes that subjectl05; each work must be entered 

under the word which best defines its subject, whether it occurs in the title or 

not106; and the preferred heading in the case of synonyms is the one that is 

most familiar to the class of people who consult the library. 107 Cutter's 

attempt was more general in the Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue to devise a 

generalized set of codes for the, construction of alphabetical subject 

headings. 108 These subject headings were a starting point for the pattern of 

103 Cutter, C. A. (1949), Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, Washington, D. C. rep. 104 Ibid., p. 75. 
105 Ibid., p. 66. 
106 Ibid., p. 71. 
107 Ibid., p. 70. 
108 Cutter, op. cit. 
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vocabulary control, i. e. a controlled list of index terms, which was dominant in 

subject catalogues in libraries for many years. 109 

As the subject matter of publications tends to be complex, the vocabulary of the 

compound subject headings suggested for library cataloguing is not adequate for 

the more exhaustive technique of subject indication, that is for a 

"thesaurus". 110 Originally, the term "thesaurus" has come from the Greek 

concept of storehouse or treasury. 111 Subsequently, the term thesaurus came to 

be used in connection with the construction of an English dictionary, such as 

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases. 112 Roget's Thesaurus, 

which was first published in 1852, arranged the words according to the ideas 

expressed so as to provide the user with a number of alternative words for a 

similar concept that might equally appropriately express that concept. Given 

this function Roget's Thesaurus cannot be regarded as a thesaurus for 

information retrieval from the information scientist's point of view. 113 The 

most distinctive function of the information retrieval thesaurus is to control, 

synonyms, homographs, generic levels of meanings and spurious relations 

between terms. According to Joyce and Needham, investigators at the 

Cambridge Language Research Unit in England began to discuss the 

applicability of the thesaurus concept to information retrieval in 1956.114 

While, according to Vickery, the first time the word thesaurus was used in 

connection with information retrieval was in 1957.115 Nowadays, the 

thesaurus is used more widely than the list of subject headings; it has become 

109 Lancaster, F. W. (1972), Vocabulary Control for Information Retrieval, Washington, D. C., 
p. 15. 

110 Ibid., p. 23. 
111 Vickery, B. C. (1960), Thesaurus -A New Word in Documentation, Journal of 

Documentation, 16,4, p. 181. 
112 Roget, P. M. (1986), Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases, London. 
113 Lancaster, op. cit., p. 25. 
114 Joyce, T. and Needham, R. M. (1958), The Thesaurus Approach to Information Retrieval, 

American Documentation, 9(3), p. 194. 
115 Vickery, op. cit., p. 181. 
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popular to such an the extent that Schreider defines information as "the degree 

of change of the thesaurus". 116 

In principle, subject heading lists and thesauri are similar in that both consist of 

alphabetically arranged terms, with cross-references. Also, some specialists use 

the terms subject headings list and thesaurus interchangeably because of their 

evident similarity of design. Foskett expresses this similarity thus: 

"The only difference between a thesaurus and a list of subject 
headings is that the former normally excludes headings for 
composite subjects; with some examples, even this is not true, and 
one is forced to the conclusion that the name is intended to signify a 
distinction which does not exist. Many lists of subject headings 
have left much to be desired, and thesaurus constructors have 
perhaps endeavoured to persuade us (and themselves) that their lists 
were free from fault. "117 

Yet this distinction remains that traditional lists of subject headings, such as the 

Library of Congress subject headings list, are meant to deal with all of human 

knowledge, while most, if not all, modern thesauri treat only a subset of this 

knowledge, namely a particular discipline or field of study. In the context of 

this study, both the lists of subject headings and thesauri will be considered as 

equal in terms of their similarity in design for the purpose of analyzing their 

weaknesses and strengths in relation to Qur'anic vocabularies. 

The foregoing considerations make it plain that much can, in principle, be 

gained from using vocabulary control devices. In practice it may emerge that 

accuracy and consistency are difficult to maintain. Not only must indexers be 

intimately aware of the available indexing vocabularies and practices, but they 

should also have knowledge of collection characteristics and a high degree of 

sophisticated training and experience. More often than not, however, the 

resulting index entries are incomplete or lack specificity. They are also time- 

consuming and expensive. By far the most common alternative technique is to 

116 Schreider, Yu. A. (1965), On the Semantic Characteristics of Information, Information 
Storage and Retrieval, 2, p. 222. 

117 Foskett, op. cit., pp. 440-441. 
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use little or no vocabulary control; i. e. to use an automatic natural language 

database. 

In an automatic natural language database, the entire text of the document 

collection has to be fed into a machine-readable form (punched cards, disks, 

etc. ). This will be normally kept in a special storage memory under code 

numbers. A special program is then prepared to locate the items of information 

on request by means of a program searching strategy. An automatic natural 

language database is a successful replacement to a manual system due to the 

potential advantages of using the language of discourse. Also it provides just 

the right kind of expression to denote each particular concept. Furthermore, it 

may be carried out more rapidly, and more cheaply than indexing based on 

controlled vocabulary. However, a critical problem in constructing an 

automatic natural language database is textual accuracy. This essentially has 

led investigators in computational linguistics to impose various rigorous 

linguistic controls on natural language systems. In dealing with various 

linguistic levels, one must consider the morphological level at which individual 

words can be recognized and formed, and the syntactic and semantic levels in 

which the grammatical structure of the sentence can be identified and 

interpreted. It is important, therefore, to be aware of the automatic methods 

currently used to process natural language texts, though the full scope of 

language understanding may not be needed in information retrieval. In the 

context of this study, the various levels of linguistic methods as well as the 

commonly used grammatical theories will be tested in relation to the Qur'anic 

text. Also the main feature of the Arabic language will be analyzed in relation 

to current software programs. 
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13. Methodological Approach 

The present study attempts to relate the ideological value content presented in 

Qur'anic texts to the empirical facts established in the mission-oriented era. 

The study is neither philosophical nor empirical, but fundamentally analysis - 

based, i. e. it is based on the analysis of, and suggested solutions to, the 

problems that are likely to face the compiler in analyzing the issues that 

confront scholars in seeking access to the scriptures and the problems, that are 

likely to face compilers in the process of constructing the retrieval system in 

relation to the Arabic language, both in terms of a manual and of an automatic 

systems(Figure 1-2). Also, there is an attempt to draw up guidelines for 

compilers on the basis of recommendations and principles based on discussion 

and analysis of the problems presented. However, as the fruits of this work are 

intended to be taken as the initiation of an analytical subject indication of the 

Qur'anic texts, examples are provided on the basis of the disciplines of the 

natural sciences and social sciences. 

Since, in the existing study it is not practical to conduct experimental work on 

all aspects, the choice has been narrowed down by accepting appropriate pre- 

recommendations, such as principles of interpretations, norms of the Arabic 

language, suggestions of information retrieval specialists, and pre-established 

design rules of computer specialists. In practice, of course, many design 

decisions will be taken in line with these recommendations. Preliminary 

decisions about system requirements and constraints will colour the whole 

development process, and may, therefore, strongly influence the design of the 

retrieval system under construction. Simply knowing in formal terms what the 

system will look like is not enough; the design guidelines will also determine 

the type of people needed for the work and the way they will_ perform it. 

Finally, examples are proposed as a useful intellectual exercise to encourage 

compilers to check that all significant points have been taken into consideration 
in the analysis. 
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Figure 1-2: the chart represents the steps that have been taken through this study to 
initiate a Qur'anic retrieval system. 
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The following chapters are therefore so organized as to confront the problems 

and the solutions encountered in attempts to design a Qur'anic retrieval system. 

The second chapter highlights the major philological, historical and theological 

considerations as indicated by various interpretations and tests the impact of 

these opinions on the performance of the retrieval system. The third chapter 

analyzes the function of vocabulary control as applied to Qur'anic terminology. 

It also measures by using known experiments the variables that control the 

compiler's judgement in selecting the terms. The fourth chapter examines 

treatments in the computational analysis area which have a bearing on the 

Qur'anic style of calligraphy and structure. It also focuses on the function of 

the man-machine interface in the interests of user satisfaction and the content 

representation of Qur'anic software. The fifth chapter presents the guidelines 

and recommendations of the Qur'anic retrieval system. Finally, the sixth chapter 

applies examples for the Qur'anic retrieval system as suggested in natural and 

social sciences. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE NATURAL LANGUAGE PROBLEMS 

IN QUR'ANIC STATEMENTS 

2.1. Overview 

In any attempt to construct a retrieval system of the Qur'an, the compiler will be 

faced with a number of different interpretations as to the understanding of a 

single word, verse or passage. From the compiler's point of view, as far as 

indexing is concerned, all these differences go under one category: which 

opinion to adopt. Ignoring such differences in the Qur'anic retrieval system 

could result in failure in the system; it may happen that the user is searching 

within the framework of a certain idea, which the compiler has presented 

through another. To overcome this obstacle, the compiler needs an operational 

criterion to judge in relation to different interpretations. Whatever path the 

compiler follows, acknowledgement of his view should accompany the citation 

of the verses, but most important is the qualification that should be provided 

about the interpreters whose commentaries have to be followed. 

Three perspectives are used to prescribe the problems in this chapter. The first 

deals with philological aspects of a verse or passage in order to elucidate its 

literal meaning and/or practical application. The second presents the historical 

context of a verse or statement that helps us to understand the implication, 

explanation or application of the verse in question for a certain situation. The 

third is to highlight the theological views or controversies which a word, verse 

or passage has raised among commentators. The complementary nature of these 

three perspectives provides an integrated approach to exegetical analysis which 

forms the basic source for the compiler in constructing a Qur'anic retrieval 

system. 
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2.2. Philological Aspects 

All Qur'anic statements are by definition divine revelations. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that a great deal of difficulty has been experienced by the early 

scholars in framing rules to explain the problems of language that have crept in. 

Their studies in terms of lexical and grammatical structure have led to a number 

of different opinions. These opinions will affect the performance of the 

retrieval system as applied within its relation to the user need and the compiler 

provision. The following are some examples of the opinions concerned which 

highlight the problems that are likely to face the compilers of the Qur'anic 

retrieval system. 

2.2.1. Ambiguous expressions 

Ambiguity means that a word or sentence may have more than one meaning. 

There are a number of cases in the Qur'an where verses have no universally 

agreed interpretation. For example: 

"0 Prophet, when believing women 
come to you, swearing allegiance 
that they will not ascribe anything 
to God; neither will they steal, nor 
commit whoredom, nor slay their 
children, _ nor bring any calumny 
that they forge between their hands 
and their legs, nor disobey you in a 
good turn; then seal a pledge with 
them, and ask God's forgiveness for 
them, for God is Forgiving, 
Merciful. " (60: 12) 

w "w, ýww 

thl 9J4 

. 11 ",, ýýý ý"JN eil L"iIý OýL. y/ 

ý1Yýýý 1«-� --- 

The phrase wa Id ya'tina bi-buhtdnin yaftarInahu bayna aydfhinna wa arjulihin 

I' ; (nor bring any calumny that they forge 

between their hands and their legs) is ambiguous and open to two different 

interpretations: As al-Qurtubi (died 971 A. H. /1563 A. D. )1 has pointed out, 

according to one view the phrase generally refers to adultery or those [women] 

1 al-Qurtubi, Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad (1954), al jämi` li-ahkäm al-Qur'an, Cairo, 
vol. Xvii, p. 72. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
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who beget illegitimate children (by deceiving their husbands)? While 

according to the other view, it refers to bewitching and bewitching -related 

acts. 3 

If the compiler adopts al-Qurtubi's first view, the underlined phrase would be 

placed under the heading al-zinä V j]i (adultery). While if the compiler refers 

to al-Qurtubi's second view, the phrase would be placed under the heading 

al-sihr w. JI (bewitching). The placement of the phrase under both headings, 

taking the two meanings as valid, is also a possible solution, though it has to be 

determined by the compiler's policy of structuring the retrieval system; the 

compiler should provide the user with information about the criteria followed in 

selecting the exegesis, and the criteria used to adopt specific opinions. 

Another problem related to the expressions in the Qur'an is the existence of 

Arabic dialects. Qur'anic scholars believe that in its linguistic style the Qur'an 

as a miracle involved more than forty dialects of Arab tribes with their 

vocabularies. 4 The existence of these vocabularies in the commentaries reflects 

different shades of meaning given to a single word or verse and could affect the 

recalling performance of the system if the compiler has taken account of one 

meaning rather than another. For example: 

"Man is indeed to his Lord anad. 
And surely he is a witness to that. 
And truly for the love of good 
things he is emphatic" (100: 6-8) '' 

ý"'ý (A-I: 1"" 

Ijý.. 
tý 

The word kanad amt , according to al-Zamakhshari (died 538 A. H. /1143 

A. D. )5, has three shades of meanings as known to three Arab tribes; the 

meaning al-kufr bil-ni'mah x. *1i4'1) (to be ungrateful) in the dialect of 

2 Ibid. 
Ibid., p. 74. 

4 a1-Suyü i, Jaläl al-Din 'Abd al-Rahaman (1987), al-itgdn fl 'ulüm al-Qur'dn, Beirut, voll, 
p. 287. [Arabic text, reproduced]. 5 al-Zamakhshari, Abü al-Qäsim Mahmüd ibn 'Umar, (1972), al-kashshdf an hagdq al-tanzil. 
Cairo, vol. ni, p. 278. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
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Mudar and Rabi`ah, the meaning al-`dsi w. Wl (disobedient) in the dialect of 

Kindah, and the meaning bakhfl ». (avaricious) in the dialect of bani Malik. 

Al-Qurtubi asserts that the tribe of Hadramawt used also to refer to the word 

.,. ewl 6, while al-Suyü I confirms that the tribe of kanüd jj: t as al-`dsi , 
Kinanah refers to the word kantid j}: t as kufr jil.. 7. 

Whatever tribal dialect it is, the commentators offer the compiler three different 

headings under which the verse could be placed viz, kufr al-inseln bil-ni `mah 

x. s. U4 Oualt iS . (man is ungrateful), `isydn al-inseln 't "-41 14.. s. (man is 

disobedient), and bukhl al-insdn ut. r. 14I j..; .: (man is avaricious). The choice 

between these meanings made by the compiler should follow a particular 

procedure which should be acknowledged in the retrieval system, or if he 

decides to choose one he should justify the reason. For instance, he might adopt 

the Quraysh dialect, as it is the official language of the Qur'an (i. e. by referring 

to the word kanßd i}: t, itself and not to any of its meanings). In this case the 

verse will be placed under the heading kunüd al-inseln Ouall 4. (man is 

ungrateful). If the compiler wants to include the other meanings in the system 

the heading must be supported by a footnote to provide the user with 

information of other possible meanings. 

k 

Another important problem that faces the compiler of a retrieval system is that a 

great many of the Qur'anic statements make use of pronouns as linkage to 

nouns or names preceding or previously mentioned, included or omitted from 

the same verse or other verses in the same chapter. 8 Difference in 

interpretation, however, does occur due to pronominal co-referential, known as 

marja` al-4amir r.. *. tI ýu. je 9 when one or many pronoun(s) make(s) 

reference to two or three nouns in the text and gives a completely different 

6 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. xx, pp. 160-162. 
7 a1-Suyü13, op. cit., voll, p. 284. 
8 Ibid., pp. 397-398. 
9 Ibid. 
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meaning depending on which noun it is referring to. Take, for example, the 

verse cited above: 

"Man is indeed to his Lord ingrate. 
And surely M is a witness to that. 
And truly for the love of good 
things hu is emphatic" (100: 6-8) 

LIP a'djAl 

The connecting pronoun hu A- in the above verse which in Arabic refers to a 

masculine pronoun could be interpreted in this verse in two different ways: 

either it refers back to Man or it can refer back to Lord. According to 

al-Zamakhshari, the pronoun here refers to 
, 
Man, which means that "man is 

witness on himself' 10. However, he also states that in general, all the pronouns 

should refer back to the first noun (that is al-inseln i, t 'ýI Man). 11 As 

al-Zamakhshari states, referring one pronoun to the first noun and one to the 

second noun is contrary to the norm and is not consistent with the eloquence of 

the Qur'an. 12 This accordingly will change the verse to be read as "Man is 

indeed to his Lord ingrate. And surely he is a witness to that". On the other 

hand, in his itgdn, al-Suyüti preserves al-Zamakhshari's rule in referring all the 

pronouns to one noun, though he rejects the idea that all pronouns should refer 

to the first noun. 13 Instead he refers all the pronouns to the nearest noun (that 

is, rabb yi Lord). 14 Thus the verse is read "Man is indeed to his Lord ingrate. 

And surely He is a witness to that". However, al-Suyüti ignores this rule in 

some cases, which he regards as exceptions. For instance, "Hence, do not 

dispute concerning them except from outward disputation, nor seek opinion of 

them from any one of them". I ; J1 
i. 1I jI ; 1}. Y Sti 15 

10 al-7amaltshari, op. cit., voLIV, p. 277. 
11 cf. al-Zamakhshari, op. cit., vol. II, p. 536. 
12 Ibid. 
13 al_suy&i, op. cit., voll, p. 399. 
14 Ibid. 
15 See verse (18: 22) 
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He states that the first and the second pronouns hum N (them) refer to the 

companions of the Cave, while the third pronoun hum ýA (them) refers to the 

Jews. 16 On the other hand, al-Qurtubi, who pointed out regarding verse 

(100: 6-8) that there are two different interpretations for the first pronoun, replies 

that there is no disagreement among the commentators on the second pronoun 

hu e_ , which he states, all commentators believe, refers to Manly. 

If the compiler deals with pronouns of the type underlined in the above verse, 

the phrase will be interpreted according to the noun that the pronoun refers to, 

i. e. whether to al-inseln atMJ4I or to rabb yj . If the compiler follows 

al-Zamakhshri's rule, i. e. chooses the pronoun with reference to al-inseln 

ot-4I , then the compiler should place the verse under the heading thahddat 

al-insdn 'ald nafsih A. -L 1 14w (Man's witness on himself); he may 

also follow this rule in all his treatment of the Qur'anic verses, and state this 

policy in the retrieval system. Whereas if the compiler prefers to use 

al-Suyüti's rule, i. e. chooses the pronoun with reference to rabb,, j , then he 

should place the verse under Lhahddat Allah `ald al-insdn oLw"11 vse "I Z 4W 

(Lord's witness on Man); he may also follow and state this policy throughout 

the compilation as well, and draw full attention to include the exceptions which 

are found. However, if the compiler prefers to have a free hand and follow 

al-Qurtubi's views by choosing the pronoun that best expresses the meaning of 

the verse in its context, then the compiler has to be knowledgeable in Arabic 

and fully aware of the norms of the language; he should, furthermore, justify his 

choice, or include the other possible interpretations in a footnote. Otherwise, 

the two views should be taken into consideration and placed under the two 

headings: shahddat al-insdn 'ald nafsih &. Aj 4t. W'4 Zjt. and thahddat 

Allah 'ald al-insdn 0L.. I , l& al sit+! . 

16 Ibid. 
17 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vo1. XIX, p. 160. 
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Another similar difference of opinion among commentators is based in the fact 

that in the Qur'an there are many stories (gasas ,,,. '": +) given as illustrated 

reminders of the earlier prophets and their struggle. - In quite a number of these 

gasas ý. r" , where a conversation has taken place between two or three 

persons, the person addressed to cannot be identified. This situation is known 

among Qur'anic scholars as "al-mawct2l lafzan al-mafsal ma'nan 

'tw js.. w1'ýi ij jai! " 18. However, from the compiler's point of view this 

situation which results in different interpretations could lead to placing a 

statement under different headings. For example: 

"And the King said, ̀ Bring him to 
me. ' And when the envoy came to 
him, he said, ̀ Return to your Lord 
and ask of him, "What of the 
women who cut their hands? " 
Surely my Lord is Cognizant of 
their artifice. He said, `What was 
your business when you solicited 
Joseph [Yüsuf] against his will? ' 
They said, `God forbid! We know 
no evil of him'. The wife of 
al-`Aziz said, `Now the truth has 
transpired. I solicited him against his will; truly he is one of the 
veracious! So that he may know 
that I did not betray him in secret: 
truly God guides not the 
contrivance of the betrayers " 
(12: 50-52) 

J1'JrY ý:: ti. i" wrýý wl'Jt3' 

areal 'JL UZx! ý iý 

1ý -9 

The phrase dhdlika li ya`lama annt lam akhunhu bil-ggiaybi wa anna Allah ld 

yahdl' kayda al- hd'infn S.; Mj. 
-A 

iL723I ýºJ w laL 

(So that he may know that I did not betray him in secret; truly God guides not 

the contrivance of the betrayers) has given rise to three different interpretations. 

According to Ibn Kathir, it is a continuation of the speech of al-`Aziz's wife in 

conformity with her speech al-äna hashasa al-hagq4 ('" I'1 (Now the 

truth has transpired)19. A1-Zamakhshn maintains that 'it is Yüsuf who is 

18 Ibid., p. 195. 
19 Ibn Kathu, al-Häfiz Abü al-Fidä' (1981), tafsir al-Qur'an al-`AzIm, Beirut, vol. ü, p. 449., 

[Arabic text] 
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speaking defending his fidelity to al-`AzIz. 20 While al-Qurtubi who reviewed 

the two views represents a third, which attributes it to al-`Aziz himself, who is 

maintaining that he has not been false to Yüsuf nor declined to reward him for 

his truthfulness. 21 

On the basis of these views, the compiler faces three interpretations. 

Accordingly it is possible to place the phrase under three different headings, viz, 

amdnat al-`Azfz ;,; J xstJ (al-`Aziz's truthfulness), amänat imra'at al-`Azfz 

r; , il 4,,. j U61 (truthfulness of al-'Aziz's wife), and amdnat Yasuf ., i,. rrº Z1.. 1 

(Yüsuf's truthfulness). In choosing between these three views, the compiler has 

to make his decision as to the person addressed in this statement. The criterion 

for adoption of any of these views should be justified, clarified and 

acknowledged in the retrieval system. Otherwise the three interpretations 

should be taken into consideration. Each interpretation should present the verse 

under its related headings with a reference to the other two headings in a 

footnote. 

2.2.2. Discontinuous statements 

In constructing the Qur'anic retrieval system, the compiler's main concern is to 

place the relevant information under the proper heading. As far as the Qur'anic 

verses are concerned, the relevant information is not limited to one verse; it 

could be part of a single verse or extended to many verses as indicated by the 

lexical meaning or by the syntax of the statement. However, abstracting the 

relevant information from the text could lead to complete distortion of the 

Qur'anic statement if the norm of readings is not followed. One common 

situation is continuous/discontinuous statement, which is fully related to the 

norms of reading rather than to the differences in interpretation and is known to 

Qur'anic scholars as "al-wagf wa al-ibtidd' Iztllj ý:. uj. 1I ". 22 This is 

20 aI-7amajýhshan, op. cit., volm, p. 327. 
21 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. Tx, p. 209. 
22 al-Suy&i, op. cit., vol.!, p. 180. 
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essentially linked to the norm of tildwah 8 j51; (recitations), which determine 

where to start and where to end the Qur'anic statement. It is not necessarily 

determined by the end of the verses, since it is inseparable from the marks of 

tildwah 8 j5u . Ignoring these marks results in a serious misinterpretation of 

the Qur'anic statement and may lead to complete failure of representation in the 

retrieval system. For example: 

"Hence, woe betide those who pray; 
who are inadvertent of their 
prayers" (107: 4-5). 

ýý}iiý 
ý; yG (r1 i) 'ß}ü. 

4 v +}aý 

(o"t: 1"Y ) «1L 

In the above two verses, the semi-colon represents the end of verse number 4, 

but according to the rule of tiläwah 8jß , and for the sake of completing the 

meaning of the Qur'anic statements in these two verses, the two should be read 

as one statement. Separating the two verses in recitation produces a statement 

meaning that "God is warning those who perform the praying", which is a false 

statement. On the other hand, if the compiler intends to place such a verse 

under the heading al-saläh $) (praying), which is more likely in terms of 

the context of the above verse, incorrect and irrelevant information will be 

produced by the system. 

Knowledge of al-waqf wa al-ibtidä' , 1s:; jij. i.: jiI , 
is, therefore, extremely 

6 
important for the compiler as the success of the retrieval system must be based 

on correct information. The compiler who intends to establish a Qur'anic 

retrieval system should take special notice of the marks of the recitations and 

show complete familiarity with the Qur'anic method of structuring the 

statements. 
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2.2.3. Variant readings 

Variant reading, known among Muslim scholars as "al-gird'dt GIs 1I ", is a 

term referring to the acceptable ways of oral recitation of the Qur'an as well as 

the punctuation of its written text 23 These readings are of special interest to 

philologists and grammarians because of their interest in lexical richness and 

dialectical phenomena. 24 As far as interpretation is concerned, different 

readings could lead to different explanations of a single word or phrase that has 

a specific meaning or juridical application. If the criterion for selecting the 

reading is not provided in the retrieval system, this could result in the placing of 

the verses under different headings depending on the mode of recitation 

followed. For example: 

"0 you who believe, approach not 
the prayer when you are drunken, 
till you know what you are saying; 
nor when you are defiled, unless 
you are traversing a way, until you 
have washed yourselves. And if 
you are sick or on a journey, or if 
any one of you comes from the 
privy, or you have ldmastum 
ilamastum women, and you can find no water, then have recourse to 
clean dust and wipe your faces and 
your hands with it. Surely God is 
Clement, Forgiving. " (4: 43) 

JP , �» 1 

Lie 
fY sr' 

I. + fý. ý. ýi , 4.: i, iý psi -, ,: I' »"-, 

ýti 

In the above verse, while lämastum .V denotes intercourse, lamastum 

means skin touching. 25 In view of the above, the compiler is faced 

with two possible headings; al-muldmasah a.... 1 (intercourse) and al-lams 

ý.. ý1 (touching), the lexical meaning of the expression. This means that the 

above verse could be placed under either of these headings depending on the 

type of reading adopted. 

23 al-Zurgäni, Muhammad 'Abd al-'Azim (1943), manähil al-`irfän fl 'ulüm al-Qur'än, Cairo, 
vol. i, pA05. [Arabic text] 

24 'Umar, Ahmad Mukhtär and Maltram, 'Abd al-'Al Salim (1982-1985), mu'jam al-girä'ät 
al-Qur'dniyyah, vol. i., p. za. [Arabic text] 

25 a1-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. v, pp. 223-228. 
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Muslim scholars have selected seven of the prevailing modes of recitations 

received from reliable sources26 as the best transmitted and most approved 

readings. 27 Three complementary, but less considered, readings are also 

approved 28 The compiler must specify clearly his criterion for selecting a 

reading. Otherwise, all possible interpretations should be taken into 

consideration and the corresponding modes of recitations be indicated in the 

footnote. 

The view that is being advanced here is that the agency that establishes the 

project has to choose one of the authorized readings that is widespread in the 

Muslim world. The sound foundation for the selection of these readings should 

be correctness according to the norm of language and grammar, consistence 

with the literal message of the Qur'an, agreement with the written text of 

`Uthman, reliability in being traced back to the Prophet (pbuh) and right 

historical events, and support of the majority of Muslim scholars. The readings 

that are maintained and approved by Muslim scholars are: 

One: The reading transmitted by `Uthmän ibn Said (197 A. H. /812 A. D. ) 
known as Wart which is widespread in north of Sudan, Algeria, 
Morocco, Mauritania, Eritrea, and West Africa. 

Two: The reading transmitted by `Isa ibn Mina (205 A. H. /821 A. D. ) 
known as Qälün which is widespread in Tunisia, and Libya. 

Three: The reading transmitted by Hafs ibn `Umar (246 A. H. /860 A. D. ) 
which is widespread in most of the Sudan. 

Four: The reading transmitted by Ijafs ibn Sulayman (180 A. H. /796 A. D. ) 
which is widespread in almost all other parts of the Muslim world. 

26 These are the readings of NAIL' In 'Abd al-Rahmän (died 169 A. H. i785 A. D. ); Ibn Kaii f r, 
'Abd Allah (died 120 A. H. i737 A. D. ); Ibn 'Amir Abü 'Umrän 'Abd Allah (died 118 
A. H. /736 A. D. ); 'Aim ibn Abi al-Najjüd (died 127 A. HJ744 A. D. ); Iiamzah, Abü 'Imärah 
(died 156 A. H. /172 A. D. ); and al-Kasä'I, Abü'Abd al-Hasan (died 189 A. HJ804 A. D. ); see 
'Umar and Makram, op. cit., voll, pp. 79-81. 

27 These are the readings that show correctness according to Arabic grammar, agreement with 
the written text of 'Uthmän, and can be traced back to the prophet Muhammad (pbuh); see 
al-Zurgäni, op. cit., vol. I, p. 417. 

28 These are the readings of Abü Ja'far ibn al-Qa'gä' (died 130 A. H. /748 A. D. ); Ya'qüb, 
Abü Muhammad (died 205 A. H. /820 A. D. ); and Khalaf, Abü Muhammad (died 229 
A. H. /844 A. D. ); see 'Umar and Makram, op. cit., volt, pp. 91-93. 
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Adopting one of the above readings, however, will limit the problem to one of 

difference in pronunciation rather than interpretation, since the differences in 

these readings are only in pronunciation. The compiler has to accept all the 

differences in these readings and present each verse under its heading with a 

footnote reference to the other readings indicating that the verse includes 

different opinions depending on the recitation of a word/words. 

2.3. Historical Aspects 

Historical information from the Prophetic traditions and biblical stories shed 

light on occasions of revelation and related information that could act as a 

constraint in applying the understanding of certain verses in the Qur'an. 

Contradictory reports could, however, create a problem to the compiler who has 

to adopt a single view to make his decision. The following are examples of the 

problems that could face the compiler in dealing with historical contexts. 

2.3.1. Occasions of revelation 
Various verses of the Qur'an were revealed in relation to particular events and 

circumstances. Such events and circumstances are known among Qur'anic 

scholars as asbäb al-nuzßl jjI ytJ (occasions of revelation) 29 

Knowledge about events and the circumstances of specific verses enables one to 

shed light on their implications and immediate meanings. 30 For instance, 

consider the following example: 

"Unto God belong the east and the 
west. Thereafter, whichever vi t-+'Jj Jill 
direction you turn, there is the face e4ý., ý'ý iº1ýý ü 
of God, for He is All-Embracing, »- - 

ýý 
All-Knowing. " (2: 115) 

If the compiler here refers only to the semantic content of the verse, he may 

conclude that this verse instructs Muslims to face any direction when 

performing their prayers. However, it is known that Muslims have to face the 

29Ibid. 
30 a1_wWdI, op. cit., p. 4. 
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direction of the Ka'bah in every prayer for it to be valid. This conclusion may, 

therefore, in the absence of reference to the occurrence of revelation, result in 

the placement of the verse under the heading ittijdh al-$aläh Iý . _if "t. J 

(direction of praying), which is a false recall, implying irrelevant information. 

But after reference to the occasion of revelation, the verse is seen to have been 

revealed in relation to a group of Muslims who were travelling on a gloomy 

dark night and who failed to identify the direction to the Ka`bah, facing towards 

which they must pray. 31 

However, there are different occasions of revelation that respond to particular 

situations; these were either revealed as different verses in response to one 

particular incident or as different views on a single verse. Such incidents and 

views sometimes give rise to a difference of opinion among commentators. For 

the compiler it is again a matter of placing the verse under the proper heading. 

For example: 

"The only reward -of those who fight God and His messenger and 
roam in the land corrupting shall be 
to be slain, or crucified, or to have 
their hands and feet alternately cut 
off, or to be banished from the land. 
That for them will be an ignominy 
in this world, and in the hereafter 
they shall have a great torment, 
save those who are contrite before 
you overpower them. Hence, know 
you that God is Forgiving, 
Merciful. " (5: 33-34) 
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In relation to the above verses, al-Qurtubi provided three Hadiths, which 

represent thºee occasions to which the verse applied and one view narrated by the 

jurists. The three views which relate to the occasions of revelation, are 

al-mushrikIn &. ) (polytheists), al-murtaddin �k!. L 1 (apostates) such as 

the clan of `Urayna, and the ahl al-kitäb "týts1 IAI (people of the Book)32 

31 Ibid., p. 20. 
32 a1-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. vi, pp. 148-150. 
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On the other hand, al-Qurtubi, with reference to the jurists, asserts that this 

verse is a reference to God's law to all Muslim transgressors and that this is 

tantamount to violation of a treaty. 

Considering al-Qurtubi's views about the occasions of revelation, the compiler 

is provided with three headings under which the verse can be placed: 

al-mushrikin al-murtadin ; p. ºr jl , and ahl al-kitäb y=1 J* . If 

the compiler has to adopt al-Qurtubi's opinion that the verse refers to all 

Muslim transgressors, then the compiler has to place the verse under the 

heading al-ifsdd J al-ard ai ji1 ,i 3L ijI (land corruption). If the compiler 

adopted the occasion of revelation, the choice between the first three headings 

(i. e. the three different reports) should be on the basis of authentication. 

Al-Zurgäni provides criteria for evaluating the reports concerning the occasion 

of revelation in stating that: 33 

One: authenticate the correct statement where there are two contradictory 
narrations. 

Two: validate the more likely statement where both have equal claims to 
truth. 

Three: accept the two since both are equally valid. 

Four: interpret the two as identical since they repeat the same statement. 

On the other hand, if the compiler wishes to choose between the occasion of 

revelation and the jurists' opinions, then he has to provide the other 
interpretation in the footnote, to refer the user to the other views. 

'F 

2.3.2. General and specific statements 

The Qur'an includes many verses in the form of general statements of a very 

wide range of application. These verses refer to all human beings or to Muslims 

in every time and place. However, there are also certain verses which are 

restricted in addressing a certain class of people or intended for specific 

circumstances. Qur'anic scholars used to refer to these general and specific 

33 a1_ZurqAfti, op. cit., vo1. I, pp. 109-113. 
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statements as "al- `ämm wo al-khäss , *t. 1I j OWI "34 As the purpose of the 

Qur'anic subject retrieval is to provide the user with precise information, the 

placement of the general and specific statement under one heading should be 

made with great caution by the compiler. For example 

"Divorced women shall wait by 
themselves three menstrual courses 
.... " (2: 228) (YYA: Y «... . 

"0 you who believe, if you marry 
.,.,. -, "-r,.,: z- 

believing women, and you divorce 1ý+-ý! t'ý) hý ýý ýsLýý uýý) 4»ý 
61 them before you touch them, you ý,, i $Lz 0'P. &A, 

shall have no waiting period to - %' "' : i, ýý ý4'ý''ý" `'s : >. *, reckon on them ... ." (33: 49) s 

"And those of your women who 
despaired of menstruating, if you 
are in doubt, (during the waiting 
period) then their waiting period 
shall be three months; and those too 
who have, menstruated as yet .... " 
(65: 4) ^°t 

.... And those who are pregnant, 
their term is when they deliver their 
burden .... " (65: 4) 

aJ ""-10 

te 41 
t'rd"ý r.! Jf! 

(t: to) r... . 

iyJ 

1ýý .. a. d iI y LIi Jt4. iII) 
1 

a 

In the above example verse (2: 228) is a general statement addressing all 

divorced women, and valid as a general application in establishing that the 

waiting period for the divorced women before getting remarried is three 

menstrual courses. However, the two following verses, (33: 49) and (65: 4), 

include three exceptions to that general statements viz, those women who are 

divorced before any sexual intercourse with their husbands, who are not entitled 

to any waiting period; those women who are divorced during their pregnancy, 

whose waiting period ends by delivering their babies; and those women who are 

divorced and who are in doubt about their menstruation period, whose waiting 

period is three months. 

34 a1_Suyüti, op. cit., vol. u, p. 32. 
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In the above case, if the compiler attempts to provide a heading for these three 

verses, the headings should be very general to include the three cases,: for 

instance, al-taläq wa al-'iddah I. Wlj, 3YJ J) (divorce and waiting period), 

without going into too much detail. If the compiler intends to be more specific 

than that, the three verses should be separated and placed under three distinct 

headings that precisely reflect their contents. For instance, al-'iddah bi-his&b 

'adad al-hayclät ci' --I L3. a t (waiting period calculated by 

menstrual courses) as indicated in (2: 228), ld 'iddah 'ala al-it18q 

; "JI. 3e 8., ßs y, (no waiting period) as indicated in (33: 49), al-`iddah bi-hisäb 

al-wilädah , gi JI yt" 8. x. 31 (waiting period considered by delivering a baby) 

as indicated in (65: 4) and al-'iddah bi-hisdb al-ashhur y Sti Wit ; $, uJ1 

(waiting period calculated by months) as indicated in (65: 4). This goes for 

every treatment of the general and the specific statement of this type. However, 

in the case of indeterminate verses, the treatment should consider the general 

heading rather than the specific one. For example: 

"0 you who believe, requital for 
bloodshedding is decreed for you; 
the free man for the free man, the 
slave for the slave, and the female 
for the female. But he who is 
pardoned by one's (slain) brother, 
will pay something of blood fine. 
This is to be carried out in kindness 
and dealt with in equity. This is an 
alleviation and mercy from your 
Lord. But he who transgresses after 
that will have a grievous torment. " 
(2: 178) 

"And We decreed for them therein: 
life for life. and eye for eye and 
nose for nose. and ear for ear, and 
tooth for tooth and for wounds 
retaliation. But whoever foregoes it 
as a charity, that shall be an 
expiation for him. And whoever judges not by what God has sent down, such as they are the 
iniquitous. " (5: 45) 
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Al-Wähidi asserts that verse (2: 178) refers to a specific occasion of revelation, 

identifying the two Jews tribes "Qurayz,.. ý. and "al-Nadu", who used to exact 

revenge by slaying a free man for a slave 35 On the other hand, Ibn Kathir in 

his opinion appeals to the principle of abrogation36, in which case verse (2: 178) 

is abrogated by verse (5: 45), as indicated by the phrase "a soul by a soul" 

without any classification. 37 Whereas al-Qurtubi provides another view which 

indicates that verse (2: 178) is very specific in revealing that it is an explanation 

of the generality of verse (5: 45). 38 

The compiler who comes across this type of verse should consider the general 

case by placing the verse under the general heading, for instance, al-gatl Jail 

(slaying), taking account of the occasion of revelation in a footnote in 

connection with the verse to represent the other view. This treatment should be 

consistent all through the compilation process, without any attempt to indicate 

one view superior to another. 

2.3.3. Judaica 

The exegetical transmissions from the Prophet (pbuh) through the companions 

and their successors covered all the verses in the Qur'an which require 

explanation. After the death of the Prophet (pbuh), scholars of the followers 

tried to bridge this gulf by relying on their knowledge of the language and the 

historical circumstances reported from the Prophetical traditions. Some 

scholars, who are more inquisitive than others, wished to know the details of the 

various stories in relation to a well-known person, place or happening 

mentioned indirectly in the Qur'an. For answers to their inquiries they 

35 a1-wadi, op. cit., p. 26. 
36 The principle of abrogation emerged in the Qur'an because of the existence of the verse 

2: 106 and the unexplained apparent contradiction of certain verses in relation to other verses 
in the Qur'an or in relation to approved Hadiths. Muslim scholars have differed in their 
opinions about the genuine existence of abrogation in the Qur'an. They also differ about the 
extent to which abrogation occurs in the text of the Qur'an. In many cases this is due to the 
mixing of general and specific statements with unexplained ones, or due to the extending of 
the application of the Hadith. 

37 Ibn Kathir, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 215. 
38 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. n, pp. 246-247. 
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consulted Muslim converts (the people of the Book), and so stories from 

isrä'iliyyät c L.. )-I (Judaica) found their way into exegeses 39 These 

isrä'iliyyät e LJJj-ri have to be taken into consideration during the 

compilation process of the retrieval system, so the compiler needs to watch out 

for all the controversies that result from different reports. For example, 

consider the verse: 

"Have you not known of the people 
of the Children of Israel after 
Moses, when they said to a prophet 
of theirs, `Set up for us a king, that 
we fight for the cause of God. ' He 
said, `Might it be that, if fighting is 
decreed for you, you will not fight. ' 
They said, `Why should we not 
fight in the cause of God, when we 
were expelled from our habitations 
and left our children? But when 
fighting was decreed for them, they 
turned away except a few. Surely 
God is Cognizant of the iniquitous. " 
(2: 246) 

isi: iii ý +W 

jtwl 

It is not clear in the above passage whether the Prophet referred to is one of 

those whose names are mentioned in the Qur'an. There are many disputes 

about his name. Al-Tabari based his opinion on different authorities to 

conclude that he was a prophet named Sham`ün ;, (Shamun) whose 

mother had prayed to God to give her a son. When her prayers was answered, 

she called the boy Shamun, meaning, ̀ God has heard my prayer'. Al-Tabari 

relates that the prophet was Yd ha ̀  &Iy (Joshua), a word based on a literal 

reading of the phrase "after Moses" 40 Al-Suyüti who preserves a full chapter 

in his itgän concerning the unknown persons in the Qur'an (al-mubhamdt 

states that the prophet's name was Sham ̀ßn »y , Y4M-a ̀ aAr 

and Ismd ̀il j t"I (Ishmael)41, while al-Qurtubi states that he was 5h-am'ßn 

u jA&I , Ismd ̀il k&L" j and Sam ̀an Opa.. (Samun). 42 

39 Ibn Chaldün, op. cit., pp. 439-440. 
40 al-Tabari, Abü Ja`far Muhammad In Iiusayn (1954), jäm! ' al-baydn ft tafsir al-Qur'an, 

Cairo, vol. V, pp. 291-292. [Arabic text, reproduced] 
41 al-SuyiI i, op. cit., vol. II, p. 316 
42 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. m, pp. 243-244. 
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In the above case, the compiler is presented with four possible headings under 

which the verse could be placed: Sham ̀ün Off,, Yü sha ̀  &", r , Ism I L 71 

. J*e"l , and Sam ̀ün o. The criterion of acceptance or rejection of any 

of these should be determined by the compiler by reference to the proved 

Hadith. If it is not provided, consideration should be given to Ibn Taymiyyah's 

(died 728 A. H. /1328 A. D. ) classification: (a) those known to be false and (b) 

those unknown whether true or false 43 As for (a), Ibn Taymiyyah states that 

all should be rejected. As for (b), he asserts that it is very important not to 

believe or to deny them. Ibn Taymiyyah's last statement is based on the 

Prophet's saying "If the people of the Book tell you something, do not either 

accept it as true or reject it as false, for they may tell you something true and 

you may reject it as false or tell you something which is false but you may 

accept it as true. "44 

From the indexing point of view, the validity of a statement is related to the 

significance the compiler wishes to attach to such details. These details could 

be of great importance for compilers in the field of history, but they may not 

make much difference in other fields. In the case of the former, the authenticity 

of the reports should be provided in the footnote to eliminate any doubt about 

the sources. Otherwise, it is recommended that such details be avoided. This 

policy will prevent the compiler from providing dubious information. 

2.4. Theological Aspects 

Throughout the fourteen centuries of Muslim scholarship, different opinions 

have been introduced into the field of exegesis, each of them reflecting the 

intellectual endeavours of Muslims in different branches of thought, so that 

there could be seven or more different opinions on the interpretation of a single 

Qur'anic word or phrase. These differences occurred not only among 

43 Ibn Taymiyyah, Taqiyy al-Din In `Abd al-Hal"un (1979), muqadimah fl usül al-tafsIr, 
Beirut, pp. 56-58. [Arabic text, reproduced] 44Ibid. 
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authorities in different sects, but also among authorities within the same sect. 

The compiler must, therefore, be aware of the fact that in some verses the 

commentator might find an opportunity to reveal or impose his own doctrine. 

In such cases the compiler must have developed his rules of thumb in order to 

determine what to choose and what not to, as reliable interpretations. 

2.4.1. The intersects 

The intersects and related schools concentrated their attention on the 

interpretation of those verses that strengthened their views on the foundation of 

the words of the Qur'an. Anything contrary to these doctrines was explained 

away by allegorical or rhetorical manipulation of the main word in the verse. 

Mu'tazilite commentaries reflect the influence of their doctrines45 on their 

interpretations of those Qur'anic verses which make any reference to their 

beliefs46. For example: 

"Say: `I take refuge with the Lord 
of the creation, min shanmä khalaa, 
and from the evil of the complete 
darkness when it enshrouds, and 
from the evil of those who inspire 
complexities and from the evil of an 
envier when he envies" (113: 1-5) 

jail CPA Yr3ý°ýJi 
" . ý. ý. ý. J) ý.. ý. Wf 

45 Mu'tazilite is the name of the great theological school which created the speculative 
dogmatics of Islam. The name Mu'tazilite [Arabic Mu`tazalah] was derived from a schism 
which took place in the circle of al-Hasan al-Basfi after laying down their doctrine of the 
intermediate state between belief and unbelief. Wäsil ibn 'AtA' and 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid are 
said to have separated [Arabic i'tazala] from the al-Hasan's circle to found an independent 
school. Mu'tazilite theology and related schools of theology are summed up under five 
principles which to be recognized as a Mu'tazilite one must accept in their integrity. The 
fundamental doctrine of the school is the absolute unity of God which holds the creation of 
the Qur'an and the impossibility to seeing God physically in the world or in the Hereafter. 
The second holds that God is creating only what is justice and as a rationality God does only 
what is good to man. The third maintains that people who commit major sins occupy an 
intermediate state between belief and unbelief. The fourth provides that those who commit a 
major sin and who died without repentance will suffer eternal punishment in hell, and the 
fifth claims that drawing a sword for enjoining good and forbidding evil is a necessary duty 
when the removal of evils disapproved of by religion is not possible in any other way. 
(al-Dhakabi, Muhammad Husayn (1967), al-tafslr wa al-mufassirfn, Cairo, vol. I, pp368- 
371. (Arabic text]. 

46 Ibid., p. 372. 
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Traditional Sunnite commentators understand the phrase min sharrmd Lhalaq 

qtr; c. *., literally; "from every evil of what God created". This could be 

Satan or Hell, or any evil thing 47 Al-Zamakhshari, the Mu`tazilite 

commentator, believes that it is not worthy of God's justice and rationality to 

create evil. Al-Zamakhshari interprets the phrase min sharrmd khalaq 

as "from His creatures' evil behaviour" or as he states min starr 

khalgih &M W. He further adds that this is normally when the intelligent 

creatures do bad things such as corruption, sins and mutual harm. Also, he adds 

that it includes what unintelligent creatures do such as when animals bite, etc., 

and he asserts that this also includes the ability God placed in things which 

- harm like fire or poison 48 

By comparing the above two interpretations, the compiler is likely to place the 

verse, for instance, under the heading al-makhlflgät al-Partyrah 

8r jl zti ) (evil creatures), if he decides to adopt al-Zamakhshari's view. 

However, if the compiler chooses the traditional Sunnite interpretation, this 

passage will be placed under the heading al-char- chalquh . ii _ Al (God's 

evil creation). 

However, if the compiler wishes to refer to al-Zamakhshan's views that differ 

from traditional commentators he is likely to provide in a footnote references to 

the other views, and to give the user in the acknowledgment an indication of the 

criteria for selecting a certain type of exegesis. Ibn Taymiyyah was highly 

critical of. the Mu`tazilite commentaries, and paid special attention to 

al-Zamakhshan's commentary considering it to be one of those works which 

attempt to force the Qur'an to accept unfamiliar meanings 49 However, though 

competent Muslim scholars concede to al-Zamakhshari a mastery of the 

rhetorical and stylistic language of the Qur'an, they do not fail to warn the 

47 a1-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. xx, p. 256; Ibn Kathir, op. cit., vol. Iv, p. 613. 
48 al-Zamakhshan, op. cit., vol. Iv, p. 300. 
49 1bn Taymiyyah, op. cit., p. 82. 
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innocent seekers of linguistic interpretation of the dangers of al-Zamakhshari 

unorthodox commentary. 50 

Another difference in commentators' opinions will also arise as a result of 

Shiite belief. 51 The Shiite commentators employ the verses of the'Qur'an to 

serve this theological doctrine which aim to prove `Aliyy's privileged and 

exalted status and the Prophet's intention to appoint him as his successor. They 

also mention statements on the authority of the so-called Imams to manage 

interpretations of the Qur'anic verses to their liking52 For example: 

"And when His Lord tried Abraham 
with words which he fulfilled, He 
said, ̀ I have made you an Imam for 
the people. ' He said, `And of my 
descendants? ' He said, My 
covenant shall not extend to the 
iniquitous. "' (2: 124) 

ILJ f=, 44 
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Sunnite Muslim commentators, of the main stream of Islam, refer to the 

statement fa'tamahun maU (which he fulfilled) as `the missions that God 

appointed Abraham to fulfil 53 More cautious, al-Tabarl prefers not to 

specify kalimät QWS (words) with which God tested Abraham. He argues 

that there is no mention of kalimdt Q". in the Qur'an, nor has there been an 

accepted Hadith from the Prophet (pbuh) concerning this matter. 54 However, 

both al-Tabarl and al-Qurtubi explain the statement innf ja'iluka lil-nds imdmd 

tat; ýýSSev w! (I have made you an Imam for the people) as ̀ I shall , WUII 

50 a1-Dhahabi, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 435-443. 
51 The Shi'ites is the general name for a large group of very different Muslim sects. The name 

Shi'ite [Arabic shi'ah] more precisely shi'at 'Aliyy, means a party of 'Aliyy. The 
fundamental article to them is that the imamate in Islam is an essential base of Islamic belief 
and it is not an issue to be left to a public decision. The prophet is the one responsible to fill 
the imamate office and 'Aliyy ibn Abi Taltb is the legitimate successor (Caliph) of the 
Prophet (pbuh). (al-Shahrastäni, Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Karim, (1976) al-milal wa al-nihal, 
Cairo, p. 146. [Arabic text, reproduced]. 

52 al-Dhakabi, op. cit., vol. u, p. 12 
53 al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. 11, p. 97; Ibn Kathir, op. cit., vol. I, p. 170. 
54 al-TabarI, op. cit., vol. iu, p. 15. 
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make you a leader of those who shall come after you of the people who have 

faith in me and my messengers. '55 

Shiite tradition presented by al-Tabarsi (died 538 A. H. /1143 A. D. ) believes in 

the Imamate. They take the above verse to prove that there is emphatic support 

for their position. Al-Tabarsi appeals to the authority of al-Mufaddal ibn `Umar 

al-Ju`fi, who asked Ja`far al-Sädiq about the kalimät CWt ; the latter said, 

"These were the words which Adam received from his Lord, and He turned 

toward him. They are what Adam said: `My Lord, I beg you, for the sake of 

Muhammad, Fätimah, `Aliyy, Hasan, and Husayn to turn toward me, and He 

turned toward him for truly He is the Relenting, the Merciful"'56. Al-Mufaddal 

further asked, "0 son of the prophet of God what does He mean by His saying, 

fa'tamahun o#ZLI (which he fulfilled)" He answered, "He enumerated them 

[the imams] till the one who shall be raised by God; twelve imams, nine of 

whom are of the descendants of Husayn. "57 Al-Tabarsi further asserts that God 

made Abraham an imam after he had made him a prophet. Thus the office of an 

imam is higher than that of a prophet but lower than that of an apostle. 58 

From the above interpretation, the compiler would place the verse, for instance, 

under the heading Adam ýjT , because the phrase makes reference to those 

revealed to Adam. Also the verse could be placed under the heading "al-Qa'im" 

Nom) , the twelfth imam, since the concept of imamate is considered in the 

interpretations. On the other hand, if the compiler attempts to refer to the main 

stream Sunnite view, the whole verse would be placed under the heading 

Ibrahim r"I, 4 (Abraham). 

The criterion for selecting the headings should deliberately reflect the obvious 
lexical meaning. However, in choosing a criterion for selecting the 
55 a1_Qurlubi, op. cit., voLII, p. 107; al-Tabari, op. cit., vol. II1, p. 18. 
56 see verse (2: 37). 
57 a1-Tabarsi, Abü 'Aliyy al-Fadl ibn al-Hasan (1961), majma' al-bayän fl tafsir al-Qur'dn, Beirut, vol.!, p. 454. (Arabic text, reproduced]. 58 Ibid., p. 456. 
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commentaries, an initial operational study should be made. A recent study done 

by Ayoub59, an Arab scholar of Shiite background, presented the 

understanding of the Qur'an offered by significant interpreters of different 

schools of thought. Ayoub is quite clear about what he was seeking to 

accomplish. The explanatory notes in the book seem not to reflect his own 

understanding of the Qur'anic ' verses, but to crystallize the main trends in 

Islamic thought from the classical period to the present era as they are expressed 

in some major commentaries. His role in this study is that of a scholar reporter. 

To achieve this, he selected the first two chapters and applied the test to them. 

In this examination, Ayoub reports the trends in Qur'an interpretation that 

depend primarily on traditional sources from the prophet (pbuh). The Shiite 

commentators selected are; al-Qummi (died 320 A. H. /939 A. D. )60 and 

al-Tabarsi to represent the classical Shiite view point and Tabtaba'i to 

represent the modern Shiite school. 

Another more interesting difference in interpretation among commentators 

would arise if the compiler were also to make reference to Kharijite 

commentaries. 61 However, the Kharijite interpret the Qur'an in the light of 

their doctrine, anything contrary to this doctrine is explained by allegorical or 

rhetorical manipulation of the main word in the verses62. For example: 

59 Ayoub, Mahmud (1984), The Qur'an and ItiInterpreters, NewYork. 
60 al_Qummi, 'Aliyy ibn Ibrahim 
61 Kharijite are the members of the earliest religious sects of Islam. They had never had any 

true uniform body of doctrines, though their teachings seem to hold the views of a number of 
independent sub-sects. The name Kharijite [Arabic khwärij] was linked with the occasion of 
the proposal presented to 'Aliyy ibn Abi Tälib by Mu`äwiyyah ibn Abi Sufyän during the 
battle of Siffin to settle the differences arising out of the murder of 'Uthmän ibn 'Affan, by 
referring it to two arbitrators who would pronounce judgement according to the Qur'an. 
One group of warriors of `Aliyy's army vigourously protested against the setting up of 
human tribunal above the word of God. On this occasion they left the army "went out" 
[Arabic Kharaj] to join the rebel camp which the sect IChawärij owes its name to. The most 
common article of faith the Kharijite sects share is the free vote of the community to appoint 
to the supreme dignity of the caliphate. This also includes the right of every believer who is 
morally and religiously irreproachable to become caliph (the qualification of Quray, birth 
is not required), and the obligation on believers to proclaim illegitimate and depose the 
caliph who has gone off God's path. Another caliphate article is the absolute rejection of the 
doctrine of justification by faith without works. This serves to treat those who commit a 
major sin as unbelievers. (al-Dhahabi, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 300-302. ) 

62Ibid. 
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"And if two parties of the believers 
fight one another. reconcile 
between them. But if one of them 
becomes aggressive against the 
other, then fight the one that is 
aggressive till it reverts to God's 
behest. Then, if it reverts, reconcile 
between them with equity and be 
just, for truly God loves the just. 
Surely the believers are brethren; so 
reconcile between, and venerate 
God, that perhaps you have mercy. " 
(49: 9-10) 
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The traditional Sunnite commentators refer to the statement wa in td' ifatdn 

mina al-mfi'minina igtatalA I I&. A'" ySCO 0"45) (if two parties of the 

believers fight one another) as a clear indication from God that the believers 

could fight each other and still be called believers. 63 However, their 

understanding of fa'aclihü baynahumd ýi4:;.; 1 
1. L l:. (reconcile between 

them) is as a reference to those who are taking on the role of reconciliation to do 

justice between them and to make sure that they will not ask for retaliation or 

blood-money. 

Itfish (died 1332 A. H. /1914 A. D. )64, the Kharijite commentator, believes in 

line with the fundamental Kharijite views of rejecting the arbitration between 

`Aliyy ibn Abi Tälib and Mu`äwiyah ibn Abi Sufyan that it refers to appointing 

arbitrators from both sides to vote for caliph instead of blood-shedding. In his 

commentary, Itfish goes on to interpret the above verse by claiming that 

reconciliation is justified by advice and calling for God's judgement not human 

agreement. Itfish further justifies his interpretation that both the parties are no 

longer considered as believers, by saying that what is mentioned in the verse as 

believers refers to the state they held before aggression. 

631bn Kathir, op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 225-226; al-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. Xvi, p317. 64 Itfish, Muhammad Yüsuf (n. d. ), hamaydn al-zäd ilä dar al-ma`äd, Oman, volm, p317. 
[Arabic text] 
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On the other hand, the phrase innamd al-ma'min4na ikhwah fa'aslihü bayna 

akhaw kum ''jf -'j i' L. g- '" '''I WO (surely the believers are 

brethren; so reconcile between them) is referring to the state they were in before 

fighting started. Itfish based his argument on the Prophet's statement that no 

person claiming to be a believer commits adultery or drinks alcohol. Note that 

Itfish distinguished between believers only in name and those committed to 

- their beliefs. 

The compiler, faced with the above interpretation, is entitled to place the verse 

under a heading al-ihtikdm ilä Allah . iil (calling for God's 

judgement), if Itiish's view is accepted, while the compiler will use a heading 

al-if ldh tY. -all (calling for reconciliation), if the Sunnite commentators' 

interpretation is followed. Certainly it depends on the compiler whether the 

Kharijite view is acceptable or not, though in any case he has to provide a 

justification for his choice or provide a footnote related to the verse in question. 

According to al-Dhahabi, the most important source among the Kharijite is 

It fish's commentary. 65 

Another common difference of opinion among commentators results from the 

mystical approach in contrast to the lexical one. The Sufi66 interpret the 

Qur'an on the basis of the transcendental intuition of the exegete. A 

commentary of this kind is characterized by the esoteric expression of hidden 

meanings. The spiritual aspects of human life and the vanity of the world are 

the central themes in their interpretations. Sufi's commentaries have been 

recognized as representing the mystical approach, which is a manifestation of 

the spiritual aspect of Qur'anic teaching 67 For example: 
65 al-Dhakabi, op. cit., vol. u, p. 320. 
66 Sufi is the name given to the orders of Sunnite sect that concentrate on the inner dimension 

of worship. They are divided into orders and each order is subdivided as well into groups 
who are usually named after the founder of the order. The name Sufi [Arabic süfiyyah] 
appeared for the first time in relation to the wearing of sfif (cloak of white wool). hater on, 
the word süfiyyah was applied to the whole body of Muslim mystics as the term is used 
today (ibid., p. 337). 

67 al-ZurgAni, op. cit., volt, pp. 546-547. 
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"God there is no god but He, the 
Living, the Eternal Sustainer. 
Neither slumber takes Him, nor 
sleep. His is what is in the heavens 
and what is in the earth. Who is it 
that intercedes with Him save by 
His leave? He knows what lies 
before them and what is behind 
them. And they grasp naught of his 
knowledge, but of what He wills. 
His kurst embraces the heavens and 
the earth and tires Him not to up- 
hold them both. " (2: 255) 
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The commentators of the Sunnite stream, for instance al-Qurtubi, interpret the 

word kurst ,.. d as an actual object containing the heavens and the earth; both 

the heavens and the earth are inside the kurst .. 4 . They also say that kurst 

. ̂ ¢ is the place of the footstool of God and that it has a squeaking sound like 

that of a new saddle. Ibn `Arabi (died 638 A. H. /1241 A. D. ), the Sufi mystical 

commentator, interprets the word kurst mat to mean al-71M JaJ 

(knowledge). He goes on to assert that "The kurst is the locus of knowledge as 

the heart is the locus of knowledge". 68 Ibn `Arabi interprets the phrase wa Id 

ya' i2duhu hifzuhumd (and tires Him not to uphold them both) to 

mean "their preservation does not burden Him because they may have no 

existence without Him. Rather the realm of the ideal form is His inner 

dimension and the realm of forms is His outer dimension. "69 

The compiler faced with the above two interpretations, will place the verse 

under the heading `arsA al-Rahmdn 0"I j (God's throne) if the 

traditionalist view is followed, but under al-71M r. S.. fl (knowledge), if ibn 

`Arabi's view is adopted. As a matter of fact it is difficult to consider any 

mystical approach in constructing a subject retrieval system, as the mystical 

interpretation is based on esoteric interpretations of the hidden meaning, which 

can hardly be guessed by the user. Any attempt to use a hidden meaning as 

68 Ibn `Arabi, Muhyi al-Din (1978), tafsIr al-Qur'än al-Karim, Beirut, vo1I, p. 143. [Arabic 
text, reproduced] 

691b1d. 
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opposed to the lexical one could lead to a failure in recall, as the lexical 

meaning is the main key to the user, the final beneficiary. Al-Zurgäni offers 

three rules for accepting the mystical interpretation: it should not contradict the 

apparent meaning of the style of the Qur'an; it should not claim exclusive 

authority in enfolding the true meanings of the Qur'an, and it should provide 

legitimate proof for it 70 

To conclude, the majority of Sunnite Muslim scholars have been highly critical 

of commentaries representing a specific school of thought, or a mystical point 

of view. The difference in methodology was classified as: tafsfr bil-ma'tfr 

ýrLL x, 71 tafsfr bil-ra'y s1ljLt , 
72 and tafsir ishdrl sjt l xi, . 

73 

A wide variety of tafsIr bil-ra'y have been offered, each of them considered as a 

symbol representing either one school of thought or one specific theme and they 

are grouped according to their authenticity into two types; tafsfr mahmad 

, 
74 and tafsfr madhmam L. Az . 

75 Regardless of this trend, 

the intention is to consider the different schools of thought since their opinions 

in connection with the compilation of a subject retrieval system are more liable 

to be considered as differences in interpretation than as schools of thought. 

Also the Qur'an has many levels of meanings and those which stem from the 

basic attitude of Sunnite commentators cannot be taken as the only ones useful 

for understanding the Qur'anic message. However, the compiler is not obliged 

to follow the above grouping of exegeses and may effectively reject some 

exegeses in their entirety. Alternatively, the compiler should develop his own 

70 al-Zurgäni, op. cit., vol. i, p. 549. 
71 Those are explanations of the Qur'an which were traced back to source materials, the 

Qur'an, the Prophet, and the companions who were best known for their knowledge of 
interpretations. This type of commentary is regarded as a continuation of a chain of 
transmission of companions and their followers. 

72 Those are explanations of the Qur'an which were based on sound opinion. 73 Those are interpretations where an explanation of any passage or verse is an interpretation 
beyond its outer meaning, mainly in Sufi commentaries. 74 Those are explanations which are in agreement with the sources of interpretation, i. e. Islamic 
law, historical evidences and the rules of the Arabic language. 

75 Those are explanations which are given without proper knowledge of the sources of interpretation. 
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criteria for accepting and rejecting an interpretation of a single word, verse or 

passage, based on the type of system adopted. Specifically, this should fulfil the 

essential qualifications of interpretation. These are the qualifications of 

commentators suggested by al-Suyü I: the commentator must have sound faith 

and must strictly observe the precepts of Islam and avoid erroneous views and 

spurious traditions; he must also have a good intention in undertaking this task, 

i. e. to acquire wealth or prestige shouldn't be his objective; and he must be an 

authority in the science of the Arabic language, since linguistic ability is the 

main tool to understand the Qur'anic text. Al-Suyü I states that if someone 

intends to explain the Qur'an by his own judgement, he must have the 

knowledge of at least fifteen important sciences of exegesis which are like tools 

for a commentator. These are language, philology, grammar, derivation, lexical 

meanings, rhetoric, metaphor, variant readings, foundations of religion, 

foundations of jurisprudence, occasions of revelation and stories, abrogator and 

abrogated, jurisprudence, Hadith, and talent 76 

2.4.2. The modernists 

The term Modernist has been employed in this context to refer to a type of 

Qur'anic interpretation whose main concern is to understand the Qur'an in such 

a way as to fulfil modern society's requirement rather than to simply deal with 

theological and mystical disputes. The modernists' view is that many 

traditional interpretations have lost their validity with the changes in social and 

scientific conditions 77 In their attempt to reconcile Qur'anic statements to the 

needs of modem society and science the approach of the modernists has been 

rejected by the supporters of the traditional philological and juridical 

interpretation of the Qur'an, who are apprehensive that verses of the Qur'an 

might be taken to legitimize modern occidental sciences and thereby forced to 

lose their eloquence and style. Their views are based on the belief that the 

76 al-Suyüti, op. cit., vol. U, pp. 397-399. 
77 al-DDDhahabi, op. cit., vol. u, pp. 495-504. 
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Qur'an should be understood by Arabs in the way it was understood by the early 

Muslims. One type of modernists, who must be considered by the compilers 

who attempt to establish a scientific Qur'anic retrieval system, are those who 

seek to prove that all the sciences have been mentioned or hinted at in the 

Qur'an. 78 The adherents of al-tafsir al-`ilmf l %. +. I (scientific 

interpretation) who are dominant among the foreign philosophical and scientific 

influence in the Muslim world, want to draw proper attention among orientalists 

to the fact that the Qur'an hinted at the modem sciences fourteen centuries ago. 

Among them is Bucaille who presents several verses from the Qur'an to prove 

that there are incontrovertible evidences to support his view that the Qur'an 

clearly mentions ideas only recently confirmed by the contemporary sciences. 

For instance, on the two verses: 

"And it is He who created the night 
and the day, and the sun and the 
moon, each swimming in an orbit. " 
(21: 33) 

"It is not for the sun to overtake the 
moon, nor can the night outstrip the 
day. And each, in its orbit, is 
swimming. " (36: 40) 

Bucaille's interpretation is, 

Llodu vj 
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" Here an essential fact is clearly stated: the existence of the Sun's 
and Moon's orbits, plus a reference is made to the travelling of these 
bodies in space with their own motion. 

A negative fact also emerges from a reading of these verses: it is 
shown that the Sun moves in an orbit, but no indication is given as 
to what this orbit might be in relation to the Earth. At the time of 
the Qur'anic Revelation, it was thought that the Sun moved while 
the Earth stood still. [79] This was the system of geocentrism that 
had held sway since the time of Ptolemy, Second century B. C., and 
was to continue to do so until Copernicus in the Sixteenth century 
A. D. Although people supported this concept at the time of 
Muhammad, it does not appear anywhere in the Qur'an, either here 
or elsewhere. "80 

781bid., pp. 485-494. 
79 al-Qurtubi's remark on the verse (13: 3) is that this is refuting the claim that the earth is 

shaped as a ball. He further adds that both the Muslims and the people of the Book consider 
the earth as flat and standing still and its movement is only due to earthquakes. (al-Qurtubi, 
op. cit., vol. ix, p. 280) 

80 Bucaille, M. (1982), The Bible the Qur'an and Science, Paris, p. 166. 
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In relation to this view, Denffer, the conservative supporter of the eloquence 

and style of the Qur'an, makes his point in rejecting Bucaille's attempt in these 

words: 

"But it is precisely this point which led to the great Copernican 
controversy only a few centuries ago and previously it was as 
staunchly asserted that the sun revolves around the earth! What 
guarantee is there that no new perspective in science will completely 
alter our present view? This is the best example to show that we 
should not accept scientific facts as absolute truths. They are rather 
what we presently know about them". 81 

Al-Banns represents the "intermediate" stage in his attempt to elicit the 

Qur'anic position as to scientific discoveries by dividing them into two 

categories: those theories which have been verified and hence become self- 

evident facts, and those theories or assertions which are yet to be verified. The 

first category is consistent with what the Qur'an has revealed, for instance, the 

formation of the clouds, the development of the embryo and the fertilization of 

plants by the wind. It is however unfair, argues al-Banns, to compare the 

second category with their counterparts in the Qur'an, such as the origin of man, 

the truth and reality of life and being, and the beginning of the cosmos, since the 

Qur'anic statements are true by nature, i. e. they need no verification. 82 

To sum up, the Qur'an has always appeared as a book of many levels. In 

former times, the commentators were only able to, distinguish apparent 

meanings of the verses which led them to draw conclusions on the basis of 

knowledge at the time in question. Therefore, it is appropriate to say that for 

old commentators, only certain. verses of the Qur'an, whose exact meaning 

could only be defined by their understanding of the lexical meanings as well as 

the scientific knowledge of their time, have unavoidably given wrong 

interpretations. However, as linguistic knowledge was an essential tool for 

those commentators in observing the deep structure of Qur'anic statements, it 

was the contemporary knowledge that they had, which had an effect on the 

81 Denffer, op. cit. (1985), `ulüm al-Qur'än, U. K.: Leicester, pp. 157-158. 82 al-Bannä, Hasan (1979), magäsid al-Qur'an al-Karim, Cairo, pp. 21-22. [Arabic text] 
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unwarranted interpretations of these early commentators. The Qur'an is a book 

that has an absolutely fundamental religious objective, but it only requires 

interpreters to grasp the meanings of the words of the Qur'an in the space-time 

horizon. However, for scientific tasks, the total context should be studied, with 

no appeal to the metaphysical statements as they do not meet the normal 

situations. This also goes for other fields of study such as history, philosophy, 

etc. 

2.5. Conclusion 

Many verses of the Qur'an were revealed in the form of commands, 

prohibitions, reports of bygone prophets and their people, parables and 

admonitions. Hence, they are clear in their meanings and liable to only one 

interpretation. Other verses, which are general in application, should be 

interpreted according to the lexical meanings of the verses, informed by the 

juridical significance as well as the historical context to give the full 

understanding of the verse, with no attempt to impose any inner or outer 

dimension on the literal sense of these verses. Moreover, the prophet's (pbuh) 

life, sayings and actions have served as examples for Muslims of all times, and 

his character should be considered in all practical interpretations of the Qur'an. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS 

IN QUR'ANIC VOCABULARIES 

3.1. Overview 

The previous chapter has concluded the overall discussion of the general 

theoretical indexing problems that arise from differences of opinion among 

commentators regarding Qur'anic interpretation. The understanding of such 

problems is very important to the compiler of a Qur'anic retrieval system in 

order to reduce the element of subjectivity in understanding the text and hence 

to match the users' needs as closely as possible. However, this discussion has 

been concluded without seriously considering what are the criteria which lead 

the indexer to select sequences of words with, a particular meaning to 

represent the subject in mind. In other words, despite the fact that the 

understanding of the Qur'anic verses is very important since it deals with the 

text of the Qur'an itself, the placement of the relevant subject under an 

imprecise heading will result either in a failure to recall the relevant verses or in 

the retrieval of irrelevant verses. To plug this loophole, a control of the 

vocabulary of the headings that describe these verses is needed. In a controlled 

language a heading could also be referred to as an index term, descriptor or 

keywordl. The norm in choosing a heading is that headings should preferably 

be nouns. 

This chapter studies vocabulary control as applied to the Arabic language and 

applies the main ideas in this area to Qur'anic terminology. The issues to be 

covered in this chapter are: the ambiguous meanings of certain words, the 

choice of the forms of words, the existence of synonyms, methods of organizing 

and displaying the descriptors, and the relationship among them. 

1 Lancaster (1972), op. cit., p. 115. 
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3.2. Homographs 

Homographs, as defined in this study, refer to words or phrases that have more 

than one meaning. While indexing, homographs raise questions for the user: 

whether this or that meaning is intended by the word? The existence of 

homographs in the Qur'an has been recognized from an early date by Muslim 

scholars. Al-Damaghäni, for instance, who compiled a whole book of Qur'anic 

homographs, shows that a single word in the Qur'an can have several 

meanings. 2 For instance, the word `ayn u could be a reference to nab' ma' 

A. : (a spring of water), nahr ». (a river), `ayn , re (an eye), na? ar 

(care). ý. 4ý (seeing), or ri ̀ dyah LU j 

Another form of homographs is the artificial one caused by the absence of vowel 

signs from the Arabic alphabet3. For instance, the word dyn ,;., j could be read 

without vowel signs as dayn. s (debt), or din ug ý (religion). However, 

although this type of homographs is not in the printed copy of the Qur'an 

nowadays, it is artificially created between several words once the vowel signs 

are omitted. 

In the above two cases, unless the compiler provides the user with the exact 

meaning that the word intends, the user may recall irrelevant verses if the word 

in question has meanings other than the one the user seeks. However, for the 

purpose of indexing, homographs may be treated on two different levels: those 

which relate to natural homographs and those which relate to artificial 

homographs. Natural homographs have been qualified by `Abd al-HO in two 

ways: first, by adding a qualifier term to the homographic word in order to 

make its meaning more specific; secondly, by providing a distin3uisher term in 

2 al-Damaghäni, op. cit. 3 The Arabic language originally had no signs for the vowels. To indicate the long and short 
vowels, early Arab grammarians made use of the three consonants that come nearest to them 
in sound, auf for ä, yä' for 1 and wdw for ü. Later on short vowels % for a, --for i, and for u were derived from auf yä', and waw respectively. 
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brackets in front of the homographic word to clarify its meaning .4 
For instance, 

applying `Abd al-Hädi's first method to the term `ayn Wie, , this would appear as 

`ayn al-ibsdr jLm jI ec (eye), or `ayn mä' .Va (spring of water), etc., 

while his second method makes the term look like `ayn (bacar) (y. a. ); to 

denote the meaning eye, or `ayn (mä') (. t. ) cet. to denote the meaning spring 

of water, etc. As to the artificial homographs, Aman suggests the use of a 

clearer equivalent word instead of an ambiguous one. For example, a term 

such as dyn egi which could refer to either dayn i, «j or din wi will be replaced 

by another unambiguous term that indicates the same meaning such as gard 

ji (loan) or diydnahn (religion)5. 

As a matter of fact, in dealing with the problem of homographs, it may be 

preferable to keep the distinction between artificial homographs and natural 

homographs. Regarding the former, vowels should be provided to clarify their 

meanings, and there is no need whatsoever to discount the role of the vowel 

signs or to treat them as natural homographs. Aman's use of a clearer 

equivalent word is not necessary since the vowel signs can easily be provided in 

the printed material. Moreover, replacing the word with another is not usually 

easily accomplished, since an exact equivalent (to the replaced word) is not 

always available. For instance, Aman's use of dayn , ye.;, as equivalent to gard 

a}: - is not strictly accurate. In that case, the word dyn wj which refers to 

religion should be read as din and the word dyn cui which refers to debt 

should be read as dayn w., 
. However, for the treatment of natural 

homographs, ̀Abd al-Hadi's second criterion is more practical (i. e. providing a 

distinguisher between brackets), since adding the qualifier - as in the first 

method - requires searching for a suitable specifier for the homographic word, 

and it may also require some grammatical treatment of the phrase in order to 

4 `Abd al-IM, Muhammad Fathi (1981), al-fahrasah al-mawdü`iyyah: diräsah r rü'üs 
al-mawd4'dt al-'Arabiyyah, Jeddah, p. 93. [Arabic text] 5 Aman, M. M. (1968), Analysis of Terminology: Form and Structure of Subject Headings in 
Arabic Literature and Formulation of Rules for Arabic Subject Headings, Washington, D. C.: 
University of Pittsburgh, Ph. D. p. 289. 
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fulfil the rules of Arabic grammar. In all these cases, if the compiler follows 

any of these methods he should be aware of all the natural and artificial 

homographs, and be systematic in clarifying the ambiguous words and 

providing this information to the user. 

3.3. Forms Of Terms 

With regard to the use of natural language, where the. distinction between 

singular and plural forms is based on the particular context, compilers of 

information retrieval systems are usually obliged to choose between singular 

and plural forms to limit the choice of headings that are likely to describe the 

matter. According to Aitchison and Gilchrist, compilers working in the French 

and German languages prefer the singular, with a limited number of 

exceptions6, while those working in the English language tend to express terms 

according to rules set out in the manuals.? In deciding on the use of singular 

and plural forms in a Qur'anic retrieval system, the question is whether and 

when to choose between singular, plural and dual? To decide the issue, 

discussion needs to be based on two approaches: an empirical approach, in 

which terms are extracted from the Qur'an during a primary state of indexing, 

and a committee approach, in which terms are suggested by experts in the 

field. 8 

In connection with the empirical approach, a survey by al-Suyüti shows that a 

word like and ý: 
) (earth) appears in the Qur'an only as singular. He argues that 

this is presumably because the plural ardan', 44 (earths) is, very difficult in 

terms of pronunciation and therefore not used in the Qur'an. He further adds 

that, unlike the word sand' , i.. (sky) whose singular and plural samdwdt 

, zl j" are used, the word and da) always appears in the singular. Even when 

the Qur'an gives the word and ß. 4i with reference to the plural, al-Suyüp notes 

6 Aitchison, J. and Gilchrist, A. (1987), Thesaurus Construction: A Practical manual, London: 
Aslib, 2nd ed, p. 14. 

7 Ibid. 
8 Lancaster (1972), op. cit. pp. 29-32. 
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that the Qur'anic statement takes the form "God is He who created seven 

heavens, and of the earth their like .... 
" ... . u: jM .j &- X13 s3. li iij1 

On the other hand, al-Suyüti provides other cases which show that plural forms 

appear in the Qur'an without the provision of the singular or dual status. He 

argues that the word albdb yt. (sensible) appears in the Qur'an only in a plural 

form since the singular form labib is very difficult in terms of 
0 

.9 

pronunciation. 10 

In the Qur'an (as is the norm of the Arabic language) the irregular plura111 

appears in different forms. Two types of the irregular plural appear in the 

Qur'an: the irregular plural which expresses the sense of numbers and the 

irregular plural which deals with different concepts. The irregular plural which 

is used to denote numbers has two categories: jam` al-qillah =I (plural of 

small quantity) which signifies a number not less than three and not more than 

ten, and jam' al-kathrah 8I4:.. ý (plural of large quantity) which signifies a 

number not less than three but more than ten12. In the Qur'an jam' al-qillah 

LILA ea-q- . may be found in a word such as ash-hur . 411 (lunar months) as 

mentioned in verse (2: 197) "Pilgrimage is in the months already known ... " 

13 and jam' al-kathrah sLI LL", in a word such as 1huhür 

j as mentioned in verse (9: 36) "The number of months, with God, is twelve 

JA 0 in the Ordinance of God ... " 
'of ý- 

However, where the irregular plural denotes two different concepts, as al-Suyüti 

argues, the difference between the concepts is very slight but observable. For 

instance, the word abrdr jI jJ (pious) is used in the Qur'an in connection with 

9 al-Suyüti, op. cit., vo1. I, p. 409. 
10 Ibid., p. 410. 
11 The Arabic language, in terms of the plural, has two types; a regular plural whose formation 

results from the addition of the case endings -ün 6, , -In cr., or -ät cýl added 
to the singular form of the word, and an irregular plural whose formation changes the 
internal form of the singular by the addition or omission of letters to form the final state of 
the plural of the word. 

12 Hasan, 'Abbäs (1974), a! -nahw al-wäf, Cairo, vol. Ix, p. 627. [Arabic text] 13 The reference here is to the three months Shawwäl, Dhü al-Hijjah, and Dhü al-Qi'ddah (al-Qurtubi, vo1. II, p. 405). 
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the human being and the word bararah ijw in relation to angels. 14 Similarly, 

the word iwah $j appears in the Qur'an to indicate spiritual brotherhood, 

while the word ikhwdn otlsj indicates friendship. 15 

Empirically, there are three types of duals in the Qur'an. First, a dual whose 

singular and plural are provided16, for instance, al-mas rigayn i1 (two 

sunrises), the appearance of which in the Qur'an is complemented by the 

singular al-mashriq; 4 and the plural al-mashäriq 3jU sJI . Secondly, a dual 

which designates two different objects used as substantive and denoting a 

quality that the two have in common, such as al-jagaldn CJSu U (two weights). 

In this context, the term al-thagalän O utfl signifies the two worlds of al-ins 

''4) (mankind) and al jinn aa. JI 17. The term `two weights' is used because 

both man and jinn share the same quality since they are heavy on earthl8. 

Thirdly, a dual which designates two different objects constantly associated 

with one another by virtue either of their natural connection or opposition, 

where the dual may be named from any of the two, such as al-bahrdn 

(two seas). In this context the dual bahrdn II I may designate both al-bahr 

jw. 
if (sea) and al-nahr AIM (river)19. 

14 Uasan, op. cit., vol. ix, p. 411. 
15 Ibid. 
16 The dual in the Arabic language is commonly employed to signify two individuals of a class 

or a pair of any thing. This is formed by adding -an 01 or -ayn W for the masculine and -tan 
OU or -tayn for feminine, to the singular, with or without a slight change in the word 
ending. 

17 The word jinn (sg. jan 6tß) with the root meaning janna . to be covered or hidden. 
According to the Qur'an jinn w is one of the nations created by God; they have some 
distinctive features from man, for example power, speed and ability to be visible in different 
shapes. However, the jinn race is divided into two types: believers and unbelievers. The 
latter are classified according to their power and their rejection of right guidance into three 
classes namely, j&aytän,;, tt. rebellious against any Divine law and representing the power 
of Evil, marid , j1, the wicked among the jinn and more crafty than j&aytän Ott , and 
`ifrit }; s a large powerful jinn ; ý" reputed to be wicked and more powerful than the märid 
., jV . See al-Ashgar, ̀Umar Sulaymän, (1986), 'Alam al jinn wa al-shaya(in, Cairo, pp. 7-8 
[Arabic text]. 

18 cf, al-Zamakhshari, op. cit., vol. N, p. 47. 
19 cf. al-Z. amakhshari, ibid, p. 45. 
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From the above review of the norm of usage of Qur'anic terminology, it may be 

concluded that the compiler, who wishes to use Qur'anic norms as headings to 

describe the subject matter, is faced with the three forms of words: words that 

appear only in the singular, dual or plural; words which appear in the singular, 

dual and plural; and words which appear only in the singular and plural. 

On the other hand, if the compiler intends to adopt the committee approach 

rather than the empirical, two different views are found regarding the use of 

singular, dual, or plural: first, `Abd al-Hädi suggests using the singular form to 

represent naw`e i (kind), for example al-amdnah uUVI (trusteeship); to 

represent `ilm tJL (discipline of science), for example al-igti4ad , t. e.. "VI 

(economics); and to represent ism fins "l (mass noun), for example 

al-kitdb , =I (book). He also suggests limiting the use of the dual to nouns 

that cannot be denoted by either singular or plural forms, and using the plural 

form in all other cases, wherever possible20. On the other hand, al-Ash-gar 

suggests using the singular as a heading rather than the plura121. As a matter of 

fact, `Abd al-Hädi's suggestion is based on the ground that the plural is more 

formal than the singular and dual and more suitable for subdivisions22, while 

al-Ashgar gives three reasons: that both the dual and the plural are in fact 

derived from the singular; that the plural may have several forms in use; and 

that the singular is more restricted than other forms23. 

Lancaster in emphasizing the empirical approach states that it would be unwise 

due to the structure of the vocabulary to rely on the committee approach without 

the empirical since controlled vocabulary devices are essentially practical 

tools. 24 Lancaster summarizes the disadvantages of the committee approach: 

the subject specialist may not be fully familiar with the literature and/or with the 

20 'Abd al-HadI, op. cit., pp. 88-89. 
21 al-Asshgar, Muhammad Sulaym it (1972), al-fahrasah al-hijä'iyyah wa al-tartlb al-mu'jami, 

Kuwait, p. 40. [Arabic text] 
22 'Abd al-Hädi, op. cit. 23 al-A§hgar, Muhammad, op. cit. 24 fi ter. (1986), op. cit., p. 27. 
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requirements of the user, it complicates the task of indexing and searching by 

distinguishing terms that have no value for retrieval purposes; it inflates the 

importance of a particular specialism and causes an imbalance in the vocabulary 

system. 25 

Lancaster's verdict has been indicated experimentally at different levels: 

Barhydt, who conducted a test to judge the performance of non-users, system's 

specialists and experts as compared to the ordinary users, claims in his findings 

that both the expert and the retrieval specialist showed fairly similar overall 

agreement in relevance judgment in comparison to the user's judgments but that 

none of them arrives at the ideal evaluation of the user26. Rees and Schultz 

note that the highest agreement as to relevance was among specialists with less 

and less agreement as specialization decreased27, while in terms of human 

consistency, Resnick and Savage found that there was a difference in the 

consistency in judging the same work at fairly widely separated points in 

time28, and O'Connor concluded that rational discourse was important for 

25 Ibid., p. 28. 
26 Barhydt defines the three persons as: user, the individual posing the question; expert, a non- 

user subject specialist considered to be the peer of the user, system specialist, a non-user, 
non-subject specialist possessing considerable system experience but only moderate subject 
knowledge. In the experiment, thirty-seven questions were submitted by members of a pilot 
user group of educational researchers to an experimental retrieval system in education 
media. Both the expert and the system specialist were given copies of the questions as 
submitted in writing by the user and any additional information that the user provided and 
asked to indicate for each response either relevant or non-relevant. Barhydt, G. C. (1967), 
The Effectiveness of Non-User Relevance Assessments, Journal of Documentation, 23(2), 
pp. 146-149. 

27 Rees and Schultz used 184 judges divided into six groups according to their educational and 
practical experience in relation to the research project and documents judged. The six 
groups were twenty nine medical scientists, thirty M. D. 's medical experts, both researchers 
and non-researchers, twenty five M. D. residents, twenty nine medical students and sixty one 
medical librarians. The groups judged sixteen documents relating to the three stages of a 
research project in sugar transport in the intestine. Rees, A. M. and Schultz, D. G. (1967), A 
Field Experimental Approach to the Study of Relevance Assessments in Relation to 
Document Searching, Cleveland: Ohio. 

28 Resnick and Savage randomly selected thirty four documents from the normal flow of IBM 
internal publications to be judged as either relevant or not relevant. The judges were 
technical personnel from IBM's Advanced Systems Development Division. They were 
divided into four groups in relation to their interests; fourteen people judged full texts, eight 
judged citations, twelve abstracts, and twelve index terms. A month later, the same 
experiment was repeated with the same groups over the same sets and instructions. Resnick, 
A., and Savage, T. R. (1964), The Consistency of Human Judgments of Relevance, 
American Documentation, 15(2), pp. 93-95. 
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solving the differences that are due to textual nature, background knowledge 

and error of interpretation. 29 This, however, shows the difficulties that must be 

considered by the compiler in concentrating on the committee approach. 

In comparing the two approaches, the empirical approach is much preferable 

and is recommended to the compiler. This is due the fact that, in using the 

committee approach the compiler has to avoid the difficulties that arise from the 

criteria for selecting the terms: whether to follow `Abd al-Hadi's criterion in 

using the singular rather than the plural, or to follow al-Ashgaicritei on in using 

the plural rather than the singular; and he must also provide his justification in 

the retrieval system. Also he may have to take decisions on the basis of other 

considerations that have not been discussed. For instance, whether the different 

types of irregular plural are considered as having one meaning or two different 

meanings: whether the verses that include the words ikhwah or iwdn are 

placed under the heading Sal or 6I ji1 , and what criterion of selection is used 

if the distinction is not considered. Also in the case of the dual, the compiler 

has to provide the methodological justification for placing the verses under the 

heading which designates two different objects such as al-thagaldn LWMI , and 

al-bahrayn CgpwI. In that case, the compiler has to decide if all the verses that 

indicate al-ins ,'I and al jinn JI will be placed under the heading 

al-thagaldn (jSUi) or if the two verses will be placed under two different 

headings indicated by al-ins,,,, -41 and al jinn ,I. Similar treatment applies to 

the heading al-bahrayn I, whether all the verses that indicate al-bahr I 

29 O'Connor supplied eighty two documents and thirty questions. Both the documents used 
and the questions were in the field of documentation and judged independently by two 
judges expert in the same field. After independent judgment, the two judges compared their 
judgments and in the case of disagreements, they tried to resolve differences through 
rational discourse. Initially, there were thirty two independent agreements and forty eight 
disagreements by both judges. Of the forty eight disagreements, thirty four after discussion 
become resolved. However, the other fourteen disagreements (one judge judged a document 
as an answer to a question, the other did not) were separately resolved with agreement after 
discussion that the document was not an answer. Thus, a total of forty eight disagreements 
were completely resolved by logical procedures, and no disagreements remained. O'Connor, J. (1969), Some Independent Agreements and Resolved Disagreements about Answer-Providing Documents, American Documentation, 20(4), pp. 311-319. 
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and al-nahr . 4fl will be placed under the heading al-bahrayn wl or whether 

the two verses will be placed under two different headings namely, al-binär 

ju%ji and al-anhär jt l. 

Moreover, the use of the empirical approach will eliminate many problems in 

the use of Qur'anic control of terminology. For instance, the criterion of choice 

between singular and plural distinguishes three categories: words that appear 

only in singular, dual or plural; words which appear in singular, dual and plural; 

and words which appear only in singular and plural with no dual. As for words 

that appear only in singular, dual, or plural, they should be presented as they 

appear in the Qur'an without reference to their dual or plural forms in the 

Arabic language. The purpose of these words in the Qur'an is to indicate 

specific meanings within the verses, and they are more likely to be maintained 

as headings to describe the same verses. Thus the word and a&jl is given in its 

singular form, the word al-Lhagaldn ,;, SuiI is given in its dual form, and the 

word albäb y1i is provided in its plural form. 

For words that happen to appear in the two forms of irregular plural, decisions 

can be taken on the basis of the primary distinction between those, which differ 

in meaning and those which differ in number. For those which differ in 

meaning, the recommendation is to give them both as distinct headings, since 

both of them refer to two different concepts. For instance, ikhwah iA1 is used 

as a reference to blood brotherhood, and ikhwdn C jl#Ll is used as a reference to 

friendship. However, irregular plurals which differ in number are to be treated 

on two levels: in the case of those which appear in the alphabetic index, both 

should be used, while those which appear in the classified index (that which 

represents the verses) should be treated as synonyms, as for a heading, the one 

that appears most frequently in the Qur'an should be chosen. For example, 
between ashhur %41 and shuhar ». , ,1 should be chosen, not j j4 as the 

former is found six times in the Qur'an, while the latter appears only once. 
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For words which appear in the Qur'an in their singular, dual and plural forms, 

the recommendation is to use all of them in the alphabetic index, but to use ism 

al fins ,I "j (mass noun) in describing the verse. For instance, al-thur& 

j» iI should be used instead of the singular form al-mashriq JAI , the dual 

form al-mashrigayn I, or the plural form al-mashdriq jjLA&jl . The 

plural form is preferred to the singular and the dual, if the word has no mass 

noun. This is because the use of the plural might in many cases help to ensure 

that the meanings of certain homographic words are not ambiguous. For 

instance, if a ̀ yun 
, "ßs1 as plural is used instead of `uyin Ore , the homographic 

situation will disappear since a ̀ yun A refers to eyes. However, if `uyiln Ova 

is'used, the meaning will be springs of water, hence the use of the plural in 

some cases will eliminate the problem of homographs. Moreover, the choice of 

the plural form over the dual is recommended because the plural form is more 

familiar to the user than the dual. This also eliminates the need to change the 

grammatical form of the end case in the dual. 

Following these recommendations, the compiler should decide whether to use 

'the empirical approach, the committee approach or to use both of them, as the 

situation requires. In any case the compiler must be consistent in any decision 

through the whole compilation process. 

3.4. Synonyms 

In natural language, synonyms are terms that indicate the same meaning. In 

indexing, synonyms refer to terms whose meanings are the same in a wide range 

of contexts and which can be used virtually interchangeably30. Synonyms in 

indexing do present a problem to the compiler who has to limit his choice to one 

term to represent the subject matter and thus avoid it from being scattered 

across the alphabet. Regarding the Arabic language, synonyms exist in the form 

30 British Standards Institutions (1979), Guidelines for the Establishment and Development of 
Monolingual Thesauri, BS 5723. p. 9. 
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of nouns, verbs, articles and adjectives31. A great number of these words, 

Hasan claims, which appear to be synonyms, are actually not, since each of 

them is referring to a particular meaning which slightly differs from the 

others32. Originally there were two different views about the existence of 

synonyms in Arabic: on the one hand were those who supported the idea of 

synonyms as evidence of the richness of the language, and on the other, those 

who rejected the idea and asserted that every term has only one meaning, so that 

all supposed synonyms were in fact regarded as adjectives to the one term. 33 

Though she further asserts that opinions about the existence and non-existence 

of synonyms in the Arabic language are not finally settled, Bint al-Shati' 

declares without hesitation, that the Qur'an, which represents the Arabic 

language in its most elevated purity and originality, does not support the idea of 

synonyms. Any attempt to replace any Qur'anic word by another lessens the 

effect, beauty and essence of the Qur'an. Moreover, Bint al-Shad' gives 

examples of some words which are treated in the natural language as synonyms, 

but which are not the same in their use in Qur'anic terminology. For instance, 

the words `unuq and raqabah z. which have the same lexical meaning 

"neck" have been used in the Qur'an differently; `unuq re is used to express 

the same lexical meaning "neck", while raqabah x: j is used metaphorically to 

refer to slave 34 

However, interchangeable vocabularies have, nonetheless, to be treated by the 

compiler who has to limit the number of choices of similar terms to present the 

same subject matter. The issue is, however, a technical rather than a linguistic 

one. In that sense synonyms in the Qur'an will be classified in two categories: 

true synonyms which are actually used interchangeably, and quasi-synonyms 

which are used with precise meanings and distinct concepts. 
311iasan, op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 162-163. 
321bid., p. 168. 
33 Bint a1-5h4d' (1964), The Problem of Synonyms in the Light of Qur'an, Proceedings of the 

26th International Congress of Orientalists, NewDelhi, January, p. 185. 
34Ibid., p. 186. 
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Typical examples of true synonyms in the Qur'an are al-Ka`bah XO I, al-bayt 

, ß; i1 (the House), al-bayt al-haräm eIp1: I (the invaluable House), and 

al-bayt al-`atfq ,I i1 (the old house), which all represent names being 

used in the Qur'an to refer to God's house that was built by Abraham. Another 

distinct type among true synonyms are the words kibr ý"t, istikbdr jt Lj, and 

kibriyd' . L}"t which are all forms of nouns derived from the same root KBR 

with the root meaning of big and meaning literally to become big, puffed up, or 

big with pride. 

Regarding quasi-synonyms, al-S uyüt? who devotes a section in his book 

al-itgan to "words which are considered as synonyms but they are not 

4.. CA. AJJ JJIJiI t4, A. I i&wyl" gives examples of some words that are 

indistinguishable among linguists, but distinguished in terms of the Qur'anic 

use. Among these are al-khawf mi l and al-khathyah ;. '*-t which both refer 

lexically to fear or fright, though in the Qur'an they are distinguished. 

Al-Suyüti asserts that al-khas yah 21I is more intense than al- ckhawf J, ). 

Moreover, al-khasjyah I1 is fear of a strong high authority such as God, 

while al-khawf j1 is an indication of weakness in the person who might be 

afraid even from trivial issues 35 

As for the retrieval system, the compiler has to choose one term rather than 

another to represent the subject matter, so the question is which one to choose? 

As a matter of fact the criterion of selecting the preferred term is split between 

two approaches: that which tends to follow systematic steps to eliminate the 

nonpreferred terms, and that which rejects the idea of selection and seeks to 

provide all the terms. The followers of the former, those who tend to use only 

one term as a preferred one, are influenced by Cutter who was the first to devise 

coded rules for library catalogues36. In advancing his criteria for the selection 
35 a1_Suyüti, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 413. 
36 Cutter, op. cit. 
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of the preferred terms, Cutter suggests that the choice should favour the heading 

that is less ambiguous in meaning, most familiar to the class of people who 

undertake the work, and which comes first in the alphabet37. Applying Cutter's 

criteria to the above examples, the term al-ka`bah L*111 will be the one which 

will be used as the preferred term. This is because the term al-bays , ß01 will 

be rejected on the basis of its ambiguity38, while the two terms al-bayt 

al-hardm cA. J. . and al-bayt al-`atfgal) cwpl are less familiar in use, 

compared with al-ka ̀bah Xtaxil . In the case of the three terms al-ka ̀ bah xtavl, 

al-bayt al-haräm rlýl I, and al-bayt al-`atiq the words are 

familiar to the user, so according to Cutter's third rule, the term al-bayt 

al-hardm oI. %a-JI I. will be the preferred one since it comes first in the 

alphabet. 

As to quasi-synonyms, Cutter states that a distinction should be clearly drawn as 

to whether there is a real difference between the two terms or not. If there is a 

distinguishable difference, then they should be treated as two different terms 

(i. e. both should be provided as index terms); however, if there is not, then they 

should be considered true synonyms and be treated according to the above 

criteria of selection. This means, for instance, that if the two terms al-khawf 

JywI and al-khaLh_yah WI are considered synonyms, then one of them is to 

be selected to represent the other, if not, both are to be used as index terms. 

This depends on how sophisticated the retrieval system needs to be in using the 

terms. 

In contrast to the above view, the compilers of Urban Thesaurus do not believe 
in the use of preferred synonyms in their treatment of synonyms. Any 

synonym may be used; all are linked together by an OR indicator. Urban's view, 
371bid. 
38 According to al-Tha'Alibi (op. cit., pp. 98-100), the term bays as it appears in the Qur'an 

has nine different meanings, viz, al-bays ; "1 (house), al-rnasjid s1 (mosque), safinat Nüh =-l; r-tl , (Noah's ship), al-ka'bah Z. 4iI (Ka'bah), al-khaymah x. l. (tent), al-sijn iI Üail), 'ish al-nahl ja-ul j. (bee's nest), a1-kahf ,.; +tfl (cave), and al-khän CJtkf (shops). 
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in the words of the compilers, is that ". .. it would be presumptuous to suggest 

preferred terms where a number of disciplines and professions are using the 

same thesaurus, each having its own set of preferred terms for nearly identical 

concept. "39 By this treatment the compilers of Urban Thesaurus have freed 

themselves from the complications that results from choosing preferred terms. 

All terms are available and tidily linked. Applying this treatment to terms such 

as al-ka `bah L&III , al-bayt ;I, al-bayt al-haram e14J ,:, sl , and al-bayt 

al-`atiq l) 
, the display of the terms will look like this: 

al-ka`bahl 
OR al-bayt il ý! 
OR al-bayt al-haräm IIrýI i1 
OR al-bayt al-`atiq iI ý jý 

Through this presentation, the term al-ka`bah zedil will appear again under 

al-bayt ;,... it , al-bayt al-haräm cA. J and al-bayt al-`atiq .II. ; 

the same will be true for the other three terms as well. This treatment could also 

be applied to the other examples, which are provided as synonyms, such as kibr 

kibryä' 'V and istikbdr jt j. Certainly, by this treatment, the 

compilers of Urban Thesaurus drew no distinction between quasi-synonyms and 

true synonyms, since all the terms are provided in the display (i. e. the quasi- 

synonym terms are provided in the retrieval system). 

Comparing Cutter's view with the Urban compilers' view, it may/concluded 

that the problem of synonyms is scattered through the alphabet and hence 

reducing the recall efficiency is solved by Urban's treatment. This, therefore, 

means that Cutter's traditional treatment in selecting a preferred term is seen to 

be inadequate, since all the terms can be provided, linked without scattering, 

and displayed in the retrieval system. Moreover, the demarcation line between 

two terms, whether they are synonyms or not, is also solved. One great 

disadvantage of Urban's treatment is the frequent repetition of the terms, which 
increases the size of the retrieval system and demands more accuracy during the 

39 Rickert, J. E. Comp. (1968), Urban Thesaurus, Ohio: Kent State University, p. 10. 
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compilation process. However, if the compiler follows one of these two 

treatments, he should consider all this in the compilation process, and state this 

policy as an acknowledgment in the retrieval system. 

3.5. Organization Of Terms 

The terms selected for headings in the controlled vocabulary must be organized 

in a way that is useful to both the compiler and the searcher. The function of 

organizing the headings is to provide the user with a simple method of 

searching and easy access to the system through a logical sequence. However, 

there are two ways of writing the heading form: single-word headings or 

compound headings, each of which is entitled to a specific method of 

organizing the terms within the retrieval system; these now will be discussed. 

3.5.1. Single-word headings 

The simplest and the most common sequence for arranging single-word 

headings is their dictionary order. In the Arabic language, letters are arranged 

in two orders: alphabetic and radical root. In alphabetic order, letters are 

arranged according to their graphical form, for instance tä' " and Il d' come 

after bd' «; again hd' t and Jä' L, come after jfm r, ; similarly dhdl come 

after dal ., etc.; only mim ', nün hd' A, wdw j and yd' s, which are 

placed at the end, do not follow this graphical arrangement. The most common 

sequence, however, which is used in the most Arab countries, is as follows: 

A different arrangement, but keeping the same homogeneity of the letters is 

found in the Moroccan countries which follow another sequence as follows: 40 

s 3--", rý(-w 3-, ttti%u-a u AJ&d JA 12 i ij ittt '%, Zy1 
The compiler, who decides to follow either of these two sequences, should 

acknowledge this in the retrieval system, otherwise the user will become 

confused. However, within these treatments the compiler must also deal with 

40 Aman, op. cit., p. 278. 
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the sequencing of the vowel signs. Vowel signs in the Arabic language, 

classified as suktln , fathah , dammah L, and kasrah -, raise another 

problem when two or more words share the same root, adopt the same spelling, 

but have different meanings (according to the vowel positions on the letters). 

The question therefore is: which comes first? For example, the word hjr 

without vowel signs, is open to different interpretations, such as hujar 

(rooms), hljr y. ý. (barrier), hajar y. i (stone). A search through various 

Qur'anic dictionaries shows that the three words have been arranged as hijr 

hujar j. 
, and hajar j. 41; hijr , hajar P, and hujar. . 

42; 

and hajar hujar , and hijr 43. Unless the compiler explains his 

methodological treatment for sequencing the vowel signs, these types of words 

could follow any arrangement. Another issue, related to the alphabetical order, 

is the position of hamzah .. Hamzah has no fixed position; it can be written 

alone, on alif j, on yä' or on. waw I. A word like al-r'urif . 'i j, jl) 

(compassionate) where hamzah is written alone ., could also be written as 

al-ra'ffif Jj il where hamzah is written on the wäw j. The problem facing 

the compiler is whether hamzah is a separate or a complementary letter, and 

what its position in the sequence of alphabets is? In other cases where hamzah 

on auf r is followed by another hamzah on alif (alif mamdi2dah T) should the 

compiler treat them as one alif or two. This applies equally to shaddah -' 

which is considered a vowel sign, though it could also be treated as a doubling 

of letters. However, if the compiler is not aware of all these differences in the 

Arabic writing system, confusion in the sequence of the alphabetical order of 

the letters could occur, resulting in the user being unable to retrieve anything. 

Treatment for the above cases have been partially covered by Arab librarians 

and information scientists. `Abd al-Hädi suggests a criterion for arranging 

hamzah and alif, in which he states that, in general, separated hamzah should 

41 'Abd al-Bägi (1984), op. cit., p. 193. 42 al-Nadawi, op. cit., pp. 123-124. 
43 Majma` al-Lughah al-'Arabiyyah, op. cit., pp. 125-126. 
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precede the auf in order and wherever hamzah is attached to any letter it should 

be considered as a part of this letter, he also asserts that auf mamdudah should 

be treated as double alif. 44 On the other hand, al-Ashgar suggests that the 

vowel signs should be in this sequence: sukün o, fathah kasrah ;, and 

4ammah -- . He justifies this sequences on the grounds that sukün has the 

meaning of silence and should come first, then fathah which is phonetically 

lighter than kasrah, and similarly for kasrah which is phonetically lighter than 

dammah 45 According to al-Ashgar's treatment, the three words discussed 

above should be arranged as hajar , hijr , then hujaryh 

If the compiler intends to arrange the system according to alphabetical order and 

agrees to follow these guidelines, he should adopt them as rules for the user of 

the system, but if the compiler intends to arrange the words according to the 

radical roots, he must take account of the following disadvantages: first, the 

searcher has to make a mental effort to reduce the natural form of the word to its 

root. In many cases this could lead to a breakdown, if the searcher is not expert 

in Arabic grammar, as certain letters have to be converted to others; for 

instance, the user searching for a word ma' ºt,. (water) will look under the root 

m-w-h . -j - f. , as the letter "d I. " is converted to the letter "w j ", and the 

letter "'" is converted to the letter "h .. ". This problem requires the compiler 

to list in the retrieval system all the abnormal cases of letters that have to be 

converted to others. Secondly, lexicons show certain disagreements in the form 

of reducing certain words to their original roots. For instance, the word al-dn 

0'91 has been reduced by some to the root a-w-n C -j 
J 46 and by others to the 

root a-y-n o-s. 3 47. The compiler has to provide the user with information 

about these differences and to indicate his own treatment in the system. 
Thirdly, in early Arab dictionaries the roots are arranged according to the 

44 ̀Abd al-Hädi, op. cit., pp. 138-139. 45 a1-Ashgar, Mut}ammad, op. cit., pp. 58-75. 
46 Majma` al-Lughah al-`Arabiyyah, op. cit., p. 35. 
47 Ibrhim, op. cit., p. 54. 
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opinions of different schools48, and the compiler has to indicate the school he 

follows and/or provide details of his methodological way of searching through 

the system. Fourthly, the form of words that have different possible derivations 

could be reduced incorrectly to an original root. For instance, the word hüdan 

1j. j. , is reduced to the root h-w-d i _j _. * in one dictionary, while the word 

yahad. s*. in the same dictionary is reduced to the root y-h-d i- -a -, j though 

both should be derived from the same root 49 Fifthly, early dictionary 

compilers grouped the Arabic roots into four types: two-radical, three-radical, 

four-radical, and five-radical letters. Most Arabic vocabularies are based on 

three-radical roots. 50 Dictionary compilers have based their systems on three- 

radical roots leaving the two, four, and five radical roots in an undistinguishable 

position in the dictionaries for the searcher. The compiler should provide the 

user with information on the place of these roots within the system. Sixthly, the 

reduction of words to their roots is not valid for all words. Some words are 

abstracts (those which are neither derived from others nor are others derived 

from them). These words are, specifically, proper nouns such as al-murjdn 

OttjJ (corals) and names such as Allah al (God), and these words should be 

indicated in a list to explain their position in the system, or placed in a 

supplementary part of the system. Seventhly, despite all these weaknesses, the 

use of the root arrangement still requires two alphabetic arrangements: an 

48 In an attempt to standardize the structure of the Arabic language, al-Azhari, AN Manqür 
Muhammad (died 370 A. H, /862 Al). ) in tahdhib al-lughah divides the language structure 
according to these letters into roots which come in ' two, three, four, and five radicals. 
Following another methodology, in his sihäh, al-Jawhari, Ismä'il ibn Hammäd (died 393 
A. H. /1004 A. D. ) who used the alphabetical order divided the roots into twenty eight sections 
arranged according to their final radical. With more specific division each section is divided 
into sub-sections in which the roots are positioned according to their first radical. 
Al-Jawharl's 

, sihäý has been repositioned in terms of its root by al-Barmaid, Aba al-Ma'äli 
ibn Tamim (died around 400 A. H492 A. D. ) who based his arrangement on the first radical 
both in sections and sub-sections. Al-Barmaid's arrangement was adopted by 
al-Zamakhk Shari in asäs al-baläg/ah, Ibn Manzür, Jamal al-Din ibn Muhammad (died 711 
A. H. /1311 A. D. ) in lisän al-'Arab, and al-Fayrüzabädi in al-gamfis al-muhIt. 49'Abd al-Bägi (1984), op. cit., p. 739 & p. 775. 

50 After a study of several extensive Arabic dictionaries (cf. fn 63), al-TayyAn and Mir'alam 
reported that the percentage coverage of two, three, four, and five radical roots was 1.33, 
63.43,32.95,2.29 respectively. See al-Tayyän, M. H. and Mir'alam, Y. (1989), gä'idat 
mu'tayät li! judhür al-'Arabiyyah, Second Conference on Arabic Computational 
Linguistics, Kuwait, pp. 104-124. [Arabic text] 
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arrangement of the roots and the arrangement of the words that are derived from 

these roots. There is therefore a need to deal with the problems relating to 

alphabetic arrangement and the suggested solutions. 

Based on the above review, it may be concluded that the alphabetical sequence 

of letters is much easier for the compiler to handle and much more efficient for 

the user. On the one hand, in using alphabetic sequences, the compiler does not 

need to be wary about all the complexities that result from the root sequences, 

on the other hand, the user will not require much expertise in Arabic grammar 

to reduce the words to their roots. Moreover, experience shows that the root 

sequence is only effective in the construction of word dictionaries rather than in 

a subject retrieval system51. This is due to the fact that dictionary makers aim 

to gather all the related words under one heading, and so the use of the radical 

roots is the most suitable method for such arrangement, while the subject 

retrieval system is mainly organized with a view to providing an easy access to 

the user and not to burden him with the need to have prior knowledge of the 

rules of Arabic grammars. 

However, in adopting the alphabetic sequence, the retrieval system should 

primarily be based on what is familiar to the user; that is to say, it should use the 

alphabetic sequence which is known to the user in the relevant country (i. e. 

Moroccan sequences in Moroccan countries and other sequences elsewhere). If 

the system is for public use and there is no control over its geographical spread, 

then the alphabetical sequence that is used in the majority of Arab countries 

should be adopted, and this should be noted in the acknowledgements to inform 

the unfamiliar user of the differences. In dealing with vowel signs, such 

acknowledgement should also be made along with justification for the choice. 

Hitherto only al-Ashqar among the Arab librarians has justified his method of 

dealing with vowel signs for the purpose of the indexing. His justification is 

51 "Abd al-Hädi, op. cit., p. 136 
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completely valid and could be used for the sequencing of vowel signs. 

However, in dealing with shaddah ±, there is no reason for shaddah to be 

analyzed into its original vowels, whether +, = ±_, + -, = 'W , or !±+ 

-=!, and the letter vowelled with Shaddah to be treated as a double letter. 

Shaddah y is considered as a vowel in Arabic grammar and it should remain 

so, taking its position in order after dammah. This makes the full sequence of 

the vowel signs Following this sequence comes alif 

mamdüdah T which should be considered as one letter not double, and precede 

alif j in order. For instance, Adam f,., T comes before Ahmad a. a. I . Finally, 

hamzah should be treated according to its position; separated hamzah º comes 

before alif mamdüdah ;, but wherever it is attached to any letter it should be 

considered part of that letter and precede that letter without hamzah in order. 

For example, hamzah on wow 3 should precede wäw j, in order, hamzah on alif 

I should precede alif I in order, and hamzah on yä' u should precede yä' s in 

order. This is due to the fact that hamzah was originally considered the first in 

the alphabetic sequence. 

3.5.2. Compound headings 

Compound headings are headings which include two words or more in their 

formation. These headings are not necessarily to be retained in the Qur'anic 

text, but are needed for the compiler to place the verses under them. These 

headings could be devised by the compiler or borrowed from the terminology 

used in disciplines such as psychology, economics, physics, etc. However, 

these headings are based on the committee approach and not susceptible to the 

empirical approach. `Abd al-Hädi asserts that these types of headings serve to 
describe the complex subjects which cannot be expressed by a single-word 
heading. He identifies five types of these headings: (a) an adjective preceded by 

a noun such as a1-taghayyur al-ijtimä ̀ i LL*:. Ji 1 (social change), (b) a 
noun preceded by another noun such as 'ilm al-ijtima' tt..; _, ý7jl (social 
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science), (c) a noun connected with another by a preposition such as al-mar'ah 

fz al-Qur'an o1yiiI "i 8iy1) (woman in the Qur'an), (d) a noun connected 

with another by a conjunction such as al-`ädät wa al-tagälfd 4Uii1j CiI3W) 

(customs and traditions), and (e) a phrase or sentence such as chazn wa istrjä' 

al-ma`Wmdt üt,. j. l) L4j! -1j Z1}3 (information storage and retrieval). 52 

`Abd al-Hädi, however, recognizes a number of possible ways in which these 

headings could be treated. In the case of (a) and (c), he states that it should be 

filed as it is read, and there is no need to invert the heading by introducing the 

significant term first since this is the natural form of the Arabic sentence. 53 In 

the case of (b) and (e), ̀ Abd al-Hädi states that the norm is to file it as it is read, 

while in cases such as social science, the inversion of the significant word is 

applicable since the significant term is al-ijtimä `1 ý', at. C-. j1 , and so is better 

treated as al-ijtimd'-`ilm r. tc _ ýt. ý. ýl . 
54 Finally, `Abd al-Hadi argues that in 

case (d), headings should be treated according to their most common and 

familiar form to people who consult the work (i. e. al-`adelt wa al-tagdlld 

aft 1! QI,, w1 not al-tagälId wa al-`ädät zl., t. wl j "=I )55 

However, the arrangement of letters within a compound heading make the root 

sequencing inadequate. This is because the reduction of the word to its root 

reduces it to a single word, not a compound one. On the other hand, the use of 

an alphabetic arrangement with the compound heading raises a new issue for the 

compiler in addition to those mentioned earlier, that is, whether to arrange the 

headings in a "word-by-word" or "letter-by-letter" sequencing. In a word-by- 

word sequencing, words indicated in the heading are distinguished as individual 

single words, while in a letter-by-letter sequencing, all the words are brought 

together (i. e. the spaces between the words are ignored) and the whole heading 

is treated as a single word. For example, two compound headings, viz, 

52'Abd al-Hadi, op. cit., p. 83. 53 Ibid., pp. 83-87. 
54 )bid., pp. 84-92. 
55 Ibid., p. 86. 
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um Mdsd tel.. ý1, and imra'at Musa 4,. ßs. " IS A, arranged word-by-word will 

be displayed as: 

um Müsä vW ýý 
imra'at Müsä u-" i r41 

This is because the word um fl in Arabic has to come before the word imra'at 

s1 .,,. 
I. On the other hand, if the two words are arranged letter-by-letter, the two 

headings will appear as: 

imra' at Müsä }" %11+ 
um Müsa W-i of 

This is because in removing the spaces between the words, the letter ' has to 

come before the letter r. In arranging the letters within the headings , Aman 

states that the definite article al- jI (the) should be neglected in the letter order. 

He also adds that all prepositions and conjunction articles should be considered 

in alphabetical order within the heading56. Indeed, in the search for the 

preferred form of the compound heading, there is no precise agreement as to 

which form of heading is acceptable; this depends on the subject under 

discussion, so only an estimation as to the preferred form can be given. 

Applying Aman's remarks57 to this work, it may be concluded that the 

familiarity to the user of the two-word headings is greater than the other forms, 

since both lists are constructed on a practical basis for the purpose of library 

use. Regarding Qur'anic statements, a great many of the verses convey two or 

more concepts such as `iddat al-mar'ah al-hämil J. tai14sJ gas (waiting 

period of a pregnant woman). It is, however, the two-word headings which are 

56 pes, op. cit., pp. 278-279. 
57 In his survey to the Egyptian Publication Bulletin (EPB), Aman found that the headings 

which employ the conjunction wa ( J) comprise 33 percent of the three-word headings, 46 
percent of four-word headings, and 7 percent of two-word headings. He also found that 
among the number of two-word headings which represent 30 percent of the total headings in 
the list, nouns plus adjectives total 55 percent, and nouns plus nouns total 35 percent, On the 
other hand, following his survey of the Jordanian subject headings list, Aman asserts that of 
the 39 percent of two-word headings found in the list 75 percent combine a noun plus 
adjective, while the conjunction wa (j) in the list is used in about 17 percent. Aman 
remarks on the basis of these percentages that a common characteristic of the two lists is the 
large number of two-word headings (Ibid., pp. 152-154). 
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less specific and more general, for example, `iddat al-hämil J, 6tJ1 3.1A (waiting 

period of the pregnant), while the use of the conjunction wa 3 could provide a 

regular pattern over a number of verses; for example, al-`iddah wa al-haml 

J&a. J1j L. aJI (waiting period and pregnancy). The latter is preferable because of 

its familiarity to the users, its simplicity of structure, and its ability to lead to 

homogeneity across the work. Moreover, this type of heading could be given as 

al-'iddah wa a1-haml JauJ1j I. W1 , if the intention is to specify the concept 

al-'iddah I"JI or given as al-haml wa al- `iddah Lull3 J&-%J1 , if the intention 

is to specify the concept al-haml J, &. A. 11 . 
As to filing in word-by-word or letter- 

by-letter arrangement, the latter results in scattering the subjects through the 

alphabetical list, since irrelevant terms may interfere if the first word in the 

heading is provided with a suffix. On the other hand, usage of two-word 

headings combined with wa j, is consistent with the word-by-word 

arrangement. In that respect, the definite article al- JI should not be taken into 

account, unless it is a part of a name, but the conjunction wa .j should be 

considered. For the compiler of the retrieval system, whatever view is taken, 

acknowledgement should be given in the system by means of an example, to 

clarify for the user the methodology that has been followed. 

3.6. Structure And Display Of Terms 

The problems that have been discussed so far, show how headings may be 

selected, clarified, and organized. Consideration has not yet been given to the 

question of displaying the headings and showing the relationship among them. 

This, however, requires that the related subjects within the Qur'anic verses 

should be listed and organized in a manner that best expresses the needs of the 

user. In the initial stage of designing the Qur'anic retrieval system, it is 

impractical to collate all these relations since this process is a part of the 

. construction of the retrieval system itself. Moreover, the relationships among 

the subjects in the Qur'an are conceptual in many cases and could reveal as 

many relations as the user desires. Therefore, a practical step is to establish 



broad categories of common semantic relations that can serve as models for the 

relations that will be produced in the practical stage, and show how such 

relations can be linked by the compiler. 

As a start, one of the distinctive broad categories of semantic relationships 

which can be found in the Qur'an, is the relationship between superordinate 

terms, which represent a whole class, and the subordinate terms, which 

represent a part of that class. These types of relations describe, for instance, the 

and 
organs of the body such as al-ra's C,., 

101 (head)/ al-sha`r1 (hair); places 

such as Makkah u. (Mecca) and al-Ka`bah Lall/ (Ka'bah); activities such as 

al-ha)j ) (pilgrimage) and al-tawäf JjWI (circumambulation); and objects 

such as al-1ät :W (name of idol) and al-asnäm fUVI (idols). 

Another broad category of semantics with a similar relationship found in the 

Qur'an is that which describes the relation between families and members of 

these families. For instance, among the angels race al-mald'ikah WA-611 

(angels) and hamalat al-`arsh j iI 7 (Throne holders); among al jinn race 

jinn u-' and `ifrIt i& ; among the human race al-inseln uL-+-4I (human 

being) and al-rajul j. jJ) (man); in the animal kingdom al-hayawän GI s) 

(animals) and al-an`äm ýWY (cattle); and in the plant kingdom al-najm i 

(shrub) and al-nabät oLif (plant). 

Finally, there is the associated category which describes relations which are 

neither whole-part nor family-member, but which are conceptually related. For 

instance; concepts related as to their origin such as al-ma' owl (water) and 

al-matär j"l (rain); concepts related by casual dependence such as al-taldq 

, 9J (divorce) and al-'iddah l. i.. il (waiting period); an action and its counter- 

agent such as al-zinc LJI (adultery) and al fald .. LWI. (flogging); and a concept 

and its opposite such as al-halal jJI (lawful) and al-haräm qiI jJI 

(forbidden), etc. 
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All of the above categories, however, reveal different types of relationships and 

the compiler could place the verse which indicates a specific subject either 

under its general heading or under the heading which specifically expresses it, 

or place the verse under two associated headings which are conceptually linked. 

This process calls for great knowledge of the terms, their meanings and their 

relationships and the problems of term selection, and their organization and 

display. In many cases a dramatic increase in the number of terms can cause 

confusion to the reader if the display is not described accurately. Despite these 

difficulties, there is a great tendency among the thesauri compilers to relate 

these concepts and to provide them for the user. Their approaches take different 

paths in displaying and in relating the terms, but most of the thesauri compilers 

nowadays offer different ways of bringing terms together under the 

conventional alphabetical display so as to avoid the deficiencies that may arise 

from some of these methods. The following are examples of the various 

displays commonly used in information retrieval. The advantages and 

disadvantages are assessed and tested in terms of their usefulness to the Arabic 

language and Qur'anic terminology. 

Of course, the most acceptable display to start with is the alphabetical display, 

where terms are arranged in a dictionary order. This conventional form of 

alphabetical display was established in 1967 on the publication of Thesaurus of 

Engineering and Scientific Terms (TEST) 58 In TEST, (see Figure 3-1), 

looking under the term Abortion, the user will be provided with two other 

terms which express a superordinate term to Abortion, namely "Pregnancy 

complications". The user will also be provided with a subordinate term 

expressed by "Septic abortion", and also the user will find all the related terms 

in this area (i. e. the area which the thesaurus of TEST is serving), which are 

58 Office of Naval Research, Project LEX. (1967), Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific 
Terms (1967), NewYork. 
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Irregularities 
Use of a more specific term is 

recommended: consult the terms 
listed below 

Congential abnormalities 
Gravity anomalies 
Growth anomalies 
Magnetic abnormalies 
Visual defects 

Abnormal psychology 0510 
BT Psychology 
RT Adjustment (psychology) 

Anxiety 
Behavior therapy 
Clinical psychology 
Criminal psychology 
Diagnosis 
Experimental psychology 
Guilt 
Hate 
Hypnosis 
Intelligence tests 
Military psychology 

- Nervous system disorders 
Neurology 
Physiological psychology 
Projective tests 
Psychiatric tests 
Psychiatry 
Psychopathology 

- Psychoses 
- Social psychology 

Stress (psychology) 
- Therapy 

Abnormal reflexes 0510 0616 
BT Reflexes 

ABO incompatibility 0605 0616 
BT Blood diseases 

Blood group disorders 
RT Rh incompatibility 

A bombs 
USE Fission weapons 
Abort 
USE Failure 

Abortion 0605 
BT Pregnancy complications 
NT Septic abortion 
RT Brucella abortus 

Brucella suis 
- Endocrine diseases 

Abrasion 1113 
RT Abrasive blasting 

Abrasives 
Chipping 

- Cleaning 

Figure 3-1: an alphabetic display specimen from TEST. 
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listed alphabetically as "Brucella abortus", "Brucella suis" and "Endocrine 

diseases". The thesaurus indicates these relations by using special abbreviations 

given as prefixes to the terms, viz, NT (Narrower Term), BT (Broader Term), and RT 

(Related Terms). irr and xT are two designators which describe the hierarchical 

relationship between super and subordinate terms, while RT is used to link 

together headings that are conceptually related to the term Abortion. These 

conventions are followed by most of the thesauri, 59 and have also been adopted 

in the establishment of standards60. TEST also provides a cross-reference 

among synonyms, through the employment of USE designator. In Figure 3-1 , 

the term "Abort" 
, 

is not preferred by TEST compilers; instead they offer the 

user the term Failure. The user, however, should be directed by this USE 

designator to the term Failure under its alphabetical order in the display. The 

reciprocal is also provided by a uFdesignator to reverse the function. 

Since the conventional alphabetical thesauri provide one hierarchical level 

between broad and narrower headings, some compilers, for example, the 

compilers of Medical Subject Headings list (MeSH) (see Figure 3-2)61, give 

superordinate and subordinate terms at more than one level in the main 

alphabetic display. For instance, the MeSH compilers (Figure 3-2) indicate that 

the term L=Emrn s is the significant heading followed by two terms at the first 

hierarchical level: ARM and LEG. Under the ARM heading five terms are given 

presenting a second hierarchical level: ELBOW, FOREARM, HAND, sHouLDER, and 

WRIST. Also under the heading HAND, another hierarchical level follows, that is: 

vGEn, and under the FINGERS heading another hierarchical level follows, that is: 

turn. The significant advantage of the hierarchical display is that it provides 

the user with a high degree of specificity for the headings, with no limitation to 

59 Some others prefer the use of other conventions, See for example, American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers (1961), Chemical Engineering Thesaurus, NewYork. 

60 American National Standards Institute (1980), ANSI Z39.19 Guidelines for Thesaurus 
Structure, Construction and Use, NewYork. 

61 National Library of Medicine (1971), Medical Subject Headings List, Vol. 12. 
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BODY REGIONS (NON MESH) Al 
ABDOMEN A1.47 

INGUINAL CANAL A1.47.365 
GROIN A1.47.412 
PERITONEUM A1.47.596 
MESENTERY A1.47.596.225 

MESOCOLON A1.47.596.451.535 
OMENTUM A1.47.596.573 
PERITONEAL CAVITY A1.47.681 

RETROPERITONEAL SPACE A1.47.849 
UMBILICUS A1.133 

AXILLA A1.176 
BACK A1.176.519 

LUMBOSACRAL REGION A1.176.780 
SACROCOCCYGEAL REGION A1.236 

BREAST A1.236.500 
NIPPLES A1.258 

BUTTOCKS A1.378 
EXTREMITIES A1.378 

ARM A1.378.209 
ELBOW A1.378.209.235 
FOREARM A1.378.209.350 
HAND A1.378.209.455 

FINGERS A1.378.209.455.430 
THUMB A1.378.209.455.430.705 

SHOULDER A1.378.209.749 
WRIST A1.378.209.906 

LEG A1.378.592 
ANKLE A1.378.592.116 
FOOT A1.378592.350 

HEEL A1.378.592.350.377 
TOES A1.378.592.350.792 

HALLUX A1.378.592.350.792.456 
HIP A1.378.592.467 
KNEE A1.378.592.586 
THIGH A1378.592.867 

HEAD A1.456 
EAR A1.456.313 
FACE A1.456.505 

CHEEK A1.456.505.173 
CHIN A1.456.505.259 
EYE A1.456.505.420 

EYEBROWS A1.456.505.420.338 
EYELIDS A1.456.505.420.504 

EYELASHES A1.456.505.420.504.420 
FOREHEAD A1.456.505.580 
MOUTH A1.456.505.631 

LIP A1.456.505.631.515 
NOSE A1,456.505.733 

NECK A1.598 
PELVIS A1.673 

Figure 3-2: a hierarchical display specimen from MeSH. 
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the number of hierarchical levels. Also the hierarchical display has no irr or rrr 

indicators, which means that headings which are not given class membership 

assignments do not appear in the display; only those appear which represent 

heads of families. One great advantage of this display is that the hierarchical 

levels can be displayed even within the alphabetic display, though some thesauri 

compilers do not agree on these combinations and tend to provide a graphical 

section complementary to the alphabetical one. For instance, al-Yasin et a162, 

who use a tree structure display, present the broadest headings at the head of the 

display and the narrower headings are printed in subordinate positions, the 

relationship between them being indicated by vertical connecting lines, while 

the horizontal lines show those headings which are at the same hierarchical 

level. For instance, in figure 3-3 the broadest heading is al-mall' ikah WY. &A 

(angels) while the narrower headings appear in subordinate positions which are 

divided into five headings marked as I, y, t, and .. This is essentially a 

replacement for the hierarchical relationships between terms. The advantage of 

this display is said by Rolling to be that every concept is defined by a spot in the 

two-dimensional plane and is represented by one single term. The problems 

relating to synonyms are avoided. Ambiguity which results from homographs is 

avoided by glancing in the graph to the other terms in the subject. Especially 

helpful is the fact that the graphic display is fully used without the aid of an 

alphabetical list or complicated scope notes and cross-references. 63 However, a 

great disadvantage of the graphical display is that it needs a large amount of 

space for representation, which hardly makes the thesaurus handy for the user. 

This disadvantage could be disregarded or dealt with depending on the actual 

use of the thesaurus. 

62 al-Yäsin, Jasim ibn Muhammad, al-Basärah, Nabil ibn Mansur and al-Faddägh, Mahmüd ibn 
'Abd al-'Aziz (n. d. ), al jadäwil alyämf'ah fl al-'ulüm al-näfc'ah, Kuwait. [Arabic text] 63 Rolling, L. (1965), The Role of Graphic Display of Concept Relationships in Indexing and 
Retrieval Vocabularies, Brussels. 
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A display which has been structured to reduce the load of the related headings 

on alphabetical sequences is the facet display. Facet display, such as that of 

Information Retrieval Thesaurus of Education Terms (IRTET)64, is used to 

group related headings in a facet section separate from, but complementary to, 

the alphabetic section. The alphabetic section lists headings in dictionary order, 

with an abbreviation RT to direct the user from the alphabetic section to the facet 

section via a serial number. Under the corresponding serial number in the facet 

section, the user will find all the related terms sublisted in a subfacet based on 

inner relationship. Within the subfacet, terms are grouped again according to 

another closer inner relationship. If the user, for instance, is searching for the 

term SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS (see Figure 3-4), he first refers to the alphabetic 

section. Under the term sociAL coNSCtousNESS, the user notices the indicator RT 

and the accompanied serial number 7007. Referring to the facet section, under 

7007, all related terms are listed within groups, indicating their conceptual 

relationships, including the term soaAL coxsaousNESS itself. By this treatment 

the compiler of IRTET reduces the load and the repetition in the alphabetic 

section; that is, under each term all the related terms within these groups have to 

be listed. 

However, to achieve further reduction, some compilers, for instance, the 

compiler of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, replace the alphabetic section 

completely with another type display, viz, Key-Word-In-Context (KWIC). The 

latter is based on the alphabetic arrangement of the significant headings which 

appear in the middle, while the rest of the text is shifted to the right and left 

sides (see Figure 3-5). The user who is looking for the heading woRxnvc woMEN, 

is provided in this display with two ways to find the heading: either by 

searching alphabetically under the term woMEN, or by searching alphabetically 

under the term woRxrNc. In the words of the compilers, the advantage of this 

64 Barhydt, G. C., Schmidt, C. T. and Chang, K. T. (1968), Information Retrieval Thesaurus of Education Terms, Cleveland, Ohio: Case Western Reserve University. 
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SOCIAL ABILITY 
RT 6001 

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 
SOCIABILITY 
SOCAIL APITITUDE 
SOCAIL INTERACTION 

SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY 
RT 12001 

ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
SOCIAL INTERACTION@ 
SOCIAL PRESSURES@ 

SOCAIL ADAPTION 
USE SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
UF MALADJASTMENT 

SOCIAL ADAPTION 
RT 2023 

SOCIABILITY 
SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY 
SOCIAL APTITUDE 

SOCIAL APTITUDE 
RT 6002 

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS@ 
PERSONALITY 
SOCIABILITY@ 
SOCIAL INTERACTION@ 

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
USE SOCIAL INTERACTION 

FACET 7 
SUBFACET 7007 

ATTENTION 
AWARENESS 
CONCENTRATION 
CONSCIOUSNESS 
SOCAIL CONSCIOUSNESS 

ALERTNESS 
ORINTATION 
READINESS 
READING READNESS 
SET 

CONFUSION 
DISORIENTATION 
INDECISION 

BACKGROUND 
EXPERIENCE 
FAMILARITY 
VICARIOUS EXPERIENCE 

FACET -7 
SUB-FACET 7008 

AFFECT TOLERANCE 
EMOTIONAL MATURITY 
EMOTINAL STABILITY 
MENTAL CONTROL 

SOCIAL CHANGE 
SN SOCIAL CONDITIONS 
RT 2021 

CULTURAL VALUES@ 
SOCIAL CLIMATE@ 
SOCIAL TREND@ 
URBANIZATION@ 

SOCIAL CLASS 
SN * 
RT 12001 

SOCIAL CLIMATE 
SN * 
RT 12003 

SOCIAL CHANGE 

SOCIAL CONFLECT 
USE CONFLICT 

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
RT 7007 

' SOCIALIZATION@ 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

EMPTIONAL DISTURBANCE 
MENTAL ILLNESS 
PERSONALITY DISORDER 
PERSONALITY PATTERN DISTURBANCE 
PERSONALITY TRAIT DISTURBANCE 
SOCIOPATHIC PERSONALITY DISORDER 

AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSIS 
MANIC DEPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS 
MENTAL DISORDER 
NEUROSIS 
PARANOIA 

PSYCHOSIS 
PSYCHOTIC DEPRESSIVE REACTION 
SCHIZOPHRENIA 

FACET 8 
SUB-FACET 8001 

ADDICTION 
CHRONIC ILLNESS 
DISABILITY 
DISEASE 

Figure 3-4: an alphabetic - facet display specimen from IRTET. 
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CITY WIDE PROGRAMS 
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
WINDOWLESS ROOMS 
WITHDRAWAL 
WITHDRAWAL TENDENCIES (PSYCHOLOGY) 
WOLOF 
WOMEN PROFESSORS 
WOMEN TEACHERS 

WORKING WOMEN 
WOMENS EDUCATION 
WOODWORKING 
WORD FREQUENCY 
WORD LISTS 
WORD RECOGNITION 
WORD STUDY SKILLS 

FUNCTION WORDS 
WORK ATITUDES 
WORK ENVIRONMENT 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS 
WORK LIFE EXPECTANCY 

SHEET METAL WORK 
WORK SIMPLIFICATION 

SOCIAL WORK 
STUDENT PERSONNEL WORK 

WORK STUDY PROGRAMS 
VERTICAL WORK SURFACES 

WORKBOOKS 
MIGRANT WORKER PROJECT 
NURSERY WORKERS (HORTICULTURE) 

CHILD CARE WORKERS 
CLERICAL WORKERS 

ENTRY WORKERS 
FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 

FOREIGN WORKERS 
INTERSTATE WORKERS 

MIGRANT WORKERS 
SALES WORKERS 

SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKERS 
SEMISKILLED WORKERS 

SERVICE WORKERS 
SHEET METAL WORKERS 

SKILLED WORKERS 
SOCIAL WORKERS 

UNSKILLED WORKERS 
WORKING HOURS 

METAL WORKING OCCUPATIONS 
WORKING PARENTS 
WORKING WOMEN 
WORKINGMANS COMPENSATION 
WORKSHEETS 
WORKSHOPS 

DRAMA WORKSHOPS 
PARENT WORKSHOPS 

PRESCHOOL WORKSHOPS 
SHELTERED WORKSHOPS 

Figure 3-5: a KWIC display specimen from ERIC Thesaurus. 
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display is that "the `natural' features of language are exploited; every word of 

every descriptor is alphabetized separately; and the full descriptor appears in 

context each time a word is entered in its alphabetical position. "65 By this 

treatment, the KWIC display solves the problem of inverting the significant 

word; all the headings are entered in their natural form. Moreover, this display 

uses the word-by-word sequence, and makes no room for the letter-by-letter 

sequences. Despite these advantages, KWIC display cannot work effectively 

with Arabic headings. This is due to the existence of conjunctions, prepositions 

and definite articles, which are considered to be parts of the word and which 

interrupt the alphabetical order. For instance, searching for the word Allah & UI 

(God), the user will be faced with words such as bi Allah -LJJV , to-Allah OJ 

wa-Allah .. ul j, fa-Allah &UU , where the prepositions b y, t, wj and fa 

are connected to the word Allah al . Unless the compiler ignores the 

prepositions in the alphabetical order, the user will fail to reach his aim. 

Another similar approach to KWIC, which solves the problem of conjunctions 

and prepositions in Arabic headings, is the Key-Word-Out-of-Context (KWOC) 

display. As used in al-mu'jam al-mufahras 11-alfäz al-Qur'an al-karfm (see 

Figure 3-6), each significant term is placed at the top of the heading, so that 

removing the affixes does not interrupt the natural form of the heading, except 

for the existence of the definite article, where there is a need to consider 

whether it is a part of the word or not. For instance, the word zulzilat 

(has earthquaked) has been abstracted from the complete verse in the Qur'an 

and shifted to the right66 as a significant term, where the rest of the verse 

retains its natural form. Again, the same verse appears under the significance 
,.,. word zilzälahd 4JI3J 3 (its earthquake), where the word has been abstracted 

from the verse and placed on the right as a significant term. Similarly this verse 

will appear elsewhere in the display under the word al-ard j) I (the earth), 

65 U. S. Office of Education (1969), Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, NewYork, p. 19. 66 me display uses the placement of the word on the right instead of on the left, because of the 
Arabic writing system, which starts from right to left. 
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Figure 3-6: a KWOC display specimen from al-mu jam al-mufahras li-alfäz al-Qur'dn al-karim . 
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which is also mentioned in the verse. By this method, the searcher who is 

looking for this particular verse can reach it by locating any of the words found 

in the verse. However, there are certain issues the compiler has to deal with if 

he wishes to adopt such a display; these are the method of arranging the 

alphabet (roots or alphabetic), and the vowel signs. All these issues must be 

clearly explained to the user in the system. The KWOC display uses the root 

sequences to arrange the headings. Moreover, one important consideration that 

should be taken into account by the compiler is that both the KWIC and KWOC 

displays do not distinguish synonyms; all the terms are given once when they 

occur in the display as significant terms; no preferences are considered. 

Reviewing the above relationships and their displays, it may be concluded that 

great emphasis is laid on the determination of the subject that is to be served 

within the Qur'an; if the subject includes a great many of terms which express a 

relationship between a whole-part or a class-member, then the hierarchical 

display is useful to cover this. On the other hand, if the subject area includes a 

number of terms that show an association relationship, then the facet display 

could be more effective. The choice between the hierarchy display and the tree- 

structure display depends on the decision of the compiler, that is, on whether he 

intends to use the alphabetic section as a part of the display or not. This 

necessitates the use of the hierarchical display within the alphabetic section or 

as complementary to it. Moreover, the decision between the use of the 

KWIC/KWOC display or the alphabetic display depends heavily on the purpose 

of the retrieval system, whether it is to facilitate a control of vocabulary with 

regard to synonyms or not. The KWIC/KWOC display does not distinguish 

between synonyms; all the terms are provided as significance terms in the 

display. 

In considering any of these relationships and hence the displays, it must be 

pointed out that the equation for any retrieval system is this: the higher the 
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specificity, the more likely it is that the user will be able to retrieve more 

relevant verses, and conversely, if a system permits the user to achieve high 

recall, the user will achieve less specificity and less relevant verses. Regarding 

the whole-part and class-member relationships, there is a point of confusion 

about the nature of their broad categories; in some cases whole-part 

relationships are classified as whole-part associative relationships and treated as 

related terms67. Regarding associated terms, Atchison and Glishrist assert that 

"there is always a risk that the thesaurus compilers may overload the thesaurus 

with valueless relationships, which may impair precision performance without 

much improving recall. "68 They also add that the compiler needs to establish 

only the relationship that falls into the broad category of related terms. 69 

Combining these two views, it can be stated that only the related terms which 

express a meaningful and close relationship need to be considered, with no 

distinction in treatment between the whole-part, class-members or associated 

terms. Applying this conclusion to the above displays, it may be suggested that 

the facet display, working as a complementary alphabetic section, is best able to 

serve the purpose, while the conventional alphabetic display is preferable to 

KWIC and KWOC displays, if familiarity for the user is the main consideration. 

3.7. Conclusion 

In the construction of any indexing system, it must be decided, primarily, who is 

to be served and what is the most useful display for the subject field. This is 

because term indicators need to be carefully selected, so that the user gets only 

such information as is relevant at the time. Obviously, this calls for a planning 

scheme on the part of the designer. Specifically, the designer has to know the 

type of information requested and achieve the necessary solution to the 

problem. In genuine developmental work, the designer has to conduct 

experiments on the basis of practical problems. 
67 TEST thesaurus treats whole-part relationships as terms associatively related, op. cit., p. 678. 68 Atchison and Glishrist, op. cit., p. 44. 
69 Ibid., p. 48. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROBLEMS 

IN QUR'ANIC STYLE 

4.1. Overview 

In the previous two chapters Qur'anic language has been studied in terms of its 

effect on the efficiency of the design of a manual subject retrieval system. For 

some time it has been recognized that the ability to assign and retrieve data 

manually from an entire text is extremely desirable from the point of view of 

cost, time and money. Some computer scientists have, therefore, turned their 

attention to the seemingly difficult problem of assigning and retrieving the data 

from free-text searching by the use of computer technology, but vast problems 

have appeared in dealing with the natural language when interacting through 

machine processing. Consequently, the role of linguistics in the field of 

computer technology has become increasingly important. Also since the design 

and operation of large-scale information systems has become a cause of concern 

to an ever-increasing segment of the user world, man-machine interface study 

has been undertaken. Man-machine interface is the process of designing an 

interaction system between the user and the computer, so that the computer 

system becomes efficient and easy to use and does exactly what people expect it 

to do. 

This chapter attempts to test whether or not Qur'anic terminology and Qur'anic 

verses can be processed and retrieved by the computer. The test involves 

linguistic theories that have been employed for language processing by Arab 

programming compilers. The test also includes the pioneer experiments that 

have been used for indexing. Also, the technical searching strategies that are 

used by various Arabic software systems are evaluated. 
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4.2. Automatic Search Analysis 

Underlying the search for the possibility of the Qur'an being processed by the 

computer is the need to investigate modem computational linguistic theories. 

These theories may be categorized as morphological analysis (such as 

dictionary look-up); syntactical analysis (such as phrase-structure grammar and 

transformation-generating grammar); and semantical analysis (such as case 

grammar). All these theories have been used by Arab programming compilers. 

However, with the exception of al-'Alamiyyah software, Arab compilers apply 

these theories only to modem Arabic, and are thus of limited relevance to this 

chapter. 

4.2.1. Morphological analysis 

Morphological analysis is the process that identifies the words in terms of their 

elementary construction, regardless of their position in the textl. The 

morphological analysis of linguistic processing is concerned with the processing 

of individual word forms and of recognizable portions of words. Morphological 

analysis is the reduction of the whole word to its stem, that is, the removal of 

word affixes. This process is done by reference to the dictionary look-up. To 

consult a dictionary look-up, the operation starts by separating the text words 

into individual word items. The input words are then matched with the 

dictionary entries. The program scans the input buffer and searches only for the 

words that might be included in the part of the dictionary being consulted at the 

moment. All data found in the dictionary are returned to the input array, which 

is then processed by reference to the second part of the dictionary, and so on, 

until the complete dictionary has been matched to the present input. When all 

the words in the text have been processed, an assembly routine collects all the 

entries by constructing a chained list2. These are the normal stages in 

1 Salton, G. (1989), Automatic Text Processing: The Transformation Analysis, and Retrieval of Information by Computer, NewYork, p. 379. 
2 Ibid. (1968), Automatic Information Organization and Retrieval, NewYork, p. 86. 
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processing a dictionary look-up in any natural language being searched by a 

computer. However, in the Arabic language, a number of spelling rules are 

incorporated into four types of dictionary look-up, viz, suffix, prefix, root, and 

pattern, to cover the principal morphological analysis and generation process. 

In the Arabic language analysis process, when a given word is provided for 

computer searching, for example, ämannä L .T (we believed), the program 

divides the word L. T into a matching stem plus a longer suffix or prefix, that is 

(V +ý,,. 1 +{). Then the prefix I will be matched with the prefix dictionary, the 

suffix V will be matched with the suffix dictionary, and the stem OAI will be 

checked in the root dictionary. The generation process, on the other hand, starts 
r. pes« 

by attaching all possible forms of the prefixes and suffixeslämannd t :. T 
, fman 

eit :4 (faith), mü'minün cjr" j.. (believers), etc. Finally, the program matches 

all the generated words with the Qur'anic data and supplies the corresponding 

verses. 

Although this process looks simple and straightforward, in practice it turns out 

to be complex and, in many cases, ineffective. This is due to the following 

difficulties: first, the reduction of the input words into their roots can cause the 

generating process to form mistaken words. For instance, the word ämannd 

t.. i. T without vowel signs could be understood as a result of consulting the 

pattern dictionary look-up as amn , }.. 
I which could lead to the generation of 

words such as aymdn (oaths) and amänah e. J (truthfulness), and hence 

lead to the retrieval of verses not required. Secondly, in the reduction process 

of dividing the input words, rules should be carefully derived to distinguish 

those letters which constitute suffixes and prefixes. For instance, the prefix al- 

JI (the) in al-Qur'an O1A1 (the Qur'an) should be distinguished from the actual 

al- J{ in Allah &U1 (God). Similarly the reduction of words into their stems 

should be determined in such a way as not to create another unrequired stem. 
For instance the suffix t ,, in hint c:; (girl) should be distinguished as an 
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. 
(son of), which is also a valid original part and not be reduced to bin C, - 

reduction. Morphological analysis is very important as a preliminary 

elementary process designed to distinguish the individual words within the text, 

though this process is not enough to eliminate the ambiguity that results from 

taking the word out of context. For example, 

"Say: He is God, one. God, the 
eternal Refuge. He begets not, nor 
has He begotten, and neither is 
there gny equal to Him" (112: 1-4) 

.1 "1 

f!! ; i. L; !J. JI'A. Ul . 
47, W 3111 '' ýr S 

In the above verse, the word ahad a. ý1 in the first phrase refers to the number 

one: "the unity of God"; but this cannot be distinguished on a morphological 

level from the word alzad . -1 in the fourth phrase, which means someone or 

anybody. The analysis therefore requires the recognition of the words in 

context, which is the task of syntactical analysis. 

4.2.2. Syntactical analysis 

Syntactical analysis is the stage of checking the correctness of the structure of 

sentences and removing the ambiguities by bringing into play the position of the 

words in relation to each other, independently of their meaning; it has to do with 

the well-formedness of utterances and sentence structures. 3 Syntactical text 

analysis decomposes complete utterances into simpler phrases, and identifies 

the structural relations of the sentence components. Several different kinds of 

grammars have been used in natural language programs, all of which seek to 

parse4 the input sentences to help determine their meanings. Probably the most 

important contribution in the field of computational linguistics is the "theory of 

generating grammar" introduced by Noam Chomsky in 19575. The kind of 

grammar that Chomsky described was based on the belief that human language 

3 Salton (1989), op. cit., p. 386. 
4 Parsing is the use of grammatical rules and other sources of knowledge to determine the 

functions of the words in the input sentence in order to create a more complicated data 
structure for computational analysis and generation. 5 Chomsky, N. (1957), Syntactic Structures, The Hague, Mouton. 
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is finite, that learning a language is not only a matter of hearing and memorising 

words, phrases etc. but rather a matter of developing innate knowledge of the 

structure of language that all human are born with. However, Chomsky 

attempted to delineate these inherent language structures by developing a series 

of generative grammars. As Chomsky explains in his book Syntactic 

Structures, a generative grammar is "a rules system formalized with 

mathematical precision that generates, without drawing upon any information 

that is not represented explicitly in the system, the grammatical sentences of the 

language that it describes and assigns to each sentence a structural description, 

or grammatical analysis"6. A typical type of generative grammar that describes 

the infinite state of language is "phrase-structure grammar (PSG)". An 

important property of PSG in natural language programs is that it analyses 

sentences into their elementary components, representing them by structure. 

Take, for example, the Qur'anic phrase: 

&". 
A 

". And yet God has permitted 
trafficking and forbidden usury" 
(2: 275) 

«.... 
(ýYo: ý 

The underlined phrase can be presented in Chomsky's tree structure form thus 

(Figure 4-1): 

S : Sentence 
VP : Verb Phrase 
NP : Noun Phrase 
N : Noun 
V : Verb 
ART : Article 

S NP ý 
0 

/off 
00 
0 al 

6 Ibid., p. 57. 
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The analysis in this process (in line with Salton)7 starts by scanning the 

sentence from right to left as it stands in Arabic. When the analyzer reaches the 

first verb it will be identified in the dictionary as the verb ahalla J. _2-1 (has 

permitted), followed by the noun Allah SUI (God) to generate the verb phrase 

(ahalla Allah L UI J-2.1 ). The scanning will continue by combining the noun 

phrase al-bay' I (trafficking) with the verb phrase ( ei J_ ) to generate 

the final sentence (I( eilt When the final sentence is formed and 

all the input words are properly accounted for, a complete analysis is obtained 

that is correct according to grammar in use. However, the representative 

sentence of the tree structure will be recognized by the analyser as: 

Sentence ---------- noun phrase + verb phrase 
verb phrase -------- verb + noun phrase 
noun phrase ------- noun + determiner 

verb -------------- ahalla J.. J 

noun -------------- Allah SUI I al-bay' . iI 

In that sense, the PSG distinguishes the noun in the sentence as either al-bay' 

&; 11 or Allah &DI . This is in itself a major disadvantage of PSG, since 

because of this indistinct position, the PSG can also generate a sentence type 

ahalla Allah al-bay' I &JJI J.. 1 (God has permitted trafficking), ahalla 

al-bay' Allah sui aI (trafficking has permitted God), ahalla al-bay' 

al-bay' &, JI Ij . -J (trafficking has permitted trafficking), or ahalla Allah 

Allah al al j- .. %l (God has permitted God). Moreover, this grammar does not 

account for all aspects of the natural language; for example, it does not contain 

any reference to conjunctions at all and therefore would not be able to produce 

compound sentence elements such as wa harrama al-ribd (and 

forbidden usury). 

Salton (1989), op. cit., p. 391. 
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To deal with word-order and compound sentences, Chomsky developed another 

complex type of grammar known as transformational generative (TG). . 
In 

a transformation grammar, two components are required to produce an 

acceptable sentence: the base component and the transformation component. 

The base component of the grammar generates the so-called deep structure of 

the sentence which reflects the deep structure of the sentence that is not 

normally used in speech or writing (e. g. a passive voice sentence). The 

transformation component operates the basic component and generates the 

surface structure of the sentence which reflects actual use in speech or writing 

(e. g. an active voice sentence). In advancing this theory, Chomsky has drawn 

the assumption that each sentence has a `deep' structure underlying the 

`surface' structure which would actually be used in speech or writing. The deep 

structure can experience a variety of transformations of form on its way to the 

surface, while retaining the essential meaning of the sentence. Chomsky 

summarizes the generation of the sentence as: sentence generation begins from 

a PSG and selection of words from a lexicon to form the base of the grammar; 

their output is the deep structure. A scheme of transformational rules maps out 

the movement from deep structures to surface structures, and together they form 

the syntactic components of the sentence9. In other words, surface and deep 

structures are interrelated by an intricate series of transformations, and the place 

of the semantic component makes them capable of relating verses having the 

same meaning and derived from the same deep structure. Following Chomsky's 

pattern, the surface and deep structure can be represented in the two Qur'anic 

verses such as (Figure 4-2): 

"He has only forbidden you dead 
meat .... " (2: 173) 

"Forbidden to you are dead meat 
.... 

" (5: 3) 

(1Vtlt') 

`ý: off i... .. ýý fsºit CIAJ-Ao 

8 Chomsky, N. (1965), Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, M. I. T Press, Massachusetts. 
9 Ibid., 
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off 
NP 

S 

ON 
's 

rAAA ooýo 
Q Aj. % 

S: Sentence 
VP : Verb Phrase 
NP : Noun Phrase Figure 4-2a: deep structure of the Qur'anic statement (5 
PP : Proposition Phrase 
V: Verb 
N: Noun 
ART : Article 
AUX : Auxiliary 

NP VP 

\. J PP 
O 

zt& ý1 
a up 

Figure 4-2b: surface structure of the Qur'anic statement (Z-073) 

. Lit o 
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During the transformation process, the sequence of processes includes ellipses 

and word order and these are applied to the deep structure in order to produce a 

proper surface structure. Through these transformations, verses can change 

from the passive voice form into the active voice. Such a transformation can be 

shown in the case of the above two verses as: 

Operation Transformation Process 

"#r) 

Original hurrimat `alaykum al-maytah .. JI A&le CA.. r, 

Phrase marker hurimat `alaykum al-maytah iI rt e 6: P 

Active transformation haramat ̀ alaykumal-maytahIpý: "Y 
,. Subject - verb agreement harama ̀ alaykum al-maytah I Pry 

Final harrama ̀alaykm al-maytah 
AJL 

f, 

The final phrase marker is then checked to see whether it is derivable according 

to the base rules of transformational grammar, and, if so, it is accepted as a 

correct generalized marker, if not, it is discarded. However, the major 

disadvantage of TG is that it does not provide a basis for identifying similar 

verses which have a different structure orientation. For example consider: 

11, ... with plentiful fruits for you, 
from which you eat. " (23: 19) 

", .:. And with many benefits for 
you, from which you eat. " (23: 21) 

r 

'ß. L1... . loo, KX ;6; 8?: S'rtlA 41A 

The failure of transformation grammar to explain differences and similarities in 

the above two cases demands, however, a type of grammar able to deal with the 

problems of phrase synonyms recognition. 

Certainly, the reason for the failure to recognize these parallel meanings is due 

to the lack of semantic analysis. Moreover, the syntactic approach alone cannot 

normally be extended outside the boundaries of a single case. Furthermore, it is 
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not usually easy to predetermine what type of knowledge may be needed for 

particular semantic interpretations. The best way to overcome this type of 

failure is to establish a specialized type of grammar which includes all the 

necessary syntactical and semantic information appropriate to the exact case. 

4.2.3. Semantic analysis 

Semantic analysis is the stage of addressing the correctness of the meaning of 

the sentences by attaching to the words what it is agreed to call a meaningl0. In 

principle, syntactic analysis accompanies the generation of semantically 

implausible 'output. Of the various models for syntactic/semantic, 

representation, the Case Grammar (CG) of Fillmore appears to have the most 

explicit mechanism for relating formal language to natural language sentences. 

In his paper "A case for case" 11 Fillmore postulates that: "The sentence in its 

basic structure consists of a verb and one or more noun phrases, each associated 

with the verb in a particular case relationship. " 12 According to Fillmore, a 

sentence is made up of a proposition, a tenseless set of relationships involving 

verbs and nouns, separated from what might be called the modality constituent. 

This latter will include such modalities on the sentence-as-a-whole as negation, 

tense, mood, and aspect. 

. Fillmore names the mechanism for identifying the specific cases that allow for 

any particular verb as case frame13. The case frame for each verb indicates the 

relationships which are required in any sentence in which the verb appears and 

those relationships which are optional. Specifically, Fillmore's notions include 

the followingl4: 

10 Salton (1989), op. cit., p. 398. 
11 Fillmore, C. (1968), A Case for Case, in: Universals in Linguistic Theory, edited by Holt, 

Rinehart and Winston, NewYork, pp. 1-88. 
12 ibid., p. 21. 
13 Ibid., p. 23. 
14 Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
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Case identifiers Case definitions 

AGENME (A) The case of the instigator of an action. 
INsTRuMEWrAL (I) The case of the physical cause of an action. 

DAS (D) The case of the animate being affected by an action. 
FACrrrIVE (F) The case of the object or being resulting from the action. 
LocATIvE (L) The case of the location of the action. 
OBJECTIVE (0) The case of the final state or place of the action. 

However, taking for example the following - Qur'anic verse; Fillmore's 

notion will appear thus (Figure 4-3): 

"jHel brings forth the living from 
e dead and [He] brings forth the "j ht 

dead from the living .... " (30: 19) 

[(O)(F)..... ] verb 
[(the living)(the dead)..... ] brings 

F: al-hayy 6, a11 the living / 

0: al-mayit ,:. JI the dead roDositions 

OO 
er 

CºA. JI tilt 

Modularity 

Declarative 

On the line of Saltonl5, when the analysis is operated, the CG compares the 

expectations embodied in case frames and fills the slots with the appropriate 

sentence units. This process is done by using the case identifiers and by 

reference to the special marks accompanied to the case definitions (e. g. 

prepositions, conjunctions etc. ). The deep structure is established by a tree in 

which the noun phrases are dominated by states indicating their role relations, 

15 Salton (1989), op. cit., p. 402. 
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and a standard set of transformational rules operates to produce the appropriate 

surface structure. By this process, the CG identifies the verb yukhrij tj4 

(brings) and then compares the case identifiers embodied in the case frames 

which is min &' (from) preposition and then fills the slots with the appropriate 

verse units. For instance, al-hayy -%j) (the living) will be filled into the slot 

FAcTnivE and al-mayit a. 11 (the dead) will be filled into the slot onn cTtvE. 

Also CG will recognize the absence of the subject Allah -isl (God) because of 

the emptiness of the slot AGENTTVE. Unfortunately the major disadvantage in CG 

is that the above verse will be recognized by CG only if the first part is entered. 

. 
In other words, if either of the two parts has been entered and analysed, for 

instance, CG will insist that al-hayy i) is treated as FAC VE and al-mayit 

. sl. treated as a oBJECrIva, and will not interchange them (i. e. CG will reject 

the interchange that has happened in the second part of the verse). This means 

that the CG cannot deal with linguistic problems that require interpretations for 

semantically ambiguous statements. 

To overcome this type of complexity Katz and Fodor have developed 

techniques for dealing with semantic problems within the framework of 

transformation grammar16. In their article "The Structure of a Semantic 

Theory" the authors propose two components for a semantic theory: a dictionary 

and a set of projection rules. The dictionary will provide, for every lexical item 

(or word) in the language, a phonological description, a syntactic or 

grammatical portion. The lexical entries in the dictionary or lexicon contain 

two primary parts: the grammatical portion and the semantic portion. The 

former provides grammatical markers, to identify the possible grammatical uses 

of the word, while the latter includes semantic markers and distinguishers, 

which are used to distinguish the various senses of each grammatical use of the 

16 K=, J. and Fodor, J. (1963), The Structure of a Semantic Theory, Language, 39,2(1), 
pp. 170-210. 
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word to disambiguate the word. To follow this theory, let us take for example, 

the Qur'anic verse: 

"al-na'm and the trees bow 
themselves' (55: 6) 

wýY 

According to al-Qurtubi, the word al-najm Lit has two lexical meanings 

"star" which goes directly to the lexical meaning of the word and hence 

provides the general meaning of the verse that both the star and the trees 

together are meant to demonstrate that near and far things prostrate themselves 

to the greatness of God. Another meaning to the word al-najm ". XI is 

"stemless plant" (shrub), which accords with the sequence of the words and 

meaning in the phrase as well as the rest of the chapter17. This, however, 

means that the two meanings, which are attached to the word al-najm ) by 

interpretation, will be provided in the dictionary as star and shrub. The 

dictionary entry for the word al-najm iI would include markers to allow for 

disambiguation. This process of applying the projection rules to the verse and 

its semantic markers results in different interpretations of the meaning in the 

verse based on all possible combinations of semantic markers. Thus the two 

words al-najm ß.: 1I and al-shajar will give the following two possible 

combinations of markers: 

(1) al-thajar (1) + al-najm (1) , where al-najm means star 
(2) al-ih-ajar (1) + al-najm (2), where al-najm means shrub 

By checking the verb and the combinations in the dictionary, the grammar 

eliminates the sense (1) because the word al-shajar ja..: JI requires al-najm r. ": ýý 

to be shrub. However, for the grammar to justify the first meaning of al-najm 
1 as star, a combination in the verse is required such as al-najm wa 

al-&ms ß. l1 j (the star and the sun), or al-najm wa al-gamar 

y. xýlý ß. L33 (the star and the moon) or any physical object of a similar 

17 l-Qurtubi, op. cit., vol. XVU, pp. 153-154. 
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nature. Certainly this is not the case in every situation, where the semantic 

markers can distinguish such combinations. In many cases, the semantic 

meanings require an outside knowledge which could be beyond the capability of 

Katz and Fodor's semantic grammar. For instance, in the following two verses 

the word hudd sJA , with the literal meaning "right guidance", has been used 

metaphorically in both positions: 

".... Say: ̀ God's guidance is that 
real guidance.... " (2: 120) 

". .. Say: `Guidance is God's 
guidance .... " (3: 73) 

JiJ 
V 

(1Y"ý'f. 1 

«.... , is; sJA 

According to al-Karamäni the word hudd sjA in the first verse refers to the 

direction of the Ka'bah as implied by the context and the occasion of revelation, 

while in the second verse, the word refers to the religion of Islaml8. As a 

matter of fact, the word hudd s" has appeared in its metaphorical use in the 

Qur'an in fourteen occurrences as reported by al-Tha`älibIi9, and in sixteen 

occurrences as reported by al-Damaghäni2O, while Abdus Sattar who reviewed 

the commentators' interpretations on hudä Zs.. * reported thirty-three different 

meanings2l. These are given below: 22 

al-tawfiq r+sýl (consistence) as in (1: 5) 
al-fawäb yl,.. ýl (right) as in (2: 5) 
al-istibsär J JI (endowment with reason) as in (2: 16) 
al-rasül J)-jjI (messenger) as in (2: 38) 
al-kitäb =sit (God's book) as in (2: 38) 
al-qiblah I (direction of praying) as in (2: 120) 
ba`&t al-nabiyy %: s; (the rising of the Prophet) as in (2: 159) 
al-tabit -; "- ýI (confirmation) as in (2: 213) 
al-ingitä` al-hujjah I; I (separation from evidence) as in (2: 258) 
al Islam (religion) as in (. 3: 73) 
al-ta`lbn yl (teaching) as in (4: 26) 

18 al-KaramAnI, op. cit., p. 50. 
19 al-Tha`älibi, op. cit., pp. 270-272. 
20 al-Damaghäni, op. cit., pp. 473-476. 
21 Abdus Sattar, M. (1978), wujuh al-Qur'an: A Branch of Tafsir Literature, Islamic Studies, 

17(2), pp. 137-152. 
22 Abdus Sattar asserts that the interpretations of the word hudä have been collected from 

different sources in which it is not necessary that each and every meaning recorded above 
should be agreeable to all scholars of the Qur'an. He also claimed that if any meaning is 
apparently taken by the reader to be at first glance unreasonable, reference to the authentic 
sources in accordance with the context may in fact make it reasonable. 
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al fadl Jz"U1 (superiority) as in (4: 5 1) 
al-ma`rifah ":, ". ýý (knowledge) as in (6: 97) 
al-Sunnah . Lil (practice) as in (6: 90) 
al-dalälah `ala aljannah I N-I (guidance to Paradise) as in (10: 9) 
al-isläh Z5k.. 41 (correction) as in (12: 52) 
al-da'wah yC. JI (invitation) as in (13: 7) 
al-iman OL, 411 (faith) as in (19: 76) 
al-dalli W. ºUI (sign) as in (20: 10) 
al-ilhäm ey, l (inspiration) as in (20: 50) 
al-=wt `ala al-Islam it cjil (death on Islam) as in (20: 82) 
al-hifi I (protection) as in (22: 54) 
al-irshäd ,, UJIº1 (direction) as in (28: 22) 
al-ta`rif i_yWl (determination) as in (28: 56) 
al-tagdim (sending forward) as in (37: 23) 
al-Tawrah sIjI (the Torah) as in (40: 53) 
amrMubammad -_- j (the mission of Muhammad) as in (47: 32) 
al-Qur'an ,;, T ij (the Qur'an) as in (53: 23) 
al-tawhld ,-I (monotheism) as in (61: 9) 
al-istirjä' t"4P (reclamation) as in (64: 11) 
al-bayän 'til (explanation) as in (76: 3) 
al-Lhhawäb yI, jI (reward) as in (92: 12) 
al-idhkär jW11 (reminding) as in (93: 7) 

In this case the lexicon has to be fed with all the above meanings and their verse 

numbers in order to supply the states in the networks with the required semantic 

data, yet still the grammar cannot disambiguate the metaphorical homographic 

use of the word as indicated in the Qur'an without additional external 

knowledge. The typical system to deal with this kind of difficulty should be 

supplied initially by all the necessary syntactic and semantic information and 

also connected with a database to retrieve any specialized knowledge in the 

narrow subject specialization. This is normally referred to as discourse 

analysis. 

4.2.4. Knowledge-based analysis 

A knowledge-based analysis is an integration of syntactic and semantic analysis 

with a specific body of knowledge that allows the user to deal with more 

sophisticated aspects of language and discourse. As a basic part of its function, 

a knowledge-based analysis classifies the concepts of interest and specifies 

certain relationships between the entities by supplying facts and relations from 

the database. The most influential declarative knowledge-based representation 

schemes are Semantic Nets and Frame Models. 
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The basic functional unit of Semantic Networks (SNs) is a structure consisting 

of two points, or "nodes", linked by an "arc". Each node represents some 

concept and the arc represents a relation between pairs of concepts. Such pairs 

` of related concepts may be thought of as representing a simple fact. Nodes are 

labelled with the name of the relevant relation. Moreover, any node may be 

linked to any number of other nodes, thus giving rise to the formation of a 

network of facts. For example, take the following four Qur'anic verses: 

"And We created man of clay, of 
moulded mud" (15: 26) 

"And We created man and know 
what his own self murmurs within 
him.... " (50: 16) 

"We created man in drudgery" 
(90: 4) 

"We created man in the best shape" 
(95: 4) 

i+ý ü; ýi-' I-i. r! v-ýº+' 11313. ý3. lý 
If 10 (Y1: 1o ) «ejjL 

6LA 

45ý4 

ý-', 

Lai& 

(IAO 

These verses will be presented in the verb node khalaq jl& (created) in a 

network as follows (Figure 4-4): 

ciio . W% uw j--äLO W ir41 

U 

all. 
U 

4.11 Lt tjw1. rV rJ* ire. ' 41 
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A great disadvantage, however, in the Semantic Nets is the kind of knowledge 

representation that needs to be in the nodes. For instance, a distinction is 

needed to be made between a general statement such as "Divorced women shall 

wait by themselves three menstrual courses ... " (2: 228) 
it ILI 

which concerns all women who are divorced and hence indicates all the 

members of a class, and a specific statement such as "0 you who believe, if you 

marry believing women, and you divorce them before you touch them, you shall 

have no waiting period to reckon on them .... " (33: 49) 
/ -. -I "'. - -ý ýiýý ýf /dir11 / r"r ýi 

"J 
ýi 

tiý 
r! ri a 

S. u , "r i 
ýU& ý. a: r"r"ý vI v- w týs*ýTýS r ýý.... 

J$ t, i ý}i. i, 
. iI t{atýý 

which refers to a specific class of women; those who are divorced and who have 

not been touched. 

Compare the distinction between an attributive statement such as ".... And the 

bearing and the weaning of him is thirty months .... " (46: 15) 

which calculates the period for both the bearing and the weaning, and a 

referential statement such as ".... Mothers are to suckle their children for two 

complete years, for whoever so desires to complete suckling .... " (2: 233) 

L Li iL I C; -j "I- 6;, 
-J 

A", ý. J-. - &a ii -j , 
Al 

which calculates only the period of weaning. However, through the process of 

interpretation it may be concluded that the minimum period for bearing is six 

months. 

Also a distinction should be drawn between a reference to a general address 

such as "0 you Prophet, when you divorce women, divorce them after their 
period, and count the period ... " (65: 1) 

iz 
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which is addressed to all Muslims through the Prophet, and a reference to a 

particular address such as "0 you Prophet, why do you prohibit that which God 

has made lawful to you, seeking the contentment of your wives.... " (66: 1) 

, 
ý.. il. er J1 X11) J. t; -1 --P `' [: C, 

i 
which is addressed only in time to the Prophet. 

Thus to interpret knowledge-based data clearly, distinctions must be drawn 

within the different states of the networks. This in turn requires introducing 

more flexible networks to deal with a greater variety of data structures; these are 

called Frame Models. The idea of the Frame Model (FMs) is a structure that 

describes a particular concept by listing elements of importance in the particular 

context, and provides information that could be relevant to that concept. 23 For 

instance, with reference to the Qur'anic data, the frame al-nikdh tLLth 

(marriage) describes the conditions, viz, `adad al-talgdt cti Ij. L& (times of 

divorce), al-`iddah $. WI (waiting period); the participants, viz, al-zawj t j3J1 

(husband), al-zawjah LJI (wife), al-waliyy , $11 (wife's representative), 

al-Lh_uhad ., I (witnesses); the activities, viz, al-saddq jIJ. &II (dowry), 

al-'aqd il ail (contract); and any other special related data that could be 

attached to the marriage concept. In that sense, the frame al-nikdh ZWil will 

assume the role of the head concept instead of the verb, as would happen in the 

case grammar of Fillmore. Later the frame will be related to each of the other 

frames, through different forms, to constitute conceptual frame networks. This 

means that the frame al-nikdh tLi il will be connected with the frame al-taldq 

, Sd&1I, the frame al-`iddah s, sAil and other frames where concepts have assumed 

playing the role of the head frames. Unfortunately, because information 

describing particular events and situations is not always available, many slot 

positions will be filled only when the corresponding information becomes 

. available. For instance, the absence of the word nikdh tti in the verse 

3 Minsky, M. (1975), A Framework for Representing Knowledge, in: The Psychology of 
" Computer Vision, edited by P. Winston, NewYork, pp. 211-277. 
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"Prohibited to you are your mother, 
and your daughters, and your 
sisters,... " (4: 23) 

'rý', sýýj Cýº: ý 
Al 

ß'Ni ,. J-ax 
(rr: t) «... . 

will result in this verse not being related to the frame al-nikah tts if and hence 

it will not be linked in the network with the marriage conditions for persons 

who are forbidden to be married. Similarly, this can happen in other verses 

wherein instead of the words fed in the data their synonyms are mentioned, such 

as the existence of the word al-ajr (dowry) in the Qur'an to referring to 

al-fadäq aL4 . 
This also necessitates a distinction of the homographs, since 

al-ajr %, I is used in the Qur'an to represent a meaning such as salary or 

deeds. Specific problems may also arise in deciding, for example, whether a 

given piece of information should fill a slot in an existing frame, or should be 

represented by a separate frame, or a subframe of another frame. 

We may, therefore, conclude that human experts are of limited help in 

constructing an extended knowledge-based analysis that reflects the richness of 

the human background and the metaphor of the natural language notion as 

amplified in the Qur'anic style. The Qur'an functions in a complex world, 

undisturbed by the blindness and limited intelligence of a man-made machine. 

In that sense, deep knowledge cannot be transferred to an automatic system. 

The reason is the important fact that any statement, whatever its simplicity, 

should be considered in its context as well as against the background of the time 

of communication. However, the limits of the rules that express the natural 

language can successfully be transferred to a mathematical formula and hence 

to a machine, but it will always fail to reflect the metaphor inherent in the deep 

structure of the statement. This view may be supported by three kinds of 

philosophical evidences. First, what the computer in principle can/cannot do: in 

principle it is impossible to design an artificial system which also possesses 

self-consciousness. A self-conscious system understands what it is doing and 
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does not simply react to meaningless rules24. Secondly, parallelism/non- 

parallelism between human thinking and computer ability: the systems which 

simulate human thinkers would have to be equipped with an enormous amount 

of knowledge in order to cope with the specific human knowledge that people 

actually know and use 25 Thirdly, when term and subject indexing are 

performed manually by trained subject experts, the terms and phrases usually 

require an intellectual effort which is sufficient to permit reasonably 

unambiguous interpretations. At present all automatic text-generation systems 

are based on extracting relevant parts from a stored knowledge-based data, and 

the problems that have been dealt with in the above section in the area of 

intelligent systems thus remain open questions. 

4.3. Automatic Indexing 

Thus far the analysis described above has not involved indexing. The entire text 

of the Qur'an was stored in machine readable form and was analyzed in its full- 

text form. However, indexing a text involves a selection of a set of terms from 

the entire document that represent implicitly the subject matter of the document. 

In many cases indexing is still done manually, and this is why the documentary 

system shows a certain amount of inconsistency (i. e. judgements regarding 

relevance influence manual indexing) in the quality of the service offered. 

However, for the purpose of this study, this section will be limited only to the 

automatic generation of the index language of single descriptors such as the 

adjective, noun, adverb type and automatic phrase generation such as the noun- 

noun, noun-adjective type. The fundamental rationale used for indexing the 

terms automatically has been similar in all experiments, though the theoretical 

approaches differ slightly among themselves. The sound foundation of this 

method is that the content of a document is specifiable for retrieval purposes by 

24 Searle, J. R. (1980), Minds, Brains, and Programs, The Behavioural and Brain Science, 3, 
pp. 417-424. 

25 Were, Y. (1989), Cognitive Aspects of Computer Supported Tasks, Newyork, p. 186. 
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a word list, by eliminating the function words (pronouns, articles, conjunctions, 

etc. ) that are characterized by high frequency of occurrences in the text, 

provided that the frequency of occurrences of the remaining words is likely to 

indicate the subject matter of that text26. The earliest proposals for automatic 

indexing, which were made by Luhn and Baxendale, will be referred to as the 

statistical approach27. The techniques suggested by Luhn and followed by 

Baxendale are: the significance of a word is to be a function of its frequency 

within the documentation in such a way that common words (pronouns, 

prepositions, articles, conjunctive adverbs, copula, auxiliary verbs, and 

quantitive adjectives) and least frequency words . are not to be considered 

significant; only "words lying in the frequency range above least frequent are to 

be considered28. However, testing Luhn's and Baxendale's techniques on the 

following Qur'anic verses will highlight the validity of such an assumption for 

the Qur'anic text. Take, for example, the following verses: 

"Say: `I take refuge with the Lord 
of the creation, from the evil of 
what He has created, and from the 
evil of the complete darkness when 
it enshrouds, and from the evil of 
those (women) who inspire 
complexities, and from the evil of 
an envier when he envies. " (113: 1- 
5) 

ey,! j ," . mss.. ý. 

Applying Luhn's and Baxendale's steps to the above verses, first all the 

common words, which are ý; j ýý, i" ý" V ý. ýýi ýý ý3ý1 and jG 
have to be 

eliminated. Secondly, the remaining text words are stored in alphabetical order 

and the frequency of each is recorded. This is considered in the following table: 

26 Lancaster (1972), op. cit. p. 153. 
27 Luhn's attempt was actually directed towards creating an automatic abstract, but the 

principle used by him was almost the same as for those used in automatic indexing. Luhn, 
H. P. (1958), The Automatic Creation of Literature Abstracts, IBM Journal Res. Dev. 2,2, 
pp. 159-165. See also Baxendale, P. B. (1958), Machine Made Index for Technical 
Literature-An Experiment. IBM Journal Res. Dev. 2,4, pp. 354-361. 

28 Luhn calculated the significant factor Si by squaring the number pi of significant words in 
the cluster i and dividing this square by the total number qi of words in cluster i: Si= pi/gi. 
On the other hand, Baxendolesays that n (the number chosen to yield an index with the 
desired number of entries) should be equal to 0.5 per cent of the number of words in the 
document. I 
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word occurrence frequency 

hasad, häsid J. (envier, envies) 2 
khalaq j-is (created) 1 
rabb YJ (Lord) 1 
harr (evil) 4 
`ugad (complexities) 1 
ghäsiq k (darkness) 1 
falaq (creation) 1 
naffäththät (inspire) 1 
waqab ; ýý (enshrouds) 1 

Thirdly, the most frequently occurring words are selected to act as index terms 

for the document. However, application of Luhn's significant factor to the 

above frequency numbers identifies the word Sparr (evil) as the index term 

for these verses (Baxendale's criterion is less helpful here because it is mainly 

based on larger documents). Finally, the selected word is stored with the 

document identification to represent its content and to provide a surrogate that 

can be searched in response to a subject request. 

Another experiment similar in principle but different in approach to Luhn's and 

Baxendale's experiments is that of Oswald29. Oswald's experiment in 

automatic indexing differs from Luhn's and Baxendale's experiments in that it 

employs juxtaposition of significant words as the basic unit to automatically 

generate indexes to include groups of words as well as single words. So he 

combines the notion of significance as a function of word frequency and the 

notion of significance as a function of word groupings. In principle, the 

strategy of Oswald is that, by excluding all the words whose function is 

essentially syntactic (articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc. ) along with 

qualifiers of little semantic importance (good, very, etc. ), only words that are 

significant in the document are retained. The frequency of the retained words is 

counted, including every juxtaposition of two or more words which forms a 

29 Oswald, V. A., Jr. et al (1959), Automatic Indexing and Abstracting of the Contents of 
Documents. RADC-TR-59-208, prepared for the Rome Air Development Center, U. S. Air 
Force, 31, pp. 5-34,59-133. 
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significant word group. Finally, words with frequency occurrence that exceed a 

certain threshold will be exhibited as a phrase head. However, with the use of 

phrase heads and co-occurrences of remaining words in the verse, a variety of 

two-word phrases will be formed. To illustrate these criteria, the technique will 

be examined in relation to the following Qur'anic verses: 

"When the earth quakes with a 
mighty quaking, and the earth casts 
forth its burdens, and man says, 
`What ails her? ' On that day, she 
will make known her tidings, that 
your Lord has revealed to her. On 
that day, people will issue forth in 
concourses to behold their deeds. 
So, whoever has done an atom's 
weight of good, will behold it. And 
whoever has done an atom's weight 
of evil, will behold it. " (99: 1-8) 

yj t- 

jti: Car, i -Luf «nY fl3 
?1 JL W! !? ý ;;; 5 

Applying Oswalds' steps to the above verses, first all the common words which 

are .3i if ijit,. 01 , &. A, -I and 1; I have to be eliminated. The remaining text 

words are stored in alphabetical order and the frequency of each is recorded. 

This is set out in the following table: 

word occurrence frequency 

athgäl jahä) (burdens[her]) 1 
akhbär[ahd] La, (tidings[her]) 1 
and 
a ̀ mdll ahem) 

LAI ýL. 1 
(earth) 
de ds[their]) 1 

insdn (man) 1 
cj.. hayr (good deeds) 1 
rab(ak) d_ i (Lord[your]) 1 
zulzilat, zilzdl[ahä] 4J13JJ, J3J) (quakes, quaking[her]) 2 
jharr }.. ý, (evil deeds) 1 
nid0l dharrah I'A Jam, (an atom's weight) 2 
nas U LJ (people) 1 
yawma'izin "J... (in that day) 2 

According to Oswald's assumption, the index headings that are to be selected 

based on the above frequencies will be mithgäl dharrah 8jý; jti. as it has the 

highest frequency as well as being the index phrase. 
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It seems that the characterization of the term frequency is of little use for the 

purpose of actual Qur'anic indexing, for six reasons. First, it should be noted 

that any frequency measure breaks down when dealing with very low 

frequencies. All methods are assumed to select any word which meets the 

threshold frequency, but this results in several significant terms being missed. 

Secondly, the frequency approach attempts to use no more than the occurrences 

of word spellings and their relative distances in the document environment, 

therefore words, regardless of their spelling, could be homographic (such as 

yawma'izin "r, which refers to the day of Judgement), synonyms (such as 

al-insän and al-näs DWI which both refer to mankind but are 

distinguished as two different terms) or connected pronouns (such as hd L* 

which refers to the earth). This certainly eliminates the possibilities of accurate 

term statistics and in many cases it generates terms which are too specific or too 

broad to be useful for indexing purposes. Thirdly, the occurrence of the high 

frequency terms may attract other words that may not be ideal index terms. 

Fourthly, the elimination of inseparable function words or connected pronouns 

can hardly be recognized by the computer program. Fifthly, the process, which 

is dependent only on term frequencies and term co-occurrences, will in the 

absence of the syntactic criteria generate a meaningless combination and 

valueless phrase for retrieval purposes. In other words, the probability of 

having a meaningful useful phrase that expresses the subject matter adequately 

is very limited. This, however, again calls for a real linguistic sentence analysis 

which has been discussed above. Sixthly, the theory when examined in relation 

to the selected verses of the Qur'an requires their manual isolation to enable the 

related verses to share a single concept. Further, the specificity of the index 

terms and the cross-references provided between terms present a complexity 
that cannot be solved without the contribution of human labour. Therefore, in 

I terms of cost-effectiveness, automatic phrase-formation is not worth the effort. 
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However, as a result of this limitation (i. e. computer's inability to act as human 

intelligence), the other alternative is to use the computer as a tool. This means 

that the users call for knowledge which they think is required in a particular 

situation, and retrieve it from the database which should store the information 

exactly as it will be requested not as free-text searching. This in turn means that 

the database for the purpose of its interaction with the user must be stored in a 

machine to enable it to be retrieved by conventional searching devices. 

4.4. Conventional Searching Devices 

In automatic text processing, the computer reduces the information from the 

sequences of letters and spaces into machine readable form and then conducts 

special programs to process sentences through its database. A database is a 

complex pattern of programs and data, used for storing and retrieving large 

amounts of information. However, for the purpose of the present study, 

database will be defined as a collection of data which can be accessed only at 

the active request of the user. As a first step to establish a Qur'anic database 

system, the entire text of the Qur'an has to be fed into the internal storage 

memory of the computer. The second step is to recognize and identify 

individual text words. The computer program reads the word requested and 

carries out the matching process and identifies the word (or word part). 

One important searching consideration that should be taken into account is 

whether the Qur'anic text will be compiled in the database by its orthographic 

script or fed by the modem Arabic writing system. . 
After the Prophet 

Muhammad's death the Qur'an in its written form was compiled in strict 

observance of the autography of the `Uthmanic copy. Nowadays, in its printed 

form, the Qur'an, compared to the usual Arabic writing system, shows many 

peculiarities. The following are examples of these peculiarities: 
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1. The letter hamzah on wäw j as in is replaced by a separated hamzah 

f thus --ij. jJl , 

2. The end case of the letter td marbütah 8 as in 33 j.. 1 is replaced by td' 

maftühah at thus d1,.. ) . 

3. The two letters wäw auf Ij which present the plural pronoun as attached to 

the verb as in I j, 4 are replaced by the letter wäw j thus j'4 . 

4. The double letters ldm as in I are condensed to a single letter j thus 

ý., w 1. 

5. The double letters yä' u as in 1l is condensed to a single letter thus 

w"Jýl .. 

6. The letter säd ,,, " in some cases such as J is replaced by the letter sin uw 

thus x. 1. ýºý . 

7. The letter auf I in some cases such as eýi. 4 is replaced by the letter wäw, 3 

thus ssl. dl . 

8. The letter alif I is often written on top of a letter as in U! 1, instead of after 

it thus L W1. 

Software compilers do in fact consider these two different approaches towards 

putting the Qur'anic text into the computer as a database. Either it has been 

compiled with its peculiarities from `Uthmanic copy, an approach which is 

taken by al-`Alamiyyah software compilers, or is compiled according to the 

modem Arabic writing system, the approach which is adopted by Salsabeel 

software compilers. The two approaches have their advantages and 

disadvantages, and both are linked by the searching facility, time consumption 

and cost-effectiveness. With regard to the ̀ Uthmanic copy, which is the natural 

form in the form of the Qur'an printed today and which fully satisfies the 
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Muslim user, the user has to search through the Qur'anic peculiarities, which is 

a difficult process. Whereas if the Qur'an has been transcribed into the database 

through the modern Arabic writing system, which does not fully satisfy the 

Muslim user, the seaiching process will follow the modern Arabic writing 

system, which is an easy process. 

To solve this problem the searching system devices must be considered, as their 

capability is more important than user satisfaction. In general, any free-text 

searching process is based on a comparison of the individual characters of the 

entry for the word with the words in the stored texts. For instance, asking the 

computer to search for the word cLAss NG, the computer will locate all 

occurrences of the words ct, assirrc, but not CLnssincATION. This is due to the 

fact, that all text searching systems suffer from the inflexibility inherent in exact 

character-matching. One way of overcoming this limitation, which is provided 

by all computer searching devices, is the truncation process: the process for 

searching the word by its stem. A convenient form of truncation approach is 

through the use of the strings "*" which are used to denote an unlimited number 

of arbitrary characters30. However, searching for the complete words that share 

with the word cLassut, the same stem requires the user to truncate the stem to 

CLASSIF. So the process will be operated as ccLAAssIp*, and the computer will 

locate CLAsswmG, CLASSIFICATION, CLASSIR, and CLASSID. Forward truncation 

can also be used as well as back truncation, for example *cLASSIF*, which will 

locate, in addition to the above, xucLsswIcAnoN. The truncation process is a 

I very convenient device in computer searching, but it should be used with great 

care in the process of reducing the word to its stem. For instance, reducing the 

word MAssmCATION into cuss instead of cr. Ass'F will result in matching other 

unrequired words, such as CLASSROOM, CLASSICAL, CLASSICISM, etc. Moreover, 

30 There are other symbols to be used to indicate truncation such as # and ?. This depends 
implicitly on the program being used. 
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applying the truncation process on a simple word like *KBR JA. *, (ignoring the 

vowel signs) will match MTKBR n" , MsrKBR ý;. " and, KBRYA' "td j. t. An 

important advantage of truncation in Arabic is that a great number of words in 

the text can be retrieved, though one great disadvantage of the truncation 

process, in its application to the Arabic language, is that truncation serves as a 

means of matching words that do not suffer from internal disruption such as 

ArTKBR and KBRYA' ,L4 but which do not match those which do suffer 

from internal disruption such as m-xKBAR The reason for this is that 

infixes in the Arabic language disrupt the sequence of the radicals of the word 

form, and reduce the efficiency of the truncation device which is devised to 

retrieve the various forms of prefixes and suffixes in English words. As a 

matter of fact, the real difficulty of Arabic lies in its richness not only in 

prefixes and suffixes but in infixes as well. This internal inflection of Arabic 

words is the main reason for the low efficiency of the Arabic language in its 

interaction with self-determined computer retrieval systems. 

For practical reasons, this fact has been admitted by al-'Alamiyyah software 

compilers who state that string matching is inoperable in the case of the Arabic 

language because of the inflectional nature of most of its vocabularies31 " 
However, al-'Alamiyyah software provides for searching by natural forms - 

either with affix or without - as well as by roots. 32 Indeed, searching through 

the natural form of the word has disadvantages, for example, in putting too great 

a burden on the searchers as they have to guess at the matching term in the 

machine format33, while searching by root has the disadvantage of matching 

unrequired words, due to the absence of the vowel signs. For example, 

searching through the Qur'anic database for an unvocalized three-radical root 

31 Ali, Nabil (1989), a! fahm al-autumäti lil-`Arabiyyah al-maktübah ghayr al-mshkülah, 
Proceeding of Second Conference on Arabic Computational Linguistics, Kuwait, 
pp. 462-470. [Arabic text] 

32 Ibid., 
33 This disadvantage is clearly also found in Salsabeel software which uses only whole word 

matching system. 
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such as MMC 416 results in matching five different words viz, MILK 1 f. (landed 

property), MULK L (supreme authority), MArrx 4. (king), Mu4x di. (angel), 

and MALAKA . si (lay hands). This means that if the searcher is looking for only 

one of these words in particular in the database, he will receive all these words 

on each occasion of searching. As a matter of fact, although the use of the 

vowel signs in Arabic print seems to be optional and only necessary in cases of 

possible misunderstanding of the word, the vowel signs should be used without 

exception in computer free-text searching. This is extremely important in the 

case of the Qur'an since vowel signs are an essential part of it. This fact has 

been expressed by Bathurst thus: Arabic language in normal print is required to 

be interpreted rather than read. This is due to the absence of the short vowels 

and the existence of the prefixed and infixed letters in Arabic words34. 

Thus far it has been assumed that the search is for an individual word, but in 

practice the searchers would normally think of more than one word to describe 

the subject in which they are interested. The conventional way for the computer 

to handle synonym words is through the use of logical operators, known as 

Boolean operators, AND, OR, and NOT. For instance, if the searcher is looking 

for the verses including insän c, L,.; j (man), the search should be compiled in 

the form: 

*ins AND *nds 
ý, ýi 

However, for searching all the words concerning insdn . ut ) this formula 

should be extended to the form: 

(*ins OJI * AND *nds ý, u *) NOT (mustänistn ., eý"oR tasta'nis ($i ") 

Searching by means of the Boolean strategy meets with success only if the 

specified item is matched exactly by the requested one. Obviously, this is 

related to the degree to which the searcher is able to think of all possible words 

34 Bathurst, R. D. (1971), Automatic Alphabetization of Arabic Words: A Problem Graphic 
Morphology and Combinational Logic, in: The Computer in Literary and Linguistic 
Research, edited by Wisbey, R., Cambridge, pp. 185-190. 
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that might represent a single concept, a fact that puts an inefficient and 

impractical burden on the searcher. The Boolean strategy of searching is used 

by the ICC's Qur'anic Database35 and these limitations are noted. 

From the above it is clear that the major problem actually lies in the relevant 

information that is expected to be found by direct means and the real available 

data in the database. However, the basic failures of all the approaches discussed 

earlier should be considered in terms of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

man-machine dialogue. In general the searching techniques above could be 

provided for three forms of dialogue: Form-Fill-In dialogue, Question-Answer 

dialogue, and Menu-Selection dialogue. In Form-Fill-In dialogue style the 

computer presents the user with blank captions on the display that require the 

user to fill them in. The advantages of this style are that it is quick to use and 

easy to learn. The disadvantage is that it gives opportunity for typing mistakes. 

Hammond and his associates found that about one-third of the errors in 

computer systems were the result of mistyping, and half of these were due to 

using the correct key, with the wrong shift36. In the question-answer dialogue 

style the computer asks a series of questions followed by a sequence of 

responses given by the user. This leads in turn either to further questions or to 

the data requested. The advantages of this style are that it is easy to use, easy to 

learn, and easy to program. The disadvantages are that it is inflexible once 

structured37 and experience shows that it has a negative psychological effect on 

the user since it is the computer which is raising the questions. Also both of the 

above dialogues still have to cope with the problems that have resulted from 

truncation, root searching, and Boolean operators. In menu-selection dialogue, 

the computer provides a list of options and the user selects one of them by either 

pointing at it or keying the applicable code. This leads in turn either to further 

35 Islamic Computing Center, op. cit. 36 Hammond, N., Long, J., Clark, I., Barnard, P. and Marton, J. (1980), Documenting Human- 
Computer Mismatch in Interactive Systems, Proceedings of the 9th International 
Symposium on Human Factors in Telecommunications, pp. 17-24. 

37 Watts, R. A. (1984), Introducing Interactive Computing, Manchester, p. 62. 
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menus or to the information required. Galitz states that menu screens are 

effective because they utilize the more powerful human capability of 

recognition rather than the weaker reca1138. Another advantage is that working 

with menus reminds the users of available options and information they may not 

be aware of or may have forgotten. However, the main disadvantages of menu 

selection are that they are slow to use in large systems, and that there is limited 

choice per menu. 

Technically, Shneiderman identifies three basic kinds of menus that can be 

found on screens: single menu, a single menu confined to one screen; linear 

sequence menu, a series of choices passed on to two or more screens to 

complete and presenting one choice at time, and multipath menu which provides 

a path of choices through a tree structure of a network39. Galitz offers the 

following seven types of single menus: (1) Binary choice, which presents a pair 

of choices (e. g. YIN), (2) Multiple item which provides more than two choices, 

(3) Extended, a lengthy list of options which extends beyond one screen, 

(4) Pop-up, which applies through windowing technique, (5) Permanent, a 

permanently displayed menu on the screen, (6) Multiple selection, a list of 

alternative options allowing for more than one choice, and (7) Embedded, a 

selection from choices within the data itself40. 

Several studies have been conducted on multipath menu to find out how many 

items will be placed on one menu and how many levels it will include. 

Regarding the former, Lee and MacGregor show that four to eight choices per 

menu screen are best4l, while Paap and Roske-Hofstrand have concluded that a 

menu containing up to sixty-four items, if it were organized into logical groups, 

38 Galitz, W. 0. (1989), Handbook of Screen Format Design, Wellesley, Mass., p. 177. 
39 Shneiderman, B. (1987), Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective Human- 

Computer Interaction, Reading, MA., pp. 88-105. 
40 Glitz, op. cit., p. 179. 
41 Lee, E. and MacGregor, J. (1985), Minimizing User Search Time in Menu Retrieval Systems, 

Human Factors, 27(2), pp. 157-162. 
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could be suitable42. However, regarding the number of levels, a study by Dray 

and his associates found that one level was easiest to learn43, but Kiger has 

concluded that a lower number of levels (2 to 3) and an intermediate number of 

choices (4 to 8) results in faster, more accurate performance as compared to 

fewer or greater numbers of levels and choices44. Elsewhere, in a study 

conducted to compare the efficiency of selecting the items from the menu by 

number codes versus mnemonic codes, Perlman found that numbered codes 

were searched about twice as fast as lettered codes45. Whereas Shinar and 

Stern have demonstrated that mnemonically coded menus can be searched 

significantly faster than menus with numeric codes46. 

Nevertheless, the Menu-Selection dialogue is very adequate for use on the 

Arabic language. The reason for choosing the menu selection as a screen 

display in this service was based on six, important advantages. First, the menu 

selection eliminates the problems caused by the nature of Arabic language in the 

sense that the system saves the searcher from retrieving the request through 

truncation, stem root, or Boolean algebra, which have their own defects. 

Secondly, the menu selection reduces the number of keystrokes and hence the 

typing mistakes. Thirdly, the menu selection gives the user a positive 

psychological framework since it is he who controls the system. Fourthly, the 

menu selection takes the load off the searcher's brain, that arises from having to 

guess the correct term that matches the computer's memory. Fifthly, the menu 

selection suits all types of user, the naive as well as the expert. Sixthly, the 

most important fact which must be dealt with in a final discussion is that it 

42 Paap, K. R. and Roske-Hofstrand, RJ. (1986), The Optimal Number of Menu Optional per 
Panel, Human Factors, 28(4), pp377-385. 

43 Dray, S. M., Ogeden, W. G., and Vestewig, R. E. (1981), Measuring Performance with a 
Menu Selection Human-Computer Interface, Proceedings of the Human Factors Society - 
25th Annual Meetings, Santa Monica, CA., pp. 746-748. 

44 Kiger, J. I. (1984), The Depth/Breadth Tradeoff in the Design of Menu Driven User 
Interfaces, International Journal of Man-Machine Studies, 20, pp. 201-213. 

45 Perlman, G. (1984), Making the Right Choices with Menus, in: Human Computer 
Interaction - Interact 184/B, edited by Shackel, North Holland, pp. 317-321. 

46 Shinar, D. and Stem, H. I. (1987), Alternative Optional Selection Models in Menu Driven 
Computer Programs, Human Factors, 29(4), pp. 453-459. 
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covers the unfortunate present situation of lack of standardization among the 

computer keyboard manufactures and Arabic software compilers. To discuss 

this problem in detail, a quick look on computer information exchange is 

necessary. 

First of all, to use a computer for the exchange of information requires that 

communication takes place through the activity of programming languages. At 

the most basic level of programming languages, the instructions are given to a 

computer by the use of machine codes. These codes are a series of binary 

numbers programmed in combinations with Os and is. By these codes the 

machine language can be directly interpreted through the inner circuit of the 

computer without translation. However, the circuit of each model of computer 

differs from that of all others, and each computer has to have its unique machine 

language. Consequently, a machine language program written for one computer 

cannot be processed by another unless the computers are identical in their 

circuit. Even the machine languages of two different models of computers in 

the same computer family are not compatible. Computer hardware has 

essentially been designed for handling languages of the Indo-European family 

(mainly English). For the English language the problem of compatibility is 

solved by adopting the rules for the standard code, known as ASCII, see Figure 

4-5, while for inflectional languages, like Arabic, the problem has not yet been 

solved. 

In principle, Arabic has no fundamental difficulty in dealing with the machine 

codes, where each letter has to be presented with a sequence of Os and is 

numerals in order to be retrieved and displayed. However, discussion of the 

problems of compatibility between different Arabization systems, as well as 

important works and researches on standardization of Arabic character set and 

the different type codes associated with it have been carried out in different 

places of the Arab world. The accumulation of these efforts led to the ASMO 
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ASCII Binary 
Character 

0 0011 0000 
1 0011 0001 
2 0011 0010 
3 0011 0011 
4 0011 0100 
5 0011 0101 
6 0011 0110 
7 0011 0111 
8 0011 1000 
9 0011 1001 
A 0100 0001 
B 0100 0010 
C 0100 0011 
D 0100 0100 
E 0100 0101 
F 0100 0110 
G 0100 0111 
H 0100 1000 
I 0100 1001 
J 0100 1010 
K 0100 1011 
L 0100 1100 
M 0100 1101 
N 0100 1110 
O 0100 1111 
P 0101 0000 
Q 0101 0001 
R 0101 0010 
S 0101 0011 
T 0101 0100 
U 0101 0101 
V 0101 0110 
w 0101 0111 
x 0101 1000 
Y 0101 1001 
z 0101 1010 

rigure'+-a: me American Standard Code for Information Exchange (ASCII) 
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standard, issued by the Arab Standardization and Metrological Organization. 

The latter have issued a character set standard referred to as ASMO 449 

assigned for 7-bits (Figure 4-6) and this has been adopted by the International 

Standard Organization (ISO) under the serial number 9036 (Figure 4-7). 

Unfortunately, the best well-known manufacturers such as IBM-PC, APPLE Ile, 

and MACINTOSH PLUS, who offer an Arabic keyboard facility, use this 

character set with major changes (Figure 4-8). But for the user who is working 

on a single software program, the retrieval of information will certainly be very 

difficult since the standardization of position of the characters on the keyboards 

is not unified. More unfortunately, software compilers themselves are not 

committed to the use of either ASMO or ISO codes, and so they set for their 

programs whatever suits the software. Take, for example, two well-known 

Qur'anic software programs, Salsabeel47 and al-Qur'dn al-karim48 

(Figure 4-9); the location of the characters as well as the vowel signs is not 

unified. As a result, arbitrary software codes, with arbitrary keyboard 

characters location, give the searcher a difficult time in identifying a character; 

even if it is already found. Unless there are joint efforts to solve this problem, it 

will have an effect on the future stability of Arabic computers. The choice 

therefore for this study is to use the menu-selection as it is the only way to avoid 

the need to retrieve information through unstandardized keyboard codes. 

47 Applied Microsystem Technology, op. cit. 48 Al_'Alamiyyah, op. cit. 
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DECIMAL 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 240 

HEX 80 90 AO BO CO DO EO FO 

0 00 c SAB ASP @ 

1 01 U SLB ! % 

2 02 6 

3 03 a ö # u 

4 04 ä ö $ t º J 

5 05 ä 6 % 0 1 v. 

6 06 ä ü & 

7 07 c ü 

8 08 6 

9 09 e ( , s s 

10 OA e * i4 

11 OB If 6 

12 0C Al > \ 

13 OD I e 

14 OE SAS SAB < e ^N 

15 OF SLS f / 
4 J _ 

Figure 4-6: the Arabic 7-bit coded character set for information exchange (ASMO-449+) 
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1b710 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 

14 b3 b2 b1 
0 1 2 3I 4 5 67 

0 0 0 0 0 A DLE SP 0 @ 
,; - 

0 0 0 1 1 SOH DC1 ! 1 'ý 

0 0 1 0 2 STX DC2 2 

0 0 1 1 3 ETX DC3 # 3 1 J. 

0 
1 
1 

1 
0 

1 
0 4 EOT DC4 4 3 ,r J 

0 1 0 1 5 ENQ NAK % 5 1 ý. 

0 1 1 0 6 ACK SYN & 6 s . 
ý, 

0 1 1 1 7 BEL ETB ' 7 1 y, ... 

1 0 0 0 8 BS CAN ) 8 g 

1 0 0 1 9 HT EM ( 9 t 

1 0 1 0 10 LF SUB 

1 0 1 1 11 VT ESC + � ] * } 

1 1 0 0 12 FF IS4 > t 
1 1 0 1 13 CR IS3 - _ [ { 

1 1 1 0 14 SO IS2 < L 

1 1 1 
11 

15 SI TIS, / q _, 
DEL 

Figure 4-7: the Arabic 7-bit coded character set for information exchange (ISO 9036) 
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EIDOODDEIF 1I1IkII ýýýFt-aaooQ ,w 
QQ Q QQQQ 

3 
Fv N Fijýl 9 Q Fuý Q QQ 

Figure 4-8a: the distribution of Arabic letters on IBM-PC keyboard. 

EI 2II I no 
1tYT 

UN nN 

Q EI n_- 13 
QQQ Q Q QQ Q 

21313 
U" +J' Ik1l 1i e lId 

SiQ 
ni_ EI EI 1: 1 

Figure 4-8b: the distribution of Arabic letters on APPLE He keyboard. 

QV F-I ETD 

Fo-I ,A0 
[Q a 

2MQQZ [0 Q Ft'l QQ 

F- 'FT-1 F4 Ij F1 Fi-I 0 ý] a 

Figure 4-8c: the distribution of Arabic letters on MACINTOSH PLUS keyboard. 
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E ii' 1k II ll 110 1k liv lEA IL II. 11111 
ZQZ PI 0 IiiIiIJl fit 1k 1k II I 0 Fo]M, F-w-I Pis [I 

Figure 4-9a: the distribution of Arabic letters on the keyboard according to Salsabeel Qur'anic software. 

El E FT71 i 11. 
El 

11V lEA ] 00 El 11 
Jý soi 

2° u4 "3Mtt 
Ftl 

UN `i 
J 

Cv] El 

ý1- 01 Fc-ý 
.2 ZIZ[ZZZZE1EIZ2 

Figure 4-9b: the distribution of Arabic letters on the keyboard according to al-Qur'an al-karl m software. 
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4.5. Conclusion 

The ideas presented in this chapter suggest that it is impossible for present-day- 

machine-free-text searching to replace the human brain. Natural language 

theories that have been used to analyze and generate Arabic texts from a 

database are complex and the techniques for designing them are not yet 

adequately developed. Many researchers are working on various aspects of 

these theories to develop more complete grammars, lexicons, and knowledge 

representation schemes and to improve efficiency by finding better searching 

strategies, though their success is so far limited in scope. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE PLAN, CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 

OF THE QUR'ANIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

5.1. Overview 

In the previous chapters the problems involved in transferring the Qur'anic text 

into a form which allows vocabulary control manual searching and free-text 

automatic searching have been discussed, with the solutions suggested and 

recommended in various other systems. The success of a retrieval system 

depends on well-constructed instructions and rules. The moral is that careful 

thought and preparation at the outset is necessary for a successful system. This 

involves a process of identifying the right subjects from the entire body of the 

scripture, and selecting and organizing the indexing rules. Next, it is necessary 

to introduce the terms and their interrelationships which are to be displayed in a 

proper format to provide the users easy access. Finally, the major opportunity 

for enhancing the real effectiveness of the retrieval system lies in properly 

testing and evaluating its degree of success. The degree of success from the 

users' point of view is the ability of the system to retrieve the relevant 

information with minimum effort and maximum effaciency, while the degree of 

success from the point of view of the agency sponsoring the system is to reach 

the highest quality with a minimum cost. 

This chapter presents guidelines for the design of the Qur'anic retrieval system. 

The guidelines presented in this chapter are derived directly from the 

recommendations and studies reviewed in earlier chapters. However, all the 

guidelines are listed in a structured manner to produce an activity to be 

considered in its own right, with examples in the required places. Systematic 

arrangements are provided in an attempt to assist the user in organizing the 
information which relevant to a particular design problem. 
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5.2. Management Aspects 

5.2.1. Setting up the service 

Establishing and operating any service requires certain resources. The most 

important and necessary of these are premises and equipment. Moreover, 

revenue is also needed to meet staff salaries and training, to purchase stationary, 

reference works and maintenance, and to publicize and promote the service. 

A. Notification of intent 

When an agency has decided to prepare a new retrieval system, notification of 

intent should be announced and published in an academic journal. The aim of 

this announcement, on the one hand, is to avoid duplication of the work of other 

agencies that have already started without notification. On the other hand, the 

aim is to unify the efforts of the agencies, since related fields can frequently 

serve as a useful starting point. However, the announcement should include the 

project plan, the area of knowledge to be covered and the time expected to be 

completed. For example: 

The plan of the intended work, the contents, the layout and methods 
of construction is targeting a monolingual controlled retrieval 
system covering subjects that constitute Qur'anic concepts. It is 
limited in scope to those agencies that employ human labour to 
analyse the subject contents of the Qur'an and its related documents. 
The employment of automatic techniques is not in the core of this 
work, but will be used in a final stage. 

B. Equipment 

The information service will require references, which will reach many 

hundreds of volumes as the service grows. Large numbers of volumes will 

require some form of book shelving, metal or wooden, with stable ends or 

removable book-ends. Other essential equipment, that a service of this nature 

needs, includes two micro-computers with high capacity hard disk and high 

screen resolution suitable for database storage and other needs of the 
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information services, a heavy duty photocopier suitable for copying thick books 

with less need for maintenance coverage, and a filing cabinet with 32 drawers 

each with at least 1000 cards capacity. 

5.2.2. Administration and organization 

The administrator will be responsible for the recruitment and selection of 

suitably paid, or voluntary, staff to operate the service, ensuring that all staff 

receive initial and on-going training, assessing their performance and 

recommending appropriate action, arranging effective communication with 

them through regular meetings, staff bulletins, and providing advice and support 

to all of them. The administrator will also be responsible for establishing and 

maintaining an up-to-date and accurate information system to meet the needs of 

staff in the service, for continuing to monitor the use made of the service and for 

recommending any alterations to improve the service or to meet changing 

needs, for keeping adequate records on the use of the service, for handling 

correspondence, for maintaining an adequate supply of stationary and other 

items, for keeping financial records relating to the buying of the stationary and 

salaries, and for handling the complaints of the staff. Finally, the administrator 

will be responsible for developing links with local, regional, and national 

agencies and individuals whose work or knowledge might be of benefit to the 

service, representing the service on appropriate bodies, publicising and 

promoting the service through all appropriate channels, attending to local issues 

or shortcomings arising out of the work of the service, and preparing annual 

reports. 

A. Staff characteristics and requirements 

A bright, helpful and sympathetic person can more than make up for limited 

resources, so it pays to concentrate on getting the right one or ones. The right 

one, in this instance, may not necessarily be the person who is most qualified 

academically but the one most committed to the work. The former is not so 
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important at the early stage of the service. The important requirement is 

commitment to the aims of the information service and an approachable 

personality. If both professionalism and commitment have been found in the 

initial stage of the service, this will be the perfect match. The characteristics of 

the required staff are discussed below under each category of job: 

(i) Readers 

The sole task of readers will be to scan the original manuscript (the Qur'an) in 

proof (using the guided materials), picking up the final verses corresponding to 

the relative subjects, abstracting and commenting on them. Therefore, readers 

should be subject experts (e. g. college graduates with a major in the subject of 

the required service). They should have lively, fresh and sharp minds, the 

ability to read with understanding, and experience of searching literature and 

conveying knowledge of the language of the Qur'an, and of abstracting 

methodology, and should , moreover, have a resonable vocabulary of the 

subject. 

(ii) Indexers 

The major task of the indexers will be to provide the retrieval system with 

vocabularies in connection with Qur'anic verses and subject matter. They 

should be experts of the subject and also familiar with the Qur'anic language. 

They should provide cross-references among index terms and co-ordinate 

scattered terms. They should, therefore, have the ability of selecting the right 

words, providing cross-references, arranging terms in the right order, and 

representing terms in a simple access display. 

(iii) Checkers 

The work of checkers is to check and correct the factual errors, omitted data, 

diverted facts, grammatical mistakes, inconsistencies, and spelling of the data. 

However, good checkers, in addition to having the qualifications of the readers, 
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must have the ability to recognize errors of commission and omission, and to 

write simple sentences. 

(iv) Programmers 

At some stage, acceptable programmers could be recruited by selecting persons 

of skill and knowledge. Most of the skills needed to perform the required 

activities already exist in a large section of the adult population. Working on 

assembly lines requires a person to perform tasks that are readily 

understandable within few minutes and relatively easy to carry out. Moreover, 

the manager does not have to worry too much about training such a person or 

directing the work all the time. 

B. Training and requirements 

Readers, indexers, and checkers are only humans, and therefore the relevant 

nature of personal judgement is very real. It can neither be ignored nor 

eliminated. Relevance is a very personal matter, and individuals who depend on 

their personal bank of information for locating concepts and creating ideas find 

gaps in their knowledge, such as, subject areas which have never been covered 

in the individual's work. There are, however, essentially four means for 

training readers, proof-checkers, and indexers to reduce the negative effect of 

the relevant nature. These are instruction manual, short courses, annual 

meetings and self teaching. 

(i) Instruction manual 

Aninstruction manual is an essential tool for the participants; it is a manual to 

help participants and to guide them with definitions of special symbols, data on 

nomenclature, terminology, and instructions on search strategy. However, the 

layout of the manual should accommodate: the references needed in the work, 

the format of the service cards and their functions, general instructions of how 

to prepare and style the abstract and the index, and special instructions of the 

rules adopted in the work, with examples. 
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(ii) Short courses 

Courses should be designed to meet the needs of readers, proof-checkers and 

indexers involved in the service. These should include courses training how to 

read and understand the literature and the Qur'an and to derive relevant 

information. Training in librarianship is an extremely useful preparation. The 

most relevant university courses for such work are formal courses in abstracting 

and indexing. Workshops should accompany these courses to provide a 

maximum amount of instruction and practical experience in a short time. Short 

courses may last for few hours or a few days. 

(iii) Annual meetings 

Annual meetings for all the groups from different subject areas are important for 

exchanging developments, refreshing knowledge and sharing professional 

information. During the meetings, notes of experiences should be studied 

carefully and recommendations should be taken into consideration and, if 

possible, provided within the instruction manual or should be published 

separately. 

(iv) Self-Teaching 

Although reading and indexing are of general application, each subject has its 

own unique requirements. Self-teaching is the only way to cover the gaps both 

in subjects as well as in individuals. Old notes should be kept and compared 

with new ones, tracing the changes and indicating the reason for, and the time 

of, changes and, with the help of this information, efforts should be directed to 

improve the quality of the participants. Self-teaching should follow the 

instruction manual provided by the organization seeking the service. 

5.2.3. Abstract forms and index cards 

These are the second major tools after the instruction manµa1, and this is why 

they have been placed in a separate section. It is most likely that the information 

files will be contained in forms and 'cards. The most popular size for forms 
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being the usual A4 page-weight papers; these are the abstracting forms. 

However, the process of transferring the indexing terms is most suitable for 

operation on card size 5"X3", as it is commonly used in most offices and least 

expensive for cabinets. 

A. Abstracting forms 

The precise purpose of the forms is to identify the original document and to 

direct the readers to the exact position of the content (Figure 5-1). Basically it 

consists of the following: 

(i) Form identification number 

The identification number is a unique number that serves to identify the 

particular work with the service. The identification number is a combination of 

both letters and numerals. The letters refer to the initials of the readers' team 

work, while the numerals refer to the form number. For example: 

SST 225 

Social Science Team Form No. 

(ii) Subject term 

Searching for subject matter requires an initially suggested subject-term. The 

suggested subject-term is that usually found in the majority of the Qur'anic 

verses and/or promoted by the specialists. The subject-term should be run 

across the top of the form in order to allow the user to determine at a glance the 

nature of the target scanning subject. There will usually be one subject-term for 

each form in the user's system, with no preferred grammatical form (i. e. 

singular-plural) for the use of the subject-form. The general norm is that it 

should be available in the noun form. 
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(iii) Judgement conditions 

At the initial stage of reading, many individuals will find it highly desirable to 

take a precise decision. The reader after going for confirmation to the document 

that appears to be pertinent, marks in one of the judgement boxes his initial 

decisions whether they are relevant, irrelevant, or still a matter of doubt as to the 

subject matter. Initial decisions should be marked as (X ) in the left-hand-side 

box. Later on, when revision process takes place, final decisions can be marked 

by (J) in the right-hand-side box. 

(iv) Qur'anic verse 

The Qur'anic verse is the essential part of the abstracting form in the sense that 

the whole body of abstract in the card is, and should be so, based on the verse 

included. The verse should be written clearly, accurately, and provided with 

vowel signs within the necessary part of the verse. There is no need for the 

whole verse to be mentioned, if it includes other aspects, unless they are 

relevant to the topic. The verse should be written between two quotation makrs 

and followed by the chapter and the verse number. For example: 

" And not so much as the single 
weight of an atom in the'earth or in 
the heaven is hidden from your 
Lord, neither anything smaller than 
that nor greater, but in a lucid 
Book. " (10: 61) 

(v) Abstract 

-ig01 
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' 1, i: Y; 3C., 11 �- 
yi, 

ý: 
jyf 

s" 01 

The -obvious feature of the abstract is that it is shorter than the original 

document. It should also be brief, clear, and accurate. However, there are two 

different types of abstracts in terms of their methodology: an informative 

abstract and an indicative abstract. The informative abstract is essentially a 

condensation of the information in the document. It contains the principal 

ideas, methods, and data but omits excessive and detailed explanation. The 

indicative abstract contains generalized statements on the content of the 
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document and it is characterized primarily by the absence of qualitative and 

quantitative data. It is often little more than a listing of the principal subjects 

presented in narrative form. For the purpose of this study the indicative abstract 

is the more practical one. For example: 

The word dharrah is a reference to 
the red ant or the dust seen in the 
sunlight. The whole verse (10: 61) 
means that God never treats 
mankind unjustly by any means, 
even by the weight of the smallest 
thing ever conceived. 

(vi) Title 

453U1044ji. 
1, I. %. -*Jt7 IZ)3x. 1tý,:. ý 

sirte; ý,.: tz.; ' . ii1ýt; (ýý: ý")L9 

,ul LA -1 oli JIJJ- uL A 
" ýýrä uý 

The title of the original document is intended to provide the indexers and the 

checkers with a guide to the subject content. In some cases authors change the 

title in different editions. The advantage of the title's existence is to help to 

avoid misleading the user if the author has more than one work. The tide must 

be typed in full, accurately and clearly as printed in the document. For 

example: 

al jämi ` li- ahkäm al-Qur'än CJ1 )'Pufty &4i1 

(vii) Publisher 

It is absolutely necessary to indicate the name of the publisher in order to avoid 

confusion that arises from different editions of the same document which have 

been printed by different publishers. Such confusion could give rise to 

mislocating the right volumes and page, numbers. The publisher's name should 

be typed in full, as accurately and clearly as possible, followed by a comma, 

then the place of publication. Symbols that are employed by publishers to 

indicate their trademarks should be avoided. For example: 

Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyyah, Beirut CJJ. % 4xß wl -=I jIJ 
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(viii) Document issue number 

The document issue number is the access that directs the indexers and the 

checkers to the abstract content in the original document. It is a series of 

numbers that starts with the volume number followed by the part number in 

brackets, page number/s, and lastly the edition followed by the year of 

publication in brackets. For example: 

20(l), 63-65,2(1985) 
//\\ 

volume no. (part no. ), page number/s, edition(year of publiction) 

(ix) Author(s) 

The author's name is an important datum in the reading form. Ignoring the 

author's name could result in losing the information if the title is either not 

known, or mixed with other document which has the same title. Indeed, in 

some cases instead of the title, the author's name is capitalized. Users tend to 

rely on the author's name and find themselves unguided if the title alone is 

indicated. However, the author's name should be given in full to avoid 

confusion with those of others. Confusion about the author's names wastes 

time for the abstract user. Initials are therefore disallowed and for a work 

written by two authors, the name of the first author only should be specified 

with the substitution of et al for the names of the others. Titles such as Doctor, 

Professor, shaykh etc. must be omitted. For committees only the name of the 

chairman needs to be provided, followed by et al. The name of the author must 

be inverted, with the last name first, followed by the other names in order to 

avoid confusion in the author index. For example: 

al-Qurtubi, Muhammad ibn Ahmad LAJ C>, , _. _. " ý,; 1. . lI 
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(x) Descriptive note 

The fact that the readers are subject specialist-experts will no doubt ensure that 

their services will include comments or notes. The role of the descriptive note 

is to represent the abstractor's notes, comments, ideas, criticism, and his 

evaluations. For example: 

The implication of the word 
dharrah has been misused by most 
of the contemporary authors who 
rely on referring to the word 
dharrah as an atom. This seems to 
be a great misunderstanding of the 
origin of the lexical meaning as 
well as the historical fact of the 
word. Lexically, the word means 
the red ant as indicated by 
al-Qurlubi. Historically, the 
discovery of atomic physics falls 
within the modern technical 
revolution. However, the 
Arabization of the word "atom" has 
led to the Arabic word dharrah, the 
fact which misinterprets the 
meaning of the one used in the 
Qur'an. 

(xi) Signature 

4 ; b! ) L4 8; i L&t vI JSaJV xa I v) 

w=I cJ. Ix: s 

6&i ýSs, met JI ýýyi v!: lit t 
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l-A , 1Y34 uW e4i &JI 14.3 "24. U JI 

A La. , ICI Uý, uI = jU'I . 1, * 
cii Lt " 

fie ,, i 4J}fý atom L" 17. ýUL 

J4if >5U1 Lj UI ºý I 
J, "SII 6J. A w}ýW) LLuJ üU ai j" . L3iJI 

" ýtý1, Y ý..; gJJI ýI xý... ý j, l 

The fact that errors do occur in abstracts is recognized by readers. The purpose 

of a signature is to identify the checker, to give him the credit for his work as 

well as to place responsibility upon him. The signature should, therefore, be 

in full name and it should be followed by the date, the month and the year of the 

service. 

B. Indexing Cards 

The indexing card is used by the indexer to compile the subject-term from the 

abstract form in order to establish the retrieval system. It also has the feature of 

collecting the index terms and establishing relationships among them. In 

principle this card should have five general sections (Figure 5-2): 
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Keyword : Accession No .: 
Definition: 

USE: 
-. --- --- ---- ---- - 

Related terms 

1. 8. 1. 8. 
2. 9. 2. 9. 
3. 10. 3. 10. 
4. 11. 4. 11. 
5. 12. 5. 12. 

Keyword : Accession No.: 13. 
-- -- 14. 

Definition: 

USE : Related terms __- 

l. 8. 1. 8. 
2. 9. 2. 9. 
3. 10. 3. 10. 
4. I1. 4. 11. 
5. 12. 5. 12. 
6. 13. 6. 13. 
T Keyword : Accession No 

Indexer Definition: 
Date 

USE : Related terms : 

1. 8. 1. 8. 
2. 9. 2. 9. 
3. 10. 3. 10. 

Keyword: Accession No. 

Definition: 

USE : Related terms : 

1.8. 1.8. 
2.9. 2.9. 
3.10. 3.10. 
4. H. 4.11. 
5.12. 5.12. 
6.13. 6.13. 
7.14. 7.14. 

Indexer : Proof-checker --- 
Date Date 

Figure 5-2: the index cards samples. 
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(i) Keyword 

The keyword is to be decided by the indexer from the Qur'anic verse on the 

abstract form. Its location is along the top of the card because this is the first 

place the user looks at when scanning. 

(ii) Card accession number 

The accession number is a unique number that identifies the card. It is given 

next to the keyword box, in the upper right-hand corner. The accession number 

of the card should be added by the indexer in a serial number not exceeding four 

digits for the sake of simplicity. Added to the accession number there are two 

empty digits to which the keyword belongs. On matching the numbers in the 

construction of the system, the compiler looks at the class number next to the 

accession number in the card and scans the other keywords. The keywords are 

accumulated into classes or groups - later to be referred to as subfacets - which 

indicate the separate major areas - later to be referred to as facets - which 

build the initial structure of the retrieval system. 

(iii) Definition 

The definition supplies the indexers with information about the keyword. 

Definitions are neither parts of the keywords to which they are appended nor 

intended to be dictionary definitions. - These are appended to the keywords only 

to clarify the limited sense in which keywords are to be used for retrieval 

purposes, and hence to exclude other possible alternative meanings. In that 

sense, definitions are not necessarily to be attached to all keywords, but only to 

those which show ambiguities. For example: 

dharrah is a very tiny thing that has 
a weight and a size. 
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(iv) Cross-reference 

This is a two-part section composed of two lists of keywords. Each list covers 

the important vocabularies in relation to the keyword either as equivalents or as 

related terms. The two lists might range anywhere in number, depending upon 

the number and importance of the ideas discussed. Equivalence terms (i. e. 

synonyms, derived nouns, and plurals) are listed in the USE column, and related 

terms are listed in the RT column. 

(v) Signature 

Signatures of the indexers are included to indicate that the signatories have done 

their best to ensure that their abstracts are as error-free as possible. The 

signatures should, therefore, be in the full name and not in initials or otherwise 

shortened form, followed by the date of the service rendered. 

5.3. Construction Techniques 

5.3.1. Selection of terms 

As a first step, the subject field should be defined, and the boundaries between 

the subject itself and related issues of marginal importance distinguished. The 

second step is to compile the subject terms into easy access lists. There are four 

main steps in compiling the terminology, namely, 

A. Checklists 

In this step terms are extracted from the Qur'an, during a preliminary stage of 

indexing. From this representative collection, important concepts can be 

selected such as candidates for inclusion in the index system. The sample 

should be large enough to yield a reasonably complete collection of concepts. 

No attempt should be made to control the vocabulary or to determine the 

relationships among terms at this stage of service. However, it is highly likely 

that specialized vocabularies serving a specific subject will be listed in noun 
form in alphabetic order and presented on one or two sheets of paper. These 
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lists which are known as check-lists have the advantage of limiting the 

subjectivity of the staff constructors and improving the consistency and the 

reliability of their judgements. The major aim of check-lists is that staff 

workers can consider by a quick glance the relevance of virtually every term 

(i. e. if it is to be considered a term of the subject or not). Great help in 

constructing the check-lists comes from using Qur'anic concordances. 

Therefore multiple copies of specialized vocabularies should be provided for all 

the staff workers. An example of checklists compiled in the field of psychology 

is shown in Figure 5-3. 

B. Authority files 

As check-lists are intended to be the terms extracted from the Qur'an listed in 

nouns forms, the names representing important descriptors for certain subjects 

have to be separated in a different list, called the authority file. Names in the 

authority files could be historical characters, geographical regions, events, etc. 

The names in the files should be organized in alphabetical order using KWIC 

display, as it has been shown to be the most efficient in this case, with some 

cross-references to control the synonyms. An example of an authority files in 

the field of history is shown in Figure 5-4. 

C. Class menus 

After the collection of terms in steps A and B, the terms covered should be 

organized into main categories so that terms, after the selection process, may be 

stored and menued under appropriate headings to await further analysis. This 

operation is necessary because it will reveal the extent of the coverage for the 

terminology in the subject and the existence of the gaps and overloaded areas. 

Other advantages are that bringing similar terms together will facilitate the 

determination of the structural relationships between them. An example of this 

step in the field of economics is shown in Figure 5-5. 
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D. Consultation of experts 

It must be emphasized that all the steps are empirical and based on real 

concepts. The empirical method is favoured, because the purpose of the system 

essentially is subject retrieval for the Qur'an. Thus these steps are likely to be 

employed at an early stage in the construction of the system and made available 

to the abstractors during the construction of the verse searching. Next subject 

experts will be asked to contribute important concepts. All terms are then to be 

considered by a committee of specialists, preferably consisting of both 

compilers and subject experts, who will decide which of the terms represent the 

related category and which do not. The references that are used should be made 

available in at least six copies for each item. The importance of these 

references is to highlight the slight differences between the terms understood 

from the Qur'anic point of view and those belonging to the modern disciplines. 

The references that are suggested in this exercise are listed in Figure 5-6 and 

Figure 5-7. 

5.3.2. Compilers' guidelines 

It may be argued that a few step-by-step guidelines are not sufficient. However, 

the action which follows has been broken down into discrete steps with more 

general guidelines included in recognizing the fact that it does not replace the 

compiler's own experience; it, in addition, offers flexibility to be used in other 

system constructions as well. 

A. Readers' guidelines 

First of all, before starting the work in detail, the subject must be determined. 

At this stage, a group of homogeneous experts should be brought together, who 

should be subgrouped in advance and divided into specialist branches. Next, 

elementary and relevance materials have to be prepared for all the participants. 
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Qur'anic Sciences 

al-Zurgäni, M. 'A. (1943), manähil 
al-'irfän ft 'ulüm al-Qur'an, Cairo: Dar 
14yä' al-Kutub al-'Arabiyyah, 2 vols. 

ÖTAI file 

,, ýG,,. Jt JAUm . (\) , s.. -b. f t,. tu J; ji 
2 1., ýal. tssl . uTý1 P$U V+ 

al-Zarka } i, B. M. (1958), al-burhän ft s(N%OA) &0 . ý. e ý,, . ý. ý.. w. Jl J. I. 
`ulümal-Qur'an, Cairo: DarIhyä'al-Kutub ,: sal , t.. j jL :; ý. ts. tl cjTjijf OqU V! 
al-'Arabiyyah, 4 vols. "1LL I ýý 

JN4 al-SuyflI, J. `A. (1987), al-itgän fl 'ulüm ßt1'4 s(\'sAV) ßr11 , ý. t it 
al-Qur'an, Beirut: Dar al-Kutub "Wslý.. 1 . 1ii ý.. ºsýý ýL ýýlr_; 'u; ý 

al-'Ilmiyyah, 2 vols. 

Exegetical Methodology jj. J 
IbnTaymiyyah T. `A. (1979), mugadimah z.. ºz. OW) r. W1 . s; c ; r; L-.. AJI vr- 
fl usül al-tafsir, Beirut: Dar al-Qur'än rAlOTAI J Ji v' 
al-Karim. 

Juridic Exegesis 41L : 

al-Qurtubi, A. M. (1985), al jämi`li-ahkäm týsý"V ý"ýi 
al-Qur'än, Beirut: Ihyä' al-Turäth "ýý ý"'ýr. Wl %1, Jl 
al-'Arabi, 10 vols. 

al-Jassäs, A. A. (1968), ahMm al-Qur' än, ýtl (1'ý1A) . 4J A. r) ' ua1 
Beirut DAr al-Kutub al-`Arabiyyah, 2 vols. "L. 1+º! ý "S1t GIs ý. r», º. ' ut ý 

Sunnite Exegesis 

Ibn Ka lhir, A. 'I. (1969), tafsfr al-Qur'an 
al-'azim, Beirut: Dar al-Ma'rifah, 4 vols. 

al-Baghawi, H. M. (1983), ma'älim 
al-tanzul, Beirut: Där al-Ma'rifah, 4 vols. 

al-Rä21, F. M. (1962), mafdtIh al-, ghayb, 
Cairo: al-Matba'ah al-Masri yyah, 32 vols. 

r. jt jj 4.1 w 

(\ W) JLlMI JA: Lll : 1I . ý1.. s 3&1I ±S I 

"ý. LL, ý. t ýxi?... i1 Ala ý"lý..; ýN1ý. ý1 uT1Iýl r_. ß+5 

. Zh,.. ', S$UI 
t- lijaAil jti 

, t:. 4\ v) rºý cr, J gis!! r3.: 'sýýrýt 
" , LL... rY 

al-Tabari, A. J. (1954), jämi' al-bayan ft 6.04 '(\' I) ,,. s. -'k. }:. s rý ýsr; L11 
tafsir al-Qur'An, Cairo: Matba`at Mustafä ý1ý" : &JAUJ . Trtit % u' uff) 
al-Halabt, 30 vols. " aid. TO 0; j Wt 

Figure 5-6: a reading references sample in Qur'anic studies. 
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Cont. 5-6. 

Shiite Exegesis LEI -m--l- 

al-Tabtabä'i, S. M. (1974), al-mizän fi tafsir,., i ,; lyý., sl -(Ml) , sue w : L: L l 
al-Qur'an, Beirut: Mu'assasat al-A'1äm t! SII "¢.:.: r» . ý1 I 
lil-MatbO'At, 20 vols. Y" 

Kharijite Exegesis thJI 

Itfijl, M. Y. (n. d. ), hamayän al-zäd ilä dar ) , J) j1;. 1f ejt.. A (Cry) U , ý. a"s" '1 
al-ma'äd, Oman: WazArat al-Turaii " J. Jý %r Lt1 lý ýý: ýI "f lS jt jj:,;, UL' JUAJI 
al-Qawmi wa al-Tiagäfah, 13 vols. 

Sufi Exegesis lti j. ýl A. -.: 3 

al-Alüsi, S. M. (1964), rüh al-ma`änl, :;. izJ -,,; ts. JI tjj ß(Mt aJ. -. L;. - 
Cairo: Mu'assasat al-Halabi, 9 vols. "ýý. + ýýr 

Mü tazil i to Exegesis ZJPA JI ,,. Xl 

al-Zamak sari, A. M. (1972), -(MT) 
al-katläf `an hagä'iqal-tanzil, Cairo: "Ii,. b..: 8}. u11 ýýý.: iI rtv ý, e . iº-", SCI 
Matba at al-Halabi, 4 vols. "ýI 1 

Modernists Exegesis u! Y"tMi) Y"'`' 

Rids, M. R. (1949), tafslr al-Qur'an " $. j oT? iJI j, 4 . (11iti) &Aj AA. %A ILJ 
al-hakim, Beirut: Dar al-Ma`rifah, 12 vols. " , sý. l'r 

Qutb, S. (1978), fi; ilälal-Qur'än, Beirut: iIj : Qjg; �T vJ tL ! . (MA) sue 
Där al-S�hurüq, 6 vols. "ýI, º " ýý' I 

al-Maräg 1, M. M. (1960), tafsir "elýl 4141") vLu..,. ". ICI 
al-Maräg. I, Cairo: Matba`at Mustafä ". ý"r"'ý, "ýýý, ºý"ý+ llý. 
al-Halabi, 30 vols. 

Abrogation 6..: il 

Ibn al-Barizi, H. `A. (1988), näsiAh ý.. L; , (11AA) A, liI LA, s»WI C. -I 
al-Qur'an al-`azlz wa mansz2 uh, Beirut: "ilt., ý I jtj :,: I j , sý...:. ý r l'1 jilI 
Där al-Risälah. 
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Cont. 5-6. 

Occasions of Revelations jjpl., eLtj 

al-Suyüti, J. `A. (1987), lubäb al-nuqül fi yy "(1 Ar) ý. ýýI ., ýL C.. JI J I, I 

asbäb al-nuzül, Beirut, Dar Qutaybah. "ýý. ýI UA �I,, : ýý . J33 . il ;, t. J'.! JAI 

al-Wähidi, 'A. M. (1983), asbäb nuzül 
al-Qur'an, Jaddah: Dar al-Qiblah L"'-4 z= w u4Jl jla : ea. ý 1,;, TiI 
lil-: E1} agäfa al-Islämiyyah. 

Various Readings : Jit 
j1 

t 

Ibn al-Jazri, M. M. (1926), al-nathr f ., 
i 1 (Ml) s . %A ,; t, . u. y. j 

al-girä'ät al-'ashr, Damascus: Matba'at ";, ý.,. sv. , Y: I z. A": --A, X1... 1ºý ý 
al-Tawfiq, 2 vols. 

al-Däni, `U. S. (1984), kitäb al-taysir fi 
al-girä'ät al-sab', Beirut Dar a1-Kitäb ""; yýl ýý: SýI ýIý ýýý ;I JAI 

al-`Arabi. 

`Umar, A. M. & Makram, 'A. S. (1982- e-" JWI -44 'PA63 A" `''''" ' J` 
1985), mu jam al-girä'ät al-Qur'äniyyah, ' TAI :. f, I ZJI ý... (11Ae-11M ) 

ýi, ýsý. A ý... ýýI Kuwait: Jami'at al-Kuwait, 8 vols. 

Synonyms and Homographs rf3 " )JI 

al-- a`älibi, `A. M. (1984), al-asAbäh wa 6"4l . (Ml) jA-" ý,, JL1t , ve ý týl 
al-nazä'ir, Cairo: Maktabat al-Mutanabi. "ý,;:... 

il:..: L. ýeýýWI rtlaºýfý 

a1-Damagi]5ni, H. M. (1983), gämüs iuTAI "�rV . (\ A wtL', jjl 
al-Qur'än, Beirut: Däral-`Ilm lil-Maläyin. WW1 e- JI,, : ýýr; 

Ambiguity 
16ý1 

al-Asfahäni, A. H. (n. d. ), mu'jammufradät rte. ;, r ;, t? ý! y, 1 L i! 'a iI 
alfd; al-Qur'an, Beirut: Dar al-Kätib . jI, "jT LII I&W ,:, Ij, 6 f. '.. (,:. y) 
al-'Arabi. "", ý, ýJl ytýtýl 

Ibn `Abd al-Saft, `I.. (1982), fawdid fi -OTA JUA ZI}:. (NA') sail tt . ll J.; o c-I 
mushIdlal-Qur'dn, Jiddah: Dära1-, uniq ." jjAl jlJ: %, iaý 

Ibn Qutaybah, `A. M. (1973), ta'wIl J JAL OWr) f. l- 4-I 
mushkil al-Qur'än, Cairo: Dar al-Turä . "GI f ýIJ *9, )A t' IOt. ll 
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Cont. 5-6. 

Repetitions J1. )=1 

al-Asädabäy, 'A. A. (1969), mutsAäbih ': - J4"Jl '" 's41'-"'yl 
al-Qur'an, Cairo: Dar al-Tural1,2 vols. "w,, 1ý.. ;I1 j1j :; >Awl CjT xl 

a1-Karamäni, M. H. (1978), asrär al-iikrär fl 

al-Qur'an, Cairo: Dar: al-I`tisäm. 
jI j) i(MA) r°+ it 1Y- ir. , "; l"ttft 

"ýI ý1, :; t3. JI . ýt . il ,} II I 

al-Suyüti, J. `A. (1978), asrär tartib 
al-Qur'än, Cairo: Där al-I'tisäm. 

Metaphors 

Abü 'Ubaydah, M. M. (1954), majäz 
al-Qur'än, Cairo: Matba'at al-hüll. 

Univalent and Polyvalent Utterances 

Ibn al-Anbari, M. Q. (1971), kitäb idäh 
al-waqf wa al-ibtidä' fi kitäb Allah, 
Damascus: al-Matba'ah al-Ta`äwuniyyah, 
2 vols. 

Similes 

Ibn Nägiyä, A. `A. (1974), al jumän ft 
tasAblhät al-Qur'an, Alexandria: Mantel a'it 
al-Ma`ärif. 

Lexicons 

Ibrähim, M. I. (1968), mu jam al-alfä; wa 
al-a'läm al-Qur'aniyyah, Cairo: Där al-Fikr 
al-'Arabi. 

Concordances 

JIjj . (MA) w, aJl, Std. , ý,! s} I 

-01,4911 ): UJI. �TOI 

; LýAji 
, uTAI jLr . (%%OL) VI. J1 w, 

, 1, º. t, j. äj. 11 

#l c4lIj . U)jl =1. ßj . e= 
jl. ýA 

-A - 
loo 

, d. Vi 

ý; öt. yaf , (11Yt) ail Ltz ý-tul 3.; 1 'VAV ý; I 

r. LAAJI 

i&Lthl t-, &ä -(MA ) JA-'- # r_. Ir, 1 

4rAlil 
'Abdal-Bägi, M. F. (1984), al-mu'jam j. >O. J i . (11AL) , 1J1 ",,.... a.; s 
al-mufahras li-alfäi al-Qur'an al-karim, "? " 

ýtl Z:. t. ýI :ý I' 1t T 1J1 i&tth 
Istanbul: al-Maktabah al"Islämiyyah. 
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Agriculture 

Agricultural / Biological Vocabulary. 
Washington, D. C.: National Agricultural 
Library, 1967. 

Biology 

Thesaurus of Entomology, by Richard H. 
Foote, College Park, Md.: Entomological 
Society of America, 1977. 

Business and Management 

SPINES Thesaurus: a controlled and 
structured vocabulary of science and 
technologyforpolicymaking, management 
and development, Paris: UNESCO, 3 vols. 

Education 

Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. 
Washington, D. C.: Office of Education, 
Educational Resources Information 
Center, 1969. 

Information Retrieval Thesaurus ofEduca- 
tion Terms, by G. C. Barhydt, C. T. Schmidt 
and K. T. Chang, Cleveland, Ohio: Case 
Western Reserve University. 

Economics 

Macrothesaurus: a basic list of economic 
and social development terms: Paris: 
OECD, 1972. 

Environmental Sciences 

Thesaurus of Environmental Studies, by 
Diepenbrock, J. S. et al, College Park, Md: 
University of Maryland, School of 
Librarianship, 1971. 

Geology 

Geosaurus: Geosystems' thesaurus for 

geoscience and guide to Geotitles Weekly, 
by Graham Lea et al, London: 
Geosystems, 1973. 

Medicine 

Medical Subject Headings, National 
Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Md.: U. S. 
Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, 1971.. 

Psychology 

Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms, 
Washington, D. C.: The American Library 
Association, 1977. 

Political Science 

Political Science Thesaurus, compiled by 
Carl Beck, Eleanor D. Dym and J. Thomas 
McKechnie, Washington, D. C.: American 
Political Science Association, 1975. 

Sociology 

Thesaurus for Sociological Research 
Terminology, by C. van de Merwe, A. M. 
de Jong and J. M. P. Kanapen, Rotterdam: 
Rotterdam University Press, 1974. 

Social Services 

Welfare of the Elderly: a faceted 
classification and thesaurus, by Jean 
Aitchison, Vol. 1, classified schedules, 
London: Aslib, 1972. 

Figure 5-7: a reading references sample for terminological studies. 
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Later on, the readers move to the Qur'an to scan it for the identification of those 

verses that best reflect the specified selected subject-term. The essential 

operations in this process are as follows: 

(1) Clear the mind as much as possible and rid it of all artificial memory 
and preconceived and trivial visual ideas and thoughts. 

(2) Evaluate the self and recognize very clearly one's limitations and 
capabilities. Bear in mind that understanding the Qur'an is a vast, 
multi-dimensional process. Do not delve into grammatical and 
lexical issues, but concentrate on direct, literal meanings. 

(3) Familiarize the eyes as much as possible with the Qur'anic language 
since this enables one to understand the meaning of the Qur'an 
without the help of interpretation. Feel its cohesive unity and begin 
to look at its message as a unified whole. 

(4) Scan the whole Qur'an from beginning to the end, comprehending 
direct, simple and literal meaning. The initial scanning of the whole 
Qur'an gives the general overall message of the Qur'an, as well as 
some idea of its style, diction, argument and rhetoric. 

(5) Understand the objectives precisely and set specific goals for the 
study. Decide on one concept at the time of searching. Type the 
prospective concept in the correspondence keyword box of the 
abstracting card. 

(6) Repeat the scanning with the eye of the expert not the superficial 
reader. Understand the meanings of the words and the message the 
Qur'an wants to tell at the level of the intelligence and knowledge 
we possess. Use that knowledge to make a critical evaluation by 
Qur'anic criteria. 

(7) Bring, by all means, your own knowledge to an understanding of the 
Qur'an on the issues it raises, and to understand the Qur'an in 
current idiom, but never use the Qur'an to confirm contemporary 
knowledge, preconceived ideas. Confine yourself usually to short 
commentaries and Arabic dictionaries whenever the need for 
personal detail of the Qur'an is required. Do not delve at this stage 
into long, elaborate exegetical works. 

(8) Read the whole Qur'an again with a much more detailed analysis. 
Understand every word of the Qur'an as if it was being revealed 
today. In this light, try to relate and apply it to real life today but be 
very aware that it is eternally valid and immutable and give no 
different message now. Use the exegetical, lexical and concordance 
references, but do not let them be a veil between the mind and the 
Qur'an. 

(9) Take up all the selections of the passages, portions and verses that 
best express the meanings of the concept of searching. Read the 
chosen selections again and again, concentrate on them and mark 
them in the judgement boxes indicating if they are relevant, partially 
relevant or a matter of doubt. 
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(10) Study the selection in greater detail, following a systematic 
formulated thematic syllabus with reference to advanced exegesis, 
Arabic dictionaries and specialized books such as various readings, 
reasons of revelations, abrogation, etc.. Decide as part of the above 
analysis the position of the verse, and whether to retain or to alter it 
and mark this it in the judgement box. 

(11) Go to the documents for confirmation that the selected verse is 
approved with the suggested subject-term. If the document appears 
to be pertinent, then proceed to abstract it, write down the selected 
passage in the verse box, and confine a single document to a single 
box. 

(12) Abstract the relevant material in the abstract box. The process 
should be done without adding criticism, interpretation, comments, 
notes, ideas, or evaluation to the actual content, and without 
distinction as to who wrote the abstract, eliminating the 
introduction, redundancy and summaries, omitting history, known, 
old and amplified information, using the author's terminology, and 
make no substitution. without good reason; expressing the 
homogeneity of thought and conveying the significant content and 
character of the original document. 

(13) Fill the bibliographic information located along the bottom of the 
abstract box, the date and sign the card of the applied service. 

B. Indexers' guidelines 

By this stage the indexers should have the collection of abstracting forms and 

the copies of terminology compiled and prepared in the initial stages. Their 

work at this stage is to reconsider the whole collection again and to compile it 

on the indexing cards. The main steps for this process are: 

(1) Reassemble the entire collection of abstract cards. Start an 
elementary classification of them according to their subject-term 
concepts. 

(2) Scan the basic prerequisite and inner participation and read the 
passage, comprehending its meaning, and recollect its broad 
contents. 

(3) Note down all major themes that can be discerned. Then note down 
the central theme in relation to the aim of indexing. 

(4) Divide the passage into such shorter portions which are thought to 
convey a single message. 

(5) Analyze the content of each group accurately and tag the concepts 
with appropriate index terms. No selective step should be taken at 
this stage. 

(6) Underline all words and phrases that are thought to be keywords and 
central to express the subject. 
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(7) Find out what the important words mean and determine the exact 
meanings of the words. 

(8) Fill up the indexing card by writing down the keyword and the 
definition of the keyword, if applicable. 

(9) Review the underlined words in the abstract form as indicated in the 
Qur'anic verse and think how the words are interlinked and what 
unity and cohesion they have. 

(10) Decide which words express relationships to the keywords and mark 
this in the RT box. 

(11) Search with the aid of check-lists, authority files and subject menus 
for the words that express equivalence relationships to the keyword 
and mark these in the USE box. 

(12) Repeat the above three steps for each keyword underlined in the 
verse. Use a single index card for each keyword. 

(13) Repeat the process for all the other groups and for each abstract card 
and accumulate the resulting index terms and the corresponding 
index card. 

(14) Gather the whole collection of the indexing cards and classify the 
keywords into classes according to the strength of the relationship 
they have and give them a unique class number in the upper-hand 
side square of the card. 

(15) Review the card, sign the signature box and write down the date of 
the service. 

C. Checkers' guidelines 

The checkers' goal in the abstracting and indexing services is to eliminate 

errors, and to establish consistency and uniformity in style and presentation in 

the final revision. These functions should primarily be performed by the 

readers and the indexers but the checkers should post-check it. Checkers should 

use a different colour of ink from the one used by the readers and the indexers 

who should both use one standard colour. The process of checking is as 
follows : 

(1) Start checking the elements of the -titles, the authors, the publishers 
etc. for factual accuracy and form. Write directly on the typescript 
rather than the margins. 

(2) Refer to the original documents and start checking the abstract for its 
proper meaning. On the same typescript either add or modify any important missed information. Also eliminate any unnecessary amplified information. 
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(3) Sign the abstract form in the appropriate box and date it. 

(4) Move to the corresponding indexing cards for the subject-term 
indicated on the abstract form. 

(5) Review the definition of the keyword for any factual mistake. 

(6) Check the terms listed in the USE and RT boxes for their grammatical 
accuracy and diction. 

(7) Sign the index card in the appropriate box and date it. 

(8) With the final script before publication, check the form of terms, 
spellings, and cross-references. 

(9) Check the alphabetization and pay special attention to the alphabetical 
section. 

(10) Check the indenting and pay special attention to the hierarchical 
section. 

(11) Check the group arrangements and pay special attention to the facet 
section. 

(12) Check the typeface, size and style of the layout. 

D. Programmers' guidelines 

During the early design stages, data about current performance should be 

gathered and interviews should be conducted with interested parties. One or 

two program designers might take responsibility for the whole business. 

However, at the early stage of the work, the design team should discuss among 

themselves and generate a set of guidelines. Such guidelines could be arranged 

in the following steps: 

(1) Get a feel for the problem by sketching free-hand diagrams. 

(2) Prepare a preliminary list of transactions which the data model must 
support. 

(3) Prepare a preliminary list of attributes. 

(4) Write down a preliminary list of those entity types which can 
confidently be identified, and select the identifier of each of them. 
For each entity type, write down a table containing only its 
identifier. 

(5) Draw a flow chart diagram showing the known relationships between 
the entity types. 

(6) Make a preliminary check that your diagram will support the transaction, and amend the diagram, if necessary. 
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(7) Add the menu selection formats, the use of the multiple windows and 
display formats for items and lists. 

(8) Design the screen layout, use of colour, highlighting and audible 
sounds. 

(9) Decide the character set of the keyboard, function keys, and cursor 
control devices. 

(10) Identify the wording of prompt and feedback messages, response 
times and display rates. 

(11) Test the screen in the company of the users, and redesign if 
necessary. 

5.4. Scheme Policy 

5.4.1. Exegetical instructions 

The first aim of the compiler of the Qur'anic retrieval system is to understand 

the exact text as it stood and was explained by the Prophet and his companions. 

Many difficulties in the way of grasping the plain meaning of the verses are 

embodied in the character of the Qur'anic language itself and so the seeker has 

to refer to the exegetical scriptures. 

A. Philological aspects 

The first priority here is to choose the standardization of the Qur'an, the one 

most widespread in the Muslim world, that is Hafs, and to try to understand the 

verses by applying the following steps: 

(1) Place the words or the texts in their textual context and try to 
understand them intellectually. 

(2) Follow the direct literal meanings with reference to the preceding and 
succeeding text and if necessary the whole chapter. 

(3) Identify the unified thread behind the apparent fluctuations and 
randomnesesýof the themes. 

(4) Compare the apparent repetition of the words or the parallel verses. 

(5) Consult the exegetical references for authentic historical material and 
avoid the unnecessary judaica. 

(6) In the case of two or more different interpretations of the ambiguous 
phrases, pronominal references, and continuous statements use all 
the interpretations under separate headings and provide cross- 
reference to each in a footnote. 
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(7) For two or more different interpretations regarding the dialects 
employ the one mentioned in the Qur'an, and provide the other 
interpretation(s) in a footnote. 

(8) In the case of two or more different readings use the one mentioned 
in the copy adopted by the service (that is Hafs) and give the other 
differences in a footnote. 

(9) Maintain the meanings closest to the literal and lexical with reference 
to the norm of readings and the marks of ahkäm al-tildwah. 

(10) Make continuous reference to the authentic exegesis-to check other 
aspects of background knowledge that surround the verse. 

B. Historical aspects 

The principle for the use of historical knowledge in the retrieval system is to 

grasp all the surroundings and circumstances that accompanied the revelation, 

which therefore help in accurate compilation of the system. The criteria that 

should be followed for such a requirement are: 

(1) Put the verse under its literal meaning regardless of the occasion of 
its revelation, abrogation, or other historical background. 

(2) Confine the occasion of revelation, if there is any, to the specific 
verses and make references in the footnotes to such occasions. 

(3) Restrict the abrogations of the verses, if there are any, to the level of 
exceptions, particularizations, and clarifications of the verses and 
make references in the footnotes for such abrogations. 

(4) In the case of two contradictory statements (narrations), put the verse 
under its general heading and make reference to the two 
contradictory narrations. 

(5) Avoid isrdiliyyät (Judaica) wherever possible, and only refer to it if 
there is an approved Hadith supporting such knowledge. 

C. Theological aspects 

The interpretations should never be a veil between the Qur'an and the mind, and 

commentaries are only to be consulted to shed light on certain aspects. The 

selection of the verses from the Qur'an is only used to serve the needs of the 

present living time, whether on the level of scientific facts or that of social 

activity, and interlinked to the old interpretations on these aspects. For the 

present work, the compiler should carefully notice the differences that result 
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from the time-space paradox and not completely. reject the commentaries. The 

methodological way to compile these guidelines is as follows: 

(1) Start with the semantics of the language, grammar and derivative, 
taking into account the meanings of the words at the time of the 
revelation. 

(2) Elucidate the real intent and import of the Qur'an and concentrate on 
the essential message rather than on complex juridical, theological, 
philosophical or scientific issues. 

(3) Prefer the apparent meaning to the hidden one. The latter is only to 
be considered in the absence of the former. 

(4) Bear in mind the relationship between the connected parts of a single 
verse and between the verses. 

(5) Exclude any metaphysical verse even if it sounds as if it is revealing 
in search of the scientific facts. 

(6) Clarify the meanings of the verses and the facts derived from the 
frame of the Arabic language, the laws and the cosmic sciences. 

(7) Maintain contact in the interpretation with the facts that were known 
at the time of the revelation, such as cosmic sciences, social norms 
and Arab History. 

5.4.2. Indexing rules 

Indexing rules in this information retrieval system are of three types: those 

guiding to data contained in the alphabetic section, known as keywords; those 

guiding to the location of the terms in the facet section, known as descriptors; 

and those guiding to the specific subject matter contained in the body of the 

system, known as subject headings. 

A. Keywords 

Keywords are the main parts in the retrieval system. For users they are 

identifiers and serve as the entry term for the subjects requested. However, for 

the purpose of identification, keywords should be selected as follows: 

(1) Keywords should target the specific branch of learning to be served 
and represented simultaneously the important concepts found in the 
Qur'an. 

(2) Keywords should express one idea or concept, excluding slang, jargon, coined terms and deprecated terminology. 
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(3) Keywords should include all the synonyms, derived nouns and 2nd 
declination plurals of those words whose meanings coincide with 
established ones. 

(4) Keywords should be filed as much near uniterms as possible. 
Compound keywords should be reduced to equivalent uniterms, or 
else filed as direct entries (i. e. inversion entries are disallowed). 

B. Descriptors 

in general, all descriptors are keywords, and verify their characteristics. On the 

other hand, they serve to identify the verses listed in the retrieval system. In 

addition to their characteristics as keywords, descriptors should, therefore, have 

the following features: 

(1) Descriptors should reflect a level of specificity commensurate with 
that which represents discreet concepts. 

(2) Descriptors should be unambiguous and have identifiable meanings. 

(3) Descriptors should be evaluated as of high frequency use or 
comparatively represent concepts quantitatively within the Qur'an. 

(4) Descriptors should be evaluated as a high frequency use or 
acceptability precision within the discipline of science. 

(5) Descriptors should be emboldened throughout the system in order to 
distinguish them from the keywords. 

C. Subject headings 

Subject headings are the tags of the contents of the verses. They are placed 

under the descriptors in the retrieval system and derived from the context of the 

verse described. They should not be complicated, very specific or too general, 

though in all cases they should carry the natural rhyme and grammar 

formulation within themselves. Unlike keywords and descriptors, the 

construction of the subject headings violates the uniterm principle (i. e. subject 

headings have to be compound nouns). An imposed version is completely 

rejected, and the natural structure of the language is the concrete nature and 

norm for their use. 
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(i) Compound nouns 

The construction of the compound nouns should be filed by using a noun 

connected with "wa j and" preceding the one indicated as descriptor. For 

example: 

al-wafäh wa al-wasiyyah au3ii (Death and bequeathing) 

This method allows the searcher to easily reach the concept and, on the other 

hand, it best fulfils the need of machine matching. 

(ii) Synonyms 

The problems of synonyms are avoided in the selection of the keywords by 

listing all the equivalences in the alphabetic section, because this is considered 

an essential part of searching for a term. On the other hand, for descriptors the 

criterion is the highest frequency use in the Qur'an or in the branch of learning 

respectively. The preferred term is distinguished by bold font. For example: 

Synonyms 

Unpreferred noun al-bayt ZI.. JI 
Unpreferred noun al-bayt al-haräm tly. 31 I 
Unpreferred noun al-bayt al- ̀ atfgll ,:, I 
Preferred noun al-ka'bah LSI (God's house) 

Derived nouns 

Unpreferred noun al-istikbär j_yI Unpreferred noun al-takabbur % rd I Preferred noun al-kibr }. tý) (haughtiness) 
Unpreferred noun al-kibriyd' ,V ]ýýJ 

'I 

M. . 

Irregular plural 

Preferred noun al-ashhurAI (lunar months) Unpreferred noun al-ihuhfr JU 
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(iii) Homographs 

Homographs should be distinguished on three consecutive levels: initially by 

providing vowel signs for terms in their original forms. 

Example: al-dyn ; rJl 

To become al-dayn C; 11 (debt) 
To become al-din ; xýJI (religion) 

However, if the term is still not recognizable, a qualifying expression in 

brackets should be added to clarify the meaning. 

Example: al fisdl JtAii 

To become al fi. yäl (radä ̀ah) (u"j) jt.. ul (Weaning) 
To become äl fisäl (taldq) . 

(pi. ) jt Aijl (Divorce) 

Or, a supplementary clarifying expression should be attached to the term if the 

term is normally in such a form. 

Example: al-bays C&WI 

To become al-bayt al-hardm tlyjlI (God's house) 
To become al-bayt al-`atIq ,. A-WI C"JI (God's house) 

(iv) Singular-dual-plural 

Words that happen to be used in their singular, dual, or plural either as 

keywords or as descriptors should be distinguished on two levels: 

(1) The empirical approach where the Qur'anic terminology will be used. 

* Use the singular form for words which happen to appear only in their 
singular forms. 

Example: 

Use al-ar4 j. jyl not al-ardan o jyl (earths) 

* Use the dual form for words which happen 'to appear only in their dual 
forms. 

Example: 

Use al-thagaldn 4MjI not al-ins tymll (mankind) 
and al-jinn i 
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* Use the plural form for words which happen to appear only in their 
plural form. 

Example: 

Use al-albäb yttl not labib (sensibles) 

* Use the mass noun for words which happen to appear in their singular, 
dual, and plural forms. 

Example: 

Use al-shurüq JjAl not al-mashriq jrh) (sunset) 
nor al-mashrigayn wýrýt (two sunsets) 
nor al-mashäriq ß "J) (sunsets) ä 

* Use the plural form for words which happen to appear in their singular, 
dual, and/or plural form, but which have no mass nouns. 

. 
Example: 

Use a ̀yun a»al not ̀ ayn (eye) 
nor ̀ aynän (eyes) 

Use `uyfim not ̀ ayn ; re (spring of water) 

The committee approach where the terminology of disciplines will be used. 

* Use singular forms to convey these cases: 

Proper names eg. Maryam r 5 (Mary) 
Properties eg. al-hararah 11 ; (heat) 
Mass nouns eg. al-(aläq 35t1. il (divorce) 
Materials (specific) eg. al-hadfd . It. s-IJI (iron) 
Objects (specific) eg. al-dharrah Yj3JI (tiny object) 
Events (specific) eg. al-`adhdb YIJ. a. ) (torment) 

* Dual should be used to convey all the cases that the singular and plural 
have failed to express. 

* Plural should be used to convey the cases: 
Genus 
Materials (generic) 
Objects (generic) 
Events (generic) 

eg. al yatdmd 
eg. al-hijdrah 
eg. al-nabelt 
eg. al-amrdd 

wem{ (orphans) 
xýý"""ýl (stones) 
ýWll (plants) 

(diseases) 

(v) Irregular plural 

In general all types of irregular plural forms of the keyword should appear in the 

alphabetic section. However, preferred forms should be marked by bold font 

for those keywords that will appear as descriptors in the facet section. The 

criteria of selection should be as follows: 
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* Irregular plurals that differ in meaning should be provided in the facet 
section with no distinction. 

Example: 

al-ikhwän 'Ij3. '4I (friendship) 
al-ikhwah 1#L'41 (blood or spiritual brotherhood) 

* Irregular plurals that differ in numbers but have the same meaning 
should be distinguished and provided in the facet section. Priority is 
given to the highest frequency in the Qur'an or the highest 
acceptability precision in the subject area. 

Example: 

unpreferred plural al-sawm 44.411 Preferred plural al-siydm Pi iI (fasting) 

5.5. Displays 

5.5.1. Printed display 

The display that has been suggested and used in this study is the facet display 

with alphabetic display playing the role of the index. The reason for such a 

choice is that due to the unique construction of this system which serves as a 

thesaurus as well as a subject' index indicating its contents. In this display all 

keywords appear in the alphabetical section, but only descriptors appear again 

in the facet section. The keywords that do not reappear in the facet section will 

serve as locators for the descriptors in the facet section. Both sections are 

integrated and complementary, but, if consulted separately, are incomplete. The 

link between the two sections is made by means of class number, which works 

as an indicator from the alphabetic section that includes the keywords to the 

facet section that includes the subject contents. In general there are two reasons 

for developing this particular kind of display: 

(1) The integrity between the alphabetic section and the facet section is 
able to demonstrate and organize a large vocabulary system with 
high efficiency. 
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(2) The integrity between the alphabetic section and the facet section has 
the function of eliminating the problem of equivalences. All 
equivalent keywords are indicated by the same class number. 
Keywords that are interrelated hierarchically are considered related 
associatively. 

A. Alphabetic section 

The alphabetical section is the main part of the retrieval system. It is an 

accession key for the subject matter. In the alphabetical section, keywords 

should be arranged in word-by-word sequences. The order follows the 

alphabetization that is common in most Muslim countries (Figure 1-1). The 

order should be stated clearly at the beginning of the system to enable people 

who follow another order (e. g. Morocco) to know the exact arrangement of the 

entries. However, the treatment for numbers, articles, and mixed letters should 

be as follows: 

* The definite article al- JI should not be taken into account unless it is a 
part of the word. 

* The letter hamzah y that stands alone should precede alif I in order. 

* The letter hamzah , that accompanies the letters allf I, yd' 4, and 
wäw j should be treated as a part of these letters and precede these 
letters in order. 

* The letter alif maddah T should be treated as one letter and precede auf 
f in order. 

* Letters that are vowelled with ]haddah W should be treated as single 
letters and follow the dammah in the same order as of simple vowels. 

* Letters that are similar in shape but different in meanings due to the 
vowels should be arranged thus sukün fathah kasrah -, dammah ', shaddah with fath, ah 4, Laddah with kasrah 
shaddah with dammah 6 respectively. 

B. Facet section 

In the facet section broad concepts are classified under main classes. The 

classes are subdivided in turn into subclasses that provide clusters of 

descriptors, the latter being called subfacets. Descriptors under subfacets are 

more closely related to each other than those between neighbourhood facets. In 

the facet section descriptors are arranged according to the subject field served 



and are completely attributable to the subject experts. The difference of 

arrangement that results is due to the subjectivity of the subject experts but does 

not affect the efficiency of the system, this is because the seeker should consult 

the alphabetical section before going to the required subject. For example: 

Menstruation 0104 al-mahid 
Intercourse al-rafath ý. iýl 

C. Hierarchical section 

The role of the hierarchical section is to serve as a supplement to the facet 

section in the system. Descriptors that appear in the facet section reappear 

again in the same order in the hierarchical section. Subheadings under their 

specified descriptors are listed on one discrimination level shown as . one dot . 

However, in the hierarchical section descriptors are marked in bold, while the 

subheadings are listed in a systematic KWIC arrangement, not alphabetic. The 

sequences they cover appear in the subject section. For example: 

Intercourse 

" Intercourse and menstruation 
" Intercourse and ordination 
" Intercourse and praying 
" Intercourse and mosques 
" Intercourse and fasting 

" Intercourse and pilgrimage 

D. Subject section 

al-rafath 

. al-rafaLh wa al-mahid 

. al-rafa wa al-ityän 
al-rafath wa al-saläh s ly "; ýI 

. al-rafalk wa al-4> j1d a 
al-rafath wa al-ciyäm tt.. JI j. 
al-rafatft wa al-haJj Iý ;,;, jI " 

The subject section is the body of the retrieval system that contains all the 

subject matter (i. e. verses). The subject matter in this section is arranged 

according to its place in the facet section and not in alphabetic order. Verses 

under subject headings should be filed as follows: 

* Verses that contain a specific concept should all be listed under their 
tagged descriptors. 

* Verses should be subgrouped under their subject headings as the subject 
becomes more fragmentary. 
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* Verses that are concrete and are not divided have no subject headings, 
but are listed directly under their descriptors. 
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* Verses should be arranged under their subject headings according to the 
ascending order of the chapters and verse numbers. 

* Verses that have a double concept should be entered twice under both 
concepts and no cross-references need be included in this section. 

* Verses should be indicated by the parts most related to the headings and 
unrelated parts should be eliminated and replaced by dots. 

* Verses that have different verse numbers, but which follow a 
continuous concept should be listed together, with an indication of the 
numbers of the verses. 

E. Cross-references 

The aim of cross-references is to refer the searcher from the keywords in the 

alphabetical section to the exact location of the descriptors in the facet section 

and the body of the retrieval system. The location of the descriptor is indicated 

by a serial number. The serial number instruction consists of four numbers in 

two parts in which the first two digits refer to the facet number while the second 

two digits refer to the subfacet number. The serial number as a whole replaces 

the descriptor in the alphabetical section. This instruction applies to all 

keywords, and all the equivalent keywords have the same serial number and no 

preferred nouns are used to permit accession to the subject matter. Authorized 

descriptors are indicated by bold font. For example: 

Synonyms 

al-bays (al-Ka ̀bah) 03 06 (LdiI ) iI 
al-bays al-. har&m 0306 I 
al-bays al-`atIq 03 06 
al-ka ̀ bah 0306 I 

Derived nouns 

al-istikbär 04 01 iL- C Vl 
al-takabbur 0401 . 
al-kibr 0401 
al-kibriyä' 0401 , VJ1 

Irregular plural 

al-ashhur 16 02 
,j 

AVI 
al-shuhar 1602 jell 
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5.5.2. Screen display 

The display that has been suggested and used in this study is the menu selection. 

The following are the suggested instructures of that display (see Figure 5-8): 

* Provide a horizontal permanent menu for function operations with a 
minimum of two spaces between adjacent captions. 

* Provide ten function keys within the program to be used for immediate 
required processes. Do not exceed ten functions as the commercially 
used keyboards range from 10-14 function keys. 

* Provide a function key for help to the service at any point of the 
program. This key should give an easy, simple and direct instruction to 
cover the problem. 

* Provide a function key for interrupting the process through the use of 
UNDO reverse process. 

* Provide a function key to print the screen data or all the data that is 
required through a single retrieval process. 

* Provide a function key for page scrolling control, so that unwanted data 
can be skipped over with a fast scroll and more interesting data can be 
inspected with a slow scroll. In both cases ensure that a part of the 
previous display is visible at the top/bottom of the new page to provide 
the user with continuity. 

* Provide a function key for colour off/on, so that people who suffer from 
colour blindness can' use the black and white screen. 

* Provide a function key for sound off/on, so that the people who are 
irritated at the clicking sound can use a silent service. 

* Provide a function key for mouse off/on, so that the people who are not 
used to the mouse control can use the cursor keys without effect. 

* Provide a function key to interrupt the program at any point without 
affecting the program loading and without a requirement to switch off 
the machine and reload the program. 

* Provide a window menu for the function operations. 

* Arrange items in the menu in alphabetical sequence. 

* Provide for selection of the items in the menu by highlighting the 
choice identified through the keyboard cursors or by mouse device. 

* Provide a multipath level for the items in the window menu. 
* Provide no more than five to six windows at one time which are related 

to the item requested. 

* Use overlapping windows instead of tiled windows. 
* Eliminate irrelevant windows automatically from the screen. 
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* Provide a menu map, as it is often difficult for the users to maintain a 
sense of position as they go deeper into a multipath menu. A note such 
as MENU 2 OF 4 is very helpful. 

* Permit one simple key action to return to the permanent menu. Use for 
instance, ESC key. 

* Provide a single menu on full screen to present the verses and surround 
the screen areas or draw explicit boundaries with a box. 

* The quantity of data per screen, including titles, headings, etc. should 
not cover more than 30 percent of the total area. 

* Provide clear headings and other ways of finding information to help 
user navigation within the display. 

* Use 18-24 points characters for headings and 10-12 points characters 
for normal work and subheadings. 

* Use double spacing for 18-24 points characters and single spacing for 
10-12 points characters. 

* Use bold or distinguished colours for headings and subheadings. 

* Use the user's conventions for font shape and do not use different 
calligraphies unless it is necessary. It is much better to use the 
`Uthmanic calligraphy. 

* Use justified margins from both sides, with equal spacing between the 
words. 

* Headings should be aligned to the right of the columns. 

* Tabulate the verses represented in three columns as the verse, the 
chapter number, and the verse number respectively. Columns should 
be separated by at least two blank spaces. 

* Provide numbers for pages and titles. 

5.6. Test, Cost, And Production 

5.6.1. Test and evaluation 

Users often complain that they have difficulty in finding what they need 

precisely. This is due to the following reasons: 

* Users fail to read all the system instructions either because there are too 
many instructional options or because of the complex style of 
presentation. 

* Users choose to go directly to use, rather than spend time preparing 
themselves for the system. 

* Users assume that the system works like other systems familiar to them. 
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* Users go to the system with no particular need in mind, but wishing 
instead to be able to select items at random. 

* Users look for a very specific item which the system does not provide. 

These appear to be the main difficulties that face users in finding what they 

need. However, as a means of overcoming such problems, the following 

solutions are suggested: 

* The system's instructions should be short and simple so that they can be 
understood at a glance, if possible. 

* The system should be active and well formatted to provide easy access 
for those who do not wish to read the instructions. 

* The system should be designed to be familiar to users, by having some 
similarity to well-known systems, though it may also have its own 
characteristics. 

* The system should be highly specific in contents, as well as providing 
general access. 

In light of the above, the system can be evaluated by two different approaches, 

both of them working in parallel. The first approach is to take a random sample 

of topics and check it with a subject expert. The latter should see if the various 

topics that are represented in keywords appear in the system or not. Then he 

should go through the system and check the validity of cross-references and the 

verses to which they apply. The second approach is to test the system with 

reference to the users themselves. This can be done by producing a semi- 

published draft which contains all that the final publication will include, and 

give the users free time to search the system and ask them to fill in a form based 

on the results of their test. The form should include the following questions: 

* The total number of items required? 
* The total number of relevant items retrieved? 
* The total number of irrelevant items retrieved? * The total number of items retrieved? 
* The total time taken? 
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On the basis of the above reported data, the system should be evaluated in terms 

of recall, precision and time thus: 

Recall ratio = The total number of relevant items retrieved X 100 
The total number of items required 

Precision ratio = The total number of relevant items retrieved x 100 
The total number of items retrieved 

Time taken per item = The total number of relevant items required 
The total time taken 

This test could also be applied to the software system. Of course, it is 

impossible to evaluate the system, except under actual conditions of use. The 

acid test is to approach the right verse for the right request at an appropriate 

time, though the results of the above test could be taken as a good indication of 

the success or failure of the system. 

5.6.2. Cost-effectiveness 

Cost-effectiveness analysis is applicable to the design of the retrieval system, 

but it is rather difficult to apply it in this analogy. The reason for such a 

difficulty arises from the need to balance input costs against output efficiency. 

In considering cost-effectiveness, many-different factors affect the decision of 

whether to emphasize the cost or the efficiency. However, the most important 

considerations relating to the subject are the following: 

A. Controlled vocabulary versus uncontrolled vocabulary 

A controlled vocabulary system saves time and effort at the output stage. 

Achieving this requires efforts in constructing the system and increases the cost 

at the output stage. However, a high quality system requires qualified personnel 

which increases the burden on the cost. By contrast, natural-language searching 

without the use of a controlled vocabulary reduces the cost, but puts a burden on 

the searcher and increases the time of retrieval. In addition, it reduces precision 

of the average search. 
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B. Specific keywords versus broad keywords 

Specific contents are a requirement for all users. The more specific the 

keywords become the more precision the average search will achieve. The 

specificity, however, saves time and effort at the output, but creates more 

expense and effort at the time of input. The more highly qualified personnel, 

the more accurate the response will be. On the other hand, broad keywords may 

require abstracts to be included in the system to provide the user with specific 

contents and to improve the quality of the system, the time of searching and the 

level of consistency. Such an addition increases the efficiency, but puts a 

burden on the cost (i. e. the preparation and the editing of the abstracts). 

C. Single-purpose versus Multi-purpose 

On certain occasions the agency producing the retrieval system requires a multi- 

purpose rather than a single product (i. e. the system can be used in other 

services, or the participants who produce the retrieval system can be asked to 

serve the by-products). In terms of input cost a multi-purpose product saves 

costs in the short-term, though in many cases it affects the coverage quality and 

reduces the output efficiency. On the other hand, a single purpose product puts 

a burden on the input cost, increases the quality and hence the output efficiency, 

so in many cases it saves costs in the long run. 

In view of the above, if we apply the extreme situation for the efficiency, i. e the 

system is entitled to have controlled vocabulary, specific keywords and single 

purpose, the cost is invariable with the output benefit but subject to the required 

quality of the retrieval system. Specifically speaking the quality of the retrieval 

system depends on three factors viz, the time allocated, the commitment of the 

participants and the material cost. As the first two factors can hardly be 

calculated, only the material cost will be subject to analysis. The material cost 
is a function of the following: 
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* The furniture and the equipment costs, 
* The staff and training costs, 
* The technology costs, and 
* Other costs. 

5.6.3. Production of print and software systems 

The system is not complete until a tidy printed form of the work is produced for 

public use. This stage may involve both printed information as well as software 

publication. The former will be in the form of a book, and the latter will be in 

the form of a floppy disk, or on-line service. However, in both cases products 

should provide the following: 

* The purpose of the system and the additional features which this service 
provides compared with other services available in the other systems in 
the market. 

* The subject coverage, within an indication as to which are the core and 
which the peripheral fields. 

* The total number of indexing terms used, the number of verses covered, 
the type of exegesis used and the reason for using it, the readings 
adopted, and any other modification used. 

* The rules adopted regarding the choice and form of indexing terms. 

* Structures, displays, and cross-referencing with illustrated examples, 
wherever possible. 

* The meaning of all conventions and abbreviations and punctuation 
marks used in the system. 

* Acknowledgement of written sources used. 

* Personal acknowledgements referring to subject experts and others who 
may have assisted with the compilation. 

5.6.4. Maintenance and updating 

As is natural, putting the service into the user's hand is the acid test for the 

quality of the system, and of modifications required. This is the stage of 

maintenance and updating. The process of modification should be managed 

methodologically through the hands of one compiler, otherwise confusion will 

occur. In the maintaining and updating stage, terms which are missed have to 

be scrutinized by the experts and added with their necessary scope notes and 

relationships and should be in alphabetical order. Similarly, terms which are 
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misleading, or incorrectly used, have to be deleted, otherwise amendments 

should be included such as cases where simple changes are needed, like spelling 

or corrections from the singular to the plural form. When the final revision has 

been done, a new version of the system should be published in a public or 

academic magazine and become the nominative version as soon as possible. 

5.7. Conclusion 

The guidelines drawn in this chapter call for four concluding remarks: first, 

establishing a Qur'anic retrieval system requires professionality, commitment, 

and belief in the purpose. Secondly, the success of the manual system is highly 

influenced by the level of compiling the vocabulary control. Thirdly, the 

success of the automatic system is directly proportional to the simplicity or 

complexity of the natural language in use. Fourthly, the cost and the evaluation 

of the retrieval system are based on the quality, the specificity and the purpose 

of the service. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

TWO EXAMPLES OF QUR'ANIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM: 

DISPLAY AND ORGANIZATION 

Overview 

It is perfectly common and practical to build up the information retrieval system 

with models to serve as a concrete base for the system. However, there are two 

aspects that should be highlighted in these models. First, these models form the 

base of an information network in which there is a large common set of 

keywords as well as numerous subfacets of descriptors that form the subject 

system itself. Secondly, the effectiveness of the subject-terms as a means of 

identifying and retrieving information depends upon the selection of these terms 

which together tag a subject provided in the system, and the organization of 

these terms in facets and subfacets provides a means of keeping track of 

interterm relationships. However, it is worth noting that although all the 

members of a facet are conceived of as related terms and the closest degree of 

relationship is presented to the members of subfacets, the degree and the type of 

these relationships vary from one subfacet to another. 

The purpose of this chapter is to target the display and organization of terms 

that serve as models for the information retrieval system. The examples are 

based upon general principles which apply to any subject field, and for the 

maximum benefit of this study they are divided into two fundamental classes of 

knowledge viz, natural sciences and social sciences. One of the two selected 

examples is physics that represents a discipline of the natural sciences, while the 

marital and familial status is used as a multi-purpose example in social sciences, 

that is sociology, social services and law. 
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ALPHABETIC SECTION wt 1"u 

Sound 02 02 al-sawt rjr. ºsl 
Light 0201 al-daw' 'PWl 
Electricity 02 03 al-kahrabd' "LOCI 
Matter 0101 al-mäddah 

Ew) 

Waves 02 05 al-mawjät zaVt-j1 
Mechanics 02 06 al-mfkänfkd ttau. *i! 
Relativity 0204 al-nisbiyyah 
Measuring Units 0102 wahaddt al-qiyds Ltu l. L. ) 

FACET SECTION 

FACET 01 General 

Matter 0101 al-mdddah =AAA 
Measuring Units 0102 wahaddt al-giyäs 

FACET 02 Specific ýº"ý 

Light 02 01 al-daw' 'r"A 
Sound 0202 al-sawt C+l. &A 
Electricity 0203 al-kahrabd' 06 1 
Relativity 02 04 al-nisbiyyah 
Waves 02 05 al-mawjdt ý 
Mechanics 02 06 al-mfk4nfkQ 

HIERARACHICAL SECTION uý ý tai 

Matter al-mdddah IJLAJI 

" Duality of matter . izdiwhjiyyat al-maddah ZJLWI Xj1 jj j! " 
" Density . al-kathäfah L&Jl 
" Heat . al-hararah : jIwjI " 
" Atmospheric Pressure . al-ciagjt al jawwl sil LLWI " 
Measuring Units wahaddt al-giyds 
" Weight 

. al-wazn uýýl 

" Length . al-{ül JtWI 

" Time . al-zaman wýl 
" Direction 

. al-ittijäh ti 
Light al-daw' 
Sound al-sawt 
Electricity al-kahrabd' I 
Relativity al-nisbiyyah 
Waves al-mawjdt 
Mechanics al-mfkänfk4 
" Gravitational force 

. aljädhibiyyah al-ardiyyah ? L: ýýtl t: 4JI 

" Weightlessness 
. in`idäm al-wazn uýlýI fl44) 

0 
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FACET 01 
SUBFACET 0101 �eýi. ýl ass3) 

Matter 

Duality of matter 

"And of everything We created 
pairs, that perhaps you may 
remember. " (51: 49) 

Density 

"He it is who has separated the two 
seas, this one is fresh, palatable to 
taste, and this one is saltish, 
piquant. And He set a barrier 
between them, and an 
insurmountable bar. " (25: 53)1 

"He let forth the two seas to meet 
together, between them a barrier 
they cannot surpass. " (55: 19-20) 

Heat 

"(He) who has made fire for you 
from the green trees and, behold, 
you may kindle flame. "' (36: 80) 

1 The Arabic word al-bahrayn (two seas) 
is a reference to the two sources of 
fresh water and salt seas. However, the 
great masses of fresh water in rivers, 
lakes, ponds and underground springs 
are all one , and the great salt ocean 
with its seas and gulfs is also all one. 
The separation between these two 
maser during their meeting could 
possibly be due to the difference in 
their densities. 
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Atmospheric Pressure 

"But whoever God desires to guide, 
He expands his breast to Islam. 
And whoever He desires to lead 
into perversity, He makes his breast 
narrow, constricted as if he were 
ascending to heaven ... ." (6: 125)2 
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uý 
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Measuring Units wIOA c+1t+º! 

Weight 

"Surely God shall not wrong you 
the weight of an atom. And if it be 
a good deed, He shall multiply it 
and shall give from Himself a vast 
wage. " (4: 40)3 

2 This is the condition of a person who is 
climbing and finds it difficult to breath 
for a lack of Oxygen in the upper level 
of atmosphere. 

3 The implication of the word atom as 
referred to in the verses (4: 40), (10: 61), 
(34: 3), (34: 22), and (99: 7-8), in the 
Arabic language is dharrah. The latter 
has been misused by most 
contemporary authors who rely on their 
self-understanding of the word as 
known in modem physics rather than as 
a reference to the lexical meaning and 
the historical background to the coining 
of this word. Lexically , the word 
means the red ant (pl. dharr), the ant's 
head or a grain of mustard seed as 
indicated by most of the early 
commentators. Hence the verses. 
(4: 40), (10: 61), (34: 3), (34: 22) and 
(99: 7-8) mean that God never treats 
unjustly mankind by any means even 
by the weight of the smallest thing that 
was ever thought. Historically, the 
discovery of atomic physics falls within 
the modern technical revolution. The 
Arabization of the word "atom" has 
lead to the Arabic word dharrah, a fact 
which leads to the contemporary 
reference to the atom as identical to the 
one mentioned in the Qur'an. 
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". .. And not so much as the single 
weight of an atom in the earth or in 
the heaven is hidden from your 
Lord, neither anything smaller than 
that nor greater, but in a lucid 
Book. " (10: 61) 

V. 
1 ÖýJ Iý. L w ý: i. ýý VG uýL Vý .. " 

u ý11i Vir 
jß.: 1 Y; ; t. !1ý.. ý i ýr! ýEill 

"And We shall set up the just 
balances for the Day of 
Resurrection, so that no single soul 
will be wronged in any way. And if 
it be the weight of one grain of 
mustard seed, We shall bring it 
forth.... " (21: 47) 

".... Not even the weight of an 
atom either in the heaven or in the 
earth escapes Him; neither anything 
less than that nor bigger, but in a 
lucid Book. " (34: 3) 

"Say: ̀Invoke whoever you 
associate with God. They possess 
not even an atom's weight either in 
the heavens or in the earth, nor have 
they any share in either, nor has He 
any helper from among them. "' 
(34: 22) 

"So, whoever has done an atom's 
weight of good, will behold it. And 
whoever has done an atom's weight 
of evil, will behold it. " (99: 7-8) 

Length 

"`Take him, and fetter him, then 
cast him into al-Jahim (the Blaze), 
and insert him in a chain of seventy 
cubits length. "' (69: 30-32) 

Time 

"They ask you of the crescent 
moons. Say: ̀ They are times fixed 
for mankind and for pilgrimage. ' .. 
.. " (2: 189) 
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"It is He who has made the sun a 
shining and the moon a light, and 
has ordained it in phases that you 
may know the number of years and 
the reckoning .... " (10: 5) 

"And We have made the night and 
the day as two signs, then We 
effaced the sign of the night, and 
made the sign of the day to give 
sight that you may seek bounty 
from your Lord, and that you may 
know the number of the years and 
the reckoning .... " (17: 12) 

"And they lingered in their cave 
three hundred years and nine over. " 
(18: 25)4 

Direction 

"And it is He who has made the 
stars for you to be guided thereby in 
the darkness of the land and the sea 
.... " (6: 97) 

4 According to al-Qurtubi (op. cit. vol. x, 
pp. 386-387) the number nine as 
mentioned literally in the verse is not 
definite, whether it is hours, days, 
week, months, or years, though he 
asserted that according to the norm of 
the language, the apparent meaning is 
nine years. Al-Qurtubi, however, also 
states that the number three hundred is 
calculated by the actual number of 
years according to the solar calendar, 
but since the speech is directed to the 
Prophet Muhammad whose calculation 
was by lunar calendar, the nine years 
difference was added. The difference 
makes exactly 0.03 every, solar year 
which in terms of days equals to 10.8 
days every year. On the other hand, 
Muslims establish their calendar by the 
Ist Muharram of the year in which the 
prophet made his migration from 
Mecca to Madina. This equally 
corresponds to the year 622 A. D. By 
summing up the above calculations, the 
equation of transformation from A. H. 
to A. D. is: 

A. D. =A. H - 0.03 A. H. + 622. 
A. D. = 0.97 A. H. + 622. 
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"And waymarks; and by the stars 
they are guided. " (16: 16) 
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FACET 02 Lii 
SUBFACET 02 01 &l "$Jl 

Light 0 

"And those who disbelieve, their 
deeds are like a mirage on a plain 
which the thirsty thinks to be water, 
until, when he comes near to it, he 
finds it is nothing; .... " (24: 39) 

"Have you not seen that God drives 
the clouds, then gathers them 
together, then makes them in layers, 
then you see the rain issuing from 
the midst of them. And He causes 
to descend from heaven mountains 
wherein there is hail, then He 
smites with it whom He wills, and 
averts it from whom He wills. The 
brightness of its lightning almost 
snatches away the sight. " (24: 43) 
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"Or as a rain-storm from heaven, 
wherein is darkness, thunder and 
lightning, they thrust their fingers 
into their ears because of 
thunderclaps, fearing death .... of 
(2: 19) 

". 
.. And the thunder extols His 

praise, and the angels are in awe of 
Him. And He sends the 
thunderbolts, then He smites with 
them whom He wills .... 

" (13: 13) 
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FACET 02 ßs}1) 
SUBFACET 02 03 "e? iºýI. sý. t) 

Electricity ºL-; 

"Have you not seen that God drives 
the clouds, then gathers them 
together; then makes them in layers, 
then you see the rain issuing from 
the midst of them. And He causes 
to descend from heaven mountains 
wherein there is hail, then He 
smites with it whom He wills, and 
averts it from whom He wills. The 
brightness of its lightning almost 
snatches away the sight. " (24: 43)5 
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Relativity k4-wig 

".:.. And truly a day with your 
Lord is as a thousand years by your 
counting. " (22: 47)6 

5 This verse which should be read 
together with (30: 48) gives a brief 
picture of two types of cloud layers; 
heavy and spreadout layers. According 
to 24: 43 the rain is formed from the 
heavy layered since electrical discharge 
occurs only among them. 

6 The three statements in (22: 47), (32: 5) 
and (70: 3-4) could possibly bear the 
meaning of relative time that would 
pass more slowly for a person 
travelling in the space near the speed of 
light, compared to a person who was 
stationary in relation to the one 
travelling. 
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"He directs the affair from the 
heaven to the earth, then it ascends 
to Him in a day whose measure is a 
thousand years of what you 
reckon. " (32: 5) 

"To Him the angels and the Spirit 
ascend in a day, the measure of 
which is fifty thousand years. " 
(70: 3-4) 
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Waves ý+ýýý 

"Or like darkness on a deep sea 
covered by waves upon waves, 
above which are clouds. Darkness 
accumulated layer upon layer, that 
when man puts forth his hand, he 
can scarcely see it. " (24: 40) 
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Mechanics tt, muha hI 

Gravitational force 

"God is He who has raised up the 
heavens without pillars you can see 
.... " (13: 2)7 

7 Generally speaking the word samä 
(heaven) means anything that is high. 
Hence it may mean the earth spheres 
and all the outer space. According to 
al-Qurlubi (ibid., vo1. Ix, p. 279) 
according to one interpretation of the 
literal meaning of the verse the heavens 
above are held by pillars but they 
cannot be seen. Another interpretation 
also narrated by al-Qurtubi is that the 
heavens are held without any pillars at 
all. This last interpretation is more 
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"Have you not seen that God has 
subjected to you all that is in the 
earth, and the vessels that run upon 
the sea by His behest. And that He 
holds back the heaven lest it should 
fall on the earth, save by His leave? 

.... " (22: 65) 

"He has created the heavens 
without pillars that you can see; and 
He cast on the earth mountains, lest 
it should sway with you ... ." (31: 10) 

"Surely God holds the heavens and 
the earth lest they should wither 
away, for if they were to wither 
away, no one could hold them after 
Him. .. ." (35: 41) 

Weightlessness 

"... for whoever associates with 6od, it is as through he has fallen 
from heaven, then birds snatch him 
away; or the wind has blown him to 
a distance place. " (22: 31)"8 
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God who holds the heavens lest they 
should fall on earth. However, ýy yl II I ýý; ýi 
whichever of the two interpretations is 
adopted they still support the idea of 
the existence of gravitational force. 

8 In this verse there is a possible reference 
to the state of weightlessness and the 
general condition of a person in the 
cosmos above the earth's atmospheric 
level. 
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ALPHABETIC SECTION 1114-f11 p.. iil 

Abortion 02 01 al-ijhdd ß: 1 y1 
Inheritance 03 01 al-irLhh 
Wet nursing 0203 al-istir4t ' 
Maintenance 0102 al-infdq Jt; ýýtl 
Periodical abstention 0105 al-flä' , FYI 
Adoption 0202 al-tabannf ý; ""ý1 
Upbringing 02 04 al-tarbiyah L; 1 
Inheritance 03 01 al-tarikah UPI 
Intercourse 0104 aljimd' tt. &.! ýJl 
Nursing 0203 al-haddnah L'I 
Pregnancy 0203 al-haml I 
Menstruation 0104 al-#ayc 
Betrothal 0101 al-khitbah J 
Separation 0106 al-khul` 
Breastfeeding 0203 al-radt`ah 
Caring 0103 al-ri`dyah LýýI 
Intercourse 0104 al-ra(ath 
Marriage 0101 al-zawdj zijJU' 
Dowry 0102 al-sadäq jI.,.. jI 
Divorce 0106 al-taldq j W. 11 
Eternal abstention 0105 al-zihdr Awl 
Waiting period 0202 al-`iddah ill 
Weaning 0203 al fisdl (radd'ah) (L .ji JLI 
Divorce 0106 a! fisdl (taldq) (J W) J'I 
Weaning 0203 al ; fisam (radd'ah) (z ') O=Le JI 
Weaning 0203 al-fitdm t. LLUI 
Slaying 02 01 al-gad JmI 
Guardianship 0103 al-gawdmah Lill 
Adoption 0202 al-kafdlah (tabanni) l ý. %) LEI 
Inheritance 03 01 al-kaldlah 
Malediction 0202 al-li'dn it. li) 
Menstruation 0104 al-mahfd 
Dowry 0102 al-mahr ý.. II 
Death 0106 al-mawt Jt 
Inheritance 03 01 al-mfrdth mi 
Lineage 02 02 al-nasab 
Ill-behaviour 0105 al-nushdz 31 
Maintenance 0102 al-nafaqah 
Marriage 0101 al-nikdh tmu) 
Slaying 0201 al-wa'd ,, 

1J. 11 
Bequeath 0301 al-wasiyyah L.. Jýj1 
Intercourse 0104 al-wat' , L3JI 
Death 0106 al-wafdh tt3JI 
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FACET SECTION vN! jJ' I 

FACET 01 Husband-Wife relationship ;t j311-W3J1 zU 

Betrothal 
Marriage 

0101 al-khifbah 
al-nikdh 

ZI. W1 
=WiI 

Dowry 0102 al-mahr 44.11 Maintenance al-nafaqah =11 

Guardianship 0103 al-qawdmah LI$V1 
Caring al-rt'dyah LLA jJJ 

Menstruation 0104 al-mahf4 w: ýl 
Intercourse al-rafath 

Ill-behaviour 0105 al-nushßz 
Periodical abstention al-f1ä' º yl 
Eternal abstention al-dhih4r Awl 

Divorce 0106 al ; taläq 3ytWl 
Separation al-khul` awl 
Death al-mawt Ql+JI 

FACET 02 Parents-Children relationship Jt+Lý1 '4I4Y)1Y 

Abortion 02 01 al-ijh&d ukLo 1 
Slaying al-gatl j3j1 

Waiting Period 02 02 al-'iddah 
Lineage al-nasab 
Adoption al-tabannt 
Malediction al-li'dn ýtay1 

Pregnancy 0203 al-haml J. J1 
Breastfeeding al-radd ̀ ah XLUji) 
Nursing al-haddnah L'-W 

Upbringing 0204 al-tarbiyah 

FACET 03 Familial relationship LY Z&WI 

Bequest 03 01 al-wasiyyah 
Inheritance al-m[r4th ýIr. 1) 
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HIERARCHICAL SECTION ý, "ºI ýI 

Betrothal al-khitbah ? ýI 
Marriage al-nikäh ZJI 

" Marriage and life continuity al-nikäh wa istimräriyyat al-hayäh st&. tt Li11.:. r1j r=1 
" Marriage and disability . al-nikäh wa 'adam al-qudrah i jsi11 *"! rtsul " 
" Marriage and family classes . al-nikäh wa al-garäbah Z. I jLJl! twit 

" Marriage and breastfeeding al-nikäh wa al-radä`ah ItL% Ji ==I " 

" Marriage and relevances al-nikäh wa al-musäharah jr&L&J! LEI' 

" Marriage and chastity women , al-nikäh wa al-hasänah L"t. A2Jl! ttS; JI 

" Marriage and wifes' adherents . al-nikäh wa al-tabannf I! Z. I 

" Marriage and first/second divorce al-nikdh wa at-taldq al-raj'iyy yyJl plai1! ttýl' 

" Marriage and third divorce al-nikäh wa al-taläq al-bä'in CAYI j I! ttl " 

" Marriage and polygamy . al-nikäh wa al-ta'addud ' JAI! LEI' 

" Marriage and right hands possess al-nikäh wa milk al yamIn 1I d6i ZWJI 

" Marriage and people of the Book , al-nikäh wa ahl al-kitäb JAI J t=l 

" Marriage and unbelievers " al-nikäh wa al-kufr I3 r 

" Marriage and adulterers/idolaters . al-nikah wa a-zinn/al shirk L: rjlj tL=l 

" Marriage and guardianship , al-nikäh wa al-gawämah ZIýI! LEI' 
Dowry al-mahr 

" Dowry and women . al-, Wahr wa al-mar'ah : ýýI! 1 

" Dowry and the right of the whole al-mahr wa kämil al-ada' AM JAC! sal " 

" Dowry and the right of the half " al-mahr wa nisf al-ada' 'IC'I'! 

" Dowry and the loss of the right . al-mahr wa fugdän haq al-ada' sij%I , ýU u11! j4AJJ " 

" Dowry and separation , al-mahr wa al-khul' t l! 
Maintenance al-nafaqah UL. Ul 

" Maintenance and man " al-nafagah wa al-rajul JiriI! I" 

" Maintenance and guardianship , al-nafagah wa a1-gawämah x"I)III! 71WI - 

" Maintenance and pregnancy . al-nafagah wa al-haml Ij aw 

" Maintenance and breastfeeding . al-nafaqah wa al-radä'ah ls". 11I! ui: tl 

" Maintenance and divorce , al-nafaqah wa al-taläq 3 I! =l- 

" Maintenance and waiting period " al-nafaqah wa al-'iddah IJ"JI! = 
Guardianship al-gawdmah LI. 4ul 
" Guardianship and marriage al-gawämah wa al-nikäh tts iI j LI, I 

" Guardianship and maintenance al-gawämah wa al-nafaqah 1I! LItLI " 
Caring al-ri`dyah L4. I 
Menstruation al-mahfd u! bjl 

" Menstruation and intercourse . al-mahld wa al-rafath ý. i j11! LO:,.. ll 
" Menstruation and divorce al-=W wa al-talaq pwl! , ",,., II " 
" Menstruation and waiting period . al-=hid wa al-'iddah 1 aJI! L,: u. It 
Menstruation and garments . al-ma$4 wa al-zInah i:;; jl! ,,:.. "l - 

Intercourse al-rafath : JJl 
" Intercourse and menstruation . al-rafath wa al-=414 u%º -i4 i1 

" Intercourse and ordination . al-rafath wa al-ityän üý"'I! ="+)J1 

" Intercourse and praying , al-rafa j wa al-saläh tx.. Jl! .,.; JI 
" Intercourse and mosques . al-rafath wa al-msäjid . fit t! "; JJI 
" Intercourse and fasting , al-rafath wa al-siyäm ft ait j ý. iyil " 
" Intercourse and pilgrimage . al-rafath wa al-hajj iiI! Siff " 
Ill-behaviour al-nushdz 3$=1 
" 111-behaviour and man . al-nushüz wa al-rajul Jýrfl! 31 

" Ill-behaviour and woman . al-nushüz wa al-mar'ah ýrýl! 3s=1 
Periodical abstention al-fld' oytvl 
Eternal abstention al-zihdr l4W1 
. Eternal abstention and prohibition . 

al-zihär wa al-ta frIm ý}+ytl! AW, 
. Eternal abstention and expiation . al-zihär wa al-kafärah IJUVIj j4JAJt " 
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Divorce al-taldq 3yJt 

" Divorce and woman al-taldq wa al-mar'ah tSJAJt, jx1jS " 
" Divorce and the limits allowed al-taläq wa `adad al-talgät C, t; St AJI J.,, s J jSjojf 

" Divorce and lst/2nd time . al-taläq wa al-rujg' ty. Jls jA-11 " 
" Divorce and third time al-taldq wa al-baynünah LIj jyj&jl " 
" Divorce and dowry . al-taläq wa al-mahr y».. ls j iiJI 

" Divorce and maintenance . al-taläq wa al-nafaqah U123 jS&WI 
Separation al-khul` 
Death al-mawt ýl+ýI 

" Death and waiting period . al-mawt wa al-'iddah =. WIi rjsvi 

" Death and adultery . al-mawt wa al-zinä VUI! CjiI " 

" Death and bequest al-mawt wa al-wasiyyah Z J. J " 
Abortion al-ijhäd LA4.11 
Slaying al-gad J311 

" Slaying and children al-gatl wa al-abnd' , U! t j W1 " 

" Slaying and blood fine . al-gad wa al-diyyah LaýI j , ß. t1 " 
waiting period al-`iddah %"i1 

. waiting period and compulsority , al-'iddah wa al-wujüb 

. waiting period and intercourse . al-'iddah wa al-rafath ±J J1 j IJAJI " 

. waiting period and menstruation . al-'iddah wa al-mahId . ß. J1 j z. uit " 

. waiting period and months . al-'iddah wa al-ashhur 41ý Lull " 

. waiting period and pregnancy . al-'iddah wa al-haml S... ti3 . W1 " 

. waiting period and maintenance . al-'iddah wa al-nafagah 'i ts,, ºJI 

. waiting period and Ist/2nd time . al-'iddah wa al-taläq at-raj'! M' jxýlý t.. *ý1 

. waiting period and death , al-'iddah wa al-mawt :. j--jIj 1AAJ1 " 
Lineage al-nasab 01 

. Lineage and marriage . al-nasab wa al-nikäh tti i" 

. Lineage and pregnancy , al-nasab wa al-haml iii l" 
Adoption al-tabannt k.: l) 
Malediction al-li'dn ,;, Wal 
Pregnancy al-haml I 

. Pregnancy and concealment , al-haml wa al-kitmän ut=lj J,. 'JI 
Pregnancy and maintenance . al-haml wa al-nafaqah U! U1i , Ji 
Pregnancy and waiting period . al-haml wa al-'iddah =JAJtj i" 

. Pregnancy and breastfeeding . al-haml wa al-ra¢ä'ah LU JII JJI " 
Breastfeeding al-radd'ah Iet.: yil 
. Breastfeeding and marriage . al-radd'ah wa al-nikäh tts: ý1ý tct.:. p1- 
. Brasetfeeding and pregnancy , al-radä'ah wa al-haml 1U)Jl . 
. Breastfeeding and complete period . al-radä'ah wa kämil al-muddah Z . WI JAI J %&U jJl 
. Breastfeeding and consultation , al-radä'ah wa al-tarädi JL. 1j1 j ILU)ll " 
. Breastfeeding and maintenance al-radä'ah wa al-nafaqah uk: ll j ZtU)il 
Nursing al-haddnah L't.:. l1 
Upbringing al-tarbiyyah Zºt 
. Upbringing and religion , al-tarbiyah wa al-din , eajlj i. 1 

. Upbringing 
, and children's rights , al-tarbiyah wa hugaq al-abnd' ºtmt jjZ; A1 

. Upbringing and parent's rights . al-tarbiyah wa huqüq al-äbä' ,Lt 3jt,. ý Z.; I 

. Upbringing and manners . al-tarbiyah wa al-akhldq 
Bequest al-wasiyyah 
" Bequest and death " al-wasiyyah wa al-mawt ? -1ji 
" Bequest and testimony . al-wasiyyah wa al-thahddah xý4'3t! z iI " 
Inheritance al-mtrdth 
" Inheritance and children . al-müäth wa al-abnä' , t:. SII j 
" Inheritance and parents . al-mIrath wa al-abawan ýIý; ylý "ICI 
" Inheritance and husband . al-miräth wa al-zawj tý3i j ß:, I}.. 11 
" Inheritance and wife . al-miräth wa al-zawjah I. . Il jII" 
" Inheritance and brothers/sisters . al-mirdth wa al-ikhwah/al-akhawät z, 1AY1 /;, &Vl j 1.1 " 
" Inheritance and kinsmen , al-mirdth wa al-agärib : rýtäylý i 
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FACET 01 &tJil 
SUBFACET 0101 we» "jJl 

Betrothal 

"There is no sin on you in making 
proposals for betrothal to women or 
in keeping this (intention) to 
yourselves. God knows that you 
will be thoughtful of them, but 
plight not your troth in secret unless 
you utter virtuous words. And do 
not resolve on the marriage tie until 
the prescribed term is reached .... " 
(2: 235) 
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Marriage l. w 

Marriage and life continuity 

"And God has given you wives of 
your own kind. And He has given 
you from your sons wives, sons and 
grandsons .... " (16: 72) 

"And it is He who has created man 
of water, and He made him kindred 
by blood and marriage ... ." (25: 54) 

"And among His signs is that He 
created for you wives from 
yourselves, that you might repose in 
them. And He has set between you 
amity and mercy.... " (30: 21) 

"Orginator of the heavens and the 
earth. He made for you wives of 
yourselves, and of the cattle (He 
made) pairs, whereby He causes 
you to multiply ... ." (42: 11) 

Marriage and disability 

"And let those who find no way to 
marriage be chaste until God 
enriches them of this bounty .... " 
(24: 33) 
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Marriage and family classes 

"Forbidden you are your mothers, 
and your daughters, and your 
sisters, and your aunts (paternal and 
maternal) and your nieces .... " 
(4: 23) 

Marriage and breastfeeding 

" .. And (forbidden) your mothers 
who have suckled you, and your 
suckling sisters ... ." (4: 23) 

Marriage and relevances 

And marry not the women whom 
your fathers have married, save 
what already has happened in the 
past, for it is lewdness and 
abomination, and an evil way. " 
(4: 22)9 

".... And (forbidden) your wives' 
mothers, and your step daughters 
who are in your care, from wives 
whom you have consorted with. 
But if you have not consorted with 
them, then it is no sin for you. And 
(forbidden) are the wives of your 
sons who are from your own loins. 
And you are not to take two sisters 
together unless it is something of 
the past .... " (4: 23) 10 

9 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
al-nisä i 11d (women save) based on the 
reading of Warsh and Qilün. (see 
`Umar and Makram, ibid., vol. 1I, 
p. 121). 

10 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüfi (1987), op. cit., 
pp. 70-71). 
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Marriage and chastity women 

"And (forbidden you also) are the 
married women except whom your 
right hands possess. So are God's 
commands to you. And it is lawful 
for you what is beyond that, if you 
use your wealth in virtuous wedlock 
not in lewdness... ." (4: 24) 

Mdlýhfij tLW 
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Marriage and vifes' adherents 

Then when Zayd had 
consummated her, We married her 
to you, so that there may be no sin 
for the believers in (marrying) the 
wives of their adherents if they 
consummated them.... " (33: 37)11 

Marriage and first/second divorce 

"Divorced women shall wait by 
themselves three menstrual courses; 
it shall not be licit for them to 
conceal what God has created in 
their wombs, if they truly believe in 
God and the Last Day. Their 
husbands have more right to restore 
them in such a state, if they so 
desire to reconcile. And they 
(women) have rights similar to their 
obligations in all equity ... ." (2: 228)12 

I This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 227-228). 

12 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word ann 
yaktwnna (to conceal) based on the 
reading of al-Düwri. (see 'Umar and 
Makram, ibid., voll, p. 174). The verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüp, ibid., pp. 39- 
40). Also the part "Their husbands 
have more right to restore them in such 
a state" has the possibility of abrogation 
being abrogated by verses 229-230 
chapter 2 (see Ibn al-Bärizi, op. cit., 
pp. 26-27). 
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"Divorce is twice, then retention in 
honour or setting a way in kindness 

.... " (2: 229)13 

"If you divorce women and they 
have reached their term, do not 
prevent them from remarrying their 
husbands if they so honourably 
agree among themselves. .... " 
(2: 232) 

Marriage and third time divorce 

"Divorce is twice, then retention in 
honour or setting a way in kindness 
.... " (2: 229)14 

"But if he divorces her, she shall 
not be lawful to him thereafter until 
she has wedded another husband. 
And if he (the other husband) 
divorces her, it is then no sin on 
them that they return to each other 
should they think that they can keqp 
the bounds of God .... " (2: 230)15 

Marriage and polygamy 

". then marry of the women 
such as seem good to you, two, 
three, or four. But if you fear that 
you cannot act fairly, then one only 
or what your right hands have 
acquired. This is the least that you 
can do to obviate injustice. " (4: 3)16 

13 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 40-41). 

14 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyütt, ibid., 
pp. 40-41). 

15 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 41). 

16 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word adnd 
(the least) based on the reading of 
Warsh. (see ̀Umar and Makram, ibid., 
vol. u, p. 107). 
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Marriage and right hands possess 

"And whoever of you is unable to 
afford marrying the chaste 
believing women, then (you can 
marry) of what your right hands 
possess of your believing maidens. 
And God knows best your belief. 
The one of you comes from 
another. Hence, marry them by 
permission of their families, and 
give them their dowry in kindness 
as women in wedlock, not as in 
whoredom, nor as in taking 
concubines. But if they are married 
and commit debauchery, then upon 
them falls half of the punishment 
that falls on the women. This is for 
those of you who fear committing, 
sins; that you perservere is better 
for you.... " (4: 25) 

"And marry those of you are single 
(male or female) and the righteous 
of your slaves and female slaves. If 
you are poor, God will enrich them 
of His munificence ...... (24: 32) 

Marriage and people of the Book 

"Today the good provisions are 
lawful for you, and the food of 
those who were given the Book is 
lawful for you your food is licit for 
them. In like manner, believing 
women of those who were given the 
book before you give them their 
dowry in chaste wedlock and not in 
fornication, nor as taking 
concubines .. " (5: 5) 

Marriage and unbelievers 

"0 you who believe, when 
believing women come to you as 
emigrants, test them for. God 
(alone) knows best their belief. 
Then if you know them to be true 
believers, do not return them to the 
unbeleivers; they are not lawful to 
them, nor they (men) lawful to them 
.... " (60: 10) 
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Marriage and adulterers/idolaters 

"Wed not idolatresses till they 
believe, for truly a believing slave- 
girl is better than an idolatress even 
if you admire her. And wed not 
idolaters till they believe, for surely 
a believing slave is better than an 
idolater even if you admire him 

.... 
" (2: 221) 

"The adulterer shall not marry but 
an adulteress or an idolatress, and 
the adulteress, none shall marry her 
except an adulterer or an idolater. 
And that (adultery) is forbidden to 
believers. " (24: 3)I 

Marriage and guardianship 

But men shall have one 
degree above them.. - ." (2: 228) 
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FACET 01 £3) 
SUBFACET 0102 ý, el ýsý1I 

Dowry J-4A1 

Dowry and woman 

"And give the women their dowry, 
an obligation. But if they, of their 
own accord, should remit to you 
any of it, then enjoy it as 
convenient and appreciable. " (4: 4) 

"0 you who believe , it is neither 
lawful of you to inherit women 
against their will, nor is it lawful to 
restrain them so that you may take 
away what you have given them 
unless they commit flagrant 
debauchery.... " (4: 19)18 

17 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 192). 

18 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 69-70). 
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"And (forbidden you also) are the 
married women except whom your 
right hands possess. So are God's 
commands to you. And it is lawful 
for you what is beyond that, if you 
use your wealth in virtuous wedlock 
not in lewdness. For the enjoyment 
you get from them, give them their 
dowry. It is a duty. But there is no 
sin on you in what you agree 
between yourselves after the 
appropriate due .... " (4: 24) 

"And whoever of you is unable to 
afford marrying chaste and 
believing women, then (you can 
marry) of what your right hands 
possess of your believing maidens. 
And God knows best your belief. 
The one of you comes from 
another. Hence, marry them by 
permission of their families and 
give them their dowry in kindness 
as women in wedlock, not as in 
whoredom, nor as in taking 
concubines.... " (4: 25) 

"Today the good provisions are 
lawful for you, and the food of 
those who were given the Book is 
lawful for you your food is licit for 
them. In like manner, believing 
women in wedlock, and in wedlock 
virtuous women of those who were 
given the book before you if you 
give them their dowry, in chaste 
wedlock and not in fornication, nor 
as taking concubines .... 

" (5: 5) 

"0 you who believe, when 
believing women come to you as 
emigrants, test them for God 
(alone) knows best their belief. 
Then if you know them to be true 
believers, do not return them to the 
unbeleivers; they are not lawful to 
them, nor they (men) lawful to 
them. And give back what they 
(the unbelievers) have expended; 
there is no sin upon you to wed 
them when you pay them their 
dowries. And do not hold fast to 
marriage ties with unbelieving 
women; ask what you have 
expended, and let them ask what 
they expended. ... " (60: 10) 
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Dowry and the right of the whole 

"And if you wish to change one 
wife for another, and you have 
given to one of them a hundred- 
weight take nothing of it. Will you 
take it by way of calumny and 
blatant perfidy? And will you take 
it when one of you has consorted 
with the other, and they have taken 
from you a solemn pledge (of 
union). " (4: 20-21)19 

Dowry and the right of the half 

"And if you divorce them before 
you have touched them and have 
settled a dowry on them, then half 
of what you have appointed to them 
.... " (2: 237) 

Dowry and the loss of the right 

"And if you divorce them before 
you have touched them and have 
settled a dowry on them, then half 
of what you have appointed to 
them, unless they agree to forgo it, 
or he forgoes it who authorizes the 
marriage tie. Yet, to forgo is nearer 
to piety.... " (2: 237) 

Dowry and separation 

". But if you fear that you 
cannot maintain the bounds of God, 
then it is no sin on them if she 
redeems herself. These are the 
limits of God, therefore do not 
exceed them, for they who 
transgress the bounds of God are 
iniquitous. " (2: 229) 

19 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
ihdähunna (one of them) and afdä 
(have taken from) based on the reading 
of Warsh. (see ̀ Umar and Makram, 
ibid., vol. II, p. 121). 
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Maintenance : -: 191 

Maintenance and man 

" ... It is for the father to provide 
them and clothe them in kindness. 
No one is charged except within his 
means. A mother shall not suffer 
because of her child, nor shall a 
father because of his child, and the 
same shall be incumbent on the heir 

.... 
" (2: 233) 

Maintenance and guardianship 

"Men are guardians over women for 
that God has made some of them 
excel others, and for that they have 
spent of their wealth .... " (4: 34)20 

Maintenance and pregnancy 
".... And if they are pregnant, then 
spend on them until they deliver 
their burden.. 

.. " (65: 6) 

Maintenance and breastfeeding 

.... But if they desire to wean the 
child through consent and 
consultation, then it is no sin on 
them. But if you wish to seek 
nursing for your children, then it is 
no guilt on you if you deliver what 
you have given with kindness .... " 
(2: 233)21 

20 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyfio, ibid., p. 72). 

21 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
fisälan (to wean the child) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see 'Umar and 
Mak am, ibid., voll, p. 179). 
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". ... And if they suckle for you, 
then pay them their wages, and 
consult one another in kindness. 
But if you differ then let another 
woman suckle for him. Let him 
who is affluent expend from his 
affluence. And let him whose 
provision has been straitened (by 
God) expend from what God has 
given him; for God charges no 
living soul except according to what 
He has bestowed upon it. Surely 
God shall make ease after 
hardship. " (65: 6-7)22 

Maintenance and divorce 

"No sin shall be on you if you 
divorce women before you have 
touched them, and have fixed a 
dowry on them. Yet, provide for 
them; the affluent man according to 
his means, and the straitened 
according to his means; a provision 
in honour-incumbent as the 
beneficent. " (2: 236) 

Maintenance and waiting period 
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"Let them dwell wherever you 
dwell, according to your means; »" " -1ý 
and do not harass them, so as to ö 
straiten circumstances against them (" 

.... " (65: 6) 

22 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
ukhrä (another woman) based on the 
readings of Wart and Qalün. 
(see ̀Umar and Makram, ibid., vol. XU, 
p. 169). 
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SUBFACET 0103 BAI 
FACET 01 . a. ii 

ýýI 

Guardianship LhEI 

Guardianship and marriage 

" .. But men shall have one 
degree above them ... ." (2: 228) 

Guardianship and maintenance 
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excel others, and for what they have Nj 
spent of their wealth .... 11(4: 34)23 'ýC (rt: ý) ý" 

Caring 

"0 you who believe , it is neither 
lawful of you to inherit women 
against their will, nor is it lawful to 
restrain them so that you may take 
away what you have given them 
unless they commit flagrant 
debauchery. And consort with 
them in kindness. But if you feel 
odium to them, then it may be that 
you feel aversion for a thing, God 
places in it much good. " (4: 19)24 
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"Let them dwell wherever you 
dwell, according to your means; vi 
and do not harass them, so as to 
straiten circumstances against them 

,r 

... ." (65: 6) 

23 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 72). 

24 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
fa `asä (it may be) based on the reading 
of al-Düwri. (see ̀Umar and Makram, 
ibid., vol. u, p. 120). The verse is also 
related to an occasion(s) of revelation 
(see al-Suyüti, ibid., pp. 69-70). 
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FACET 01 " "if 
SUBFACET 0104 �sJI. t iI 

Menstruation 644'"if 

Menstruation and intercourse 

"They ask you concerning 
menstruation. Say: `It is 
pernicious'. So retire from women 
and approach them not till they are 
cleansed .... " (2: 222)25 

Menstruation and divorce 

"Divorced women shall wait by 
themselves three menstrual courses 
.... " (2: 228)26 

Menstruation and waiting period 

"And those of your women who 
despaired of menstruating, if you 
are in doubt (during the waiting 
period), then their waiting period 
shall be three months; and those too 
who have not menstruated as yet 
.... " (65: 4) 

25 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
adhan (pernicious) based on the 

" reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., voll, p. 170). The verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 38). 

26 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüg, ibid., p. 40). 
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Menstruation and garments 

"And such women who are past 
child-bearing, and have no hope of 
marriage, there is no sin in them 
that they put aside their (outer) 
garments, in such (a way) as not to 
show their adornment; and better 
still for them is to be abstinent ... 
." (24: 60) 
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Intercourse 6JA 

Intercourse and menstruation 

"They ask you concerning 
menstruation. Say: `It is 
pernicious'. So retire from women 
and approach them not till they are 
cleansed.... " (2: 222)27 

Intercourse and ordination 

". .. When they are cleansed come 
to them as God has ordained you, 
for God loves those who are 
penitent and those who are clean. 
Your wives are tilth for you, so go 
in to your filth whenever you wish, 
and advance good deed for 
yourselves .... " (2: 222-223)28 

/ 

27 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
adhan (pernicious) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol., p. 170). The verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüü, ibid., p. 38). 

28 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word and 
(whenever) based on the readings of 
Warsh and al-Düri(`Umar and Makram, 
ibid., voll, p. 172). The verse is also 
related to an occasion(s) of revelation 
(see al-Suyiiti, ibid., pp. 38-39). 
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Intercourse and praying 

"0 you who believe, approach not 
the prayer when you are drunken, 
till you know what you are saying; 
nor when you are defiled, unless 
you are traversing a way, until you 
have washed yourselves. And if 
you are sick or on a journey, or if 
any of you comes from the privy, 
then you have touched women, and 
you can find no water, then have 
recourse to clean dust and wipe 
your faces and your hands with it 

.. 
.. " (4: 43)29 

"0 you who believe, when you rise 
up for prayer, wash your faces and 
your hands up to the elbows, and 
wipe your heads and your feet to 
the ankles. If you are unclean, then 
purify yourselves. And if you are 
sick or on a journey, or if one of 
you come from the privy, or you 
have touched women, and you find 
no water, then have recourse to 
clean dust and rub your faces and 
your hands with it .... " (5: 6)30 

Intercourse and mosques 

" .. And do not consort with them 
while you cleave to mosques .... " 
(2: 187)31 

29 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
sukard (are drunken), mardä (are sick) 
and ahadun (any of you) based on the 
readings of Warsh and Qälün. (see 
`Umar and Makram, ibid., vol. II, 
p. 135-136). 

30 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
mardä (are sick) and ahadun (any of 
you) based on the readings of Wart 
and Qälün. (see 'Umar and Makram, 
ibid., vol. ü, p. 195). 

31 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüü, ibid., p. 27). 
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Intercourse and fasting 

"It is lawful to you to consort with 
your wives on the night of the fast. 
They are a raiment for you and you 
are a raiment for them. God knows 
you have betrayed yourselves, but 
He has relented towards you and 
has relieved you. So now have 
intercourse with them, and seek 
what God has decreed for you .... 

" 
(2: 187)32 

Intercourse and pilgrimage 

"Pilgrimage is in the months 
already known. Hence, whoever 
undertakes the duty of pilgrimage 
therein, shall have neither 
intercourse, nor debauchery, nor 
disputation in the pilgrimage .... " 
(2: 197) 
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Dl-behaviour j 

111-behaviour and man 

"And if a woman fears ill-behaviour 
or aversion on the part of her 
husband, then it is no sin both that 
they amend things between them, 
for right settlement is better .... " 
(4: 128)33 

32 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
fal-äna (so now) based on the reading 
of Warsh. (see ̀ Umar and Makram, 
ibid., vol. i, p. 147). The verse is also 
related to an occasion(s) of revelation 
(see al-Suyüi, ibid., p. 27). 

33 't'his verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
yufli4 (amend things) based on the 
reading of Warst. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. II, p. 168). 
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fl-behaviour and woman 

".... And those women of whom 
you fear their dissent, exhort them, 
and abandon them in the beds, and 
beat them. But if they obey you, 
then seek not a way against them .. 
.. " (4: 34) 
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Periodical abstention 

"For those who swear to abstain 
from their wives, a wait of four 
months; but if they revert, then God 
is Forgiving, Merciful. " (2: 226)34 

Eternal abstention JL4U 
ý 

Eternal abstention and prohibition 

"God has not made for any man two �y,, ,"- ýý ,ý Vý hearts within his breast, nor has He ý'!: }' ý. ' '" "%1}'ý 
made your wives whom you declare 
to be as your mothers .. To (t: Tý')ý" " (33: 4)35 

34 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
yü'lüna (put aside) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., voll, p. 172). This verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Wähidi, op. cit., 
pp. 42-43). 

35 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
al-1ä'Y (whom) based on the reading of 
Warsh and Qälün. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. '', p. 109). 
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"And those who put aside their 
wives saying, `You are to me as my 
mother's back', they are not indeed 
their mothers, for their mothers are 
none but those who gave them 
birth. They certainly say a 
despicable saying and a falsehood . 
... " (58: 2)36 
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Eternal abstention and expiation 

"And those who put apart their 
wives, then retract what they have 
said, should set a slave free before 
they touch one another. That is for 
you to be exhorted by. And truly 
God is cognizant of what you do. 
But whoever finds not (the means) 
shall then fast two consecutive 
months before they touch one 
another. And whoever is not able 
(to fast), shall then feed sixty poor 
persons. That is in order to believe 
in God and His Messenger .... " 
(58: 3-4) 
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Divorce JL JI 

Divorce and woman 
"But if they resolve on divorce, 
then indeed God is All-hearing, All- 
Knowing. " (2: 227). 

Divorce and the limits allowed 

"Divorce is twice, then retention in 
honour or setting a way in kindness 
.... " (2: 229)37 . 

36 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Wahidi, ibid., 
pp. 232-233). 

37 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 40-41). 
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Divorce and first/second time 

"If you divorce women, and they 
reach their term, either retain them 
with kindness, or let them go with 
kindness. But retain them not 
intending to hurt them in 
transgression, for whoever does that 
will be iniquitous to himself .... 

" 
(2: 231)38 

"And if they reach their set time, 
then retain them in kindness, or 
depart from them in kindness. And 
call in two just witnesses from 
amongst yourselves, and observe 
the witnessing for God .... " (65: 2) 

Divorce and third time 

"But if he divorces her, she shall 
not be lawful to him thereafter until 
she has wedded another husband. 
And if he divorces her, it is then no 
sin on them that they return to each 
other should they think that they 
can keep the bounds of God .... " 
(2: 230)39 

Divorce and dowry 

"And if you divorce them before 
you have touched them and have 
settled a dowry on them, then half 
of what you have appointed to 
them, unless they agree to forgo it, 
or he forgoes it who authorizes the 
marriage tie. Yet, to forgo is nearer 
to piety ... ." (2: 237) 

38 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
zalama (iniquitous) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. i, p. 176). The verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 42). 

39 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 41). 
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"And if you wish to exchange one 
wife for another, and you have 
given to one of them a hundred- 
weight take nothing of it. Will you 
take it by way of calumny and 
blatant perfidy? And will you take 
it when one of you has consorted 
with the other, and they have taken 
from you a solemn pledge (of 
union). " (4: 20-21)40 

Divorce and maintenance 

"No sin shall be on you if you 
divorce women before you have 
touched them, and have fixed a 
dowry on them. Yet, provide for 
them; the affluent man according to 
his. means, and the straitened 
according to his means; a provision 
in honour-incumbent as the 
beneficent. " (2: 236) 
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Separation 6-10 

" .. But if you fear that you .;, .", � LL I; 
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cannot maintain the bounds of God, w uI J! Jk ý(ü 
then it is no sin on them if she i. ""' ýý '& d' 
redeems herself 

.... " (2: 229) 

Death CA, lJ 

Death and waiting period 

"Those of you who die and leave 
wives behind, they shall wait by 
themselves four months and ten 
(days). Then when they reach the 
end of their term, it is no sin on you 
that they do for themselves (what 
they desire) in honour .... " (2: 234) 

40 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
ihdähunna (one of them) and afdä 
(have taken from) based on the reading 
of Warsh. (see ̀ Umar and Makram, 
ibid., vol. n, p. 121). 
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Death and adultery 

"And those of your women who 
commit whoredom, call four 
witnesses from amongst yourselves 
against them. If they witness, then 
confine them to the homes until 
death overtakes them or until God 
opens a way for them. " (4: 15)41 

Death and bequest 

"Decreed for you is that, when one 
of you approaches death, if he 
leaves wealth, he makes a will 
bequeathing equitably to the parents 
and kinsmen (and kinswomen). 
(That is) a duty on the godfearing. 
Yet, whoever changes it after he has 
heard it, the sin for it shall surely 
fall on those who change it. Verily, 
God is All-Hearing, All-knowing. 
But whoever fears deviation or 
sinful tendency from a testator and 
makes things right between them, 
no sin shall rest upon him ... (2: 180-182)42 

41 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
yatawafahunna (death overtakes them) 
based on the reading of Warsh. 
(see ̀ Umar and Makram, ibid., vol. II, 
p. 118). This verse also contains a 
possibility of abrogation being 
abrogated by verse 2 chapter 24 
(see Ibn Du`Amah, op. cit., p. 39). 

42 This verse contains a possibility of 
abrogation being abrogated by verse 11 
chapter 4 (see Ibn a1-Bäriii, ibid., p. 25). 
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" Those of you who die and leave 
wives, (should leave) a testament 
for their wives bequeathing a 
provision for a year without 
expulsion. But if they go out, then 
there is no sin on you in what they 
do with themselves in fairness .... " 
(2: 240)43 
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Abortion aa#. j11 

"And do not slay your children for 
fear of indigence, for We provide 
them and you. Surely their slaying 
is a heinous sin. " (17: 31) 

43 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüd, ibid., 
pp. 43-44). The verse also contains a 
possibility of abrogation being 
abrogated by verse 12 chapter 4 
(see Ibn Du'Amah, ibid., p. 36). 
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"0 Prophet, when believing women 
come to you, swearing allegiance to 
you that they will not ascribe 
anything to God; neither will they 
steal nor commit whoredom, nor 
slay their children, nor bring any 
calumny that they may forge 
between their hands and their feet, 
nor disobey you in a good turn; then 
seal a pledge with them, and ask 
God's forgiveness for them. " 
(60: 12)44 

"And when the girl-child buried 
alive is asked, for what reason was 
she slain. " (81: 8-9) 
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Slaying Lw 

Slaying and children 

".... And slay not yourselves .... " 
(4: 29-30) 

"And he who slays a believer with 
premeditation, his reward shall be 
Gehenna, therein to abide for ever, 
and God will be irate with him, and 
will curse him, and shall prepare a 
great torment for him. " (4: 93) 

44 The phrase "nor bring any calumny that 
they may forge between their hands and 
their feet" has two different 
interpretations. Al-Qurtubi has pointed 
out that according to one view the 
phrase generally refers to adultery or 
those [women] who beget illegitimate 
children (by deceiving their husbands). 
While according to the other view, it 
refers to bewitching and bewitching - 
related acts. (see al-Quriubi, ibid., xVII, 
p. 72-74. However, it may also bear the 
possibility of being a reference to the 
abortion. However, the verse also 
includes a difference of opinion in the 
reciting of the words wa istaghtfir lahun 
(and ask God's forgiveness for them) 
based on the reading of al-Düwri. 
(see ̀Umar and Makram, ibid., voLvu, 
p. 133). 
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"And thus those associates made it 
seem fair to many of the idolaters to 
slay their children, that they may 
destroy and confound for them their 
religion .... " (6: 137) 

"Lost are they who slay their 
children in folly, without 
knowledge, and forbid what God 
has provided for them, in calumny 
against God .... " (6: 140)45 

" .. and that you do not slay your 
children because of poverty, for We 
provide for you and them .... " 
(6: 151) 

" .. and that you do not slay the 
soul that God has prohibited save 
by justice ...... (6: 151) 

"And when any one of them is 
given the tidings of a female, his 
face is darkened, stifling (anger), 
retiring from the sight of the people 
because of the evil tidings he was 
given; should he keep it in 
contempt or inhume it in the dust? 
Wretched is that which they judge! " 
(16: 58-59)46 

"And do not slay the soul that God 
has forbidden save with justice ... 
." (17: 33) 

"And those who do not impute 
another god to God, and who do not 
slay the living soul that God has 
forbidden expect by right, nor 
commit adultery, for whoever does 
that shall recieve (the reward) of the 
sin. " (25: 68) 

45 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word qad 
khasira (Lost are they) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Malgram, ibid., vol. u, p. 326). 

46 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
yazawarä (retiring from the sight) based 
on the reading of Warsh. (see ̀ Umar 
and Makram, ibid., vol. ui, p. 284). 
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"0 Prophet, when believing women 
come to you, swearing allegiance to 
you that they will not ascribe 
anything to God; neither will they 
steal nor commit whoredom, nor 
slay their children, nor bring any 
calumny that they may forge 
between their hands and their feet, 
nor disobey you in a good turn; then 
seal a pledge with them, and ask 
God's forgiveness for them .... " 
(60: 12)47 

"And when the girl-child buried 
alive is asked, for what reason was 
she slain. " (81: 8-9) 

47 The phrase "nor bring any calumny that 
they may forge between their hands and 
their feet" has two different 
interpretations. Al-Qurtubi has pointed 
out that according to one view the 
phrase generally refers to adultery or 
those [women] who beget illegitimate 
children (by deceiving their husbands). 
While according to the other view, it 
refers to bewitching and bewitching - 
related acts. (see al-Qurtubl, ibid., XVII, 
p. 72-74. However, it may also bear the 
possibility of being a reference to 
abortion. However, the verse includes 
a difference of opinion in the reciting of 
the words wa istagVir lahun (and ask 
God's forgiveness for them) based on 
the reading of al-Düwri. (see 'Umar 
and Makram, ibid., vol. vn, p. 133). 
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Slaying and blood fine 

"0 you who believe, requital for 
bloodshedding is decreed for you: 
the free man for the free man, the 
slave for the slave, and the female 
for the female. But he who is 
pardoned by one's (slain) brother, 
will pay something of a blood fine. 
This is to be carried out in kindness 
and dealt with in equity. This is an 
alleviation and mercy from your 
Lord. But he who transgresses after 
that will have a grievous torment. " 
(2: 178)48 

"It is not for a believer to slay a 
believer unless it is by mistake. 
And he who slays a believer by 
mistake, shall be committed to 
freeing a believing slave , and a 
blood-fine (shall he pay) to his 
family unless they forgo it as free- 
will alms. But if he belongs to a 
people hostile to you and is 
believer, then (the slayer) set free a 
believing slave. And if he belongs 
to a people between whom and 
yourselves there is a pact, then a 
blood-fine is to be paid to his 
family and a believing slave is to be 
set free. But if he who finds no 
means, let him fast two consecutive 
months as a penance from God ... 
." (4: 92)49 

... And whoever is wrongfully 
slain, then We have appointed 
authority to his next of kin. But let 
him not exceed in slaying, for 
surely he will be succoured. " 
(17: 33) 

48 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
al-gatlä (bloodshedding), al-unthä 
bil-unthd (the female for the female) 
and i'tadd (transgresses) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see 'Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vo1j, pp. 139-140). The 
verse has also the possibility of 
abrogation by verse 25 chapter 4 
(see Ibn al-Bärizi, ibid., p. 25) 

This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 83). 
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FACET 02 
SUBFACET 02 02 weAi rºsýl 

Waiting period ice 

Waiting period and compulsorily 

"0 you Prophet, when you divorce 
women, divorce them after their 
period, and count the period. And 
fear God, your Lord. Do not eject 
them from their homes; nor let them 
depart unless they commit a clear 
act of lewdness. " (65: 1) 

Waiting period and intercourse 

"0 you who believe, if you many 
believing women, and you divorce 
them before you touch them, you 
shall have no waiting period to 
reckon on them .... " (33: 49) 

Waiting period and menstruation 

"Divorced women shall wait by 
themselves three menstrual courses 
.... " (2: 228)50 

Waiting period and months 

"And those of your women who 
despaired of menstruating, if you 
are in doubt, (during the waiting 
period) then their waiting period 
shall be three months; and those too 
who have not menstruated as yet 
.... "(65: 4) 

Waiting period and pregnancy 

".... And those who are pregnant, 
their term is when they deliver their 
burden 

.... " (65: 4) 

50 Ibis verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-S uyüti, ibid., p. 40). 
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Waiting period and maintenance 

"Let them dwell wherever you 
dwell, according to your means; 
and do not harass them, so as to 
straiten circumstances against them 
.... " (65: 6) 

Waiting period and first/second time 

"If you divorce women, and they 
reach their term, either retain them 
with kindness, or let them go with 
kindness. But retain them not 
intending to hurt them in 
transgression, for whoever does that 
will be iniquitous to himself .... " 
(2: 231)51 

"And if they reach their set time, 
then retain them in kindness, or 
depart from them in kindness. And 
call in two just witnesses from 
amongst yourselves, and observe 
the witnessing for God .... " (65: 2) 

Waiting period and death 

"Those of you who die and leave 
wives behind, they shall wait by 
themselves four months and ten 
(days). Then when they reach the 
end of their term, it is no sin on you 
that they do for themselves (what 
they desire) in honour .... " (2: 234) 

51 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
zalama (iniquitous) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see 'Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vo1. I, p. 176). This verse 
is also related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 42). 
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Lineage 

Lineage and marriage 

"And marry not the woman whom 
your fathers have married, save 
what already has happened in the 
past, for it is lewdness and 
abomination, and an evil way. 
Forbidden you are your mothers, 
and your daughters, and your 
sisters, and your aunts (paternal and 
maternal) and your nieces, and your 
mothers who have suckled you, and 
your suckling sisters, and your 
wives' mothers, and your step- 
daughters who are in your care, 
from wives whom you have 
consorted with. But if you have not 
consorted with them, then it is no 
sin for you. And (forbidden) are 
the wives of your sons who are 
from your own loins.. " (4: 22-23)52 

"And (forbidden you also) are the 
married women except whom your 
right hands possess. So are God's 
commands to you .... " (4: 24) 

"The adulterer shall not marry but 
an adulteress or an idolatress, and 
the adulteress, none shall marry her 
except an adulterer or an idolater. 
And that (adultery) is forbidden to 
believers. " (24: 3)5 

to. ... Then when Zayd had 
consummated her, We married her 
to you, so that there may be no sin 
for the believers in (marrying) the 
wives of their adherents if the X 
consummated them.... " (33: 37)5 

52 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Wähiäi, ibid., p. 84). 

53 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., p. 192). 

54 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word qa¢ä 
(had consummated) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. v, p. 126). The verse 
also is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 227-228). 
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Lineage and pregnancy 

"O Prophet, when believing women 
come to you, swearing allegiance to 
you that they will not ascribe 
anything to God; neither will they 
steal nor commit whoredom, nor 
slay their children, nor bring any 
calumny that they may forge 
between their hands and their feet, 
nor disobey you in a good turn; then 
seal a pledge with them, and ask 
God's forgiveness for them .... " 
(60: 12)55 

".... it shall not be licit for them to 
conceal what God has created in 
their wombs, if they truly believe in 
God and the Last Day ... ." (2: 228)56 

55 The phrase "nor bring any calumny that 
they may forge between their hands and 
their feet" has two different 
interpretations. Al-Qurtubi has pointed 
out that according to one view the 
phrase generally refers to adultery or 
those [women] who beget illegitimate 
children (by deceiving their husbands). 
While according to the other view, it 
refers to bewitching and bewitching - 
related acts. (see al-Qurtubi, ibid., xVII, 
p. 72-74. However, it may also bear the 
possibility of being a reference to 
abortion. However, the verse includes 
a difference of opinion in the reciting of 
the words wa istagVir lahun (and ask 
God's forgiveness for them) based on 
the reading of al-Düwri. (see `Umar 
and Makram, ibid., voLvü, p. 133). 

56 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word ann 
Yaktwnna (to conceal) based on the 
reading of al-Düwri. (see ̀ Umar and 
Makram, ibid., voll, p. 174). 
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Adoption V;.: 11 

.. nor has He made whom you 1 
claim to be as your sons, your sons. 
That is your saying of your own 
mouths. But God says the truth and 
guides on the path. Call them after 
their (natural) fathers, that will be 
more equitable in the consideration 
of God .... " (33: 4-5) 

"Mohammed is not a father of any 
one of your men, but he is the 
Messenger of God and the Seal of 
prophets ... ." (33: 40) 
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Malediction üLAM 

"And those who accuse their wives 
but have no witnesses save their 
own selves, then the testimony of 
each of them shall be to swear by 
God four times that he is (one) of 
the veracious. And the fifth time 
God's malediction shall fall- upon 
him, should he be of the liars. And 
He shall avert the torment from her 
if she swears by God four times that 
he is surely one of the liars. And 
the fifth, surely God's wrath will 
fall upon her if he is one of the 
veracious. " (24: 6-9)57 

57 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyng, ibid., 
pp. 193-194). 
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Pregnancy 

Pregnancy and concealment 

".... it shall not be licit for them to 
conceal what God has created in 
their wombs, if they truly believe in 
God and the Last Day ... :' 
(2: 228)58 

Pregnancy and maintenance 

".... And if they are pregnant, then 
spend on them until they deliver 
their burden .... " (65: 6) 

Pregnancy and waiting period 

" ... And those who are pregnant, 
their term is when they deliver their 
burden.... " (65: 4) 

Pregnancy and breastfeeding 
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".... His mother bore him with 
weariness and gave him birth with 'I]"j L. $'. t'4" j3 tAý a i':.. Lý """ 
tediousness. And the bearing and t ýo; ý'ý AirZ'.;: j 
the weaning of him thirty months .. ' 
.. " (46: 15) 

Breastfeeding UTAJ J1 

Breastfeeding and marriage 

.... And (forbidden) your mothers 
who have suckled you, and your 
suckling sisters .... " (4: 23) 

58 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word ann 
yaktumna (to conceal) based on the 
reading of al-Düwri. (see ̀ Umar and 
Makram, ibid., voll, p. 174). 
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Breastfeeding and Pregnancy 

". . His mother bears him in 
weakness upon weakness, and his 
weaning is in two years ..... " 
(31: 14) 

".... His mother bore him with 
weariness and gave him birth with 
tediousness. And the bearing and 
the weaning of him thirty months .. 
.. " (46: 15) 

Breastfeeding and complete period 

"Mothers are to suckle their 
children two complete years, for 
whoever so desires to complete 
suckling .... " (2: 233) 

Breastfeeding and consultation 

" ... But if they desire to wean the 
child through consent and 
consultation, then it is no sin on 
them.... " (2: 233)59 

Breastfeeding and maintenance 

".... And if they suckle for you, 
then pay them their wages, and 
consult one another in kindness ... 
." (65: 6) 
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Nursing L' I 

But if you wish to seek 
nursing for your children then it is 
no guilt on you if you deliver what 
you have given with kindness.... 
(2: 233) 

59 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
fisälan (to wean the child) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. 1, p. 179). 
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" ... And if they suckle for you, 
then pay them their wages, and 
consult one another in kindness. 
But if you differ then let another 
woman suckle for him. Let him 
who is affluent expend from his 
affluence. And let him whose 
provision has been straitened (by 
God) expend from what God has 
given him; for God charges no 
living soul except according to what 
He has bestowed upon it. Surely 
God shall make ease after 
hardship. " (65: 6-7)60 
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iI Upbringing INA 

Upbringing and religion 

"And (remember) when Abraham 
raised up the foundations of the 
House, together with Ismael: `Our 
Lord, accept this from us. You, are 
the All-Hearing, the All-knowing. ' 
`Our Lord, make us submissive to 
You, and of our progeny a 
submissive nation to You, and show 
us our rites, and relent toward us, 
for You are the Relenting, the 
Merciful. " (2: 127-128) 

"When his Lord said to him, 
`Surrender, he said, ̀ I surrender to 
the Lord of the worlds. ' And with 
this did Abraham bequeath his 
children, and Jacob: `0 my 
children, God has chosen for you 
the religion. So depart not this life 
unless you are Moslems 
(surrenderers to God). " (2: 131- 
132)61 

60 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of a word ukhrä 
(another woman) based on the reading 
of Warsh and Qalnn. (see ̀ Umar and 
Malaam, ibid., vol. vf, p. 169). 

61 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words wa 
wasä (bequeath) and istafä (has chosen) 
based on the reading of Warsh. (see 
`Umar and Maltram, ibid., vol. 1, p. 117). 
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" .. And Noah called to his son 
who stood isolated, `0 my son 
embark with us and be not among 
the unbelievers. "' (11: 42)62 

"And when Abraham said, `My 
Lord, make this land safe, and turn 
me and my sons from worshipping 
the idols. " (14: 35) 

"And when Lugmän said to his son, 
exhorting him, `0 my son, associate 
nothing with God, for surely 
imputing (other gods to God) is a 
great iniquity. " (31: 13) 

"O my son, observe the prayer, and 
enjoin the good turn, and forbid 
abomination and persevere in 
whatever may befall you, for surely 
that is from firm resolution. " 
(31: 17) 

Upbringing and children rights 

" .. Their husbands have more 
right to restore them in such a state, 
if they so desire to reconcile. And 
they (women) have rights similar to 
their obligations in all equity ... (2: 228)63 

"No compulsion is there in religion, 
for rectitude is henceforth distinct 
from perversity .... " (2: 256)64 

62 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the words 
irkab ma`anä (embark with us) and al- 
kdfirYn (the unbelievers) based on the 
readings of Warsh, al-Düwri, and 
Qälün. (see ̀Umar and Makram, ibid., 
vol. III, pp. 113-114). 

63 This verse has the possibility of 
abrogation being abrogated by verses 
229-230 chapter 2 (see Ibn al-Bäriz?, 
ibid., pp. 26-27). 

64 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyü4, ibid., 
pp. 44-45). 
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"And if you fear discord between 
the two, then send forth an arbiter 
from his folk and an arbiter from 
her folk, if they both desire 
amendment God will reconcile 
between them .... 

" (4: 35) 

"He said, `0 my son, do not narrate 
your vision to your brethren lest 
they should contrive against you 
some artifice. Truly Satan is a 
manifest foe of man. " (12: 5)65 

Upbringing and parent's rights 

"And when Abraham said to his 
father Azar, `Do you take idols for 
gods? I truly see you and your folk 
in blatant perversity. "' (6: 74) 

"And We have commanded on man 
concerning his parents .. ." (31: 14) 

"But if they endeavour with you to 
make you impute associates to Me, 
that of which you have no 
knowledge, then do not obey them; 
keep their company in this world in 
kindness, and follow the path of 
him who turns to Me (in penitence). 
To Me shall be your return, then I 
shall apprise you of what you were 
doing. " (31: 15)66 

"And We have commanded on man 
kindness toward his parents .... " 
(46: 15) 

65 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
ru'ydka (your vision) based on the 
readings of Wamh and al-Dad. 
(see 'Umar and Ma1Qam, ibid., vo1. III, 
p. 148). 

66 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
al-dunyä (this world) based on the 
reading of Warsh. (see `Umar and 
Makram, ibid., vol. V, p. 86). 
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Upbringing and manners 

"He said, 0 my sons, enter not by 
one gate; enter by separate gates ... 
." (12: 67) 

"0 my sons, go in search of Joseph 
and his brother .... " (12: 87) 

"0 you who believe, let those whom 
your right hands possess, and those 
of you who have not become 
pubescent, ask leave of you at three 
times: before the dawn prayer, and 
when you lay aside your raiment at 
mid-day, and after the night prayer. 
Three times of privacy for you. It is 
no sin for you, nor for them 
thereafter, when you go round 
attending one another. Thus God 
elucidates to you the signs, for God 
is Omniscient, Wise. And when the 
children among you reach puberty, 
let them then ask leave, as those 
before them asked .... " (24: 58- 
59)67 

"And turn not your cheek in scorn 
toward people, and walk not in the 
land struttingly, for God loves no 
one swaggering, boastful. And be 
midmost in your walk, and lower 
your voice, for indeed the most 
repulsive voice is the voice of 
asses. " (31: 18-19) 

"And when he reached (the age of) 
working with him, he said, `My 
son, I have seen in a dream that I 
should sacrifice you. Consider, 
what do you think? ' He said, `0 
my father, do what you are 
ordained; you shall find me, God 
willing, amongst the steadfast. "' 
(37: 102)68 

67 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word 
li-yastadhnkum (ask leave of you) 
based on the reading of Warsh. (see 
`Umar and Makram, ibid., vol. rv, 
p. 267). 
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4.80 

Bequeath and death 

"Decreed for yours that, when one 
of you approaches death, if he 
leaves wealth, he makes a will 
bequeathing equitably to the parents 
and kinsmen (and kinswomen). 
(That is) a duty on the godfearing. 
Yet, whoever changes it after he has 
heard it, the sin for it shall surely 
fall on those who change it. Verily, 
God is All-Hearing, All-knowing. 
But whoever fears deviation or 
sinful tendency from a testator and 
makes things right between them, 
no sin shall rest upon him .... " 
(2: 180-182)69 

"Those of you who die and leave 
wives, (should leave) a testament 
for their wives bequeathing a 
provision for a year without 
expulsion. But if they go out, then 
there is no sin on you in what they 
do with themselves in fairness .... " 
(2: 240)70 

69 This verse has the possibility of 
abrogation being abrogated by verse 11 
chapter 4 (see Ibn Du`ämah, ibid., 
p. 35). 

70 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 43-44). The verse has also the 
possibility of abrogation being 
abrogated by verse 12 chapter 4 
(see Ibn Du`ämah, ibid., p. 36). 
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Bequeath and testimony 

"0 you who believe, let there be 
testimony between you when death 
comes to any one of you, at the 
bequeathing two men of fairness 
among you, or two others from 
another folk, if you are travelling in 
the land and the calamity of death 
befalls you. You shall let them 
both stay after the prayer, then they 
shall swear by God, if you are 
doubtful, `We will not sell it for a 
price, even if it were a near 
kinsman, nor will we conceal the 
testimony of God, for then we 
would be among the sinful. But if it 
be found that both of them have 
committed a sin, then let two others 
take their place, from those against 
whom the two had sinfully testified. 
Then let those two swear by God: 
`Our testimony is truer than their 
testimony; and if we transgress, 
then we will be among the 
iniquitous. ' This is nearer to 
bearing testimony in its correct 
way; or they will fear that 
testimony will be borne after their 
testimony .... " (5: 106-108) 
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Inheritance and children 

"God commands you, concerning 
your children to the male the like of 
the portion of two females. And if 
there only be women above two, 
then they shall have two thirds of 
what he leaves; but if she is only 
one, then she shall have one half ... 
." (4: 11)71 

71 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüti, ibid., 
pp. 68.69). 
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Inheritance and parents 

".... and to each one of his parents 
one sixth of what he leaves if he has 
a son. But if he has no children and 
his parents inherit him, then one 
third to his mother. But if he has 
brothers, then a sixth to his mother, 
after any will he may bequeath, or a 
debt... ." (4: 11)72 

Inheritance and husband 

"And you shall have half of what 
your wives leave, if they have no 
children. But if they have children, 
you shall only have a fourth of what 
they leave after a will they may 
bequeath or a debt. ... " (4: 12) 

Inheritance and wife 

".... And for them a fourth of what 
you leave, if you have no children. 
But if you have children then they 
shall have an eighth of what you 
leave after a will you may bequeath 
or debt 

.... " (4: 12) 

Inheritance and brothers/sisters 

".... And if a man or a woman 
have no heir, but have a uterine 
brother or sister, then to each of the 
two is the sixth. But if they are 
more than that, then they shall be 
equal shares in one third after a will 
that may be bequeathed therewith, 
or a debt not injurious ... ." (4: 12) 

72 This verse is related to an occasion(s) of 
revelation (see al-Suyüci, ibid., 
pp. 68-69). 
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"They ask your verdict, say `God 
gives you His verdict concerning 
the heir. If a man dies childless, but 
he has a sister, she receives a half of 
what he leaves, and he shall inherit 
her if she has no children. But if 
there be two sisters, then they shall 
have two thirds of what he leaves. 
And if they are brothers and sisters, 
then to the male the share of two 
females 

.... " (4: 176)73 

Inheritance and kinsmen 

"And when the kinsmen, and the 
orphans and the indigent attend the 
division then provide them some of 
it, and speak to them with kindly 
words. " (4: 8)74 

73 This verse includes a difference of 
opinion in the reciting of the word wa 
huwa (and he) based on the reading of 
Qälün. (see ̀Umar and Makram, ibid., 
vol. II, p. 185). The verse is also related 
to an occasion(s) of revelation 
(see al-Suyüti, ibid., pp. 95-96). 

74 This verse has the possibility of 
abrogation being abrogated by verse 11 
chapter 4 (see In Du`Amah, ibid., 
pp. 38-39). 
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CONCLUSION 

Islamic Information Science has neither a past nor a present. It is the emerging 

science of the future. What was misrepresented as Islamic Information Science 

by Muslim scholars was a Muslim information science if not a Western 

Information Science in Muslim dress. The difference between the two is that 

the former should be conceived, structured and developed on the basis of the 

pure mental effort of Muslim scholars, while the latter is simply the adoption, 

by Muslims, of the methods of Information Science as they have been moulded 

by the Western perception, with no attempt to elaborate or evaluate their 

usefulness or their weaknesses for the purposes of Islam. 

Unfortunately, there is no consensus among Muslim scholars on the structure of 

Islamic Information Science. Yet the fundamental philosophical base still rests 

on the reclassification of Knowledge that assumes that Islam has its own 

working philosophy and that this has a complete and conclusive integration of 

its own. However, this task and the challenge it presents still remain unfulfilled. 

The task of the reclassifying of Knowledge requires immense intellectual 

capacity, not only from experts in the field of library science, but from 

philosophers, jurists, historians, linguists and scientists. All need to have deep 

insight into the faith of Islam - its culture, legacy and civilization. It is only 

through the combination of these two qualities that a new concrete classification 

of Knowledge can be produced. 

Indeed, some ideas on the lines discussed above have already been explored in 

what in its general form is known as the "Islamization of Knowledge". The late 

al-FärOgi of the International Institute of Islamic Thought - Washington made a 

pioneering effort in this regard and explained the Islamization of Knowledge in 

terms of (i) the developing a comprehensive critique of Western theoretical 
1 )nLeiatrona1. institute of 1Slärnic T+ou91L (tggj), 1-wajta ft isläm, yyat 
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orientations and methodological tools, (ii) the formulating of an ideal-typical 

model of Islamic society from the basic sources of Qur'an and Hadith, and (iii) 

the evolution and application of relevant, local and ideologically suitable 

concepts, theories and methods in the study of social reality prevailing in 

Muslim societies. This concept is bi-dimensional: it is theoretical because it 

attempts to develop a typical model of an ideal Islamic society in the 

contemporary world, and it is empirical because it intends to introduce the basic 

elements of realism to the study of present day Muslim societies. 

The scheme devised and outlined by al-Farügi is a general scheme which could 

be applied to any discipline; however, two points remain to be clarified if the 

actual scheme is to be put into practice. First, every field has to be analyzed and 

investigated by the experts who must train their Islamic understanding to 

interpret Islam in the light of modem science as well as the basic Islamic norms 

and principles. Secondly, the task of analysis and investigation must be 

undertaken in the domain of institutional projects, and not as an individual 

academic exercise. This is to ensure that it operates within a coherent scheme 

and as part of a conscious collective mental effort. 

Regarding the discipline of Information Science, in contrast to the first point, 

the specialists in the field of Information Science who have developed their own 

Islamic personality are few in number and most if not all of them are still 

wasting their time and energy trying to adapt their Islamic situation and to 

modify the tools of the Western system. Unfortunately, these adaptations have 

not only failed to tackle the real problem, but also distort and disfigure the 

serene harmony of Islamic values. Moreover, in contrast to the second point, 

because of the individualism of their thinking their studies have been poor in 

quality, lacking in originality, and repetitive. 
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However, there is now a new ray of light, though it is still in an individual garb, 

which seeks to tackle the problem of Islamicity through pure intellectual 

Muslim effort. Unfortunately, these initiatives have not been successfully 

approached. For instance, Sabazwari's suggestion of a Universal Islamic 

Classification and Anwar's call for the establishment of a World Bibliographic 

Centre are doomed to failure unless these scholars have first devoted their 

perception, effort and time to establishing an Islamic methodology for 

classifying Knowledge. 

For these reasons the author of this study believes that to tackle the problem of 

classification of Knowledge, in order to establish a universal Islamic 

classification scheme, and to initiate a sort of global bibliographical control of 

Islamic literature, both conceptually and physically, the first step should be to 

establish an analytical retrieval system of both the Qur'anic text and the Hadith 

collection. In addition to the points mentioned above, this will help in saving 

time and effort for those who seek the Qur'an and Hadith subjects; it will also 

provide a creative tool for authors who have no clear ideas regarding the Qur'an 

and the Hadith subjects. Furthermore, the final production of these indexes will 

form the actual classification of Knowledge as presented by the Qur'an and the 

Hadith. Later on, through a conceptual analysis of these indexes and the 

organization of the literature and writings on the Qur'an and Hadith, the final 

production of a classification scheme on the Qur'an and Hadith will be 

achieved. Through this classification scheme and other self- standing schemes 

on Jurisprudence, Islamic history, Islamic philosophy, etc. the general Islamic 

classification scheme will be attained. Again to achieve the Universal Islamic 

classification scheme literature and writing on Islam in all languages will need 

to be taken into consideration. For national purposes this scheme could also be 

of benefit to all Muslim countries, which need to initiate their own national 

classification scheme. For instance, Arabic, Urdu, Persian and Turkish 
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traditions and history could be added to this scheme on a national base, with 

their rules for transliteration, alphabetization, and any other rules for 

cataloguing and lists of subject headings. 

It is therefore suggested that a complementary accompaniment to this study 

would be to deal with the problems relating to Hadith by analyzing the 

problems relating to the initiation of a bibliographical classification scheme of 

the Qur'an and Hadith. Also parallel to the present study is an analytical 

approach to the problems related to Hadith, in order to establish a Hadith 

retrieval system; this too has to be discussed. The problems could be identified 

with those related to the Qur'an, which have been discussed in this study. In 

particular three core problems which are implicit in the question of establishing 

a Qur'anic retrieval system. 

The first core problem is difference in interpretation. This implies that 

differences of opinion in interpretation are due not so much to the lack of 

understanding about the methodology of interpretation, but to the lack of basic 

human understanding about Qur'anic style of presentation. This is mainly seen 

in ambiguous expressions, co-referential of pronouns, various dialects of Arab 

tribes, continuous/discontinuous statements in narrative stories and various 

readings. The differences of opinion among commentators appear also to be 

due to the difficulty of tracing back the Qur'anic statement to its actual context 

in relation to its time of revelation. This appears in specific and general 

statements, occasions of revelations, abrogations, and stories from Judaica. 

Finally, the various differences in interpretation are thought to be due to 

different schools of thought that shape the mind and give rise to abstract 

meanings. This is mainly seen in the Shiite, Mu'tazilite, Sufi, and Kharijite 

ways of interpretation. 
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However, it is suggested that the above problems could be resolved as follows: 

for all verses that show differences in linguistic interpretation, all the opinions 

must be considered under their immediate headings. This means utilizing only 

the reading prevailing in the Muslim world, that is Hafs, while considering the 

differences shown in other readings in a footnote. The occasions of revelations 

and the principle of abrogation should be consulted only for clarification and an 

indication has to be provided in the footnote. As to Judaica, the principle is to 

avoid them as much as possible, unless they are supported by authentic Hadiths. 

However, regarding the various schools of thought the aim is to choose and 

consider individual representatives of these schools within the historical, 

theological and linguistic framework that has been accepted by the majority of 

Muslim scholars. 

The second core problem that is considered in this study is the proper choice of 

appropriate criteria for selection and of a well-defined set of rules by which the 

individual words or sentences may lead to a successful presentation of the 

selected Qur'anic verses. Specifically, the criteria adopted should involve 

correct recognition of homographs, general awareness of the synonyms, the 

right selection of word form, effective methods of organization of letters, words 

and headings, and finally, pleasant display of the indexing scheme. 

Initially, the fundamental problem of homographs is that a great number of 

words in the Qur'an have more than one meaning of interpretation. Also the 

absence of the vowel signs in some printed material can result in a homographic 

case if the Qur'anic words are isolated from the text. Technically, the existence 

of homographs in the retrieval system can result in the user not understanding 

the meaning behind the word in isolation in the alphabetic index. Moreover, 

synonyms exist in the Qur'an in several forms viz, true synonyms and quasi- 

synonyms. The former include semantic equivalences, derived nouns and 
irregular plurals. While the latter indicate those words that have slight 
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difference in meaning, even though they are used without distinction. 

Practically, the existence of synonyms in the retrieval system results in 

scattering the synonymous words through the alphabet and hence this affects the 

performance of the retrieval system. Also the lack of criteria for choosing one 

of the synonymous words rather than another in the alphabet can hardly match 

the flexibility of the user's aim. 

Similar to synonyms, but in a different form, the existence of different 

numerical forms of terms viz; singular, dual and plural in the Qur'an leads to 

the same problems caused by the lack of criteria of selection for the forms of the 

terms. The organization of the terms in a sequence order as a basic approach to 

match the user's request has two possible forms of organization as far as the 

letters are concerned: the root method and the alphabetic method. The root 

method maintains an internal alphabetic order, while the alphabetic method has 

two ways of sequencing the letters: vertically, following the difference that has 

been used in the Moroccan countries and the rest of Arab countries, and 

horizontally, following the difference between letter-by-letter sequences and 

word-by-word sequences. The latter are closely connected with the form of the 

headings, whether they are single-word or multi-word headings. Finally, the 

way the terms are displayed in the alphabetic display is tested as a conventional 

method for the retrieval system by a comparison of the KWIC and KWOC 

displays. Similarly the efficiency of facet, hierarchical and graphic displays is 

tested as a complement to the alphabetic one. 

The solution adopted in this study for homographs is to provide vowel signs for 

all words in order to eliminate artificial homographs; the natural homographs 

are qualified by words in brackets to clarify the meaning. However, the 

solution for synonyms is to provide all shades of meanings in the alphabet index 

and to choose a preferred one in the classified index. The criterion of selection 
is to adopt the most frequent occurrence in the Qur'an for the irregular plurals; 
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distinction should be made between those which indicate concepts and those 

which indicate numbers. As to the former, both should be provided due to their 

differences, while for the latter the most frequent occurrence is to be chosen. 

For different numerical forms of terms, the suggestion is to use those which 

exist in the Qur'an in single form; as to terms which exist in more than one 

form, the criterion is to choose the plural form rather than dual or singular and 

to use the criterion of synonyms for irregular plurals. For the organization of 

terms, the alphabetic method is recommended rather than the root method; the 

sequences most common in the Arab countries are adopted, and the word-by- 

word sequence is preferred to avoid the scattering of the headings. 

The third core problem is the capability of the machine to read the text and to 

determine the meaning of the messages, and the shades of meanings that are 

expressed in the Qur'anic style and its way of argumentation. At the most 

elementary level the problem is to examine the capability of the machine to 

process Arabic words, together with their vowels, roots and patterns. The major 

problem of getting computers to communicate with humans, using natural 

language, is machine analysis at the morphological level. The assumption is 

that if dictionaries are attached to the memory of the computer, provided they 

are large enough and the lexicography good enough, words can be matched 

easily and this enables the user to retrieve the text. Unfortunately, the internal 

change in Arabic words, and the variant forms of roots and patterns render the 

results far from encouraging. Alternatively, attempts have been made to use 

syntactical analysis on simple Qur'anic verses. Chomsky's theories of 

"transformational grammar" and "phrase structure grammar" were also tested. 

However, the major problem of these theories in dealing with Qur'anic 

language is that placing an input string of the verse, parsing it into an undefined 
form and then generating it from this undefined form, results sometimes (as 

long as semantical analysis is not considered) in generating meaningless verses. 
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Gradually, semantics is seen to be a necessary perspective in Qur'anic language 

analysis. The test favoured by Katz and Fodor "the theory of semantics" was 

later developed by Fillmore in "the case for case" theory. The major 

preoccupation of these theories has been the question of how not to generate 

"starred" verses. That is, to establish as a goal that the grammars should not 

generate verses that are either meaningless or ungrammatical. Tasks like these 

tend to yield results of little use for machine processing the Qur'anic text. The 

need for a semantic theory that is to prove usable by computers is neither to 

mark input verses as unacceptable nor to preserve the generation of such verses. 

The conclusion therefore is that what might be labelled a program of 

computational semantics is the establishment of a step by step procedure that 

assigns a meaning to input verses and provides for the creation of meaningful 

ideas and their encoding into the verses of the Qur'an. The major issue in 

resolving these problems is the creation of a meaning representation that yields, 

in a prescribed fashion, the concepts underlying a verse: that is, by the use of 

the "frame models" of Minsky. However, the major disadvantages of these 

models, in their use for Qur'anic analysis, are the determination of the right 

-frames, the distinction of homographs and the realization of synonyms. 

For internal indexing, that is, the subject indexing of the contents for the 

purpose of assigning labels to the Qur'anic verses represented, three major 

experiments in automatic indexing were tested: Luhn, Baxendale, and Oswald. 

All three experiments are based on the idea that by eliminating the common 

words from the text, the remaining words are likely to describe the text and the 

highest frequency words are the best representatives to indicate the text. 

Unfortunately, again the synonyms and the homographs create difficulties, and 

moreover the existence of the pronouns presents hidden meanings created from 

the occurrence of the words that happen to be in different forms. 
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Our view therefore is that deep knowledge cannot be understood by 

contemporary automatic systems, at least for the Qur'an which functions in a 

complex world. As a result of this limitation, the other suggested alternative 

method is to use the computer as a predesigned database. This means that the 

database and its interaction with the user must be performed manually before 

being searched. In addition, all the problems that would become evident in the 

manual system would be solved. For the remaining technical problems of 

searching viz; exact matching, truncation, root reduction, and Boolean operators 

and the lack of agreement of the distribution of Arabic characters on the 

keyboards, a menu selection is suggested. 

The point which has finally to be discussed is that of the designing process 

itself. Indeed, designing a system to satisfy unspecified needs may sound like 

an impossible task, yet it can be done by achieving appropriate specialization. 

All systems, even the largest libraries, are designed with conscious limitations 

in scope, that is, some degree of knowledge of what the system should have, 

and who are the intended users. This is the only rational approach to design. 

Having devoted this work to satisfy the demands of modern sciences, in facing 

the intellectual challenges of modernity, Muslim thinkers clash head-on with 

secular modernity; in essence the conflict centres on whether or not modern 

sciences have to fit the Qur'anic verses. In other words, Muslim thinkers 

believe that the way the unity of the human experience is dividing Knowledge 

into social sciences and natural sciences and the manner in which it is further 

segmented into various disciplines, is not valid from the points of view of the 

epistemological system of the Qur'anic structure. Despite the claim that the 

Qur'an is a complete way of life and valid for every time and place, most 

Muslim thinkers believe in their heart of hearts that the Qur'anic option to 

Knowledge is valid only for the moral sphere. In relation to the scientific 
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world, notwithstanding all the furore about Qur'anic studies, Muslim thinkers 

find themselves in a complete vacuum. There is, of course, an inkling in some 

Muslim writings which try to relate to fields such as astronomy, geology and 

medicine, but there is no trace of Qur'anic approach to studying the scientific 

world. Indeed, there is nothing wrong in attempting to match scientific facts 

with the Qur'anic verses. After all, if scientific facts cannot be fitted to the 

Qur'an, then it would be much more appropriate not to match the Qur'anic 

verses with the creation of the human mind and the subjectivity of human 

reason that exists in social sciences. As a matter of fact, both the natural 

sciences and the social sciences can be fitted to the Qur'anic verses, but only if 

this is carried out according to a proper Qur'anic methodology to enhance the 

values and the norms of the Qur'anic message and to appropriate it to the 

human sphere, whether scientific or social. We must bear in mind that the 

Qur'an is an unaltered revelation from God and that no contradiction should 

emerge unless human perception is distorted. The frequency with which the 

organs of sense perception have been echoed in various chapters of the Qur'an 

is a clear indication of its role in acquiring Knowledge from a world-view 

perspective, but only if we remember that this is the product of the All- 

Knowing. 

Given this endeavour and the poverty of the Muslim approach in this regard, the 

task of establishing a Qur'anic retrieval system can no longer be conceived 

without the contribution of an Islamic perception, which adopts a Qur'anic 

approach to study scientific facts and social activities. This in itself could be a 

great challenge for compilers who are in the process of establishing a Qur'anic 

retrieval system and who without the help of the creative energies of Muslim 

thinkers will not fulfil their duty properly. 

000-0. 
-1 
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